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DEPARTMENT OF *SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington SS Manual - 1421


David v.


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO.: G-178


Issued: January 25, 1984


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION . For Information Call:


Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary
SCAN 234-0204 or


Non-SCAN 753-0204


1


I IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161


SUBJECT: VOLUNTARY TERMINATION OF CHILD CARE AGENCY LICENSES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-178 was entered.


I. BACKGROUND


Licensors have been unclear about whether or not they may legally


refuse to accept a license which the licensee chooses to surrender


during the course of an action leading to the revocation of that


license. While such a voluntary termination is generally considered


a favorable outcome, it may be problematic in some cases because the


licensee may reapply for a new license with another DSHS office or


child placing agency (if he/she is seeking a foster family home


license).


According to a recent memo from the Attorney General's Office, the


department may refuse the voluntary surrender of the license and go to


a fair hearing on the revocation, if necessary.


II. ACTION REQUIRED 


1. A licensee may voluntarily terminate a license prior to its


expiration.


2. The department shall accept such a surrender of a license except


that if it has determined that there are grounds for a revoca-


tion, it may insist that the licensee admit to the specific


grounds for the termination. Should the licensee refuse to admit


these specific grounds, the department may proceed with the revo-


cation.


3. A determination of whether to accept the voluntary termination or


to revoke the license should be on a case-by-case basis after


consultation with the Attorney General's Office.


4. If a licensee voluntarily surrenders a license and subsequently


reapplies, all the issues associated with the termination could


be raised in support of a denial of a new license.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-174
Issued: December 29, 1983


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION For Information Call:
Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary Barry Fibel


SCAN 234-0204 or
non-SCAN 753-0204


1 1
1 IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUALS PRODUCTION UNIT 08-16 1
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SUBJECT: CRIMINAL/ARREST RECORD CHECK ON APPLICANTS FOR LICENSURE AND
ON EMPLOYEES OF CHILD CARE FACILITIES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green Notice


Control Sheet the date Notice G-174 was entered.


BACKGROUND


Although RCW 74.15 was revised in 1980 to authorize criminal justice agencies


to provide the department with criminal arrest record information on child


care agencies and persons employed or under contract to an agency, the
mechanism to access the criminal records information system was not developed


at that time.


The department subsequently obtained access to the Washington State Patrol


(WSP) Identification Section for Child Protective Services (CPS) purposes


and worked out a procedure to accomplish this. This revision will enable


the department to use essentially the same procedure to access the system
for licensing purposes.


PROCEDURE


Each CSO or Regional Office wishing to do a criminal/arrest record check on


an applicant for a child care license, a licensee, or employee of such
agency, may do so by using the DSHS 0-35 Criminal/Arrest History Request.
Instructions for completing the form are located in Manual G, 26.99 (although
the conditions outlined in the cross-referenced 26.348 are not to be applied
when using the form for licensing purposes).


Requests are to be screened by the Regional Administrator or his/her designee
for requests originating at that level, and by the CSO Administrator or
his/her designee for requests originating at the local office level.
Persons currently designated to clear such requests for CPS may also serve
this function for licensing.
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For licensing purposes, justification for referral includes, but is notlimited to:


(a) Admission on application of a criminal record;


(b) Suggestion or statement by person giving reference for applicant,
licensee or employee;


(c) Other indications which derive from interviews with applicant,
licensee or employee;


(d) Concerns which make such a record search necessary for the pro-
tection of children.


Rather than mailing the DSHS 0-35 to the WSP Identification Section, some
CSOs or Regional Offices may find it more expedient to request this infor-mation through a local law enforcement agency if that agency has access tothe WSP Identification Section's information system and will provide infor-mation on arrests, convictions, and pending charges.


In addition, where there is concern that the applicant/licensee or employeemay have a criminal/arrest history in another state or states, the departmentmay require that the applicant/licensee or employee provide a rolled set offingerprints, to be obtained from a local law enforcement agency at theapplicant's expense. These fingerprints should be forwarded to the Criminal
Identification Section along with the completed DSHS 0-35 and a memo
requesting an FBI criminal history check. The fingerprints and the memo
must be accompanied by the applicant's check for twelve dollars made out to
the Washington State Patrol.


Information gained will be subject to protections of the DSHS Public DisclosurePolicy, 43.43 RCW, and 10.97 RCW.
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TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO.: G172
Issued: December 19, 1983


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary


For Information Call:
Barry Fibel
SCAN 234-0204 or
Non-SCAN 753-0204


1 1


1IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161
1 . 1


SUBJECT: LICENSING FEE CHECKS REJECTED BY BANKS


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green
Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-172 was entered.


BACKGROUND


The department collects licensing fees annually from approximately 7,000
family day care homes and 875 day care centers and mini-day care centers.
Regional offices have asked for a procedure for checks which have been
rejected by banks.


Since the rejection of an application or the suspension and possible
revocation of a license may result from payment with a rejected check, it
is essential that we have a fairly uniform, equitable, and defensible
procedure.


PROCEDURE


A. Office of Financial Recovery Responsibility 


When a check submitted by a day care applicant or licensee in payment
of the licensing fee is dishonored (NSF, stop payment, stale date,
post-dated, etc.), it will be returned to the Office of Financial
Recovery by the bank. Upon receipt, the Office of Financial Recovery
will document and prepare a reversing entry; the dishonored check and
a copy of the transmittal will be sent to the regional office or CSO,
as appropriate.


B. Region or CSO Responsibilities 


(1) Where the check had been submitted with an application, either an
initial application or one for renewal of a license, the appli-
cant/licensee should be informed by the CSO or Regional Office
that the check was rejected by the bank and that the application
is not valid until the fee has been paid by cashier's check, or
money order. The application and rejected check should be
returned to the applicant/licensee.
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(2) If the check had been submitted as a yearly payment when reli-


censing was not due, the CSO or Regional Office should notify the


licensee (Certified Mail, Receipt Requested) that the check had


been rejected by the bank, that they should replace the rejected


check immediately with a new personal check, a cashier's check,


or money order, and that their license will be suspended thirty


days following receipt of this letter if such payment is not


received before that time. The rejected check should be returned


to the licensee.


When received, the new cashier's check or money order should be pro
-


cessed similar to a new license except that it would be refere
nced to


the original transmittal number.
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MANUAL G: CHAPTER 6 -- LICENSING/CERTIFICATION


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO.: G-228
ISSUED: 8/29/85


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary SECTIONS REVISED:
COMMUNITY SERVICES MS OB-44 06.46 B and C


EFFECTIVE: On Receipt
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Dorothy Jeffries
SCAN 234-1249 or
Non-SCAN 753-1249


1 1
aF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161
1 1


SUBJECT: DUAL LICENSING OF FOSTER HOMES FOR BOTH CHILDREN AND ADULTS


Insert this notice in front of Chapter 6 of the Manual G and note on the
Green Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. G-228 was entered.


A. Background 


Prior to the separation of children's services from the Division of
Community Services, local office administrators were the determining
authority in respect to granting waivers for foster family homes to
receive dual licensing for both children and adults.


B. Action Required 


Section 06.46 B - Delete the last sentence beginning "Except that..."


Section 06.46 C is revised to read: "Waivers of WAC 388-73-028 which
do not also request a waiver to capacity limitation specified therein,
shall be granted only when there is approval by both the area office
manager for DCFS and the CSO administrator."


Waivers to the capacity limitation of WAC 388-73-028 must be approved
at both the DCFS center level and the Regional Office level.


For adult family homes such waivers to capacity limitation shall not
exceed ninety days and must show that such waiver will not jeopardize
care of the residents.
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CHAPTER 06
LICENSING/CERTIFICATION


06.00 PROGRAM AUTHORITY


Manual G
06.00
Rev. 77 - 1/84


A. Statutes governing licensing functions of Regional Offices (RO) and Com-
munity Services Offices (CSO).


1. Child Welfare Agencies Licensing Act -- Chapter 74.15 RCW


2. Administrative Procedure Act -- Chapter 34.04 RCW


3. Personal Care and Supervision of Adults -- RCW 74.08.044


B. Location of DSHS Licensing and Certification Responsibilities for Various
Types of Agencies.


The term "agency," by statutory definition, refers to any facility sub-
ject to licensing, including a foster family, day care home or an adult
family home. Responsibilities listed for offices other than the Bureau
of Children's Services and the Bureau of Aging and Adult Services are
given for informational purposes only The remaining parts of this
chapter relate primarily and specifically to the licensing programs of
these two bureaus as implemented by ROs and CSOs.


Primary
Responsibility


Community
Services Office
(CSO)


Type of Agency


1 CSO supervised foster
family homes for children
(including homes licensed
as crisis residential
centers)


Statutory and
Regulatory Base


2. Adult family homes (APR)
for up to four persons who
are developmentally dis-
abled or otherwise in need
of protection


3. Family day care homes for
children and mini-day
care programs in family
homes


4. Congregate care facilities
CSO approves for payment
rather than licenses (see
Chap. 46, Residential
Services for Adults)


Chap. 74.15 RCW,
WAC 388-73


Chap 74.15 RCW,
RCW 74.08.044;
WAC 388-73


Chap. 74.15 RCW,
WAC 388-73


RCW 18.20
WAC 388-15-560/568
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Comments


Homes for 5 or more
adults are licensed


by Division of Health
Services as boarding
homes.


Fire Marshal and Div.
of Health Services
certifications
required for mini-
centers


Licensed by Division
of Health Services as
boarding homes or as
alcoholism treatment
centers.
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Primary
Responsibility
Regional Office
(RO) Lic. Staff


1.
Type of Agency


Family foster homes for
children, for homes cer-
tified by licensed child
placing agencies


2. Child placing agencies


3. Group care facilities for
children, group care
crisis residential
centers and juvenile
detention facilities.


4. Day care centers, mini
day care centers in
facilities other than
private family residences
and day treatment prog.


5. Maternity services, inc.
maternity homes


Statutory and
Regulatory Base


RCW 74.15.040;
WAC 388-73


Chap. 74.15 RCW
WAC 388-73


Chap. 74.15 RCW;
WAC 388-73;
RCW 74.13.032-035


Chap. 74.15 RCW,
WAC 388-73


Chap. 18.46 RCW;
WAC 388-73


Comments


Fire Marshal and
Division of Health
cert. required


Fire Marshal and
Division of Health
cert. required


Fire Marshal and
Division of Health
cert. required for
maternity homes


Bureaus of
l Children's
I Services and
I Bureau of Aging
l and Adult Serv.


'SO Bureau of
Aging and Adult
Services


State Office (SO) is responsible for developing licensing requirements
and procedures for the guidance of RO and CSO licensing staff for
licensing of the preceding categories of care. All facilities subject
to the provisions of Chap. 74.15 RCW are to be licensed whether or not
the department purchases care from them. 


Adult Day Health Programs
(Geriatric Day Services)


RCW 34.04;
WAC 388-17-200(2)


Certification
(Approved for pay-
ment, rather than
licensed).


SO Bureau of
Alcohol and
Substance Abuse


Alcoholism treatment programs RCW 70.96 and 96A;
WAC 275-15 and 25,
RCW 71.12;
WAC 248-22 (Inpatient
Care)


Accredits and/or
approves for payment.
Div. of Health
licenses.


SO Division of
Developmental
Disabilities


1. Certifies "group homes"
for purchase of care for
DDD clients.


2. Certifies group training
homes (exempt from
licensing as child care
agencies) for DDD clients


3. Certifies day training
centers (developmental
centers) for DDD clients.


RCW 72.33.850


RCW 72.33.810


RCW 72.33.860;
WAC 275-25-525


Fire inspections req.
Facilities for chil-
dren are licensed by
RO licensing staff.
Facilities for adults
are licensed by
Division of Health.
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Primary
Responsibility
Licensing and
Development
Section - Div.
of Health
(LDS - DOH)


1.


2.


Type of Agency
Boarding homes for the
aged and infirm.


Private establishments
(private psychiatric
hospitals and alcoholism
treatment centers)
Private alcoholism hosp.
Residential treatment
facilities for
psychiatric impaired
children and youth


3. General hospitals
Hospice care centers


4. Abortion clinics


5. Physical therapists in
independent practice
Rehabilitation Centers
Rural Health Clinics
Home Health Agencies
Renal disease centers
(certified for receipt
of federal funds)


6. Child Birth Centers


7. Shelters for Victims of
Domestic Violence


Statutory and
Regulatory Base


RCW 18.20; WAC 248-16


RCW 71.12; WAC 248-22
WAC 248-23


RCW 70.41; WAC 248-18
WAC 248-21


RCW 9.02; WAC 248-140


Code of Fed. Regs.
405.2140


RCW 18.46; WAC 248-29


RCW 70.123;
WAC 248-554


Comments 
Fire Marshal inspects
licensed facilities.
LDS-DOH also certi-
fies group care
facilities, day care
centers, mini-centers
and maternity homes
licensed by RO or by
CSO (mini-centers).
CSOs may develop con-
gregate care facility
(CCF) contracts with
licensed boarding
homes and alcoholism
treatment centers.


Bureau of
Nursing Home
Affairs


1. Nursing homes.


2. Day care programs for the
aged located in nursing
homes.


3. Certification of licensed
nursing homes as inter-
mediate care facilities.


RCW 18.51; WAC 248-14


RCW 18.51; WAC 248-14


Code of Fed. Regs.
249.12 and 249.13


Facilities are
inspected by the Fire
Marshal.


SO Division of
Mental Health


Certification of community
mental health centers
receiving state funds.


RCW 71.24
WAC 275-25 & ff


SO Division of
Vocational
Rehabilitation


Certification of sheltered
workshops for handicapped
persons for state purchase
of service.


RCW 28A.10.080
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Responsibilityl Type of Agency
SO Bureau of 'Certification of drug treat-
Alcohol and lment programs which receive
Substance Abuselstate funds
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Statutory and
Regulatory Base


WAC 275-14 & ff.
Comments


06.10 POLICY


06.11 Purpose of Service 


The general purposes of licensing within the department are as follows:


A. To safeguard the well-being of children, expectant mothers, developmen-
tally disabled persons and adults in need of protection who receive care
away from their own homes.


B. To provide consultation to applicants/licensees by interpreting licensing
requirements and procedures, providing information and alternatives for
attaining and maintaining compliance with licensing requirements, and
keeping licensees informed about changes in licensing requirements and
procedures.


C. To refer applicants/licensees to other services for training opportuni-
ties, in-depth consultation for program improvement and for information
regarding payment from and contracts with the department. (See subsec-
tion F below.)


D. To assure the users of licensed agencies, their relatives, the community
at large and the licensees themselves that adequate minimum standards
are maintained by all licensed agencies.


E. To certify as meeting licensing requirements those agencies which are
exempt from licensing to enable them to receive payment. (See WAC
388-73-020.)


F. RCW 74.15.010 lists the following three additional purposes of the Child
Welfare Agencies Licensing Act:


p. 6


1. To strengthen and encourage family unity and to sustain parental
rights and responsibilities to the end that foster care is provided
only when a child's family, through the use of all available
resources, is unable to provide necessary care.


a. This responsibility is implemented in licensing by the
adoption of regulations which:


1) Require that licensees (except providers of family home
care and day care) provide social services to parents;
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2) Restrict foster care facility admissions to children whose
need for care is clearly justified by a social study.


b. The provision of direct services to children and families by the
department is accomplished by staff other than licensing staff.


, 2. To provide consultation to agencies (licensees) in order to help them
improve their methods of and facilities for care (beyond the level
established by licensing requirements). To the extent possible,
after meeting the required primary regulatory and monitoring func-
tions, the licensor may provide consultation regarding:


a. The development of guidelines for and providing information to
licensees for the improvement of programs beyond the level
required for a license.


b. Providing education about specialized methods of working with
particular types of children or with individual children.


c. Orientation, training, and technical support to licensees and
their staff.


3. To promote the development of a sufficient number and variety of
licensed facilities to meet the public's need through the coopera-
tive efforts of public and private agencies and other interested
parties.


06.12 Service Description 


A. Licensing is the exercise of the police powers of the state as reflected
in specific statutes for the regulation of certain activities affecting
the safety and welfare of its citizens.


B. The department's licensing program is mandated by RCW 74.15 and RCW 74.-
08.044. These RCWs regulate the care and supervision of: children,
expectant mothers; developmentally disabled persons, and other particu-
larly vulnerable/dependent adults who reside away from the protection of
their own families or homes. They also regulate the placement or the
arranging of placement of such persons into such care or the placement
of children for adoption.


C. A license is the formal permission granted by the state to a person or
organization to perform the regulated activity. The performance of a
licensable activity without a license is illegal and constitutes a mis-
demeanor. However, licensing statutes frequently exempt certain classes
of individuals and organizations from licensure (see RCW 74.15.020 and
WAC 388-73-018).


D. Licensing staff evaluate an applicant's character, financial circum-
stances (see 06.15 C.), proposed methods of care, number and qualifica-
tion of staff (employees), and physical facilities compared to formally
adopted licensing requirements.
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E. Information regarding the applicant and his/her program is secured pri-
marily from the applicant. Information secured on an application form
is supplemented by:


1. Face-to-face interviews with the applicant and members of his/her
staff or in the case of foster family homes, adult family homes,
and family day care homes, his/her family.


2. On-site inspections of the premises to be used for the program to
be licensed, and


3. Information secured from references.


F. In addition to visits by licensing staff, certain categories of care
(e.g., mini day care centers, group care facilities) require inspection
and approval of the premises by fire and health authorities (see table
in 06.00).


G. Licensing staff may make such additional investigation of the character
and reputation of the applicant as they deem advisable, including con-
tact with former employers, physicians, law enforcement personnel, etc.
(See Sec. 06.37 B. regarding criminal offender record information.)
When deemed appropriate, a psychiatric evaluation may also be required.


H. Following issuance of a license, licensing staff visits licensee to
follow complaints to assess continued compliance with licensing require-
ments. After due notice, failure to correct noted deficiencies and to
provide care consistent with licensing requirements results in revoca-
tion of license.


I. A person who is denied a license or whose license is revoked has a right
to a fair hearing. (See Chapter 01, Social Service Policy and Adminis-
tration and RCW 74.15.130.)


J. Certification simply means the department has reviewed the applicant's
program or facility and certifies that the applicant meets certain
standards. No license is issued.


06.13 General Policies Related to this Service 


A. Licensing is regulatory in nature. Facilities shall be licensed or
licenses shall be denied or revoked as required by statute and in accord-
ance with derivative rules and regulations (licensing requirements).


B. The primary goal of the licensing activities of DSHS shall be to provide
equal protection to every facility and user of licensed services by
ensuring that designated minimum standards are uniformly applied and
maintained statewide. To accomplish this, the following policies shall
be given full force and effect:


p. 8
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1. The Primary Focus of the Licensing Role Shall be Regulatory in Nature 


The definition of the licensing role shall be:


a. To license agencies known to be in compliance with standards;


b. To investigate complaints; '


c. To provide information to assist agencies in attaining and


maintaining compliance;


d. To take negative action in the form of denials of and revoca-


tions of licenses from agencies that do not meet, or that fall


below, minimum standards;


e. To provide information related to changes in licensing regula-


tions or procedures to licensed facilities.
•


2. The Regulatory Aspects of the Licensing Functon Should be Distinct 


and Separate From Other Program Activities 


a. In-depth consultation and program development activities should 


be provided by staff who do not have a licensing function.
The licensing role should not include activities related to:


1) Program advocacy;


2) Program development beyond minimum standards;


3) In-depth involvement in consultation;


4) Needs assessment;


5) Placement of individual clients;


6) Referrals endorsing specific providers.
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b. Placement and resource development concerns inherently con-


flict with the equitable and uniform application of licensing


standards. When these activities are intertwined with licens-
ing functions, priorities may become reversed and licensing
standards may be manipulated to meet other needs. For these
reasons, the licensing function shall be isolated as much as
possible from other program duties.


3. Minimum Standards Shall, in Fact, be Minimum and Licensers Shall 
Enforce Them


a. Development of standards that represent clear and enforceable
minimums is essential to effective licensing. Once developed,
all standards must be interpreted and enforced consistently by
all licensers to ensure equity to facilities and at least the
minimal level of protection to users.
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b. If individual licensers are free to interpret rules differently
and to informally waive various requirements, an inequitable
system results. For these reasons, the waiving of require-
ments shall occur only through a formalized process subject to
administrative review.


4. Effective Licensing Requires Consistent, Strong Supervisory Controls 


A centralized authority shall exist to ensure uniform application
of standards and procedures statewide. The state office licensing
program manager shall: develop policy and procedures; provide
technical assistance and support; monitor licensing decisions, and
provide consultation in denial and revocation actions.


C. It is essential that licensing staff be fully knowledgeable of both
statutory law (Revised Code of Washington (RCW)), and administrative law,
(Washington Administrative Code (WAC)) on minimum licensing requirements
(sometimes also referred to as licensing rules and/or regulations) for
the categories of facilities for which they have licensing responsibil-
ity.


D. The department purchases care from only licensed, certified or approved
facilities. Facilities which are not subject to licensing, may not be
licensed, but may be certified as meeting appropriate licensing require-
ments. Except for foster family homes for children and family day care
homes, DSHS payments are made only to agencies having valid written
contracts with the department.


E. Licensing per se does not obligate the department to make referrals or
payment to a program or facility; additional requirements may be imposed
for such purposes. Conversely, a licensee is not obligated to accept
referrals from nor enter into contractual relationships with the depart-
ment.


F. Purchase of service contracts with licensed agencies cannot waive or
alter licensing requirements; they may, however, expand upon or add to
those requirements. (See WAC 388-73-020.)


G. Licensing is a protective service for the community at large, and is not
restricted to facilities from which the department purchases services.


H. The basic purpose of licensing is to protect and promote the welfare of
persons in the care of licensed facilities. At the same time, the rights
of licensees must be respected. In cases in which there is conflict
between these two interests, the department will opt for the best
interests of the person in care. (Licensees have a right to a hearing
concerning departmental decisions which affect them adversely.)


I. A license is issued to an individual or specific organization to conduct
business at a specific location and is not transferable to another
person or place. It must designate the specific category of care being
authorized.
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J. The policies outlined in Chapter 01.04, Indian Policy


be followed when licensing activities involve or have


Indian persons.
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Statement, will
an effect on


06.14 Priorities Related to this Service 


In the allocation of their time, licensing staff shall give priority to the


following matters in the order listed:


A. Receipt and investigation of a complaint about a licensee's treatment


of persons in care. This activity receives top priority and must be


followed up immediately. (See 06.53 and 06.56 C.5.)


B. Revocation of licenses of licensees not in compliance with minimum


licensing requirements. (See 06.48.)


C.


D.


E.


F.


G.


A.


Processing of inquiries and new applications for license. (See 06.48.)


Regular visitation of provisionally licensed agencies and agencies


having a history of providing questionable or marginal care.


Renewal of licenses prior to expiration.


Provision of requested consultation to licensees.


Recruitment of licensees.


06.15 Eligibility 


All persons who submit an application (with the appropriate fee) and


whose program, staff, and facilities are found (upon investigation) to


be in compliance with minimum licensing requirements (MLR) for the cate-


gory of care they propose to render, are entitled to a license.


B. Conversely, a license shall not be issued when applicable licensing
requirements are not met. Exceptions for good cause must be formally
waived in writing. (See 06.44 through 06.44 for issuance of provisional
licenses and 06.46 regarding procedures for the waiver of licensing
requirements.)


C. There are no financial eligibility criteria for being licensed except
that facilities shall demonstrate that there is sufficient financial
reserve to operate their program and foster parents shall not be depend-
ent on foster care payments for sole source of income.


06.16 Payment Rates 
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fees charged by licensees nor set the department's rates of payment for
services purchased from licensed facilities/programs.
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B. For the department's rates of payment for various categories of purchased
care/services, see the following chapters:


1. Chapter 28, Day Care Services for Children


2. Chapter 31, Crisis Residential Care


3. Chapter 32, Child Foster Family Care


4. Chapter 34, Private Agency/Child Group Care


5. Chapter 46, Residential Services for Adults


6. Maternity Care - Manual F, Sec. 14.70 and 14.05; WAC 388-29-135.


06.20 PROGRAM STANDARDS 


06.21 Program Expectations/Response Time 


A. Licensing staff will respond to all inquiries (phone, in-person, mail)
within 10 working days by providing preliminary information and/or set
ting up an appointment.


B. Within 30 days of receipt of an inquiry, licensing staff shall:


1. Conduct group orientations for prospective licensees --- present
and review orientation packets and conduct a discussion period. An
orientation packet consists of a copy of the licensing statute, a
copy of the appropriate MLR and an application for license. (See
also 06.32, Inquiries/Orientation.)


2. If the number of prospective licensees does not warrant group orien-
tations, conduct individual interviews reviewing orientation packets
and discussing minimum requirements.


• 3. If neither one or two are feasible, mail orientation packet to pro-
spective licensees. (See also 06.32.)


C. At least one on-site visit to premises to be licensed is mandatory in all
cases, prior to the issuance (or renewal) of a license. It is desirable
(but not mandatory) that the on-site visits be made after receipt of a
signed application and all attachments called for in the instructions.
Applications must be reviewed for completeness.


D. All applications for licenses (except for child foster family home care)
must be processed and action taken to issue or deny a license within 90
calendar days of receipt of application (see RCW 74.15.100). Home or
agency studies must be completed within 90 days (see 06.36). Withdrawals
should be confirmed in writing.
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E. The applicant will be notified in writing within 5 days of completion of
the licensing study, whether the facility is approved (enclosing license)
or the application has been denied. If denied, the reasons for denial
must be listed. RCW 74.15.130. (See also 06.48.)


F. Licensing staff will:


1. Conduct on-site visits in the event of a complaint, at the request
of the licensee, or to assure correction of previously noted defi-
ciencies.


2. Conduct an on-site visit of licensed agencies within a 60-day
period immediately prior to renewal of a license or 30 days prior
to the expiration of a provisional license.


3. Maintain a current, accurate record of contacts with licensee,


4. Provide monthly statistical report of activities, new facilities,
closures, etc., as may be prescribed by SO and/or RO.


06.22 Appropriate Program/Service Outcomes 


A. Issuance of a license
B. Denial of a license
C. Voluntary withdrawal of application
D. Voluntary closure of a facility
E. Revocation or suspension of a license
F. Resolution of a complaint regarding a licensed agency
G. Improved service resulting from consultation


06.30 SERVICE PROCEDURES 


06.31 Recruitment (Homefinding) 


A. CSO will periodically advertise the requirement that child foster family
care, adult family, child day care homes, mini day care centers, day
care centers, and child-placing programs be licensed.


B. Licensing staff will actively recruit homes in various geographic areas
and recruit homes to serve particular groups (e.g., teenagers, handi-
capped adults, children of minority races, etc.).


C. Recruitment methods include:


1. Posting notices in strategic places (e.g., shopping centers,
churches, banks, housing projects, and other public places).


2. Securing from current licensees the names of their friends and
relatives who might be interested in providing care.
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3. Talking to various community groups and organizations: Indian
tribal councils, church groups, organizations of foster parents and
day care mothers, service clubs, professional organizations, etc.
Chambers of Commerce and local United Way Fund offices are a source
for obtaining lists of local organizations.


4. Using public media (newspapers, radio and TV): Feature stories,
want ads, public service announcements, community event calendars,
panel shows, and talk programs.


5. Developing and distributing brochures. (See pamphlets listed in
Section 06.80 and Chapter 99).


6. Using pictures and slides to supplement talks or other publicity.
The signed permission of anyone appearing in a picture, or in the
case of a child, the signed permission of his/her parent or guard-
ian, must be obtained. If custody of the child has been awarded to
an agency by a court, permission of the court must be obtained.


06.32 Inquiries/Orientation


A. Inquiries received from potential licensees will be referred to CSO or
regional licensing staff responsible for licensing that type of care.


1. Regional staff license:


a. Licensed Child Placing Agencies (LCPA).
b. LCPA Foster Parents.
c. Child Group Care Facilities.
d. Crisis Residential Centers.
e. Juvenile Detention Centers.
f. Day Care Centers.
g. Mini Day Care Centers Not in the Home of the Provider.
h. Maternity Homes.
i. Day Treatment Programs.


2. Local (CSO) office staff license:


a. Family Day Care Home.
b. Mini-Day Care Centers in the Home of the Provider.
c. Adult Family Homes.
d. Foster Family Homes for Children.
e. Receiving Homes.
f. Family Crisis Residential Centers.


B. When the volume of inquiries is large, the CSO should schedule group
orientation sessions at regular intervals. Upon receipt of an inquiry,
the licensor, by phone or letter, will invite the potential licensee to
a group orientation session or make an appointment for an individual
interview.
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C. The purposes of the orientation interview are to:


1. Inform the inquirer about the licensing statute and licensing
requirements.


2. Outline procedures for obtaining a license, and subsequent moni-
toring of licensees.


3. Clarify the inquirer's ideas of the type of client he/she is best
suited to serve (preschool-age children, retarded adults, psychi-
atrically disoriented children or adults, etc.).


4. Inform the inquirer that facilities which accept unrelated persons
for care must be licensed whether or not they receive payment from
the department.


5. Assure that applicants are referred to a worker who will explain
payment procedures.


06.33 Application for License 


A. If after orientation the inquirer wishes to proceed with an application
for a license, the licensor shall provide him/her with DSHS 10-11(X),
Application for Family Home Care License, or a DSHS 10-08(X), Applica-
tion for Child Care Agency License or Certification, instructions for
completion of the form, a copy of the MLR appropriate to the type of
care the inquirer wishes to provide, and a copy of the licensing statute.


B. If licensing staff believes that a would-be applicant is obviously
unsuitable for providing care, an attempt shall be made to dissuade
him/her from proceeding with an application. However, if the would-be
applicant persists, he/she shall be provided an application and a copy
of the MLR.


C. Applicants applying to provide foster family care for children should be
advised that if they are not requesting to be licensed for an age group
or type of child for which the CSO is seeking placement and there is not
otherwise a specific child seeking placement in their home, their appli-
cation would not be processed until a need to use the home arises. The
licensor may collect references, water sample test reports, etc., but
interviews and evaluations need not be completed until use of the home
is imminent.


Should such a foster family home application be kept in abeyance for a
year without being activated, it shall be considered withdrawn and shall
be closed. The applicant shall be informed by mail that the application
is being closed, but he or she may reapply. The file may then be for-
warded to the Records Reference Center.
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D. Where distances would not reasonably allow for an in-office orientation
interview prior to providing an inquirer with an application and the
minimum licensing requirements, or where it may be helpful to view the
site of a new facility, etc., application and minimum licensing require-
ments may be mailed and/or the site may be visited.


E. If the department has knowledge that an applicant for a foster home
license certified by a licensed child-placing agency actually does not
meet applicable requirements, the license may be denied. Under the
provisions of WAC 388-73-022, the department may require such additional
information or perform such corollary investigations as it deems neces-
sary.


1. Such a corollary investigation may be conducted either by approp-
riate Regional office staff or CSO staff. It may include reviews
of the actual application completed by the applicant and of the
home study done by the agency. It may also include clearing the
central registry of Child Protective Services or a check with the
CSOs to see if they have any information on the applicant.


2. If the department questions whether a certified home meets lic-
ensing requirements, department staff may make a site visit to the
agency foster home and may interview the applicant or licensee.


3. The department may require the child-placing agency to provide
additional information in those cases where the application, etc.,
leaves doubt about the applicant's ability to meet the licensing
requirement.


4. A denial, when one is necessary, should be based on the depart-
ment's own investigation or documented evidence which will be
supported in the event of a fair hearing.


06.34 License Fee for Day Care Facilities 


A. The department charges a fee for licenses for day care centers, mini-
day care centers, and family day care homes. These fees are adopted
under authority of Chapter 43.20A RCW and WAC 440-44-025.


B. The schedule of licensing fees shall be as follows:


I. For day care centers and mini-day care centers, the fee shall be
forty-eight dollars per year plus four dollars per year for each
unit of licensed capacity above twelve.


2. The fee for family day care homes is $24 per year or $72 for a
three-year license.


C. Fees are due with applications for initial license or renewal. The
department will not proceed on applications until required fees are
paid.
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D. Fee payments shall be by check, draft, or money orders made payable to


the Department of Social and Health Services. Licensors in the field


will not accept payments.


E. Fees received at CSO and Regional offices shall be forwarded using the


DSHS 18-320(X) transmittal form to:


Department of Social and Health Services


Office of Financial Recovery


P.O. Box 9501


Olympia, Washington 98504


03 21


(See Manual E, Chapter 30, for complete procedure including receipt and


logging procedures.)


F. Except as otherwise provided in WAC 440-44, fees shall be paid for a


minimum of one year.


1. Fees for provisional licenses issued for less than a yearly period


shall be prorated based on the annual fee.


2. When an applicant has submitted a fee for a one, two or three-year


period and a provisional license for a period of less than a year


is issued, the prorated remainder of the fee paid shall be refunded


to the applicant or held as a credit toward a full license. The


full license, when issued, shall commence from the date that the


provisional is issued.


3. When the department issues a license for more than one year, fees


may be paid for the entire licensing period at the rate in effect


at the time the application was submitted. If the licensee does


not pay the entire multi-year license fee within 30 days of


issuance, annual fees due 30 days prior to the annual anniversary


date of the license will be charged at the annual fee rate in


effect at the time such fee is paid.


G. The license fee for a seasonal day care facility which operated only a


few months during the year shall be prorated to cover only that part of


the year for which the center is in operation.


H. Except as otherwise provided in WAC 440-44, if an application is with-


drawn prior to issuance or denial, one-half the fee shall be refunded.


I. If there is a change by the licensee which requires a new license, fees


paid for the period beyond the next annual anniversary date shall be


refunded or credited toward a new license. However, changes requiring


a new license shall require a new application and payment of the appro-


priate fee.
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J. 1. A licensee due for relicensing shall be instructed to submit, atleast one hundred and twenty days prior to the expiration of thelicense, the fee with the application for renewal so as to bereceived by the licensing office at least ninety days prior tothe expiration of that license per RCW 74.15.110. (See suggestedformat for notice of fee renewal.)


2. Where a fee is due, but relicensing is not, the licensee shall be
informed by the regional office or CSO at least sixty days priorto the license anniversary date that an additional fee is due
thirty days before that annual date. (See suggested format for
notice of fee renewal.)


K. Should an agency in the middle of a licensing period increase its capa-city and this action requires additional inspections by the licensorand/or Health Services surveyor, an additional prorated fee shall becharged. Conversely, should the licensee reduce the number for whichthe facility is to be licensed, there would be no refund as the facil-ity has already been licensed for that period and diminishing thenumbers would have little impact on the work required at that point.


L. Where the licensee/applicant has the choice of either receiving a
refund or a credit, his/her preference should be stated in writing and
the document will be included in the agency's file.


M. Fee Refund Procedures


Requests by memo for refund of a fee (to an applicant/licensee), author-ized by a CSO or Regional Office should be forwarded to the Office, of
Financial Recovery. There may be an occasional fee credit due, iffeasible, which can be applied as a credit to a future licensing period.If not, an actual refund of the fee can be handled as follows:


CSO or Regional Office:


1. Obtain necessary authorization. The authorizing person at the
Regional Office level shall be the business manager or accountant.
For requests forwarded by CS0s, it shall be the clerical super-
visor.


2. Send memo to Financial Recovery stating payee name, current
address, amount to be refunded and transmittal number original fee
was processed on. Memo must be signed and dated.


Upon receipt of the refund request memo, Financial Recovery will pre-
pare any necessary accounting adjustments and will initiate the refund
process. The refund warrant will be mailed directly to the payee.


N. Should clients request a receipt or should the Regional Office or CSO
perceive a need to issue a receipt, the DSHS 19-24 should be used.
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O. Regional Offices and those CSOs licensing day care facilities (including


• family day care homes) are responsible for the billing and collection of


the licensing fees.


As a minimum, each office should have a manual filing system which will


enable it to track the dates when fees were paid, the amount paid, the


due date for subsequent payments, the amount due, refunds made (if any),


and in general, a tickler system to assure appropriately billing licensees.


P. Denial, Revocation, Suspension and Reinstatement


1. If a license is denied, revoked or suspended, fees shall not be


refunded.


2. Application for license after denial or revocation must include


payment of appropriate fees as provided for in these rules.


3. Failure to pay fees when due may result in suspension of the license.


4. Suspension Procedures 


a. A facility which has not submitted a fee thirty days prior to


the expiration of the previous fee period, but has not come


to the end of its licensing period, shall be informed by
certified mail that its license will be suspended as of the
day after the expiration of the period coyered by its previous


payment. (Licensors should consult with Attorney General's


Office prior to mailing a notice of suspension.)


The letter should further inform the licensee that should they
continue to operate when their license is suspended, they would
be in violation of RCW 74.15.140 and RCW 74.15.150. (See
suggested format for notice of intent to suspend day care
license for failure to pay license fee.)


b. Should a licensee due for relicensing fail to pay the fee
thirty days prior to the expiration date of the license, he
or she should be informed the license will not be renewed.
(See suggested format for intent to not renew day care license.)
(If an application has not been submitted, the licensee would
not be entitled to a fair hearing. Where an application has
been submitted without a fee, a fair hearing may be requested
by the applicant.)


c. Should an agency fail to pay the amount due by the end of the
previous payment period, licensing staff shall inform the
agency by certified mail, return receipt requested, that pur-
suant to WAC 440-44-015, its license has been suspended or
will not be renewed, as the case may be, and that continued
operation is in violation of RCW 74.15.150 which prescribes
the penalty for operating without a license. (See suggested
format for notice of suspension or nonrenewal of day care
license.)
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d. If it is subsequently ascertained that the facility is con-
tinuing to operate without a license, a referral shall be made
to the Attorney General's Office requesting an injunction
and/or other relief as may seem appropriate. (Licensors shall
collect the suspended license.)


e. Upon subsequent payment, a license shall be reinstated.


f. An expired license will require an application and fee.


Office of Financial Recovery Procedures 


The Office of Financial Recovery is currently providing centralized
cashier service in respect to day care licensing as follows:


1. Fees (with corresponding transmittal form DSHS 18-320) are received
through campus mail from CSO's and regional offices.


2. The money items are recorded when received.


3. Transmittals are verified.


4. Money items are deposited daily with the State Treasurer, to the
appropriate revenue source code.


5. An acknowledged copy of each transmittal is returned to the appli-
cable CSO or regional office.


6. A monthly report will be prepared and sent to BCS and each of the
six regional offices.


06.35 Application for Health and Fire Safety Inspections 


A. Upon the receipt of an application for a license for a facility other 
than a family home, child-placing agency or maternity service not pro-
viding group residential care, and when it is clear that the inquirer
intends to proceed with the application process, the CSO or RO will send
SFM 224, Request for Inspection, to the Office of the State Fire Marshal.
Instructions are on the back of the form. Supplies of SFM 224 may be
ordered from:


Residential Inspection Section
Office of the State Fire Marshal
Insurance Building
Olympia, Washington 98504


B. DSHS 10-37(X), Request for Health Inspection of Child Care Agency, will
be submitted at the same time to Division of Health Services. (See
06.80 for instructions.)
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06.36 Home or Agency Study 


A. Upon receipt of a completed application, licensor will make an appoint-
ment to visit the applicant at his/her residence or proposed place of
business, except that for foster family homes, as noted in Section 06.33,
where the applicant is not applying to be licensed to care for a type
of child for which placements are needed or for a specific child, an
appointment for an interview and site visit need not be scheduled.


B. The purpose of the visit is to evaluate applicant's ability to provide
care of the type for which he/she is seeking a license and to ascertain
whether or not the applicant, proposed methods of care, and the physical
facilities meet MLR.


C. A checklist shall be used for this site visit. Use the checklist appro-
priate for the specific license application (see 06.80 C.).


D. For adoptions see Chapter 36, Adoption Services. Also note that adopt-
ive homes are not subject to licensing (WAC 388-73-018).


E. The study shall be conducted as expeditiously as possible and shall con-
sist of a combination of as many on-site and office visits as may be
necessary to determine the (-applicant's compliance with MLR.


F. Within 90 calendar days of receipt of an application, the study must be
completed, a license issued or denied, or the application withdrawn by
the applicant. For foster family home applications held in abeyance for
non-need, the study and subsequent action shall be completed within
ninety days from the time that the application is reactivated. (See RCW
74.15.100.)


G. For family home licenses, all members of the applicant's household shall
be seen during the study.


H. For family homes where the checklist does not provide for recording
information regarding the applicants which would be necessary in con-
sidering placements subsequent to licensing, such information derived
from interviews with the applicant should be recorded on a DSHS 2-205(X),
Service Episode Record. Such information may include:


1. Marital history of applicants,


2. Description of the applicants,


3. Their experience with children,


4. Their relationship with their own children,


5. Type of child the applicant desires, etc.
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06.37 References - Record Information 


A. References


1. References furnished by the applicant shall be used to supplement
information obtained by interviews with and observation of the
applicant and family members.


2. At least three references shall be contacted regarding their opi-
nions as to applicant's character and ability to provide care of
the type for which a license is sought. For applicants indicating
a desire to provide care for American Indian persons, references
from the Indian community shall be requested.


3. Character references furnished by the applicant may be contacted
by mail, telephone or in person. Licensor may contact additional
references as he/she deems necessary.


B. Record Check


1. Applicant's name shall be checked against the master file of CSOs
and/or regional offices within whose jurisdiction the applicant is
living. Summaries of any pertinent information from service or
licensing records shall be made part of the licensing study.


2. a. The names of applicants for a foster family home license
(either for homes licensed by CSOs or those certified by a
licensed child placing agency) and the names of staff listed
in applications for group care facilities shall be referred
to the CSO closest to the person's residence, to be checked
against the central registry of child abuse and the CSO's
listings and files.


b. The names of new staff of group care facilities as they become
available shall also be routinely checked against the central
registry and appropriate CSO listings.


c. Prior to relicensing of a foster family or group care facil-
ity, a check of the central registry and CSO listings shall
be made for all applicants and staff not previously cleared.


3. If applicant is known or suspected by any source to have a police
record, a request shall be made to the appropriate police depart-
ment for a summary of that record. (Note: Application form
requires that applicant provide information concerning any criminal
history).


4. When the department contemplates checking an applicant with law
enforcement officials, the applicant should be informed first and,
if he/she so desires, be given the opportunity to withdraw the
application. Police checks should be made only after the receipt
of the signed application.
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C. Previous Licensing History.


If applicant has been licensed previously, or has had a license denied or


revoked by another state or by a private agency in any state, such state


or agency shall be requested to provide an evaluation. Failure of an


applicant to provide licensing history information on the application


constitutes misrepresentation and is grounds to deny a license (see WAC


388-73-036).


D. Additional Information Required


1. In order to ensure that the minimum licensing requirements will be


met or that individual exceptions to these requirements should be


granted, the department has the authority to require that the
applicant provide extensive information, including a psychiatric


or psychological evaluation of himself/herself.


2. The department may require the applicant to supply the information


at the applicant's expense.


3. This authority should not be abused and this special information


should be requested only when it is deemed necessary to assure that


minimum licensing requirements will be met by the applicant.


06.38 Issuance of License 


A. If it is determined on the basis of the study that the applicant meets


MLRs applicable to the type of operation proposed by the applicant, the


licensor shall issue a license appropriate for the type of care to be


provided.


1. DSHS 10-06(X), Children's Agency License, will be used for all


agencies other than family homes.


2. DSHS 10-10(X), Foster Home License, will be used for foster family


homes for children or expectant mothers and for adult family homes,


as well as for cases of dual licenses.


3. DSHS 10-92(X), Family Day Care Home License, will be used for all
family day care.
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1. Indicate the name and address of the facility, the name of the
person licensed, and the type of care authorized.


2. Indicate the sex(es), maximum number of persons, and the age range
of persons the licensee is authorized to care for, and the expira-
tion date of the license.


3. Be issued for three-year periods. (See WAC 388-73-016 for excep-
tions. See also 06.44 for duration of provisional licenses.)
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4. Be signed by the CSO administrator for licenses issued by CS0s, and
by the Regional Director for licenses issued by the Region.


C. Except for a mini center in a family home, provisional licenses shall
not be issued for a family home. (See 06.41 - 06.45.)


D. Dual Licenses


1. Licenses should generally not be issued to an applicant for both
day care and full-time care, nor for both children and adults in
the same facility.


2. The CSO may grant waivers only if it is clearly evident that care of
one category of client does not interfere with the quality of care
to be provided to the other categories of clients. In such circum-
stances, the total number of clients in all categories shall not
exceed the number permitted by the most stringent numerical limita-
tion of the categories concerned. (See WAC 388-73-028.)


3. For example, rules for foster family homes used as receiving homes
permit a maximum of 6 children; rules for adult family homes permit
a maximum of 4.persons. Therefore, a home could be licensed for a
maximum of 4 children and adults in combination, and then only on
an exceptional basis.


E. Seasonal Day Care Centers


1. Where a day care center is in operation for part of the year (i.e.,
seasonal), closes for a while, and then reopens in the same facil-
ity with the same program and essentially the same staff, the
center should be issued a three-year license.


2. For such centers, it is generally NOT necessary to issue a provi-
sional license each year and NOT necessary to request new health
and fire inspections.


3. The letter to the vendor accompanying the three-year license should
state our understanding that the facility will operate for specific
but limited periods during the year.


F. Non-Traditional Facilities.
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1. Applications for a license to maintain a foster family, adult family
or day care home submitted by unmarried persons who are cohabiting
or by others whose style of living is of such a nature as to arouse
serious question or criticism from the community, shall be reviewed
by the CSO or voluntary agency administrator and the Regional
Administrator or his/her designee.


2. Prior to finalization of licensing and/or placement of a child/
adult, these applications shall have administrative review and
approval by the Regional Administrator or his/her designee.
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3. It is expected that prior to placement of a child in such a home,
the child's parents and/or the court will be advised of the nontra-
ditional nature of the placement. Psychiatric or other professional
evaluation of the possible effects of such a placement on the child
to be placed may also be required.


4. Requests for approval to license such a facility should include a
.copy of the home study and/or a summary outlining the relevant
facts.


5. Copies of such requests and approvals of. foster family or day care
homes shall be forwarded to the Bureau of Children's Services. For
adult family homes, they shall be forwarded to the Bureau of Aging
and Adult Services.


06.39 Change in License 


A. A new license must be issued when a change in the operation of the
facility would negate the existing license or render it inadequate.
Examples of such changes include:


1. A change in location,


2. A change in owners,


3. A change in number and type of individuals cared for to the extent
that different equipment and procedures (program, health, fire)
may be required.


B. An existing license may simply be amended when changes are made which
do not negate the existing license or require inspections and re-eval-
uations. Such changes would include (but not be limited to):


1.. Changes in the age group served,


2. Changes in personnel.


06.40 RENEWAL OF LICENSE (SEE 06.41 FOR RENEWAL OF A PROVISIONAL LICENSE) 


A. One hundred twenty days prior to the expiration of a full license,
licensing staff shall:


1. Notify the licensee of the date their current license expires.


2. Provide him/her with a new DSHS 10-08(X), Application for Child
Care Agency License, or DSHS 10-11(X), Application for Family Home
Care License, and


3. Inform him/her that a new state fire marshal or health department
inspection may be needed.
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4.. Inform him/her that if application for renewal, including licensing
fee if indicated (see 06.34), is not received prior to the expira-
tion date of the current license, continued provision of care is
illegal.


B. If application for renewal is received prior to the expiration of a
current license, that license (regardless of the date thereon) shall
remain in effect until such time as the department takes action on the
application for renewal (see RCW.74.15.110 and RCW 34.04.170).


C. During the three-month period prior to the expiration date of a license,
unless it becomes known that the licensee does not intend to seek
renewal of license, licensing staff shall conduct a complete review of
licensee's conformance with licensing requirements. The review should
be done in much the same manner as for issuance of an initial license,
except references need not be contacted.


D. It is advisable to consult with placement staff regarding their experi-
ence in the use of the facility. Every effort shall be made to complete
the reevaluation study prior to the expiration date of the current
license.


E. Provided that a timely application for renewal is received, and unless
the expiration date has already passed, the beginning date of the renewed
license shall be the same as the expiration date of the previous license
When the expiration date has passed, the new issuance date shall be used
and the old license considered to have remained in effect during the
interim period. Licenses may not be backdated.


F. If an application for renewal is received after the expiration date of
a current license, the renewal license shall be dated effective as of
the date issued and shall not be back dated. (A valid license is not
in force during the interim period.)


06.41 Provisional Licenses (Facilities other than Family Homes)


A. The licensing statute (see RCW 74.15.120) provides that provisional 
licenses may be issued for certain categories of agencies at the discre-
tion of the department for a period not to exceed six months to allow
an agency reasonable time to become eligible for full license.


B. If licensing staff are unable to determine whether an agency will fully
comply with licensing requirements without a period of operation, a pro-
visional license may be issued.


C. The issuance of a provisional license does not constitute a final action
on an application and the application remains pending until further
action is taken upon it. Final action on an application is either a
denial of the application or the issuance of a full license.
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The statute provides that while an application is pending, a provisional
license may be renewed for additional periods not to exceed a total of
two years. However, by departmental policy, a provisional license will
be issued only once (and only for new agencies) and shall not be renewed
except with the approval of the State Office licensing program manager.


E. In those instances where renewal of a provisional license will be given
consideration, it is not necessary for the applicant to submit a new
application since the original application is still pending. In appro-
priate circumstances, the department may require additional information
to supplement the original application.


F. The statute also provides that a provisional license shall not be granted
to any foster family home, family day care home or family home for adults.


G. Except for facilities which do not require certificates of compliance,
full licenses may not be issued prior to the receipt of "certificates
of compliance" from the Office of the State Fire Marshal and from the
Division of Health Services.


06.42 Fire Marshal's Consent 


A. This section does not apply to;


1. Family homes.


2. Child-placing agencies.


3. Non-residential maternity services.


B. Although the licensing statute permits the issuance (or renewal) of pro-
visional licenses without certificates of compliance from fire safety
and health authorities (see RCW 74.15.050 and .060), as a matter of
policy, provisional licenses will not be issued without the consent of
the State Fire Marshal.


C. The State Fire Marshal may consent to the issuance of a provisional
license but may not provide a certificate of compliance upon which the
issuance of a full license is contingent. When verbal consent is given
and a written report from the fire marshal is not immediately forthcom-
ing, licensing staff will confirm this fact in writing to the State Fire
Marshal, specifying the date and conditions under which consent was
given and the name of the fire marshal's representative giving the
verbal consent.


D. If a fire marshal's report permits operation contingent upon the correc-
tion of specified deficiencies by a certain date, the date of expiration
of a provisional license shall not be beyond that date specified by a
fire marshal.
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require a fire marshal's certifi-
is revoked or a facility is closed,
the license will send a photocopy of
renewals with a DSHS 2-306(X), Com-


Residential Inspection Section
Office of State Fire Marshal, Insurance Bldg.
MS AQ-21
Olympia, Washington 98504


06.43 Division of Health Consent 


A. This section does not apply to:


1.


2.


3.


Family homes


Child-placing agencies


Nonresidential maternity services


B. The Division of Health frequently recommends a provisional license for
the initial licensing period of a new agency. Consequently it does not
issue a certificate of compliance for such agencies. This is to permit
observation of the health-related practices of the agency.


C. If obvious health and safety hazards exist, health services will recom-
mend against issuance of even provisional license - for example:


1. The water supply is unsafe. This situation generally occurs when
water is obtained from a private source, i.e., other than a public
utility.


• 2. When an adequate sewage-disposal system is not fully operational.
This situation also generally occurs in rural areas not served by
a public sewage system and involves drain fields and septic tanks.


3. Necessary kitchen equipment is not in place and operational.


4. The premises are not safe for children, e.g., a mini center caring
for preschool age children is located on a busy street, the play
yard is not fenced, or there is an unguarded irrigation ditch,
swimming pool, etc.


D. Except for child-placing agencies, foster family homes, family day care
homes and adult family homes, when a license is revoked or a facility
is closed, the CSO or Regional Office issuing the license will send a
photocopy of the initial license and subsequent renewals with a DSHS
2-306(X), Communication/Referral, to:


Division of Health MS LM-13
Licensing and Development Section
Olympia, Washington 98504
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06.44 Issuance of Provisional License
David v.
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A. A provisional license shall not be issued until each of the following
conditions have been met:


1. Fire safety and health authorities have issued certificates of com-
pliance or have given their consent, as described above.


2. A fully completed application for license is on file and the fee
has been received.


3. An on-site inspection of all facilities for the housing of persons
to be cared for has been completed by the licensor responsible for
issuance of the license.


4. Where there are deficiencies, the applicant provides a suitable
written plan for full compliance with MLRs within a reasonable
period of time.


5. Licensor has evaluated applicant's qualifications, program, and
staffing plans.


B. The issuance of a provisional license, or the reissuance of a provi-
sional license, instead of issuing a full license is a decision adverse
to the applicant and gives the applicant a right to review that decision
by the administrative fair hearing process.


C. The cover letter issuing the provisional license must meet the same tech-
nical requirements as a letter for license denial or revocation. (See
06.48.)


D. In those cases where the applicant has requested the issuance of a pro-
visional license pending full license compliance, or where the applicant
has otherwise indicated that the issuance of a provisional license is
satisfactory at that time, the cover letter should contain the following
language with respect to the applicant's right to an administrative fair
hearing:


"Even though you believe that this decision to issue you a provisional
license at this time for a period of months, rather than a full license
for a period of three years, is correct, Washington State law requires
that we advise you that you nevertheless have a right to request an
administrative fair hearing."


E. Each successive renewal of .a provisional license constitutes a decision
adverse to the applicant, giving the right to review by the administra-
tive fair hearing process. Consequently, in each such instance, the
same formal notice provisions must be met.


F. If the department elects not to renew a provisional license, such a
decision constitutes a denial of the pending application and is a final
action upon it. Such a decision is adverse to the applicant, raises a
right to review in an administrative fair hearing, and the applicant
must be so notified according to the formal notice provisions.
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06.45 Duration of Provisional License 


A. Provisional licenses will not be issued routinely for a six-month periodbut rather the time limit will be determined on a case by case basis in
relation to the nature of deficiencies to be corrected and on evaluation
of the reasonable time necessary to make such corrections.


B. The cover letter for a provisional license must specify the particular
rules for which additional time for compliance is granted. To the extent
that a provisional license is dependent upon the findings of the Fire
Marshal or Division of Health, reference may be made to their specific
dated reports without repeating the content thereof.


C. Within the maximum six month provisional period, different time limits
may be established for the correction of different deficiency items.
The duration of the provisional license shall not exceed maximum time
limits established by the Fire Marshal and the Health Services Division,
but the duration may be less than those limits at the discretion of the
licensing authority as dictated by staff and program considerations.


06.46 Waiver of Licensing Requirements


A.


B.


A waiver is any approved variance from the licensing requirements.


Requests
agencies


for waivers of licensing requirements for all classes of
and facilities, including approval of nontraditional homes,


shall be granted or denied by the Regional Administrator or his/her
immediate designee. Except that approval of waivers for an adult family
home to provide care for more than four adults may be granted only and
by the Bureau of Aging and Adult Services.


C. Waivers of WAC 388-73-028 which do not also request a waiver to the
capacity limitation specified therein, shall continue to be granted or
denied at the CSO level Those that do request a waiver to the capac-
ity limitation, other than for adult family homes, shall be granted or
denied at the Regional Office level


D. All requests for waivers, except those from voluntary agencies, shall
utilize the DSHS 10-153(X), Request for Waiver to Licensing Requirements.


E. A copy of all waivers granted (whether on the DSHS 10-153(X) or not)
shall be forwarded to:


Licensing Program Manager
Bureau of Children's Services MS OB-41
Department of Social and Health Services
Olympia, WA 98504
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In Addition, a copy of all waivers granted to adult family homes
(whether on DSHS 10-153(X) or not) shall be forwarded to:


Adult Family Home Program Manager
Bureau of Aging and Adult Services
OB-43G
Department of Social and Health Services
Olympia; WA 98504


E. Copies of all waivers granted shall be given to the applicant or
licensee for their files.


06.47 Failure of Licensed Agency to Conform to Minimum Licensing 
Requirements 


A. When as a result of an on-site visit or a complaint the department has
found that a licensed agency no longer meets one or more of the minimum
licensing requirements, and provided that the violation is not of such
a nature as to imminently endanger persons in care and require a summary
suspension of the license, the licensor shall inform the licensee by
certified mail about the concerns in writing, using a list of deficien-
cies.


B. This list of deficiencies should include;


1. The specific requirement (by WAC number) being violated.


2. The evidence (observations or tangible items) which substantiate
such findings.


3. The specific actions which the licensee is expected to take in
order to again be in compliance.


4. Time limits for the correction of deficiencies.


Time limits for the different items may vary but in no case may
. they exceed six months. Whenever possible, deadlines should be set


with the concurrence of the licensee.


C. It. is not appropriate to issue a provisional license to a fully licensed
agency during the period covered in the written notice of deficiencies.
If the licensee fails to correct the deficiencies noted within the time
limits stated, a letter of intent to revoke shall be issued (see
06.48 D.).


D. If MLR compliance is re-established, a new application is not needed to
grant a full-status license or the extension of a provisional license.
However, the licensee may be required to submit appropriate updated
information and State Office approval is needed for renewal or extension
of a provisional license,
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E . A revocation, suspension, or modification of a license will not be
pursued (except in the instance of a summary suspension) unless, prior
to the institution of departmental proceedings, the licensee was given:


1. Written notice of the department's intentions and the facts or con-
duct which warrant the intended action, and


2. The licensee was given reasonable opportunity to show compliance
with all lawful requirements for the retention of the license,
except that a revocation based on a conviction of a crime involving
harm to another person or a finding of substantiated abuse to a
child or adult shall not require that the licensee be given addi-
tional opportunities. (See RCW 34.04.170 (2).)


06.48 Denial and Revocation of License (See also: WAC 388-73-036) 


A. An agency may be denied a license, or a license may be suspended, revoked,
or not renewed upon proof that:


1. The agency (applicant or licensee) has failed or refused to comply
with the licensing statute (see RCW 74.15) or the requirements
promulgated pursuant thereto, or


2. The conditions required for the issuance of a license have ceased
to exist.


B - Before a CSO or Regional office informs a licensee or applicant of the
department's intent to revoke or deny a license, Regional office or CSO
staff shall contact the Attorney General's Office to ascertain that:


1. Sufficient grounds exist for a denial or revocation, and


2. There is included in the denial or revocation letter specific find-
ings sufficient to make the action defensible in a fair hearing
and/or court hearing.


C. While the Attorney General's Office is not responsible to determine
policy (i.e., whether or not the department should seek to revoke or
deny a license), the department should, as a rule, pursue only those
cases in which the Attorney General's Office advises that the probabil-
ity of an outcome favorable to the department is likely.


D. Whenever reasonable grounds exist, after the licensee has been notified
of deficiencies and after being given a reasonable time to make correc-
tions the department shall inform the agency in writing and by certified
mail of its intent to revoke, suspend or modify and the grounds on which
such action is based.


1. The letter will be signed by the CSO administrator for family home
agencies and by the Regional Director for all others (e.g., day
care).
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2 The letter shall make specific reference (by WAC number) to each
rule which is being violated and the evidence which substantiates
such findings. For example:


a. "WAC 388-73-102 requires that premises be maintained free of
hazards. Broken glass litters the play field and the broken
front porch railing has remained unrepaired for a six-month
period."


b. "WAC 388-73-030 requires that licensee and all members of the
household be of good character and that care givers have the
ability to meet the needs of the children in care Lack of
compliance with this requirement is evidenced by:


(1) Licensee's own children are unmanageable, engage in fre-
quent delinquent acts and exert a bad influence on foster
children;


(2) Licensee permitted the commission of illegal acts on the
licensed premises (provided illegal drugs to children),


(3) Licensee misrepresented facts (denied past criminal acts),


(4) Adult boarder indulges in excessive use of alcohol and
sets a poor example for foster children,


(5) Foster children have been left unsupervised,


(6) Foster mother is immature as evidenced by temper tantrums,
inability to budget time and money, prepare proper meals,
and to serve meals on time or otherwise provide a stable
atmosphere in which to care for foster children."


E. Findings will generally already be a matter of record. letters to
licensee or applicant outlining deficiencies and agreements as to methods
and timing of corrective actions; fire marshal reports; Division of
Health Services reports, etc.


• F. If the basis for denial includes the findings of the Fire Marshal or of
the Division of Health and copies of their reports are in the possession
of the licensee, the letter of intent may make reference to those reports
without repeating the detail thereof.


G. Letters of intent to deny or to revoke a license should list all defi-
ciencies, not just a major problem which may have precipitated the
decision to take drastic action. Generally it is important to establish
the existence of a pattern of refusal or inability of licensee to main-
tain a program consistent with MLR.
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H. If a licensee against whom revocation of license proceedings are insti-tuted has a contract with the department, the appropriate SO programmanager should also be notified so that consideration can be given tocancellation of the contract. Once a license is revoked, the contract must be cancelled and alternative plans made for the persons in care(see 06.51).


I. The original issuance, and subsequent renewal of a provisional license,must be based on minimum licensing requirements that are expected tobe met, or which must be monitored, and the licensee is entitled to areview by administrative fair hearing of those requirements. It is con-ceivable that successive renewals of a provisional license as well asa final denial of the application, may be based upon identical minimumlicensing requirements. Each time that this occurs a licensee has the
right to administrative review


J. Revocation of Foster Home Licenses Certified by Licensed Child-PlacingAgencies.


1. The revocation of a foster home license issued as a result of cer-
tification by a voluntary child-placing agency is the responsibility
of the department as the issuing authority. The revocation should
be based on the department's own investigation (CPS or otherwise)
as it may be necessary for the department to document the reason


• for the revocation at a fair hearing should one follow. It is the
responsibility of the department to ascertain that the reason for
the revocation can be substantiated.


2. In some instances, a voluntary agency may decline to continue using
and supervising a• foster family home which was licensed based on a
certification from that agency (or the agency may state, in effect,
it can no longer certify that home meets the licensing requirementsfor a foster family home). If there does not appear to be suffi-
cient grounds to revoke the foster home license, the existing
license shall be terminated (since it was licensed only for the use
of that agency), and the licensee shall be informed he/she may
apply directly to the department for a new license.


3. Where a community services office or regional office is aware of
any circumstance which would cause a foster family home or appli-
cant in that office's area to be unlicensable and the home is
certified or to be certified by a voluntary agency licensed state-
wide, that office shall inform the regional office issuing the
license of the circumstances. (The CSO may transmit the informa-
tion via its own regional office.)


4. Voluntary agency foster home licenses can be denied, revoked, or
suspended only for the same reasons the department would deny,
revoke, or suspend the application or license of an applicant or
licensee having applied to or been licensed by the department'
directly.
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5 A licensee or applicant may request a fair hearing to appeal an
action or proposed acton being taken by the department. There is
no provision for an appeal on actions taken by a voluntary agency.


06.49 Fair Rearing (See also: Manual A (WAC) Chapter 388-08 and 388-09 WAC) 


A. Letters of intent should notify the applicant/licensee:


1. Of his/her right to a hearing, provided he/she requests the same by
certified mail within 30 days of receipt of the notice


2. If such request is not made, the license shall be deemed to be
denied, suspended, revoked, or not renewed, and the licensee should
arrange for appropriate alternative placement of.the persons in
care.


B. Lacking a timely request for a hearing, if the licensee continues to care
for children or adults, the matter should be referred for further advice
and action to the Assistant Attorney General serving the appropriate CSO
or regional office


C. If the licensee requests a hearing, he/she may continue to care for
children or adults (except in the case of summary suspension of a li-
cense, see 06.50) until the findings and order of the hearings officer
are issued.


D. The hearing may not be scheduled until at least 35 days have elapsed
from the receipt of the request for a hearing. The appellant must be
notified of the decision to schedule a hearing within 30 days after the
date of the request for a hearing.


E. Applicants for an initial license who are being denied, as distinguished
from licensees where license is being revoked, may not take children or
adults into care pending a hearing.


06.50 SUMMARY SUSPENSION OF LICENSE


A If the department finds that public health, safety, or welfare impera-
tively requires emergency action, and incorporates a finding to that
effect in its notice (letter of intent to revoke a license), summary
suspension of a license may be ordered pending proceedings for revoca-
tion or other action.


B. In such cases the letter of intent should inform the licensee that
arrangements must be made immediately for alternative placement of
persons in care. It should also inform the licensee of department's
intent to revoke license as specified in 06.48.
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Examples of conditions which imperatively require emergency action are:


1 The State Fire Marshal declares in writing the existence of extreme
fire hazards which cannot be immediately removed.


2. There is evidence that children/adults are abused, and the licensee
does not immediately discharge the offending staff member, or the
licensee condones such treatment or is unable to present convincing
assurances that such conditions will not recur.


Prior to either the revocation or suspension of a license, the matter
should be discussed by licensing staff with his/her supervisor and a
representative from the Office of the Attorney General, who, in the
event of a hearing, will assist in the preparation of the case or may
seek additional remedies, such as a court injunction.


06.51 Planning for Relocation of Persons in Care 


A. When revocation or suspension is anticipated, the placement agencies
concerned (CS0s,. Division of Developmental Disabilities (DDD), juvenile
courts, etc.) should be notified as quickly as possible of the intended
action to enable them to make plans for the replacement of the persons
in care.


B. For residential facilities, it is the responsibility of the licensee to
arrange for the return home or 'relocation of persons in care, who were
placed directly by responsible relatives or guardian, (without the
benefit of the services of a placement agency). However, if necessary,
CSO service staff could, upon request, assist in the process.


C. Parents and persons standing in loco parentis to a child (i.e., agencies
having legal custody of a child) may remove a child from a facility at
any time they are dissatisfied with the care being provided, regardless
of the action taken by licensing staff or pending hearings.


D. The Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee (ICWAC) or Office of Indian
Affairs (OIA) shall be consulted when American Indian persons are to be
relocated. Parental release of information must be obtained prior
to ICWAC or OIA consultation on a child. (See 01.04 for American Indian
Policy Statement.) (This policy does not apply to day care and adult
family home placements.)


E. For day care facilities, it is generally the responsibility of the
licensee to inform the parents of children in care of the summary sus-
pensions. If he/she should fail to do so, the licensor may inspect
agency files to obtain names and telephone numbers, etc., for the
parents and inform them of the summary suspensions.


•
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A. On-site visits after licensing may occur prior to relicensing or the
expiration of a provisional license upon receipt of a complaint or at
the request of the licensee.


1 Periodically inspect licensed facilities to determine whether or
not they comply with the licensing statute and the requirements
adopted thereunder, and


2. To consult with public and private agencies (including family
homes) to help them improve their methods and facilities for the
care of:


a. Children;


b. Expectant mothers,


c. Adult retarded persons; or


d. Other adults in need of protection.


B. All licensed agencies must accord the department the right of entrance
and access to and inspection of records for the purpose of determining
whether or not there is compliance with licensing requirements (RCW
74.15.080). The department has the right to interview licensee's staff
and clients (WAC 388-73-036(2)(M.


C. On-site inspections and consultation are crucial parts of the licensing
process for protecting persons living away from their own homes. A newly
licensed agency's plan for care is tested with the actual placement of
individuals.


D. The licensing staff must have a clear concept of the intent of each of
the MLR, be skilled in observation, be informed of the conditions that
must prevail, and encourage the licensee to achieve the intent of the
various MLR. The licensing worker must identify' deficiencies in an
agency's program and offer alternative ways in which a requirement may
be fulfilled


E. It is the department's responsibility to encourage and assist agencies
to upgrade their services beyond the MLR. At the same time, the licens-
ing worker must clearly distinguish between minimum licensing standards
and the "ideal" level of care toward which most agencies should and
generally do aspire.


F. In providing consultation, the licensing worker will, in addition to pro-
viding information and suggestions based upon his/her own knowledge and
experience, refer licensees to other resources for guidance, including:
professional organizations, colleges and universities; nutritionists,
health and fire authorities, etc. (See 06.13 F. 2 for limitation of
licensor's role in consultation.)
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G. If observations made by departmental staff during on-site visits or con-
sultation lead to negative findings which could form the basis for
revocation or non-renewal of license:


1. The licensee must be so informed,


2. A plan must be established for correction of deficiencies within a
reasonable time; or


3. Steps taken to revoke the license. (See Section 06.48.)


H. Each required on-site visit shall include a tour of the premises


I. All agencies will receive an on-site visit within a 60-day period imme-
diately prior to renewal of a license or 30 days prior to the expiration 
of a provisional license.


J. Agencies wherein licensing deficiencies have been noted shall be visited
until


1- Deficiencies are corrected or


2. Agreements are reached as to under what conditions license will be
continued or


3. A decision is made to revoke the license.


06.53 Complaints Against a Licensed Facility 


A. The investigation of complaints against a licensed facility is to be
given top priority (See 06.14).


1. Allegations of abuse or neglect of persons in care are to be
referred to child protective services or to adult protective ser-
vices for immediate investigation. Licensing staff and protective
services staff shall consult each other as to mutual responsibil-
ities in such cases (See 06.47 and Chapters 02, 26 and 44).


2. Incident reports are to be completed on all reports of alleged
child abuse in foster family homes adult family homes, day care
facilities, group homes and institutions (See Chapter 26).


3. Copies of the incident report are to be sent immediately to the
appropriate DSHS State Office through Regional administration.


4. Where a CPS complaint is received involving a group child-caring 
facility, day care center, or mini day care center, licensed or
certified as meeting licensing requirements, notice is to be given
to:


a. The administrator or director of that facility,
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b. To the CSO administrator and


c. CSO CPS staff
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5. If the CPS/APS complaint against the facility is substantiated (see
Chapter 26.39(B)(2)), the following persons must be notified


a. The parents of the child, unless deprived


b. The juvenile court having jurisdiction.


c. All six Region Directors and


d. The appropriate Bureau of Children's Services or Bureau of
Aging and Adult Services Program Manager.


6. CPS staff have primary responsibility for the entry and continuing
service related to the CPS problem. (See Chapter 34, Private
Agency/Child Group Care, and Chapter 26, Child Protective Services.)


7. With complaints involving another (non-DSHS) agency's foster or
adoptive family care, the agency supervising the child and foster
or adoptive home must be notified. The CSO administrator and RD
must be notified of the complaint at the time the complaint is
received. Although CPS investigates the child abuse and neglect
aspects of the case, this is done cooperatively with staff from the
other agency. The parents, unless deprived, and the juvenile court
having jurisdiction must also be informed.


8. A complaint alleging abuse or neglect by a DSHS supervised foster
care or adoptive family or family day care provider must be brought
to the attention of CPS the child's worker, the licensing worker,
and the CSO administrator.


a. A case conference must be held to decide the appropriate
actions and responsibilities. The situation may .also require
action on behalf of other children in the home and in relation
to licensing.


b. Unless they have been deprived, the child's own parents must
be fully informed.


c. If the complaint involves an adoptive family and is substan-
tiated, the other CSO involved and the State Office adoption
program manager must be notified. If the child is under the
jurisdiction of the juvenile court, the court must be informed.
(See Chapter 32, Child Foster Family Care and Chapter 36
Adoption )


9 Where it is found that the applicant/licensee has been permitting,
aiding or abetting the abuse, neglect, exploitation or cruel or
indifferent care to persons under care, the license shall be denied,
suspended, revoked or not renewed.
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B. For complaints of a non-CPS nature (e.g., violation of other licensing
requirements), see the procedure outlined in Sections 06.48 B., C.,
and D.


06.54  Action Against Unlicensed Agencies 


A. It is illegal for an agency subject to licensing to operate without a
license.


B. When licensing staff become aware of an unlicensed facility, they shall
write the person operating the facility, informing him/her that the pro-
vision of service without a valid license is a violation of the Revised
Code of Washington. An application should be attached.


C. In any circumstances where the facility is other than a family day care
home, foster family home or adult family home, the licensor should
confer with the Attorney General's Office and/or licensing program
manager.


D. For all types of facilities where it appears that continued operation
of the facility would be threatening to the health and/or safety of the
children or adults in care the advisability of seeking an immediate
injunction should be explored with the Attorney General's Office


E. For family day care, foster family care or adult family home care if an
unlicensed person does not submit an application within 15 days of being
notified (per B above) and subsequently receive a license but continues
to provide care, or if a person whose license has been denied or revoked
continues to provide care, CSO.licensing staff (after consultation with
the regional licensor) shall:


1. Send a second letter citing RCW 74.15.140 and RCW 74.15.150,
advising the person to comply with the law by getting a license and
informing them that if they do not respond within 30 days a refer-
ral will be made to the appropriate county prosecuting attorney and
to the State Attorney General's Office for legal action


2. If a response is not received within the allotted 30 days, letters
to the appropriate county prosecutor and to the Attorney General's
Office should be sent informing them of the person's noncompliance,
enclosing copies of correspondence with the person, and informing
them of who to contact for additional information.


3. The Attorney General's Office will inform the unlicensed provider
of the department's powers under the licensing statutes and specify
that civil action for an injunction could be a prospect.


4. When, if the person had applied, the facility would be unlicensable
or when licensing staff feel that there are particularly compelling
reasons for seeking an injunction, licensing staff should present
such facts to the Attorney General's Office so that there is a
basis for further legal action.
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F. For other classes of agencies the licenser will generally proceed
according to recommendations of the Attorney General's Office or licens-
ing program manager.


06.55 Certification


A. Persons and organizations providing out-of-home child care services may
not receive funds from the department unless they are licensed or certi-
fied.


B. Those legally exempt from licensing (Chapter 74.15 RCW and WAC 388-73-
018) may request certification to enable them to be eligible for receipt
of DSHS funds or for other legitimate purposes.


' C. Upon receipt of a request for certification, licensing staff will invest-
igate to determine that the applicant meets the appropriate MLRs and any


other pertinent requirements for that particular type of agency or
service.


D. The CSO administrator or Regional Director will issue a letter to the
applicant certifying that the agency has. met the MLRs or inform the
agency of deficiencies to be corrected before certification will be
granted.


E. Licensing/certification does not obligate the department to make
referrals or payment to an agency, additional requirements may be imposed
for such purpose


F. Unless otherwise clearly evident from this chapter's text, requirements
and procedures for licensing and monitoring apply equally for certifi-
cation.


06.56 Licensing Records - Content 


An official licensing record will be maintained for each licensed agency.
See Chapter 02 for composition of service records. Documents contained in
the three parts of the record are as follows:


A. Narrative Section (Chronological order with most recent on bottom)


1. The DSHS 10-11(X), Application for Family Home Care License, or
DSHS 10-08(X), Application for Child Care Agency License or
Certification, will be used as a face sheet for this section.


a. Cross references to other agency records concerning the 
..


appli-
cant/licensee should be noted by "See also   on the
top of the application form above the box "#3, Applicant" on
the DSHS 10-11(X) and above #1, "Name of Agency or Parent
Organization If Any" on the DSHS 10-08(X).
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b. Subsequent applications for relicense or reopening will become
the new face sheet and be filed on top of the preceding appli-
cation.


c. All other material will be filed behind the face sheet (appli-
cation) in chronological order with most recent on the bottom.


2. All checklists appropriate to the licensing request, should be
filed in this section including:


a. DSHS 10-51A(X), Checklist for Licensing Family Care.


b. DSHS 10-518(X), Checklist for Licensing or Certification of
Group Care Facilities.


c. DSHS 10-51C(X), Checklist for Licensing or Certification of
Day Treatment Program.


d. DSHS 10-51D(X), Checklist for Licensing of Maternity Services.


e. Dpgs 10-51E(X), Checklist for Licensing or Certification of
Child Placing Agency


f. DSHS 10-51F(X), Checklist for Licensing or Certification of
Day Care Center or Mini-Day Care Center.


Any other specific evaluation or monitoring guides used during
licensing/monitoring procedure.


4. Narrative recording form DSHS 2-305(X), Service Episode Record
(SER), will be used by licensing staff as a tool to record home
study, relicensing, review and monitoring activity. The SER along
with the application and checklist forms, serve as the specific
verification that the licensee is in compliance with MLR (see
06 36). Areas which may be recorded are:


a. Monitoring reviews and visits,


b. Compliance with MLR,


c. Deficiency to MLR;


d. Complaints,


e. Agreements for improving care or upgrading standards,


f. Relicense evaluation,


g•
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Written explanation of any waiver of requirements or excep-
tions granted;
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h. References to any pertinent information in the document
section,


i. Any other pertinent information.


B. Authorizing Documentation 


1. For family care the most recent copy (single sheet) of the trans-
mitted DSHS 10-20(X), Licensing and Approval of Homes, will be filed
on top.


2. The corrected DSHS 10-20(X) (double sheet) is left in the service 1
file folder, unattached.


C. Documents and Correspondence Section (Most recent document on top).


1. Attachments to Application for License (when applicable)


a. TB test reports.
b. Water test reports.
C. DSHS 10-47A(X), Family Day Care Home Requirement Agreement
(when applicable).


d. Licensee's discipline policy.
e. Certificates of compliance from fire and health authorities.
f. Floor plan of child care facility.


2. Copies of licenses issued and cover letter.


3. Copies of any letters written to licensee granting a waiver of
requirements or exceptions to licensing rules.


4. Reports to licensees following visits. Each visit or short series
of visits to an applicant or licensee will result in a written
report to that person summarizing significant findings, conclusions
and agreements reached. Except that for a family home, where no
deficiencies are observed, no written report shall be necessary.


5. Reports on complaints about a licensed agency. The report shall
include identification of the source of the complaint (if available),
the nature of the problem, action taken and agreements reached.
The report shall be in writing and shall be addressed to the
licensee. It may be shared with the complainant upon request.
However, copies of CPS forms should not be in the licensing file
(see Chapter 26).


6. Incident reports, if any and subsequent reports indicating action
taken.


7. Letter(s), if any have been written, informing licensee of failure
to conform to MLR.
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8. Miscellaneous correspondence between DSHS and the applicant/licensee.
(Appointment letters, if noted on other forms or reports, may be
discarded).


9. Final operations review reports, if any, and responses thereto.


10. DSHS 2-306(X), Communication/Referrals, from placement workers eval-
uating type of care being provided.


06.57 Retention of Records


Licensing records are to be retained for 4 years from date of closure in
accordance with departmental records retention requirements. Records of
closed agencies should be retained for 1 year in the CSO and transferred to
the Records Reference Center for 3 years retention prior to destruction.


Note: Records of agencies having had a license revoked or of an applicant
whose application was denied, should be retained indefinitely at the regional
or CSO rather than being transferred to the Records Reference Center.


06.58 Access to Records - Names of Licensees


A. Licensing files are generally disclosable to anyone requesting disclosure
except that the identity of third-party complainants should be protected
to the extent that such disclosure would violate the right to privacy of
the individual concerned. Other identifying details affecting the right
to privacy and vital governmental functions must be deleted.


1. Specifically, the following types of materials from a typical
licensing file are disclosable.


p. 44


a. Application for license (exclusive of. personal data, i.e.,
names of third parties to the extent that such disclosure would
violate the right to privacy of the individual concerned).


b. Inspections, i.e., Fire Marshal, health services, licensing,
etc.


c. Letters of reference (upon approval of originator).


d. Substantiated complaints (exclusive of identity of persons to
the extent that such disclosure would violate the right to
privacy of the individual concerned).


e. Present status of license, at time of request for disclosure
including whether the license has been issued, denied, sus-
pended, or revoked; and whether the department has issued a
letter of intention to deny, suspend, or revoke the license.


f. Policies and documents required by the terms of the license.
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2. The following are NOT disclosable:


a. Identity of complainants - disclosure of the identity of


persons who file complaints is not permissible to the extent


that such disclosure would violate the right to privacy of


the individual concerned, unless at the time the complaint


is filed, the complainant consents to disclosure.


b. Materials which in any way identify patients, residents,


clients or staff of licensed facilities including incidents


and/or conduct of patients, residents, clients or 'staff of


licensed facilities to the extent that such disclosure would


violate the right to privacy of the individual concerned.


c. All preliminary draft material assembled by the department


prior to the final decision of the department in a licensing


matter, i.e., issuance of a license, revocation of a license,


denial of a license is deliberative in nature and is nondis-


closable. Revocation letters are not disclosable.


d. The contents of a licensing file, including notes, investiga-


tive findings, letters, references, etc., which are under


consideration pending a final departmental decision as to


appropriate action relating to the issuance, reinstatement


or termination of a license. This material is nondisclosable


as investigative material.


When a decision has been reached, the licensee informed of


that decision and afforded an opportunity to exercise all


administrative hearing rights, then this material, exclusive


of third-party identification to the extent that such dis-


closure would violate the right to privacy of the individual


concerned, may be disclosed.


e. Child or Adult Protective Services investigative reports pro-


vided in relation to the alleged abuse and/or neglect of a


child or adult under care of a child care agency, when such


investigative findings could have an effect on the licensing


status of the agency, would be nondisclosable.
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(1) During the investigative process, such files would be
considered both "intra agency memoranda" and "investi-
gative findings of a state agency vested with the
responsibility to discipline members of any profession,"


i.e., the child or adult care provider (RCW 42.17.310
(1)(d).)


(2) When the investigation has been completed and the final
departmental decision announced regarding the licensing
status of the child care agency or adult care provider,
then the findings of the CPS investigation are disclos-
able; however, no information identifiable to persons
whose right of privacy would be jeopardized should be


disclosed.
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B. When a disclosure request is received, which is questionable, the depart-
ment's Public Disclosure Officer should be contacted prior to release
via whatever process the Regional Office determines appropriate. The
department's Public Disclosure Officer is:


Troyce Warner
Office of Administrative Regulations MS OB-33D
Department of Social and Health Services
Olympia, WA 98504


Names and addresses of licensees may be furnished to persons seeking
placement resources, to other units of government, and to other persons
having a legitimate interest in such information However, the depart-
ment shall not give, sell, or provide access to lists of individuals
requested for commercial purposes. (See RCW 42.17.260-(5).)


D. Licensors shall not endorse specific licensees. They may, however, pro-
vide information concerning a facility's licensing status: Provisional
license issued limitations on license (e.g., age range and sex of
persons to be served), etc.


06.97 Interface With Other DSHS Services


A. Relationships with CSO placement staff


1. Although explanation of payment policies is not a licensing func-
tion, most applicants for license will desire this information.
This may be accomplished by including a service worker in orient-
ations for applicants, by referring applicants to appropriate
service workers and/or giving to the applicant any printed mater-
ial prepared by department staff related to the payment process
(see Chapter 04, SSPS).


2. After licensing, the placement worker will provide the licensee
with copies of agreements or forms which the particular program
(i.e., day care, foster care, etc.) requires to be completed
between the agency and the licensee or licensee and client. These
forms may be distributed to licensees by the licensor though this
is essentially not a licensing/regulatory function. (See Chapters
28 and 46 for samples.)


3. Where it is necessary to obtain social information from an appli-
cant or licensed home in order to determine its suitability for a
particular placement or type of placement, it is the responsibil-
ity of the placement worker to obtain that information. Licensing
staff will maintain information on the DSHS 10-07(X), Family Homo
Card, for placement staff use.


4. Placement staff in turn are obligated to keep licensing staff
informed of their observations of the maintenance of licensing
requirements and the treatment of persons placed. This will be
done by the use of the DSHS 2-306(X), Communication/Referral, or
by memo
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B. Relationships with other departmental placement staff.


1. Licensing staff must develop close working relationships with
Division of Juvenile Rehabilitation (DJR) and Division of Devel-
opmental Disabilities (DDD) and Area Agency on Aging staff
responsible for referral or placement of children and adults DJR
and DDD staff should be made aware of the names, addresses and
capacity of licensed facilities, the type of care they provide and
changes in licensing status.


2. Each region and CSO should develop a procedure to keep these other
units informed.


C. Relationships with CSO protective service staff


Licensing staff must refer complaints alleging abuse of children and/or
adults in care of a licensed facility to CPS or APS staff for investi-
gation. Protective service staff should discuss their findings with
licensing staff so that the latter may take appropriate licensing
action. (See 06.53 Complaints.)


D. Relationships with American Indian and Minority Community Workers/
Advisory Committees


Licensing staff may utilize all Indian/minority resources of the depart-
ment in seeking homes to be licensed for minority persons. These
resources may also be used on a consultative basis to help minority
families with the licensing process.


06.98 Interface With Non-DSHS Services


A. Fire and health authorities


1. Licensing staff must develop working relationship with the field
representatives of the Office of the State Fire Marshal and the
Division of Health (DOH).


2. In the case of mini centers, day care centers, group care facili-
ties, maternity homes and other maternity services which provide
residential care, day treatment programs, regional Crisis Residen-
tial Centers (CRCs) and juvenile detention facilities, copies of
all licenses issued to such facilities shall be sent to the Office
of the State Fire Marshal and to the DOH.


3. These offices shall also be informed when such facilities are
closed and when applications which require fire and health inspec-
tions have been withdrawn.
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B. Local community


1. Lists of licensees and names of applicants may be furnished to
local units of government for their information in the enforcement
of local ordinances.


2. Department offices responsible for licensing day care centers, mini
day care centers (either in-home or outside the home), group care
facilities, maternity homes or services, day treatment programs,
and child placing agencies shall inform local planning authorities
of receipt of an application by forwarding to each appropriate
local agency a copy of theform DSHS 15-165(X), "Receipt of Appli-
cation to Provide Child Care."


Following this chapter (06) is a listing of county and city
planning agencies to which notices may be forwarded. Notices may
also be seat to other local governmental planning agencies request-
ing such notification.


3. At the time of application, applicants should be advised that there
are specific local agencies that they should contact regarding
local requirements and that the department will be notifying local
authorities of the receipt of their applications.


06.99 Required Forms and Instructions


A. See Ch 99, General Forms, for general instructions on these generic
forms.


DSHS 2-305(X) Service Episode Record (Rev. 12/79)
DSHS 2-306(X) Communication/Referral (Rev. 9/78)


B. The following numbered publications (see Chapter 99 and Forms Stock List)
are used routinely in licensing, but are not included in this section
because of their bulk They may be ordered from the state office stock
room. (MLR means; Minimum Licensing Requirements.)


DSHS 22-04(X)


DSHS 22-05(X)


DSHS 22-06(X)


DSHS 22-07(X)


DSHS 22-08(X)


MLR for Day Care Centers for Children (Rev 1/81)


MLR for Mini-Day Care Programs for Children
(Rev 1/81)


MLR for Family Day Care Homes for Children
(Rev. 1/81)


MLR for Day Treatment Programs for Children
(Rev 1/81)


MLR for Maternity Services (Rev. 1/81)


DSHS 22-10(X) MLR for Child-Placing Agencies (Rev. 1/81)
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MANUAL G: CHAPTER 06 -- LICENSING/CERTIFICATION


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G


FROM: Thelma Struck, Asst. Secretary


COMMUNITY SERVICES MS 08-44


NOTICE NO.: G-247
Issued: 4/25/86


SECTIONS REVISED:


06.99 DSHS 10-06(X)


EFFECTIVE: Upon Receipt


FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Dorothy Jeffries
SCAN 234-1249 or
Non-SCAN 753-1249


1 IF NOT DELIVERABLE RETURN TO: WP/MANUAL SECTION MS OB-16


SUBJECT: NEW ADULT FAMILY HOME (AFH) LICENSE (DSHS 10-173)


NEW ADULT FAMILY HOME (AFH) SPONSOR CARD (DSHS 3-209)


Place this notice in front of Manual G, Chapter 06, and note on the Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. G-247 •was entered.


I. BACKGROUND - Appropriate credentials are needed by licensed AFH spon-


sors.


A. Up to now the AFH license has been issued on DSHS 10-06(x), Chil-


dren's Agency License. That license did not adequately represent


an AFH.


B. ID cards for AFH sponsors have not been uniform or have not been


issued at all.


II. ACTION REQUIRED 


A. Complete and issue a DSHS 10-173 to an AFH at time of licensure


or relicensure. A DSHS 10-173 and instructions are attached.


B. Complete and issue a DSHS 3-209 to each AFH sponsor at time of


licensure or relicensure. A DSHS 3-209 and instructions are


attached.


C. An initial supply of these new forms is being sent under separate


cover to each region for distribution to the CSOs.


Reorders are to be handled by the Stockroom through standard pro-


cedure.
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DSHS 10-173 (10/85), ADULT FAMILY HOME (AFH) LICENSE


Instructions


DSHS 10-173 is issued to an AFH at the time of licensure or relic
ensure


when it has been determined that minimum licensing requirements (MLR) for


an AFH have been met.


DSHS 10-173 must be reissued if the sponsor(s) and resident(s)
 move to


another address which meets MLR for an AFH.


A license is issued for a three-year period. A provisional license is not


issued to an AFH.


The form is completed as follows:


1. Licensee: After the. phrase "a license is hereby granted to," enter


surname of the sponsor(s) followed by given names. If a sponsor is an


LPN or RN, enter it in parentheses immediately following the 
given


name. EXAMPLE: Smith, Walter and Mary (RN).


2. Address: After "to conduct and maintain at," enter the sponsor's


address (number and street or box and route number) the name of th
e


city, zip code, and county of residence.


3. Type of care and number of adults:


a. After "non-health related (HR) . . . for no more than," enter


total number. of adults the AFH is licensed to care for at one


time (cannot exceed 4);


b. After "health related . . . for no more than," enter 1 or 2 which-


ever the sponsor wants and has room for providing the sponsor:


(1) Is qualified and able to provide any of the first four HR


services; or


(2) Is a licensed practical nurse (LPN) or registered nurse


(RN) in Washington State if more than the first four HR


services are to be provided.


4. Special Terms: No entry should be made in this space until special


instructions or a new or revised Chapter 6 Manual G is published.


There can be no provisional licenses for an AFH home. To avoid confu-


sion, this section may be deleted later.
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5. Effective date of license: After "This license 'shall be in force from


the," enter date the license is issued and after "to and including,"


enter the expiration date three years hence.


6. Date and Signature: After "DATED AT," enter name of city/town in


which the CSO is located and the date of issuance.


DSHS 10-173 is to be signed by the service worker and by the CSO admin-


istrator as the licensing authority.


NOTE: The next printing of the license will have a space in the upper


right-hand corner for the license number. The license number is the


same number as the case number on the DSHS 10-20, line 01.
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!tte§tate Dl astlington


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


AbuIt ifamilg f@otrir ifirense
In compliance with and pursuant to the laws of the State of Washington and the Minimum Licensing Requirements of the


Department of Social and Health Services a liconse is hereby granted


to conduct and maintain at


city of  zip code  county of 


State of Washington, an Adult Family Hume for the care and supervision of adults as follows:


TYPE OF CARE NUMBER OF ADULTS


24-hour non-health related family care for no more than   adults


24-hour health related family care for no more than   of the above number of adults


Special Terms


This license shall be in force from the day of  , 19


to and including the   day of  , 19_, subject to revocation for duo cause.


Cn DATED AT  WASHINGTON, THIS


04)
CD 7
< C


DAY OF , 19


WORKER


LICENSING AUTHORITY


3._ a) NOTE: This license is not transferable, and is valid only for use by the individualls) to whom it is issued and at the location above described.


Issued by Authority of Chaptor 172, Laws of 1967.
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DSHS 3-209 (2/86), ADULT FAMILY HOME (AFH) SPONSOR CARD 


Instructions 


DSHS 3-209 is an ID card to be issued to the AFH sponsor(s) at the time of


licensure. Complete the form as follows:


1. Name of sponsor(s): On this line enter the given name(s) followed by


the surname of the licensed sponsor(s). EXAMPLES: (1) Mary Smith


(single sponsor); (2) Walter and Mary Smith (two sponsors).


2. ID #: Enter the license number appearing on the license. The license


number is the same number as the case number on the DSHS 10-20, line


01.


3. Date: Enter date license issued/effective.


4. Authorized Signature: Each sponsor receives a card and one sponsor


should sign on this line. In the case of a single sponsor, only one


card is issued. In a two-sponsor AFH, two cards are issued -- one for


each sponsor.


5. Expiration Date: Enter the date the license will expire. If an AFH


is closed prior to expiration date, request that the card(s) be


returned. Note on a returned card the date of closure and file.
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DSHS 3-209 (2/86), ADULT FAMILY HOME (AFH) SPONSOR CARD


State of ill ashington


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


THIS CERTIFIES THAT


NAME OF SPONSOMS)


IS AN ADULT FAMILY HOME SPONSOR


LICENSED BY THE STATE OF WASHINGTON


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


I D. # DATE


AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE EXPIRATION DATE


DSHS 3-209 (2:86) OX A-228
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DSHS 22-11(X) Minimum Requirements for Licensing or Certification


of Group Care Facilities for Children (Rev. 1/81)


DSHS 22-12(X)


(Includes Regional Crisis Residential Centers) Other


Group Care Crisis Residential Centers, Juvenile


Detention Facilities)


MLR for Foster Family Homes for Children, Expectant


Mothers Developmentally Disabled Adults and Other


Adults in Need of Protection (Rev. 1/81)


(Includes Foster Family Homes Serving as Crisis Resi-


dential Centers)


DSHS 22-13(X) MLR for Child Care Agencies - Adult Family Homes


(Rev. 6/79)


(Chapter 388-73 WAC - The content of this publica-
tion appears in its entirety in Manual A and is the


document from which the individual sets of MLR listed


above are derived).


DSHS 22-60(X) Billing Instructions for Day Care Centers, Mini-Day


Care Centers and Family Day Care Centers (9/81)


DSHS 22-101(X) Licensing of Facilities Statutes - Chapter 74.15 RCW


and Selected Extracts from other state statutes


related to licensing and purchase of service (to be


given to each applicant for license along with


application form and appropriate set of MLR) (5/81)


C. The following licensing specific forms, instructions, and suggested


outlines are included in the remainder of this chapter:


DSHS 10-06(X)


DSHS 10-07(X)


DSHS 10-08(X)


DSHS 10-10(X)


DSHS 10-11(X)


DSHS 10-16(X)


DSHS 10-17(X)


DSHS 10-20


Children's Agency License (Rev. 10/80)


Family Home Card (Rev. 9/78)


Application for Child Care Agency License or Certi-
fication (Rev. 6/80)


Foster Home License (3/73)


Application for Family Home Care License (Rev. 9/78)


Certification of Foster Home for License (Rev 9/83)


Termination of Foster Home License (10/72)


Licensing and Approval of Homes (Rev. 12/71)
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DSHS 10-37(X) Request for Health Inspection of Child Care Agency
(Rev. 8/80)


DSHS 10-47A(X) Family Day Care Home Requirement Agreement (Rev.
5/75)


DSHS 10-51A(X) Checklist for Licensing Family Care (Rev. 12/81)


Checklist for Licensing or  Certification of:
DSHS 10-51B Group Care Facilities (Rev. 12/81)


DSHS 10-51C Day Treatment Program (Rev. 12/81)


DSHS 10-51D Maternity Services (Rev. 12/81)


DSHS 10-51E Child-Placing Agency (Rev. 12/81)


DSHS 10-51F(X) Day Care Center or Mini-Day Care Center (Rev 7/81)


DSHS 10-92(X) Family Day Care Home License (7/74)


DSHS 10-153 Request for Waiver to Licensing Requirements (4/82)


DSHS 15-165(X) Receipt of Application to Provide Child Care (new
11/82)


SFM 224 Request for Inspection (State Fire Marshal)
(Rev. 11/80)


Suggested Format for Notice of Fee Renewal Day Care
License


Suggested Format for Notice of Intent to Suspend
Day Care License for Failure to Pay Licensing Fee


Suggested Format for Notice of Intent to Not Renew
Day Care License for Failure to Pay Licensing Fee


Suggested Format for Notice of Suspension or Non-
renewal of Day Care License for Failure to Pay
Licensing Fee
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DSHS 10-06(X) (Rev. 10/80), CHILDREN'S AGENCY LICENSE


X 43:2}22i :2 i22 2.2 2i 22.2 iE:32 ;22'...2
•


Z.3


Zbe estate of ao'bington
r.,c.-..,


x
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


2


2 ebill3rento agentp 'License,,,„.
E.:?. p


The Secretary of the Department of Social and Health Services Does Certify: ki
I,  
7 
a That a license is hereby granted to 2r: 


E:3
to conduct and maintain 2


at....
0.


2-.3 city of , county of.. . .. .., State of Washington.
rct-,
2 
2:3 (a) for the care of children, . sex, between the ages of .3.


r 7 inclusive, but not to exceed children; (and)
e.-.3 2:.3.in the State of Washington in compliance with and pursuant to the laws of the State of Wash- t?
5' ington and the Rules and Regulations of the State Department of Social and Health Services. 2?


Et This license shall be in force from the.... ... ......day of.. , 19


to and including the.... day of... ., 19. ., subject to revocation for due cause. Et
2 0


DATED AT OLYMPIA. WASHINGTON. THIS , 2
E-3 Secretary


2)


.-C1 .DAY OF  19 ... . . . ..... ....... ............. ....... ..... .................................. 2:3
2'4 Sopervi.ror. Boma of Child,,.', Sonic*, ..?'


P.3 HOTS: Theo license is not traneferable; and to valid only for tate by the individual or. agency to whom It is issued arid at the locaUon Z3


2 above described. 2:3
Issued by Authority of Chapter 74.15 Revised Cody. of Washington.


2 F.-
Elin:,.'1'..a2.2•K•a.1:a.23,280..2:::-In2.2,1.2.2,'Ima';',.2:Krz:Mnra**ff'.:2-30,3.2u.2.2-3*L9.2.2.2.f.:Va•r2: 2•20
00010-01100 W7500.1040 ABP.
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DSHS 10-07(X)  (Rev. 9/78), FAMILY HOME CARD


Instructions


Manual G
06,99 (cont.)
DSHS 10-07(X)
Rev 77 - 1/84
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David v


A DSHS 10-07(X) is prepared for each day care foster, adult family home and
adoptive home (application, licensed home and home awaiting licensing) known
to the CSO


DSHS 10-07(X) is used by the worker as a desk card. Identifying family infor-
mation and licensing data are entered on the front of the card Placement
information may be entered on the back of the card for information or control.


FACE OF CARD


MONTHS - This section is used by the worker to indicate month in which the
license will expire, or to flag the date of other needed action.


CASE NUMBER - Self-explanatory.


NAME AND ADDRESS - Enter the surname of the family, the exact mailing and
street address (if different).


TELEPHONE - If the telephone number given is not that of the family, indicate
that it is a neighbor's or relative's, etc.


MAN -- WOMAN - Enter the given name, year of birth, race, religion, and
nationality.•


LICENSE - Enter the date on which the license will expire Record the number
and sex of persons for whom the home is licensed. Indicate "adult" or
the age range of children.


OTHER MEMBERS OF HOUSEHOLD - List the names of the foster parent's own chil-
dren who are in the home and the full name of all other persons in the
home Enter the year of birth and relationship of all persons listed.


ACTION - Enter the date and type of action taken as reported in Section E or I
of DSHS 10-20, as applicable.


NEAREST SCHOOLS AND DISTANCE - Enter name and approximate distance to each of
the schools or bus stops.


OTHER - Enter names of other facilities in the area, i e., colleges, voca-
tional training schools, sheltered workshops, etc.


NEAREST PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION - Enter the walking distance to nearest bus
stop, etc.


REMARKS - This section is used to record additional information which will be
useful to the worker.







Manual G
06 99 (cont.)
DSHS 10-07(X) (cont.)
Rev. 77 - 1/84


DSHS 10-07(X) (Rev.  9/78), FAMILY HOME CARD (cont.) 


REVERSE OF CARD


The reverse side of the card is used by the licenser/coordinator to maintain a
control of who is placed in the home.


NAME OF CHILD/ADULT - Enter the given and surname of every person placed in
the home.


CASE NUMBER - Self-explanatory.


BIRTH DATE - Enter month, day and year of birth, i.e., 12-20-45.


DATE PAYMENT INITIATED - Etiter the date that the CSO assumed responsibility
for payment of care or the date the person entered the home if DSHS is
not responsible for payment


DATE PAYMENT TERMINATED - Enter the date that the person was moved from the
home or the CSO discontinued payment for care.


RATE PAYMENT - Enter a notation if a special rate has been authorized or
payment is made from a private source.


WORKER/REMARKS - Enter name of service worker responsible for person in
placement or any other pertinent information about the placement.
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DSHS 10-07(X) (Rev. 9/78), FAMILY HOME CAR
D


JAN I FEE I "AR 
APR I MAY 1 JUNE 1 JULY


FIUMLY NOW GAUD
1114 I


SEPT I OCT


CASE
OD.
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DSHS 10-07(X) (cont,)


Rev. 77 - 1/84


NOV DEC


PRONE
NO.


...............


MIX 
LT RACE FIES.101011


a 1111.014110111.
.6111•0 1..•"..,./


CRIIARILO
ASS


NINTH


WOMAN.  DATE 
 RACE  MILLIGUM 


OTHER MEMBERS OF HOUS
EHOLD


ACTION


NAME Eva. RELATIONSHIP DATE TYPE OF ACTION TAKEN


.-...
-


NAME OF AND DISTANCE TO KARST SC
HOOLS REMARKS .


EMMA IIIMAIIIMIIIIIMIK110 s_11111


GRADE:


WaS,


NIGHt


ETHER:


SWOT MUSIC TRANSPORTATION:


moan OF CHILD/ADULT
PLACEMENT INFORMATION


CASE NUMBER NINTH DATE "1,1Sr- "444'
VATTE OM%


OAKS 104/7111ACKIXIREV. 11-711I
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06.99 (cont.)


DSHS 10-08(X)


Rev 77 - 1/84


DSHS 10-08(X)  (Rev. 6/80), APPLICATION FOR CHILD CARE AGENCY LICENSE OR


CERTIFICATION


APPUCATION FOR CHILD CARE AGENCY


UCENSE OR CERTIFICATION


I. NAME OF AGENCY OR PARENT ORGANIZATION. IF ANY:


2. ADDRESS OF AGENCY OR PARENT ORGANIZATION. IF ANY:


a NAME OF AGENCY BRANCH Oil SUBDIVISION OF AGENCY. IF ANY. OR 
NAME BY WHICH AGENCY DOES BUSINESS:


4. ADDRESS OF PRINCIPLE BUILDING(S) OF TliE AGENCY BRANCH OR 
SUBDIVISION:


NUM'S • STREIT CITY OR TOWN ZF CODE


IL MAILING ADDRESS IF DIFFERENT THAN ABOVE:
NUMBER STREET CITY OR TOWN ZW CCM


11. TELEPHONE NUMBER AT FACILITY:
7. TELEPHONE NO. CF AGENCY GI different from facility):


11. UCENSING RECORD:


OTHER


9. CLIENTELE PREFERRED:


Il FIRST 111 • MALE • FEMALE • Try4ER • jAPFICETATT


NUMBER FROM-- TO- 0 NaityGE• RENEWAL
•
•


--


CERTIFICATION


W. TYPE OF LICENSE SOUGHT:


. CHILD PLACING AGENCY


• GROUP CARE FACOJTY


II RESIDE/4(4N .1 CENTER
al 11:01014.11 CRISIS CENTER 


• DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM


• DAY CARE CENTER


• mna DAY CARE CENTER


M JUVENILE DETENTION
CENTER


0 MATERNITY 14004E


• MATERNITY SERVICES


• OTHER (SPocifY)


II. COMMENTS:


12. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION (Chock approplata moire)


0 INDIVIDUAL


0 NON-PROFIT CORPORATION


0 PARTNERSHIP or NON-INCORPORATED ASSOCIATION


0 PROPRIETARY CORPORATION


0 GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY


0 INDIAN TRIBE


COO 0-0100 01... Of IM • 111.1
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DSHS 10-08(X) (Rev. 6/80), APPLICATION  FOR CHILD CARE AGENCY LICENSE OR
CERTIFICATION (cont.) 


IS CHARACTER REFERBICES (tor MUM Scam only) FOR PERSOMOD CHARGED WTI ACTIVE MANAGEMENT OF 114E AOENCY:
IIAM


Am Cam


I.


APO Cod.


2.


Ales Cede


3.


14. 1445 APPUCA117 OR ANY OTIGS STAFF SUMER:


t. EVER BUN COVVICTED OF ANY CRIME/


2. MD A SERIOUS INJURY ON ILLNESS OR MB 111110111011MTALIZED DURUM 114 PAST YEAR. OR IS CURRENTLY UNDERMEDICATION. OR MAS A MOONY OF MENTAL OR PHYSICAL MUTATIONS?


3. SEEN FOUTO TOME A PIMETRATOR OF SUBSTANTIATED 041111 ABUSE?


NOM ATTA04 A STATEMENT OP EXPUIRATION FOR ANY "YES' AMMER


YES 0140


D YES DM0


DYES El mo


15.11111) APFUCAM OR OW, EXECUTIVE OFFICER:


I. ENGAGED 1114 TIE ILLEGAL USE OF DRUGS OR


2. EXCESSIVE USE OP 04.011401.7


3. WEN CONVICTED OF A FELONY?


4. 011/1 RELEASED FROM PRISON 1141141 PAST SEVIN YEARS?


S. OUR DENIED A LIMN TO CARE FOR 0ILDEN OR ADULTS?


6.14AD A WENN TO CARE FOR OILDREM OR ADULTS SUSPEMED OR REVOCED?


MOM ATTACH A STATUE:MOP EXPlANATION FOR ANY "YES" AMMER.


One 0 mo


DYES 0 NO


DYES 0 ND


▪ YES DM0
D YES 0 mo


▪ YES 0 NO


IS. I HEREBY CIERIWY 1140 I HAVE RIECEIVED. READ, UNDERSTAND AND AGREE TO COMPLY WIIWflt PROVISIC403 OF CHAPTER 14.16 OF THE ROW (CMS
Can AVOW/ Umming 61.360 OR. IN TM CARE CF MON-RETARDED ADULTS M NOD OF DOMICLIARY CARE. RCM 74.06.044, AND WITH 114E PROVI-
SIONS OF CHAPTER 330-73 OF THE WACOMmiss, U4444440 Rmiltara602). I (MD HEREBY FUR1)M11 CERTIFY 114AT THE ABOVE 61,0304A1104 AND RE-
QUIRED ATTACHES/08.MM TRUE AND COMPIETITO TIE BEST OF WY (OUR) 100101:10E AND ONE 14311430044 FOR THE CUARTMEM OF 11023AL
AND 14EALTM SERVICES TO CABRACT mommomas MD PASTIDAPLOYERS.


SIGNATIMI •


mu


OA"


10-0•111101m11,11101 • MOP.
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DSHS 10-08(X)
Rev 77 - 1/84


DSHS 10-08(X) (Rev. '6/80), APPLICATION FOR CHILD CARE AGENCY LICENSE OR


CERTIFICATION (cont.)


11. ATTACH TO MS APPUCATION ANY OF THE DOCUMENTS 
LISTED BELOW WHICH PERTAIN TO YOUR AGENCY. WAC OR RCW


REFERENCES ARE INDICATED FOR EASY REFERRAL TO REQUIREMENTS.
 PLEASE DATE ALL WRITTEN INFORMATION AND FORMS.


A. ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
RCW 74.15.070


B. UST OF STAFF (FORM PROVIDED)
WAG 388-73-022


C. BUDGET (FORM PROVIDED)
WAC 38843-038


D. DISCIPLINE STATEMENT
WAC 388-73-048


E. PERSONNEL POLICIES (tor sondes erndle1M0 Sot more persons)
WAC 388-73-088


F. FORMS USED FOR CLIENT RECORDS AND INFORMATION
WAC 388-73-084


G. TRANSPORTATION INSURANCE ... LIABILITY AND MEDICA
L (INCLUDE NAME OF COMPANY AND POLICY WAC 388-73-082


NUMBERS.)


H. IN SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM. (For agencies employing 5 or more persona)
WAC 388-73-070


I. MN DAY CARE GOITERS AND DAY CARE CENTERS: WRITTEN 
INFORMATION TO PARENTS WAC 388-73-410


J. GROUP CARE FACILITIES. AND MATERNITY SERVICES: A DETAILED 
WRITTEN PROGPJA DESCRIPTION FOR


DEPARTMENTAL APPROVAL OUTLINING THE EDUCATIONAL, RECREAT
IONAL AND THERAPEUTIC SER-


VICES OF ANY) TO BE PROVIDED TO THE CHILD AND KIS FAMILY
. A SCHEDULE OF TYPIC/iL0i1JIY AC-


TIVITIES FOR PERSONS IN CARE AND A STATEMENT OF RELIGIOUS PRACT
ICES IF ANY.


WAC 388-73-804


K. MN DAY CARE CENTERS AND DAY CARE CENTER PROGR
AM DESCRIPTION: A DETAILED WRITTEN


DESCRPTION INCLUDING CULTURAL AND INDIVIDUAL NEEDS CONSIDER
ED. ORGANIZED ACTIVITIES AND


FREE PLAY. DALY OUTDOOR PLAY (WEATHER PERMITTING), WRITTEN DA
ILY SCHEDULE, ETC. WAC 388-73-804


L. A FLOOR PLAN OF THE FACILITY DRAWN TO SCALE (GROUP CARE, DA
Y CARE CENTERS, MINI DAY CARE WAC 388-73-108


CENTERS, DAY TREATMENT PROGRAMS.) WAC 388-73-440


WAC 388-13-480


and


WAC 388-73-512


18. PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS TO HEALTH SERVICES DIVISI
ON AT THE TIME OF THEIR INSPECTION. WAC REFERENCES ARE IN-


DICATED FOR EASY REFERRAL TO REQUIREMENTS.


A. WATER TEST REPORT IF WATER SUPPLY IS FROM A PRIVATE SOURCE. 
WAC 388-73-128


8.1B SKIN TEST REPORTS AND/OR X-RAY REPORTS PRESCRIBED BY LICENS
ING REQUIREMENTS. IF TEST


IS PO...WYE. INCLUDE A PHYSICIAN'S STATEMENT REGARDING COMMUNICABILI
TY OF CONDITIONS. WAC 388-73-142


C. WRITTEN PLAN FOR HEALTH SUPERVISION AND PLAN OF ACTION TO BE TAKEN IN MEDICA
L EMERGENCIES. WAC 388-73-132


D. EVIDENCE OF APPLICANT'S/STAFF FIRST AID TRAINING AND CARDIO-PULMONARY RESUSCITA
TION e.g.


RED CROSS CERTIFICATE. WAC 388-73-134


E. FOOD AND BEVERAGE SERVICE WORKER'S PERMIT.


one 10-0100 Mew. op • Mr*


WAC 388-73-112


and


WAC 248-94-020
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DSHS 10-08(X) (Rev. 6/80), APPLICATION FOR CHILD CARE  AGENCY LICENSE OR
CERTIFICATION (cont.) 


BUDGET GUIDE


DATE: From----. To 


IS. SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR CURRENT FISCAL YEAR TO OPERATE AGENCY.


A. COMMUNITY CHEST. LION. UC. ETC.


armitruo at ACTUAL


B. FEES FOR CHLD CARE (PRIVATE)


C. FEES FOR CHILD CARE (STATE)


D. OTHER: (Sper-Xy)


E


TOTAL


20. EXPENSES FOR CURRENT FISCAL YEAR TO OPERATE AGENCY:


A. RENT OR MORTGAGE PAIMENTS •


S. UTILMES


C. WAGES OR SALARIES AND BENEFITS


D. OTHER PROFESSIONAL FEES


E. FOOD


F. SUPPUES (HomoholM


a. sumun (PfOgreul)


H. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS


I. EQUIPMENT


I INSURNM


K. TAXES


L. VEHICLE AND IRMISPORTATION


M. GENERAL OPERATIONS (Tolophom. pastime, professional duet)


N. OTHER (Spoctly)


o.


P.


0.


R. 6


TOTAL


.-
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DSHS 10-08(X) (Rev. 6/80),  APPLICATION FOR CHILD CARE AGENCY LICENSE OR
CERTIFICATION (cont.) 


1


117


i


;-.
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DSHS 10-08(X)
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DSHS 10-08(X) (Rev. 5/81), APPLICATION FOR CHILD CARE AGENCY LICENSE OR


CERTIFICATION


APPLICATION FOR CHILD CARE AGENCY


UCENSE OR CERTIFICATION


INSTRUCTIONS


CANS 10-08(X) is an application fo
r the following classes of facilities:


A. Child piecing agencies


B. Group care facilities


C. Day treatment programs


D. Day are centers


E. Mini day care centers


F. Juvenile detention centers


G. Maternity homes


H. Maternity services


I. Regional crisis residential centers


J. Crisis/group residential centers


Application is to be made to the Regional Of
fice of the Department of Social and Health Services


1. & 2. If Applicant agency is not a branch or subd
ivision of another agency, the name of the applyin


g agency as it


appears in its articles of incorporation. sho
uld be entered. or the incorporated name of any ap


plicant.


3. If the applicant Is a branch or sub
division of an agency, its name should be entered, and/or


 the name, or names,


by which the applicant agency doer; business, or is
 commonly known, or has recently been known


.


4. This should be the address at which the
 agency being licensed noes business.


5. Ifs post office box is used, or if mail f
or branches is received at the parent organization, notatio


n should be made


here.


8. Include area code, e.g., (208) 753-02
04.11 other arrangement for communication is allowed. i


t should be noted


here.


7. Indicate at which office or agency this n
umber is located.


8. Licensing Record—Enter X in appropria
te box. i.e., in0 icate whether this is applicant's first


 application for a


license in this state or .%vtiether this is an application
 for renewal of a current license (licensees should re


quest


renewal of license 3 months prior to th
e expiration of a current license).


Place an "X" in "Other" If applicant does
 not have a current license from the office or agency 


to which


application is now being made, and the appl
icant is or has been licensed previously by another office


 or agency


In this state or was licensed in another state. If
 "Other" is checked an explanation should be attached.


9. Clientele Preferred—Place an "X" In the appro
priate box to indicate the sex of persons applicant would prefer to


care for, after "number" enter the maximum num
ber applicant desires to care for In the space provided, indicate


the range of ages of persons for whom applicant 
would like to care, or place an"X" in the box labeled "No Age


Preference".


10. Type of License Sought—Enter "X" In the appropr
iate box(es). Maternity service should list the specific services


provided in the comment section (11) and facilities li
censed as Crisis/Group Residential Centers should


indicate there how many beds In the facility will be devoted
 to each type of care.


MXIIMOVIi&m5AWM
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DSHS 10-08(X) (Rev.  6/80) APPLICATION FOR CHILD CARE AGENCY LICENSE OR
CERTIFICATION (cont.) 


11. See No. 10 above.


12. Check appropriate square.


13. Character References (not needed for renewal of license)—List names, addresses and phone number of three
persons who know applicant well and who can testify to applicant's character and ability to provide care to other
persons. Do not list more than one relative. The department may make such additional inquiries as it deems
necessary. References should be obtained for each of the applicants and the executive officer of the agency if
they are charged with active management of the agency.


14. 1. 2 and 3—Place an "X" in appropriate boxes. If "Yes" is marked, an explanatory statement should be attached.


15. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6—Place an "X" in appropriate boxes. If -Yes" is marked, an explanatory statement should be
attached.


16. Application is to be signed by chairman of the board if the agency is board sponsored; otherwise, by owner of
. the agency.


17. Attachments—In addition to explanatory statements it any items in Nos. 14 and 15 were checked "Yes", the
documents listed in No. 17 must all be submitted as required for the different particular class of license
requested before an application can be considered complete. With an application for renewal of a license, it is
not necessary to resubmit the following documents unless there has been a significant change which would
make those submitted at the time of the initial application inaccurate or obsolete:


Articles of Incorporation


Discipline Statement


Personnel Policies


Forms Used for Client Records and Information


In-service Training Program


Written Information to Parents


Program Description


Floor Plan


18. TB tests are required of the licensee, employees, and adult volunteers.


19.8 20. Sufficient information should be provided so that consideration of the estimated income and expenditures may


be used to determine if the agency has the financial ability to comply with the minimum requirements.


21. Staff —Complete all columns f or each employee. This should be a complete list of staff. (Add additional pages as
necessary). For staff woking less than full time (40 hour week), Indicate In Column 7 number of hours employed
per week by reporting agency. Institutions, for example, should include as part-ffme staff social workers
supplied by a parent agency (or other agency) when such workers also have duties and caseloads not related
specifically to the institution. Even though staff have not been hired, positions which you contemplate filling for
the number of children to be served ehould be listed.


For day care facilities completion of required credit hours for program supervisor should be noted.


OSMS 10-0000 (eft WM) 16.,,
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Instructions


Manual G
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DSHS 10-10(X)


Rev 77 - 1/84


DSHS 10-10(X) is issued to a foster home when the foster home study is com-


pleted and it is determined that minimum requirements of the department


applying to a foster family home have been met.


DSHS 10-10(X) must be reissued if the foster family changes address and when


a current license expires.


A license is issued for a two-year period. A provisional license is not


issued to a foster home.


The form is completed as follows:


1 Licensee: After the phrase "a license is hereby granted to," enter


surname of the foster parents followed by their given names. EXAMPLE.


Smith, Walter and Mary.


2. Address: After "to conduct and maintain at," enter the foster family's


address (number and street or box and route number) the name of the


city zip code and county of residence.


3. Number, age and sex of children, expectant mothers or adult retarded/


dependent persons for which home is licensed. Complete the appropriate


line(s) by entering an "X" or numbers in the appropriate places and


dashes in all others.


4. Effective Date of License. After "This license shall be in force from


the ," enter date the license is issued and the date of


expiration two years hence.


5. Date and Signature: After "DATED AT" enter name of city in which CSO is


located and the date of issuance.


DSHS 10-10(X) is to be signed by the service worker and the CSO adminis-


trator as the licensing authority.
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Y
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.


,ti•
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'1


• It


,


,


n


Zbe eptilte of


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL


jro5ter ji)ome
In 


compliance with and pursuant to the
Licensing Requirements of the Department


hereby
to


,.0. reaObington


AND HEALTH SERVICES


~ 1


ticente
laws of the State of Washington and Ow Mminittm


of Social and Health Seri:ices a license is
granted


code . . ____ county of . .. .. . ... .. ... . .. ..


for the care of children, expectant mothers, UT adult


ACES OF FOSTER CHILDREN


Female from . .. thru years of aye
Female ... from . thru . . years of age


Female.


______ __day of.: , 19. ,


, 19. „ subject to revocation for due cause.


TH7/3 -... -


It .. .
LACIONIM Aartborlty


we by the intbrabyalial So whom II ly bawd and at the locabbn above


to conduct and maintain at


city of. .. zip


State of Washington, a foster family home
retarded persons as follows:


TYPE OF CARL NUMBER SEX


24-hour child care... Male... .
Day care of children . ... Male..... . ..
Expectant mothers .. _______
Adult retarded persons . Male_


This license shall be in force from the__


to and including the.____ ____ day of ....


DATED AT...... ..... .... ..........   WASHINGTON.


.. ..... DAT OP .


NOTE- : Thly Deem* b not troaderably. bad le wind ably for
imerlbeb.


Imbed by Aulbonty ba Chapter In. Linn of UM.


:E;3; giF
D96 16 II Oil In
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DSHS 10-11(X)


•Rev. 77 - 1/84


DSHS 10-11(X) (Rev.  9/78), APPLICATION
 FOR FAMILY HOME CARE LICENSE


Instructions


DSHS 10-11(X) is to be given to


lag to provide family home care


Instructions for completion are


current completed DSHS 10-11(X)


section of the service record.


initial family home license and


and completed by all persons initially apply-


and those applying for license renewal.


on the form. For new applications the most


becomes the face sheet for the narrative


DSHS 10-11(X) is an application for both an


for renewal of a license.
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DSHS 10-11(X) (Rev. 9/78), APPLICATION FOR  FAMILY HOME CARE LICENSE


(..9 IX•pariiiivii APPLICATION FOR
( IS xial‘411eahli FAMILY HOME CARE LICENSE


, 8...0 000 05115 USE ON., 1


Services
2 NAME OF iNitvATI AGENCY lir AN,


, iNACIUG


*NOM APPuCAVON IS BEING LEAD( I


3 APPLICANT(S)


NAST NAME - 00011 02* - WOLF 
NAME


1ST


BAST NATO - FOIST NAME -001011.1 NAME t


2ND


4. TELEPHONE rl NO*15000
(AC.: ) — I OR: 1-1 PRONE


5. ADDRESS' nano MET. COY TOWN. 7*
 01011


6. DIRECTIONS FOR REACHING 
HOME:


7. LICENSING RECORD


0 FIRST


. TYPE OF LICENSE SOUGHT .CNIC* ONE -


FOSTER FAMILY HOME FOR CHILDREN


FOSTER FAMILY HOME FOR EXPECTANT MOTHERS


CI RENEWAL


ID OTHER (EXPLAIN)"


FAMILY OAT CARE HOME FOR CHURN


FAMILY HOME FOR ADULTS
MINI OAT CARE CENTER FOR dill COHN 


a


9 CLIENTELE PREFER


0 EMU CI FEMALE
ED EWER AGES


0 VER i
IFROA1 TO jOR]


m
ull


NO AGE
PREFERENCE


REMARKS 
•
I


I


10, NEAREST SCHOOLS


ELENHany 
I JR NIGH


I MGM


11. NEAREST PUBLIC TRANSPOR
TATION:


TM 
'LOCATOR


12. PERSONS LIVING IN HOUSEHOLD 
(INCLUDING SELF)


NAME
BMTHDATE


0E1AI010.419


TO
APPLFEAN1


NAME
BIRTHDATE


Fa i .0.4s,
IT


APPI.C,I,'


1


2.
41,


S.
T.


4.
a.


13 CHARACTER REFERENCES Km eNTIAt ocENS
E om.y.


NAME ADDRESS (INCLUDE ZIP C.ODEI
TELPHONE


I.


•Inik
COOT .


I


2.


gg


1


3.


(.4.
coot ,


I


1 HAS APPLICANT OR A MEMBER OF HIS,KER HOUSEHOLD
 EVER BEEN CON.


VIGTEO OF A FELONY OR OF CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT,


0 NO, 0 YES. ATTACH A STATEMEN
T OF EXPLANATION


IS HAS APPLICANT EVER BEEN DEPRIVED OF CUSTODY OF O
WN GROBEN BY


COURT ACTION"


El No 0 YES. ATTACK A STATEMENT OF EXPLANA
TION


I . LIABILITY INSURANCE


TYPE . NAME OF COMPANY
AMOUNT


, NOUSE
$


. AUTOMOBILE
e -


,
$


7. SOCIO • ECONOMIC BACKGROUND


RACE RELIGION
v 1141DMPA11011 ANNUAL


2-EDUCATION ROSIEST GRADE COMPLETED, INCOME


i I


is motor 2


. 1 I


., INIVINUCANI 2


D1R43 10-11(X) (REV. 9.11)
COTANINES I REPLACES
COMS 10101010 100*110


TOTAL 10.
CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGES .*,,:a. •
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DSHS  10-11(X) (Rev. 9/78), APPLICATION FOR FAMILY HOME CARE LICENSE (Cont.) 


IS HAS APPLICANT
APPLIED TO
ADOPT A CHILD,


O YES.
0 NO


TO WHAT AGENCY,


19. ATTACH TO THIS APPLICATION ANY OF THE DOCUMENTS LISTED BELOW AS APPROPRIATE.
A WATER TEST REPORT. IF WATER SUPPLY IS FROM A PRIVATE SOURCE


8 TB SKIN TEST REPORTS AND/OR X-RAY REPORTS PRESCRIBED BY LICENSING REQUIREMENTS IF TEST IS POSITIVE. INCLUDE A
PHYSICIAN'S STATEMENT REGARDING COMMUNICABILITY OF CONDITION


C WRITTEN STATEMENT OF POLICY ON DISCIPLINE OF CHILDREN


D WRITTEN STATEMENT OF MEDICAL POLICY AND PLAN OF ACTION TO BE TAKEN IN MEDICAL EMERGENCIES


E EVIDENCE OF APPLICANT'S FIRST AID TRAINING. IF ANY. E.G . RED CROSS CERTIFICATE


F IF APPLICANT OR A MEMBER OF THE HOUSEHOLD HAS HAD A SERIOUS INJURY OR ILLNESS OR HAS BEEN HOSPITALIZED DURING
THE PAST YEAR. OR IS CURRENTLY UNDER MEDICATION OR HAS A HISTORY OF MENTAL OR PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS. ATTACH A
STATEMENT DESCRIBING THE CONDITION AND CIRCUMSTANCES IA PHYSICIANS STATEMENT MAY BE REQUESTED I


0 NONE OF THE DESCRIBED CONDITIONS EXIST


20 I hereby certify that I have received, read, understand and agree to comply with the provisions of
Chapter 71.15 of the RCW (child care agency licensing statute) or, in the case of non-retarded adults
in need of domicilliary care. RCW 71.08.044, and with the provisions of Chapter 388-73 of the WAC
(minimum licensing requirements). I (we) hereby further certify that the above information and
required attachments are true and complete to the best of my (our) knowledge.


1p APPLICANT SiGNATuRE DATE 2ND APPLICANT SIGNATURE DATE


DSHS 10-11(X) APPLICATION FOR FAMILY HOME CARE LICENSE-
INSTRUCTIONS


DSHS 10-11(X) is an application for both an initial license and for renewal of a license to maintain in appli-
cant's'family residence:


A. A foster family home for children;


B. A foster family home for expectant mothers;


C. A family day care home for children;


D. A mini day care program for children;


E. A family home for developmentally or functionally disabled adults.


This form is to be used both for application directly to the Department of Social and Health Services
(local Community Services Office) and for application to a licensed child placing agency from which
applicant wishes to receive children. Application should be made to one or the other and not to both
simultaneously. 


•
1. Basic No. — For departmental use only.


2. Name of Private Agency (If any) — If applicant is applying to a licensed child-placing agency for the
care of children to be placed by that agency, enter name of that agency. Skip this section If application
Is made directly to a local office of the Department.


3. Applicant(s) Name(s) — Enter complete name(s) of applicant(s), last name, first, followed by middle
name(s) and/or initial(s). Application for foster family homes for children or expectant mothers and
family homes for adults must be made by both husband and wife who are living together in the family
home. Application for family day care home or mini day care program need be made only by the person
who will be providing care (e.g., husband need not sign unless he will be assisting his wife in child
care). Applications by single persons are acceptable. Enter only names of person(s) applying. Names
of spouses and other members of the household who are not applicants should be entered in. section
12 (persons living in household).


In the case of unmarried adults living together, e.g., two sisters, mother and adult daughter, etc. both
of whom will share equally in the care of children or handicapped adults, both should be listed as
applicants. In like manner, in a partnership situation for the operation of a mini day care program in
the home of one of the business partners, both should be listed as applicants and the address in section
5 should be that of the home in which care will be given.


4. Telephone Number — Enter telephone number of person in whose home care will be given; Include
Area Code, (AC.), e.g., (206) 753-7180. If applicant has no phone, place an "X" in space provided.
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DSHS 10-11(X) (Rev. 9/78), APPLICATION FOR FAMILY HOME CARE LICENSE (Cont.) 


5. Address — Enter address of home in which care will be given.


6. Directions for Reaching Home — If home is hard to find or in a rural area, give instructions, e.g
., pro-


ceed south out of Seattle on highway X to highway Y and turn left; at s
econd traffic light on highway


Ì turn left onto Cherry Lane - second house (green) on left.


7. Licensing Record — Enter X in appropriate box. i.e.. indicate whether this is applican
t's first appli-


cation for a license to provide foster care or day care in this state or elsewhere
, or whether this is an


application for renewal of a current license (licensees should request renewal of lic
ense 3 months


prior to the expiration of a current license).


Place an "X" in "Other" if applicant does not have a current license from the 
office or agency to which


application is now being made and:


a. Applicant is or has been licensed previously by another office or agenc
y in this state or in another


state: or


b. Applicant has had a license suspended, denied or revoked in this state or in 
another state


It "Ofhsi" is marked, briefly explain the circionstancen In the following s
oacr, For mosiiiiiio


censed five years ago by the ABC Child Placing Agency In Any
where. California, but moved and quo


foster care" — or "My license for ABC County, Washington, was denie
d because my house was too


small and my husband and I were on the verge of divorce."


8. Type Of license sought —Enter "X" in the appropriate 
box. A license will not be issued for more than


one type of care except at the discretion of the department.


9. Clientele Preferred — Place an "X" in the appropriate box
 to indicate the sex of persons applicant


would prefer to care for; after "number" enter the maximum number (exclusi
ve of applicant's own


family members) applicant desires to care for. In the space provided, indicate the ra
nge of ages of


persons for whom applicant would like to care or place an "X" in the box 
labeled "No Age Preference".


Remarks — Jescribe the type of clientele you feel most comfortable or competen
t in dealing with. e.g..


infants, mentally retarded children, retarded adults under the age of 60: non-smokers: 
school-age girls


and boys, non-delinquent teenage girls, aged men, etc.


10. Nearest School — Enter name and approximate distance of schools from applica
nt's home (e.g.. 3


blocks: 172 miles). For homes for adults. enter NA (not applicable).


11. Nearest Public Transportation — Indicate type and distance from home. e.g.,
 city bus -3 blocks; school


bus comes to the door. etc.


12. Persons Living in Household (including self) — Enter names and birthdates of all person
s living in


applicant's household, applicant(s). name(s) first, followed by name of spouse
 (it any) and all other


persons in the household and their relationship to the first named appliant. (e.g., spouse.
 son, daughter.


mother, foster child, boarder, etc.) Attach additional listing if necessary because
 of lack of space on


form. If the second person listed is also an applicant, in the relationship column
 enter both "applicant"


and the relationship to the first person (e.g., "applicant. spouse").


13. Character References (not needed for renewal of license) — List names, addresses and 
phone numbers


of three persons who know applicant well and who can testify to applicant's character 
and ability to


provide care to other persons. Do not list more than one relative. The depart
ment may make such


additional inquiries as it deems necessary.


14. Criminal Convictions — Place an "X" in the appropriate box. If "Yes" is marked, atta
ch an explanatory


statement to your application.


15. Deprivation of Custody .of Own Children — Place an "X" in the appropriate box. If "Yes" is m
arked.


attach an explanatory statement to your application..


16. Liability insurance on licensee's home is recommended: liability insurance is required for vehicl
es


used in transporting persons placed in licensee's care.


17. Socio-Economic Background — The Department will not discriminate in the issuance of licenses


because of race or religion of an applicant. However, we are Particularly interested in recruiting homes


from ethnic minorities. We seek to place clients in homes having cultural backgrounds compatible with


that of the persons needing care. Although entries for "race" and "religion" are optional, we would


appreciate applicant's completion of these two sections as follows. For race, enter: Caucasian, Black.


Indian, Chicano, Asiatic, Vietnamese, or other entry that applicant believes best describes his or 
her


racial background. For religion, enter: Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Buddhist, or such entry that 
best


describes applicant's religion in either specific or general terms (Methodist. Pentecostal, none
, etc.)
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DSHS 10-11(X) (Rev. 9/78), APPLICATION  FOR FAMILY HOME CARE LICENSE (Cont )


In the "occupation-education" column in space numbered 1 enter name of applicant's occupation
and in space numbered 2 enter highest grade completed or academic degree received. e.g.. 8th grade:
12th grade: 2 years of college: SA degree. etc. In the last column enter each applicant's approximate
annual income and their combined income after -total." If one has no income other than shared income
from the other, enter a dash in income space.


18. Application for Adoption — Place an "X" in the appropriate box. If the answer is "yes:" enter in space
provided the name of the local office Of the Department. or the name of tha private agency or other
organization with which the application is on file.


19. Attachments — In addition to explanatory Statements if answers to questions 14 and 15 above are
yes, attach statements or documents required by section 19. TB test reports, written disciplinary
Policies. and written medical policies and evidence of first aid training are required by all applicants.
Water test is required if water is obtained from a private well or source Other than a public water Supply
system. All applicants must answer item F either by attaching an explanatory statement or by entering
"X" in space at end of section'to indicate that none of the described conditions exist.


20. Signature — Application to be signed by applicant or applicants. See instructions for Section 3 above
as to who is an applicant.
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DSHS 10-16(X) (Rev. 9/83), CERTIFICATION OF FOSTER HOME FOR LICENSE


JAN. FEB. MAR. TAPRIL IAAY1 JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT.


CERTIFICATION OF FOSTER HOME FOR LICENSE


DREW CI RENEWAL 13 AMEND 


NOV. DEC. I


EN...D. al License


The  of  Washington recommends that


• owwwv.wmx(ww-o,


a foster home license be issued to:


Mr.


Mrs


(11W Now/ ( .0 Menne M.)


(las) Homo) 
(fiel) “wo) UNAWNO 10W40


vrho reside at Numb. w Box) (Wow) (MO (Cowl,) am Cow.)


for the care of children or expectant mothers as follows
:


Type of Care Number See Ago of Foster C.hadren
---


Full time Foster Care 0 Male 0 Female (rom_ ____. Nut —. .-- years


Care of Expectant Mothers


Number of "Own" Medusa In Hoene


_ from 0 to 2 years of age


— from 2 to 8 years of age


— from 6 to 12 years of age


— from 1210 18 years of age


— TOTAL


05.01 te(nT(liw. IV WO .T01


COMMENTS:


If any of "own" children in home are handicapped briefly


describe specifics in comment section on reverie aide of


this card.


(SEE REVERSE)


APPLICATION RECEIVED  HOME VISIT  HOME STUDY COMPLETED 
OW 6) 


(0810


1:3 I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE NAMED HOME 
COMPLIES WITH MINIMUM LICENSING


REQUIREMENTS FOR FOSTER HOMES.


El THIS CERTIFICATION AND /OR HOME REQUIRES A WAIVER
 TO WAC 388-73  IN ORDER


TO MEET ALL MINIMUM LICENSING REQUIREMENTS; REQUEST F
OR WAIVER ATTACHED.


OWNWE.ociamowN.Ww)


MNtOm .1W.


MW Men
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The


Manual G
06.99 (cont.)
DSHS 10-17(X)
Rev. 77 - 1/84


of , Washington


(Name of Private Agency) (City)


has terminated the use and supervision of the foster home of:


Mr. & Mrs.


who reside at


(Last Name) (Husband's First Name) (Wife's First Name)


(Number or Box)


for the following reason(s):


(Street or Route) (City


I I Foster Parents moved to new address


I-1 Foster Parents gave inadequate care


I—I Foster Parents no longer wish to give foster care


1--] Home will be supervised by another agency


f--I Other - Specify:


(Agency Executive or Designee)


. (Title) (Date)
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DSHS 10-20 (Rev. 12/71), LICENSING. AND APPROVAL OF HOMES


Instructions


DSHS 10-20 shall be used by the CSO to report:


A. All contacts regarding applications for.


1. Licensing of foster home, day care home, adult family homes for


adult retarded/dependent persons, and


2. Approval of adoptive home


B Requests from the court or other agencies for a home study or for adopt-


ive home supervision.


C. Adoptive home approval and usage.


D. Licensing of foster family home, day care home, and adult family homes.


GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS


DSHS 10-20 (original and duplicate) is prepared by the CSO. The original DSHS


10-20 is transmitted daily on DSHS 1-24 to SO OIS, the duplicate is sent to


the appropriate CSO clerk and then filed by date in the document section of


the case record.


The SO will process the original DSHS 10-20 and send the CSO a new DSHS 10-20


reflecting the information reported by the CSO. This information is printed


in the shaded areas of the form. The new DSHS 10-20 is to be filed in the


case record immediately on. receipt.


Changes or reopening of a closed (including withdrawn, denied or license


revoked) home must be recorded on the most recent machine printed DSHS 10-20.


Only changed sections and LINE 09 are to be completed. . Changes are recorded


below the machine printed data. Do not strike machine printed entries in a


shaded area.


CASE TRANSFER


When a case is transferred from one CSO to another, the original CSO forwards


the DSHS 10-20 immediately to the new CSO. The new CSO enters the changes on


DSHS 10-20 including the new case number and transmits the original copy of


DSHS 10-20 to the SO. The SO sends a new DSHS 10-20 to the new CSO and a


single copy DSHS 10-20 to the original CSO.
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DSHS 10-20 (Rev. 12/71), LICENSING AND  APPROVAL OF HOMES (cont.) 


LINE 01


1.. HOME NUMBER


NUMBER - NAME LINE 01 


County and basic numbers are assigned according to instructions. A
• change in the county and/or basic number is made by re-entering both
items.


2. NAME


Print the last name, comma, first name, and middle initial of the head
of the household.


. TYPE OF HOME 


One of the following home types will be machine printed in this Section:


FOSTER DAY CARE OTHER AGENCY


ADOPTIVE ADULT PERS CARE FOSTER/DAY CARE


FOSTER/ADOPTIVE


LINE 02 ADDRESS LINE 02


This is the mailing address of the home. When changing any part of the
address in Sections 2, 3, or 4 the address must be completed re-entered,
except for ZIP code.


1. ZIP CODE


Post Office Zip Code


2. FIRST LINE OF ADDRESS 


Limited to 25 spaces


3.  SECOND LINE OF ADDRESS


Limited to 20 spaces


4. THIRD LINE  OF ADDRESS


Limited to 20 spaces
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DSHS 10-20 (Rev.  12/71), LICENSING AND APPROVAL OF HOMES (cont.)


LINE 03


1. RACE CODES


FAMILY AND HOME DATA LINE 03


1 - Caucasian 2 - Black 3 - Asian


4 - American Indian 5 - Other


The code is entered in Sections 4 and 6 for the race to which the foster


parent(s) is normally considered to belong; e if the individual is


normally considered to be White, use Code 1 even though he may have a


mixed racial heritage.


2. APPROXIMATE FAMILY INCOME CODES


1 - $10,000 or more
2 - $7,500 to $9,999.
3 - $5,000 to $7,499
4 - $2,500 to $4,999
5 - Under $2,500


The appropriate code is entered in Section 8. Although the CSO may not


know the exact family income, the worker is to estimate annual taxable


income of the family This estimation is to be based on such factors


as occupation number of persons employed number and type of rental


units approximate income from pensions, insurance, sale of farm produce,


etc Income from AFDC or other public assistance is to be included. Do


not include income from the care of foster children/adults. For the pur-


poses of this section, "family" includes all members of the family unit


living' together in this household.


3. BIRTH YR. OF HUSBAND


Enter four digits of the birth year.


4. RACE OF HUSBAND


See instructions for Section 1 of this LINE for definitions and coding.


to be used.


5 BIRTH YR. OF WIFE 


Enter four digits of birth year.


6. RACE OF WIFE


See instructions for Section 1 of this LINE for definitions and coding


to be used.
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DSHS 10-20 (Rev. 12/71), LICENSING AND APPROVAL OF HOMES (cont.)


LINE 03 (cont.) FAMILY AND HOME DATA. LINE 03


7. NBR OWN CHILDREN IN HOME 


For Day Care Homes enter only the number of children under 12 years of
age in the home.


For all other homes enter the number of children, under the age of 17,
who are related to these foster (or adoptive) parents, personal care
sponsors or operators.


8. APPROXIMATE FAMILY INCOME


See instructions for Section 2 of this LINE for definitions and coding
to be used.


9. WORKER


This is the most recent worker number reported to the SO either on DSHS
10-20 or DSHS 1-24.


10. TRANS. NUMBER


This is the DSHS 1-24 transmittal number on which the previous DSHS
10-20 was listed for transmittal to SO.


11. DATE PROCESSED IN SO


This is a control and reference date used by SO DPS.


LINE 04 LICENSING AND APPROVAL DATA LINE 04


1. SEX CODES


M - Male F - Female E - Either


The appropriate letter code is to be entered in Secton 5 and/or 8.


2. EXPIRATION DATE


This is the date on which the license expires. This date is computed
by the SO from the information reported on LINE 04, Section 3, Class of
Home, and LINE 07, Section 1, Effective Date. For licensed homes this
date will be 2 years from the effective date.


3. CLASS OF HOME


Codes used are defined on LINE 05.
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DSHS 10-20 (Rev. 12/71) LICENSING AND APPROVAL OF HOMES (cont.)


LINE 04 (cont.) 


4. - 7. NUMBER


LICENSING AND APPROVAL DATA LINE 04


Enter the number of children (other than day care) or adults for whom


the home is licensed. See samples below.


5. - 8. SEX


Enter the appropriate letter from Section 1.


6. - 9. AGE RANGE 


For children (other than day care) enter the age range in years, i.e.,


infancy through 1 years of age is designated as 0-1. See samples


below.


10. TOTAL


Enter the total number of children/adults for whom this home is licensed


or approved


11. DAY CARE NUMBER


Enter the total number of children for whom this home may provide day


care services.


SAMPLE 1. Home licensed for two children of either sex from 6 through 9


years of age.


4 NumBER


2_


LICENSING A APPRovAL DATA.


NUMBER


5 SE. 6


SEX & AGES OF FOSTER CHILDREN OR ADU
LTS


AGE RANGE


6- 9


7 NUMBER 8 SEA 9 AGE RANGE TO TOTAL


I I Day


CARE


NUMBER


SAMPLE 2. Home licensed for 1 girl under 6 years of age and 1 boy from
12 through 16 years.


4 NumElEx


L AT•TONTE; A APEIT. A ),Ik IA


N umEIER 5EX Is AGES Of r osit:14 CHILOREN OR ADULTS


5 SE 6 AGE ....I:GE 7 NUMBER ET SET 9 AGE RANGE


r4


10 TOTAL


i.-/6 02


1 1 OAT


(ARE
NUMBER
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DSHS 10-20 (Rev.  12/71), LICENSING AND APPROVAL OF HOMES (cont.) 


LINE 04 (cont.) LICENSING AND APPROVAL DATA LINE 04


SAMPLE 3. Home licensed for 2 children of either sex from 3 through 5
years of age or 3 girls from 6 through 9 years of age.


LICENSING A APPROVAL DATA.


NUMBER. SEX 8 AGES OF FOSTER CHILDREN OR ADULTS


AGE kA%GE


3-3"


7 NuTABER 8 SEA 9. AGE RANGE


6- 9


10 TOTAL


3


II. DAY


CARE


NUMIIER


SAMPLE 4. Home licensed as a day care home to serve 4 children.


4 NUMBER


LICENSING & APPROVAL DATA.


NUMBER. SEX A AGES OF FOSTER CHILDREN OR ADULTS


5 SEA S AGE RANGE 7 NUMBER Et SEA 9 AGE RANGE 10 TOTAL


II. DAY


CARE


NvM R


.4/


SAMPLE 5. Home licensed for adult family home


LINE 05


LICENSING el APPROVAL DATA.


NUMBER. SEX & AGES OF FOSTER CHILDREN OR ADULTS


A •.EA U AGF TIANGE 7 NuMBER 8 SEA 9 AGE RANGE


CLASSIFICATION OF HOMES


10 TOTAL


3


It DAY


CARE


NO/A8ER


LINE 05


Use the codes from this LINE to complete classification of home on LINE 04,


Section. 3.


1.  CLASSIFICATION OF FOSTER AND  DAY CARE HOMES


10 - Full Time - CSO - 24 hour care for children placed by CSO.


11 - Receiving - Temporary interim and/or emergency care
to children awaiting placement or
replacement.


12 - Day Care - Part-time care for any time during
24-hour day.


13 - Full Time & Day Care - Combination of full time (CSO or
Independent) and day care .
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DSHS 10-20 (Rev. 12/71) LICENSING AND APPROVAL OF HOMES (cont.)


LINE 05 (cont.) CLASSIFICATION OF HOMES  LINE 05


• 14 - Group - A specialized full time family home.


15 - Full Time - Independent - 24 hour care for children not placed


by the CSO.


.2. CLASSIFICATION OF ADULT PERSONAL CARE HOMES


30 - Licensed Family Home


A home holding a current license from DSHS to provide family care on


a 24-hour basis in lieu of their own home to not more than four adult


retarded/dependent persons. Although the form indicates "2 or less"


the home may be licensed for up to 4 adults.


31 - Approved Family Home


No longer applicable.


LINE 06 APPLICATION LINE 06


1.  APPLICATION DATE (FOSTER DAY OR ADULT CARE) 


Enter the date of initial exploration with the family regarding appli-


cation for foster family, day care or adult family home.


For Home Studies and Adoptive Home Supervision enter the date the request


is received by the CSO.


2. REASON (FOSTER, DAY OR ADULT CARE) 


Enter the reason code as defined in Section 3 of this LINE.


3. REASON CODE DEFINITIONS (USED ON LINE 06, SECTION 2 and 5) 


11 - Application for Foster, Day Care, Adoptive Home


12 - Application for Adult Personal Care


13 - Home Study for the Court


Appointment from the court for the next friend study and report


14 - Home Study for Other Agency


Request for a home study from an agency in another state or country


15 - Adoptive Home Supervision for Other Agency SS Manual - 1509
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DSHS 10-20 (Rev. 12/71), LICENSING AND APPROVAL OF HOMES (cont.) 


LINE 06 (cont-) APPLICATION LINE 06


4. APPLICATION DATE (ADOPTIVE) 


Enter the application date for an adoptive home.


5. REASON (ADOPTIVE) 


Enter the reason code as defined in Section 3 of this LINE.


LINE 07 CHANGE LINE 07


1.  EFFECTIVE DATE (FOSTER, DAY OR ADULT CARE) 


Enter the effective date of the action code entered in Section 2 of this
LINE.


2. ACTION (FOSTER, DAY OR ADULT CARE) 


Enter the action code as defined in Section 3 of this LINE.


3. ACTION CODE DEFINITIONS (USED ON LINE 07, SECTIONS 2 AND 5) 


21 - Home Approved (Adoptive)


Used when study sent to SO for Registration.


22 - Home in Use (Adoptive)


23 - Child Removed from Adoptive Home


24 - Home Licensed


25 - Home Relicensed


26 - Home Approved (Adult)
No longer applicable


LINE 08 CLOSING LINE 08


1. CLOSING DATE (FOSTER, DAY OR ADULT)


Enter the closing date.


2. REASON (FOSTER, DAY OR ADULT) 


Enter closing reason code as defined in Section 3 of this LINE.


SS Manual - 1510
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DSHS 10-20 (cont.)
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DSHS 10-20 (Rev. 12/71), LICENSING AND APPROVAL OF HOM
ES (cont.)


LINE 08 (cont.) CLOSING LINE 08


3.  REASON CODE DEFINITIONS (USED ON LINE 08 SECTIONS 2 AN
D 5)


31 - Application withdrawn


32 - Application denied


33 - License revoked


34 - Home closed - Adoption completed


35 - Home closed


36 - Termination of services for other agencies - Includes 
termination


of services for Home Study for the Court, Home Study for 
Other Agency


and Adoptive Home Supervision for Other Agency.


LINE 09 SIGNATURE - TRANSMITTAL DATA LINE 09


1. COMMENTS 


This space is for the convenience of the CSO to clarify inform
ation for


SO DPS.


2. SIGNATURE 


The worker completing the DSHS 10-20 enters his/her signatur
e here.


3 WORKER


Enter two digit worker number This number will be machine printed on


LINE 03, Section 9.


4. DATE 


Month, day, year worker completes this DSHS 10-20.


5. CLERK'S INITIAL


SS Manual -1511
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The clerk(s) enters his/her initials on the duplicate when informati
on on


DSHS 10-20 is processed and transferred to CSO records. This information


is for CSO records only and is not to delay forwarding of the original to


the SO.


6. TRANSMITTAL NUMBER


The number of the transmittal DSdS 1-24 on which the DSHS 10-20 is listed


for transmittal to SO. County number is not considered a part of this


number The transmittal number should be typed or stamped. This number


will be machine printed on LINE 3-0, Section 10.
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DSHS 10-20 (Rev. 12/71) LICENSING AND APPROVAL  OF HOMES
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DSHS 10-37(X) (Rev. 8/80), REQUEST FOR HEALTH INSPECTION OF CHILD CARE AGENCY 


Instructions


DSHS 10-37(X) is used by CSO and RO licensing staff to request inspection by


Health Services personnel of mini day care programs, day care centers, group


care facilities for children, maternity homes, and day treatment program


facilities. Health Services inspections and subsequent issuance of a certif-


icate of compliance or of a report listing deficiencies to be corrected are


necessary before a license may be issued (not applicable to family day care


homes, family foster homes, family homes for adults, nor for child placing


agencies).


Health inspections are required both for initial licensing and for renewal


of licenses.


This form should be mailed to the health surveyor who serves the area in


which the facility to be licensed is located. The names, addresses and phone


numbers of the health surveyors are available from Community Services Regional


licensing staff or from:


Ted Relater
Licensing and Developmental Section


M.S. LM-13
Olympia, WA 98504
Phone: SCAN 234-5851


SS Manual - 1513 •
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DSHS 10-37(X) (Rev. 8/80), REQUEST FOR HEALTH INSPECTION OF CHILD CARE AGENCY 


HEALTH SEM/ICES. DIVISION
REO(EST FOR INSPECTION REPORT LICENSING AND DEVELOPMENT SECTION


OF AIRGGSTRIAL PARK, IA- I G


CHILD CARE AGENCY OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON 98504


I. MENSES TO OE INSPECTED


NNE  STREET 


CRY  KB  COUNTY 


PERSONS) TO CONTACT  NICHE  


I. AGENCY REONSTS
UCENSURE
TIFICATION AS A


0 MI DAY CARE ppm
D DAY CANE COTTER
0 MATERNITY How


0 GROUP CARE FACIFT'I 0 DAY TREATILM PROGRAM


0 CRISIS REEMENTIAL CYR. 0 OTHER 


0 JUVENILE memo' FACILITY


3 TYPE OF LICENSURE/
CERTIFICATION 0 MEW
INSPECT= REQUESTED 0 RENEWAL


• OTHER-El/PUN 


CURRENT UCENSE URNS OW 


4. MOUN3110 OR  MVO AM GIRLS FROM  TNIOUON  YEARS OP AGE
LICENSED/CERTIFIED   ORLS FROM   111130UON   YEARS OF AGE
CAPACITY


 BOYS PROM   ImOUCIII   31INIS OF AGE


S. INSPECTION REQUESTED BY


NAM  MOM  DATE  


AGENCY  ADDRESS  CITY  VP 


UCENSOWS REIAARKS:


CERTIFICATION AUTHORITY: CHAPTER 74.18 NOW NW WAC 3110-13


MW
0 WE AGENCY IDENTWED MOVE WAR IN COMPLUDICE rang AU. TEALS/ PROTECTION REOLIMEMENTS THAT COULD se Auras= mom To cesiumei op we AGENCY


AM IS CEIRTMED.


0 TM AGENCY IDEINIFIED ABOVE WAR NOT IN COMPLIANCE MTN 11. MALIN PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS INAT COUU) RI AMENIED PRIOR TO OPERATION AND IS NOT


CERTIFIED.


RENEWAL


0 NE AGENCY CIINIPEN ABOVE WAR PI FULL COMPLIANCE WIN MALTS PROTECTION REOUIRDMITS 1MW CERTIFIED.
0 TM MIENCY IDENTIFIED MOVE WAS RI COMPLANCE NW TIE HEALTH PROTECTION REOURENENTS NO IS CERTIFIED SUSJECT TO IMPLINENTATION OP TIN PLAN CIF


CORRECTION AS SPOONED ON FORM DSOS ID- ICC/ DATED - /- ANINOR TM CONDITIONS AS FOLLOWS:


D TM AGENCY IDENTWED ABOVE WAS NOT IN CONFUNINI WITH NO MAIN PROTECTION NEOURINENTO AlE A NOT CIRTINED 'SCAM TIN AGENCY INS PALED ON
REMO TO COMPLY NIN TM HEALTH PROTECT/3N REOUREIMITS AS MOM ON FORM DEIN IT6t02 DATED / / ANINOR A ism TO
TM AGENCY DATED


SIGNATURE OF TRIFIVEYON   DATE ' 


SURVEYORS REMARKS:


DAIS 1037 IS TN. WOO


SS Manual - 1514
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ADULT FAMILY HOME - LICENSING 


NAME 
0 
  FULL CASE NUMBER


SPONSOR'S LEGAL NAME   TELEPHONE NUMBER 


WIFE's MAIDEN NAME PREVIOUS MARRIED NAME


SPONSOR'S ADDRESS/DIRECTIONS


PREVIOUS ADDRESS, IF AT CURRENT ADDRESS LESS THAN ONE YEAR


Individuals in Home


Individuals Unrelated


Husband
Wife


Number 
Children - Ages & Sex
Type of pets in home


Employed 
Yes No Occupation 


Birth Last Grade


Date Social Sec. # Religion Completed 


Is sponsor a LPN? YES I-1 NO =License No.


Is sponsor a RN? YES NO License No.
Lie. Date
Lie. Date


Description Eye Color Height Weight Hair Color Race


Husband 1-3
  1-4


Wife . 0


Family Atmosphere and Relationships:


Location (check those that apply)


I:1 Rural 0 Farm
I Other (Explain) 


Can resident walk to shopping?


Is public transportation available?


Will sponsor provide transportation?


Yes NO
Yes. NO
Yes NO


SS Manual - 1515
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Willing to Accept Willing to Accept:
Yes No Uncertain 1-1 1 Adult 11-1 2 Adults


3 Adults 1 4 Adults


LI Li 1_1 Female


1:1 ci Ili Male


LI ri c] Young Adult


I I LI 111 Smoker If Experienced, Specify Amount of Time 


.1 LI I j Social Drinker Yrs./Mos. None


1 1 111 Wheel Chair Patient     1 1


1 1_1 11 Elderly     Ii


i Li 1_1 Physically Disabled or Ill     11


[II I I 111 Mentally Retarded  


l iii LI LI Ex-Mental Patient  


; zil III .111 Blind     1-1


111 1:1 1:1 Alcoholic     1


1:1 1:1 1:1 Diabetic     1


LI LI III Epileptic  


LI 111 111 Incontinent     1


111 Ii Ii] Former Drug User  


LI I:1 III Other Disabilities (specify)  


Was sponsor previously licensed by other agency or other unit of DSHS 1:1Yes LINo
If yes, specify agency or unit of DSHS; give reason and date of change:


SS Manual - 1516
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Unable to


Yes No Determine Does  Sponsor Agree To: FULL CASE NUMBER


LI III 1:


LI LI II


E


1. Notify agency or guardian of plan for absence when on


extended trip with sponsor's family?


2. Request service worker approval of client absence that


exceeds 36 hours?


3. Share with agency difficulties encountered with client?


4. Notify agency if replacement of client becomes necessary?


5. Report serious illness, accident, disturbing behavior,


injury, or death of client to agency?


6. Notify client's family in case of serious illness or accident?


7. Help client abide by medical regimen prescribed?


8. Help client toward increased independence?


9. Offer hospitality to client's family and friends?


10. Be interested without interfering in family affairs and


relationships?
11. Accept adult from different social, ethnic, racial, or


religious background?


12. Attend orientation and training sessions as required?


13. Respect privacy of client and maintain confidentiality?


Does Sponsor Evidence:
14. Flexible attitude toward peculiarities and traits of others?


15. Warmth and Friendliness?
16. Understanding and concern for others?


17. Protective, but not controlling attitude?


18. Interest in social life of neighborhood and community?


19. An overall favorable attitude toward handicapped adults?


20. Not allow personal problems to interfere with treatment


of resident?


Do your observations satisfy you that the applicant's attitudes, methods of


handling problems and motivations are consistent with good adult family home


care?


1=1 Yes liNo


Stated Methods of Handling Problems:


Talking With: IR Service Worker Physican I I Nurse LI Client n Relatives
Guardian Other (specify)


Reason for Wanting to Provide Care: How Did Sponsor Learn of Program 


Companianship CI Need for addi-


Help others tional income


Other (specify) I:I Keep busy


Newspaper 1:1 Social agency
Radio/TV Friends, Relatives


Other (specify)


Ac tiv4 ties: Does Sponso-r Agree tel


Ye


1. Participate with residents in activities?
2. Provide recreational activities in the home?
3. Provide work activities in the home?
4. Encourage ac tivi ties in the community?


No


SS Manual - 1517
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Who will be responsible if sponsor is temporarily unable to provide care?
Name/Address/Telephone


Ras the need for a register containing the following information been discussed?
(Client's name; birthdate; date of admission to home; date of discharge, names,
addresses, home and business phones of relative, guardian, friend, physician and
other persons to notify in emergency.)


r] Yes n No


Record briefly any agreement/contract made between the family home sponsor and the
worker relating to operation of the home, methods of handling problems, provision
of services, activities, and planned progress toward other goals; i.e., making
necessary safety improvements or completing required training.


Homefinder's Evaluation of Home As A Potential Adult Family Home:


Licensing Requirement(s) Not Met:
1.
2.
3.
4.


P-3


Date to be Corrected:


Other Comments:


SS Manual - 1518
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FOR LICENSE HOMES FULL CASE NUMBER


Application Received Home Visit(s)


(Date) (Dates)


111 W• ithdrawn Reason(s)  


(Date)


111 L• icensed: From TO Number Licensed For


(Date)


1:1 D• enied Reason(s)  


(Date) (Refer to WAC)


Date Notification Letter Sent Date DSHS 10-20(X) Submitted


Service Worker's Signature, Classification, Unit Date


FAIR HEARING


If Fair Hearing Applied For, Date Fair Hearing Date


Date Decision Received Denial Upheld Date


Denial Reversed Date


SS Manual - 1519
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06.99 (cont.)
DSHS 10-47A(X)
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DSHS 10-47A(X) (Rev. 5/75), FAMILY DAY CARE HOME REQUIREMENT AGREEMENT 


Form self-explanatory.


Instructions 


FAMILY DAY CARE HOME REQUIREMENT AGREEMENT


PROVIDER'S NAME_ TELEPHONE NO 


ADORES'  ZIP


The following has been discussed and agreed upon with the day care provider:


Check


1. Non-discrlmination both in children accepted for care and those employed (


2. Nutritious snicks and meals will be provided ( )


9. All poisonous substances. cleaning fluids or powders are kept out of reach of children. Home will be free of hazards ( )


dangerous to children


4. ANY chantey In oiroumatanees will be reported to the local office ( )


O. Contlelentlatty of family information regarding children In care will be respected ( )


8. liminess aspects of day care disculused: Fees charged. payment procedure if state paid child care, Social ( )


Security and Interns! Revenue reporting, liability insurance '


7. Provider will advise Local Office when home has capacity number of chiktren ( )


8. No more than two children under the age of two, including the provider's own children will be cared for in the home. ( )


8. Provider will maintain attendance record and registration information and have an emergency medical plan for each ( )


child in care.


10. Provider will report any evidence of child abuse, neglect or abandonment to the local office. ( )


11. Provider has been furnished with summary of licensing requirements. ( )


12. Provider has • right to a Fak Hearing if license should be revoked. ( )


IS. Periodic review of Day Care Facility by worker. ( )


Day Cara Provider's statement of discipline Policy:


Indicate preference of age, range of children, number desired. and for other preferences or limitations as to children accepted for


Care. Interest in referral of children: 


Record briefly any other acreement between dav Care Provider and worker relajed to the operation of the home or core of children.


DAY CalE PROvIDEAS SIGNATURE


00010,MMIleceimm


MM LICIDOOMMMMIVSNOWUM
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DSHS 10-51A(X)
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DSHS  10-51A(X) (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING FAMILY HOMES 


Instructions SS Manual - 1521


David v.


-022 For family care, see instruction 3 for DSHS 10-11(X), Application for


Family Home License. The application should be completely filled in and


be accompanied by all required attachments; otherwise, contact applicant


for missing information. License may not be issued until the application


is complete.


For a new application, references must be checked by licensor before


issuance of a license.


Until further notice, enter N/A unless a local police check has been


made in accord with current policy.


-026 Waivers or exceptions may be considered in some instances.


-028 Waivers may be approved by CSO administrators and a copy must be in the


file at the home.


-030 Ability to provide suitable care may be rated Yes, No, or P depending on


the demonstrable experience of the applicant and the licensor's evalua-


tion of that experience.


A physical examination shall be required where the licensee's health may


be questionable.


Lacking evidence to the contrary, presumed compliance may be assumed in


respect to the applicant's mental health, history of criminal convictions,


and history related to child abuse. The applicant's self report may be


the only source of information.


-032 Where there is doubt about an applicant's age, a birth certificate,


driver's license, or identification issued by the State Liquor Control


Board should be required as verification.


-034 The license should be within easy view of a person registering or placing


a child in the facility.


Responses should be limited to Yes or No for homes to be relicensed; may


include P for agency seeking initial license. Does not apply to foster


family 'homes for children, expectant mothers, developmentally disabled


adults and adults in need of protection.


-036 If there is no evidence that the applicant uses illegal drugs or is alco-


holic, a P for presumed compliance to this rule should be entered for


these items.


Conviction of a felony and imprisonment within the previous seven year


period may be determined from a police check.
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DSHS 10-51A(X) (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING FAMILY HOMES (cont.) 


An applicant who has previously had a licensed denied, suspended or
revoked may receive a license provided that they are able at the time
of application to establish their ability to conform to the licensing
requiremen ts.


Refers to fraud or misrepresentation in the licensing process.


There is presumed compliance unless the licensee is shown to be aware of
or involved in illegal act on the premises.


Refers to substantiated abuse, neglect or exploitation of a child or
injury or, illness resulting from negligence.


Repeatedly generally means two or more times; not applicable to new
applicant.


Presume compliance for new applicant.


May include improper groupings in day care centers or inadequate atten-
tion to or control of children in other facilities.


Refusal to permit inspection of premises and records and clearly violates
the licensing statutes.


Denial of access to clients or staff also represents a violation of the
statutes.


-038 License may be issued for less than maximum permitted by the rules
because of the ages and characteristics of persons being served, the
physical accommodations of the facility, the numbers and skills of the
licensee, staff, and family members.


-040 Licensee shall not refuse to serve members of specific racial, religious,
or ethnic groups.


Licensee shall not refuse to employ members of specific racial, religi-
ous or ethnic groups, except that a religious corporation or association
may limit their employees to members of that religious group.


-042 Clients shall have opportunities to attend services of their choice.


-044 A statement by the parents of an Indian child placed in care shall be in
the child's file when those parents do not wish placement in an Indian
foster home, etc.


A copy of an ancestry chart shall be in the file of nonenrolled Indian
children (unless contrary to the parents' wishes).


Efforts to recruit Indian foster homes and place Indian children therein
shall be documented in the children's files.
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DSHS 10-51A(X)
Rev. 77 - 1/84


DSHS 10-51A(X) (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSIN
G FAMILY HOMES (cont.)


For agencies whose caseload consists of 10% or more of 
Indian children:


1. The written policy and procedures regarding the rights of
 Indian


clients should be submitted with the application.


2. Use of Indian consultants to train staff and develop resourc
es may


be verified by the agency director.


-046 Disciplinary policy should be submitted with applicatio
n; should pro-


hibit corporal punishment except as permitted in WAC 388-73-048
.


If a reasonable disciplinary policy is stated in writing, su
bsequent


compliance is presumed unless otherwise indicated.


-048 Compliance is presumed unless otherwise indicated by
 observation, com-


plaint, or statement of operators, etc.


-050 All suspected incidents of child abuse or neglect shall
 be referred to


Child Protective Services.


-052 Provisions of the Interstate Compact on Children and
 the Interstate


Compact on Juveniles will be applied when appropriate, with 
copies of


required forms in appropriate case files.


-054 For applicants, familiarity with the requirement is nec
essary; future


compliance may be presumed.


For licensed agencies, a periodic review of a significant sa
mple of


files should verify inclusion of required information.


-056 In the absence of an incident of noncompliance (nonrepo
rting), compli-


ance is presumed.


-057 Compliance is presumed unless an incident of nonreporting bec
omes apparent.


-058 Compliance shall be documented by a ledger or other appropria
te record.


-060 Unpaid chores do not include those activities necessary for the ba
sic


maintenance of the facility, particularly if the facility is a working


ranch. Unpaid chores will generally be limited to 2 1/2 hours per day.


-062 Licensors must inspect for the presence of seat'belts and for appropriate


child restraint devices for children 0-5 years.


• -064 Licensors shall verify compliance by inspection.


-066 Compliance may be presumed for an applicant not currently caring for


• children.


-100 Visual inspection by the licensor should confirm substantial complian
ce.
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DSHS 10-51A(X) (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING FAMILY HOMES (cont.) 


-102 Visual inspection by the licensor should confirm substantial compliance.


-104 Compliance to the requirement for adult supervision may be presumed if
licensee or applicant is aware of the requirement.


Alternate methods of making weapons inaccessible may be considered.


-106 Compliance must be verified by a visual inspection.


-108 Bedrooms


Visual inspection should verify that unauthorized areas are not used as
bedrooms.


Visual inspection should verify if a room is an outside room.


Visual inspection should verify that there are separate bedrooms for
opposite sex of children over 6 years.


Measurements should be taken of occupancy area, bed width and space
between beds.


Cleanliness of bedding and mattress, and waterproofing where required
may be verified by visual inspection.


Weekly laundering may be presumed if bedding appears clean; bedding must
be clean even if more frequent laundering is required.


Compliance to use of upper bunk may be verified by observation and
information provided by licensee.


Visual inspection of sleeping arrangements should verify that adult is
on same floor, etc., as child under 6 years and no child over one year
shares room with adults.


-110 Special care room shall be visually inspected by the licensor. to assure
that a child placed there can be supervised and that toilet and lavatory
facilities are readily accessible.


SS Manual - 1524
-112 Kitchen Facilities David v.


Supervision of preschooler may be verified by visual inspection or must
be presumed if opportunity to observe does not occur.


Visual inspection should verify adequacy of kitchen in family homes.


-116 Visual inspection should verify that there are adequate laundry facili-
ties and the temperature at which the heater is set.


-118 All requirements of WAC 388-73-118 shall be verified by visual inspection.
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-120 Measurement of footcandles is required only where visual inspection


raises doubt about adequacy of lighting.


-122 If visual inspection or complaints do not indicate presence of pests,
compliance may be presumed.


-124 For a family home, local health department inspection should be requested
where a visual inspection by a licensor indicates a defect in a private
sys tern.


-126 Health department testing is required of private water sources.


-128 Compliance may be presumed unless there are complaints or licensor
observes noncompliance.


-130 Compliance should be verified by visual inspection.


-134 Red Cross card or other certificate of completion verifies first aid and
CPR training.


First aid equipment should be inspected.


-136 Inspection of medicine cabinets shall be made to verify compliance
regarding storage and labeling.


Written approval to disburse medication should be reviewed.


Proper disposition of unused medication may be presumed unless observa-
tion indicates otherwise.


Except for foster family homes:


Inspection of record of medications administered should verify compliance.


-138 Where individual administers own medicine, licensor will visually inspect:


Written statement of patient's own ability


Storage of medication


-140 Compliance with this WAC should be apparent from a review of case files.


The physical examination should be at least the equivalent of an EPSDT
screening.


A child's Immunization Status form should be in the child's file.


Written exceptions should be in file. SS Manual - 1525


David v.
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-142 TB test results should be filed at time of application.


Test results and doctor's report should indicate whether or not staff


has active TB.


-144 Presume compliance unless applicant reports otherwise or observations


indicate noncompliance.


-144 (For Foster Homes)
May be observed if compliance visits are made at meal time.


-144 (For Day Care Homes)
Licensor may note the foods served when visits are made at meal or snack


time.


-146 (Cribs for Infants)
A visual inspection by licensor is sufficient unless there is an appar-


ent discrepancy.


-302 and 420
Attendance verified by attendance record of meetings.


-146(8)
Plan shall include suitable activities for infants.


Licensor shall inspect toys and equipment.


-310 and 426 Fire Safety


Licensor shall inspect all those items that are observable at the time


of licensing.


Homes Other Than Day Care 


-304 Capacity


Compare WAC 388-73-038; a home should be licensed at less than the levels


permitted in this requirement when the licensor has questions about the


applicant's capability to care for the number of children or adults


request or permitted, particularly if they have characteristics which


make their care more difficult than unusual.


-306 Written approval shall be in the foster home file.


Income information shall be in the foster home file.


SS Manual - 1526
David v.


-058 Verification of allowance of child in foster family care shall be made


by statement of foster parent or child.


Verification of allowance for child in group care shall be made by


reference to ledger or other record maintained for this purpose.
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-308 (1) Permission for foster parents/sponsor to place child elsewhere shall


be written.


(2) Permission for travel shall be written.


Day Care Homes Only 


SS Manual - 1527
David v.


-422 Capacity
Adherence to licensed capacity confirmed by monitoring visits, announced
and unannounced.


-402 Visual inspection during compliance visits should confirm compliance with


nap schedule and sleeping arrangements.


-404 Arrangement for ill children shall be reviewed at time of licensing and
relicensing.


-406 Bedding, etc., should be visually inspected during licensing and moni-


toring visits.


-408 Compliance should be verified by visits made at the appropriate time of
day.


-410 Applicant shall submit a copy of handout for parents at the time of


application.


-412 Licensor should review schedule of activities for conformance to these
requirements and monitor against that schedule during visits.


-424 (1) Licensor shall visually inspect outdoor and indoor play areas for
presence of appropriate equipment.


(2) Licensor shall observe supervision during compliance visits.
Provider should have written permission on file available for
ins pec tion .•


(3) Licensor should review schedule of activities for conformance to
these requirements and monitor against that schedule during visits.


(4) A fence is required to separate play areas from traffic or other
potential hazards.


-402 (1) Compliance is presumed unless observation indicates otherwise.


(2) Declaration of the operator shall be accepted regarding provi-
sion of rest periods unless observations indicate otherwise.


(3) Verified by inspection of sleeping facilities.


-404 Compliance presumed unless observation indicates otherwise.
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-406 (1) Verified by inspection.


(2) Verified by inspection.


(3) Verified by inspection.


(4) Verified by inspection.


-408 (1) Meeting of physical needs observed, meeting of emotional needs
presumed.


(2) Observed.


(3) Should be observed by licensor.


(4) Should be observed by licensor.


-410 A copy of this information should have been submitted with application.


-412 Should be described in program description submitted with application
and verified by licensors observations.


Day Care Homes 


-422 Adherence to capacity limitations verified by unannounced visits.


Copies of waivers or exceptions must be in the licensing file.


Presence or absence of assistant observed in unannounced visits.


-424 (1) Safety, suitability and adequacy of variety of play equipment and
toys shall be estimated by.licensor from physical inspection.


(2) Unannounced visits by licensors will verify adequacy of supervision.


Written parental permission must be available for children visiting
friends, etc.


(3) Discuss with the day care parent and the licensor's observations
during visits shall serve as criteria for compliance.


(4) Adequacy of play area is dependent on number and ages of children
in care. A fence is required to separate the outdoor play area
from traffic or any potential hazard.


SS Manual - 1528
David v.
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CHECK LIST FOR


LICENSING FAMILY CARE


O Foster Family Home (for children 0


(expectant mothers 0
(to be used as a receiving home 0


0 Family Crisis Residential Center (CRC)


O Family Day-Care Home


o Adult Family Home


Name and AddMU 01 Horne  


New 0


Renewal 0
Other Review 0


Date of Evaluation  


Name of Evaluator  


DSHS Office 
Name of Certifying Private Agency, if any


Ce Dec I ty Age Range thru and Sex - of persons served.


Put Appropriate
Entry In Column


WAC 388-73-


016


022


028


028
030


032


038


4 = %le is Met
X = Rule not Met
NA = Not Applicable


Uk = Unknown if Rule is Met
W Waiver or Exception Granted (WAC 388-73-018)


P = Presumed Compliance (no evidence to contrary)


Licensee has copy of waiver, if any


Proper person(s) signed application


Complete application on Ille


References checked


Law enforcement check made


Licensee not directly involved in


licensing/certification or author-


izing payment or placement


Only I category of care in facility


Persons are of good character & have


Ability to provide suitable care


Good physical health


No history of mental illness


No criminal convictions


No substantiated child abuse


Applicant at least 16 years old


Applicant does not use


Illegal drugs
13 not alcoholic, and has not


Been convicted of a felony


Been in prison within 7 years


Had a license denied,


suspended or revoked


Committed fraud or misrepresentation


Permitted illegal acts on premises


Permitted abuse, neglect or


indifferent care of clients


Repeatedly provided Insufficient


numbers of or unqualified staff


Misappropriated property of clients


Been fiscally Irresponsible


Provided inadequate supervison


Refused to permit inspection of


premises


- Denied access to records


- Denied access to clients


- 038 Capacity Consistent with Rags.


(See-304. Foster Home:-422, Day Care)


- 040 Licensee does not discriminate in


- Admission policies


Employment Practices


042 Freedom of religion facilitated


046 Adequate written disciplinary policies


Disciplinary practices are reasonable


048 Corporal punishment not used or


only as lest resort  ' 


050 Clients protected from abuse. neglect


8 exploitation-no confirmed complaints


- 054 Confidentiality of Records Protected


Client records include:
Names & Birthdates


Daily Attendance (day care)


Dates of Admission. Absences


6 Discharge (foster care)


Name, address, phone of parents
8/0r other emergency contacts
Dates of illness, accident


medication 8 treatment,
time  & by whom given  


03143 1041 A(X) (Rm. 12-1311
•
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Checklist for Licensing Family Care (ConEd)


(NA to CRC) dates & type of
immunization
(NA to CRC) other pertinent health
information
Consent for medical care
Names of persons authorized to
remove client from facility
Authorization for admission of client
(for CRC-record of:
Time & date of placement
Reasons for placement)


056 Following events properly reported:
Injury or death of client
Child abuse, neglect. abandonment
Food poisoning or communicable
disease
Illness Or exposure to Communicable
disease (day care only)
Serious injury, death or abandonment
of an enrolled Indian child reported
to tribal council (-044)


057 Changes in circumstances reported:
Change of address Or phone no.
Conforms to license specifications
regarding numbers, ages, sex.
Reports fires and structural changes
Reports marriage, divorce, death &
changes in household composition


058 (Not applicable to day care)
E. ..11 child given regular allowance
Money & personal belongings given
to client at discharge


060 Work assignments are appropriate
Clients not responsible for basic
maintenance


062 Vehicles safe
Driver(s) properly licensed
Carrion liability and medical
Insurance


Seat belts or other devise provided
2nd adult If more than 8
preschoolers
Vehicle not over-crowded


100 Facility on well-drained site
Premises are free of hazards
Accessible to other necessary
facilities
Al least one telephone on
premises


102 Facility clean and sanitary
Facility free of hazards
In good repair
Handrails provided as needed
Operable emergency lighting
For pre-school aged children-
building & equipment free of
flaking, lead-based paint •


104 Firearms used only under
competent *dun supervision
Firearms kept In locked storage


108 Suitable storage space for
Clothing 8 personal possessions
Play 8 teaching equipment 8
'weenie* (day Cars)
Records & files
Cots, mite 8 bedding (day-care)
Cleaning 8 toxic supplies
inaccessible to pre-school age
children


112 Adequate facilities for storage,
preparation & service of food
Preschoolers supervised in
kitchen


116 Adequate facilities for
Soiled linen
Clean linen
Laundry equipment
Drying equipment


(not required if commercial laundry
services used, or if bedding 6 clothing
provided by parents in a day-care setting)
118 At least one indoor flush type toilet


At least one lavatory with hot & cold
or tempered water
At least one tub or shower
Toilet & bathing facilities provide
privacy for persons over 8 years of age
Toilets, urinals 8 sinks are of
appropriate height for children
Proper equipment for toilet training
toddlers
Tolisting equipment is sanitary
Bathing facilities have grab bars
or other approved safety measures
Pre-schoolers not left unattended
in tub
Soap 8 Individual towels provided


05010 10.51 •151 I. 124111 Pap 2 0 5 pages
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Checklist for Licensing Family Care (Cont'd)


120 Lighting fixtures are adequate


30 Ft.-candles for study & food


service areas


15 Ft-candies elsewhere


122 Premises free of rodents, cock-


roaches. files & other Insects


124 Sewage discharged Into public


. 


System or approved pvt. system


128 Public water Supply Or approved


Ovate system


Individual drinking cups or glasses


  128 Temperature at least 88° F. during


waking hour,


Temperature at least 60° F. during


sleeping hours


  130 Home is adequately ventilated


Toilet & bath vented by window or


by mechanical means


Written plan Of action for


medical emergencies


_ Plan for health supervision


— 134 Basic first red training


For at least one foster parent or


sponsor


Training includes CPR


or an approved plan for training


Adequate first aid supplies


Include syrup or ipecac


For day care home, always a trained


person present •


_ 136 Medications properly stored


External & internal medicines


separated


Medicines In properly labeled


original container


Access to medication controlled


Written parental or court permis-


sion to disburse medications


Doctor's approal (prescription


label)


— Unused medications properly


disposed of


For family day-care homes:


Record kept of medicines given


Prior approval for as needed" •


medications


138 Self-administered medications:


Written statement of patient's


ability to take own medicine


individual's medications kept


unavailable to others


_ 132


140 Health history, physical exams,


immunizations:


Health history for each person in


care


Child under regular medical


supervision


or had physical within one year


prior to admission


or physical within 30 days after


admission


Yearly exams for child not under


regular medical supervision


Children properly immunized and/or


immunizations in process, or


_ Written exception to requirement


142 Staff TB test results on file


— Staff with active infectious disease


not on duty


144 Appropriate food served


Raw milk not served


Skim milk & reconstituted non-fat


dry milk not served to children


under 2-1/2 years


Reconstituted milk properly prepared


For Foster Homes (children or adults)


—_. 3 Teals provided per day


_ No more than 14 hours between


evening meal & breakfast


For Day Caro Homes


For children In care 5-10 hours


one-third daily food needs provided


For children in care more than 10


hrs. one-hall daily food needs met


Children arriving before 7 am


receive breakfast (1/4 daily food


needs)
All children receive adequate mid-am


and pm snacks


146 Cribs for infants


Firm, waterproof mattress


Made of wood, metal or approved


plastic
Secure latching device


Maximum of 3/8" space between


slats for infante under 8 months


_ Mattress fits snugly in crib


302 & 420 Applicant/licensee


attends orientation & training


sesslona provkled, arranged or


approved by the department


MIS 1041 ASO (Psv. 1141)
Pegs 3 of 5 pages
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Checklist for Licensing Family Care (Cont'd)


310 & 426 Fire Safety


Rooms used by clients have:


2 doors or


1 door exiting directly outside


or a window suitable for exit


Exits from occupied areas not


subject to blocking


Ladders, folding stairs 8 trap


doors not used


Bathroom door locks can be opened


from outside


Closet doors openable from Inside


Stoves 6 heaters do not block


escape routes


Poisons 8 flamables properly


stored. Not near exits


Open flame 8 heating appliances not


left unattended


Regular fire drills held


Proper fire extinguisher provided


Smoke detector near sleeping area


Local fire authority consulted


in questionable cases


HOMES OTHER THAN DAY CARE


304 CawsIty — Children it Exp. Mothers


No more then 4 foster children


No more than 6 including Own children


No more then 3 expectant mothers


No more than 2 persons require nursing


care (licensee qualified—)


No more than 2 children under 2 years


Numbers exceeded for care of one


child or single family of children


RECEIVING HOME:


_ No more than 6 foster and/or own


children


CRISIS RESIDENTIAL CENTER:


— No more than 4 children (including,


Own)


_ No more than 2 In crisis care


ADULT FAMILY HOME:


— No more than 4 adults in care


_ No more than 2 persons require


nursing care (licensee qualified _)


306 Written approval for outside


employment


Adequate income to support own


family


306 Clients not placed elsewhere


without proper consents


Suitable arrangements for client


care during temporary absence of


foster parent
Proper consents for clients to


accompany foster parents on extended


trips


058 Children given regular allowance


Client given money I personal


belongings at discharge


106 Bedrooms


Only authorised areas used as


bedrooms


Each bedroom is an outside room


Separate bedrooms for sexes over


6 years of age


Multiple occupancy bedrooms contain


at least 50 square feet per occupant


(exclusive of closets)


At least 30 inches latterly between


bads


Single occupancy bedrooms at Nast 60


square feet


Each person has bed of hisitier own


No more than 4 persons per bedroom


Bed at least 90 wide


Clean, firm mattress


Clean pillow. sheets, blankets


Waterproof mattress covers for


Incontinent persons


Waterproof Or washable pillow eases


Upper bunk Of doubledeck beds not used


for preschoolers, expectant mothers


or handicapped persons


Only one mother Infant per


bedroom (100 square feet)


— Sheets & pillow caries laundered weekly


_ Persons over one year of age do not


sleep in same room as stiff


CRIBS — see-146


WKS i5-51 AIX) (R)3
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DAY CARE HOMES ONLY


422 Capacity — Home is licensed for


No more than 6 children (less Own


children under 12 years of age)


No more than 2 under 2 years (including


own)


— Additional children In care for


less than 3 hours


_ Never more than 10 (Including own)


Assistant (age 16.) Present When:


More then 8 children present, or


more than 6 8. any are under 2 years


402 Child not normally in care in


excess of 10 hours per day


Supervised rest periods for children


under 5 years who are in care in


excess o18 hours & for others who


show a need for rest


Children under 2-1/2 years nap


separately from older children


404 Child observed daily for Illness


Ill, tired, upset children placed


in supervised quiet rent area


Severely Ill children properly


attended until returned home


406 Separate bed, cot, mat, etc.


provided each child for whom rest


period required


30 Inches latterly between beds,


cots, etc.
Infants (under one year) provided


cribs (see — 146)


Mats & mattresses encased in


cleanable impervious materiel


Cots are cleanable


Adequate clean bedding for each


napping child


Each child's bedding stored


separately from that of other


children


408 Night-time programs adapted


appropriately:


Child/staff ratios same as for


day time care


Children always within visual or


hearing distance of staff


Grouping such that sleeping child-


ren not disturbed by arrival or


departure of others


Children provided dinner if not fed


before arrival


Children provided a bedtime snack


Children provided breakfast if in


care after usual breakfast hour


410 Following written information


given parents


Typical daily schedule


Admission requirements 6 procedures


Hours of operation


Meats 6 snacks served


Fees IS payment plan


Care of sick children


Transportation arrangements


Field trips


_ Disciplinary policies


_ Religious activities, if any


412 Program for preschoolers promotes


Large muscle development


_ Intellectual development


— Social development


.  Good health habits


424 Suitable play equipment for.


_ Climbing


_ Pushing — pulling


_ Riding


Variety of indoor Play Equipment, Inc:


_ Art material


Musical material


_ Table top toys


  Other


_ All equipment is safe


424-2 Children are always under adult


supervision


Competent adult substitute when


day care parent absent


Written parental permission if


school-age child visits friends


or participates in community


activities
424-3 Evidence of planned program


Both group 6 individual activity


Period of free play


Day-care parent active with children


Program promotes physical, mental


social skills of children


424-4 Adequate space indoors and


_ Outdoors


_ Outdoor area fenced if conditions


so require


OWWW41,40WW..12.19” Page 5 of 5 pages
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CARE FACILITIES


Instructions


-016 Copies of waivers shall be in agency's licensing file.


SS Manual - 1534


David v.


-022 For family care, see instruction 3 for DSHS 10-11(X), Application for


Family Home License. The application should be completely filled in and


be accompanied by all required attachments; otherwise, contact applicant


for missing information. License may not be issued until the applica-


tion is complete.


For a new application, references must be checked by licensor before


issuance of a license.


Until further notice, enter N/A unless a local police check has been made


in accord with current policy.


-026 Waivers or exceptions may be considered in some instances.


-028 Enter "YES" or "NO" or "W" as appropriate. Enter "W" only if a written


exception to policy has been granted and is on file.


-030 Ability to provide suitable care may be rated Yes, No, or P depending on


the demonstrable experience of the applicant and the licensor's evalua-


tion of that experience.


A physical examination shall be required where the licensee's health may


be questionable.


Lacking evidence to the contrary, 'presumed compliance may be assumed in


respect to the applicant's mental health, history of criminal convictions,


and history related to child abuse. The applicant's self report may be


the only source of information.


-032 Where there is doubt about an applicant's age, a birth certificate,


driver's license, or identification issued by the State Liquor Control


Board should be required as verification.


-034 The license should be within easy view of a person registering or placing


a child in the facility.


Responses should be limited to Yes or No for homes to be relicensed, may


include P for agency seeking initial license. Does not apply to foster


family homes for children, expectant mothers, developmentally disabled


adults and adults in need of protection.


-036 If there is no evidence that the applicant uses illegal drugs or is alco-


holic, a P for presumed compliance to this rule should be entered for
these items.


Conviction of a felony and imprisonment within the previous seven-year
period may be determined from a police check.
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Instructions (cont.)


An applicant who has previously had a licensed denied, suspended or
revoked may receive a license provided that he/she is able at the time
of application to establish his/her ability to conform to the licensing
requirements.


Refers to fraud or misrepresentation in the licensing process,


There is presumed compliance unless the licensee is shown to be aware of
or involved in illegal act on the premises.


Refers to substantiated abuse, neglect or exploitation of a child or
injury or illness resulting from negligence.


Repeatedly generally means two or more times; not applicable to new
applicant.


Presume compliance for new applicant.


May include improper groupings in day care centers or inadequate atten-
tion to or control of children in other facilities.


Refusal to permit inspection of premises and records and clearly violates
the licensing statutes.


Denial of access to clients or staff also represents a violation of the
statutes.


-038 License may be issued for less than maximum permitted by the rules
because of the ages and characteristics of persons being served, the
physical accommodations of the facility, the numbers and skills of the
licensee, staff, and family members.


-040 Licensee shall not refuse to serve members of specific racial, religious,
or ethnic groups.


Licensee shall not refuse to employ members of spetific racial, religious
or ethnic groups, except that a religious corporation or association may
limit their employees to members of that religious group.


-042 Clients shall have opportunities to attend services of their choice.


-044 For agencies whose caseload consists of 10% or more of Indian children:


1. The written policy and procedures regarding the rights of Indian
clients should be submitted with the application.


2. Use of Indian consultants to train staff and develop resources may
be verified by the agency director.
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CARE FACILITIES (cont.)


Ins truc dons (cont.)


-046 Disciplinary policy should be submitted with application; should pro-


hibit corporal punishment except as permitted in WAC 388-73-048.


If a reasonable disciplinary policy is stated in writing, subsequent


compliance is presumed unless otherwise indicated.


-048 Compliance is presumed unless otherwise indicated by observation, com-


plaint, or statement of operators, etc.


-050 All suspected incidents of child abuse or neglect shall be referred to


• Child Protective Services.


-052 Provisions of the Interstate Compact on Children and the Interstate


Compact on Juveniles will be applied when appropriate, with copies of


required forms in appropriate case files.


-054 For applicants, familiarity with the requirement is necessary; future


compliance may be presumed.


For licensed agencies, a periodic review of a significant sample of
files should verify inclusion of required information.


-056 In the absence of an incident of noncompliance (nonreporting), com-
pliance is presumed.


-057 Compliance is presumed unless an incident of nonreporting becomes apparent.


-058 Compliance shall be documented by a ledger or other appropriate record.


-060 Unpaid chores do not include those activities necessary for the basic
maintenance of the facility, particularly if the facility is a working
ranch.


-062 Licensors must inspect for the presence of seat belts and for appro-
priate child restraint devices for children 0-5 years.


SS Manual - 1536


-064 Licensors shall verify compliance by inspection. David v.


-066 Compliance may be presumed for an applicant not currently caring for
children.


-068 Personnel policies, etc., are to be submitted with the agency's applica-
tion.


-070 For agencies employing five or more persons, a copy of the in-service
training plan must be submitted at the time of application.


-072 Compliance may be presumed for new applicants. Case records should
verify compliance for functioning agencies.
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Instructions (cont.)


-074 Copies of degrees may be used as verification.


Schedule of supervision should be provided.


Written agreement must be reviewed.


-076 The social study should be developed or
Identified as a social study.


Sufficient school information should be
and follow a child's progress:


Reports necessary for planning for the child should be available.


Sufficient personal and family history should be available to develop
plans.


Goals and objectives shall be specific so that progress can be object-
ively received.


assembled so that it is easily


available to and in placement


Progress reports should indicate verifiable progress toward planned
objec tives


From Child Placement Guideline and referral material.


May include written agreement with other agency providing service to
family.


-078 Estimated from staffing chart and completion of required reports and
records.


-080 Compliance is presumed if the facility is maintained in good repair,
nutritious meals are served and residents are not performing basic
maintenance services.


-602 The child's need -for group care is verified by the child placement
guideline form.


-604 These services and activities" must be included in the program descrip-
tion submitted with the agency's application. An application is
incomplete without the inclusion of this statement.


-606 (1) The. director's understanding of the role of the agency shall be
attested to by the prepared statement of the agency program, refer-
ence letters, and past experience.


The director's age, if in doubt, should be verified by a document
including birth certificate, driver's license, etc. College trans-
cript or degree shall be submitted, or reference from facility at
which previously employed, or letter of recommendation from licens-
ine or supervising agency if previously a foster parent.
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DSHS 10-51B (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION OF GROUP 


CARE FACILITIES (cont.) 


Instructions (cont.)


(2) Ages of staff shall be verified by copy of driver's license, etc.


Educational attainment of staff shall be documented by copy of


degree, diploma as school record in personnel file.


Provision of adequate supervision staff shall be attested by copy


of shift schedule and licensor's observations.


-608 Compliance shall be documented in the plan for health supervision sub-


mitted with the application, by a review of client records, and by


licensor' s observations.


-610 Compliance to items 1 through 6 are ascertained by visual inspection by


the licensor and review of the floor plan submitted with the agency's


application.


-804 Compliance is presumed unless referring agencies indicate otherwise.
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DSHS 10-518 (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION OF GROUP


CARE FACILITIES


CHECK LIST FOR


0 LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION EI
OF GROUP CARE FACILITIES


o Group Care Facility


O Juvenile Detention Facility (JDF)


O Regional Crisis Residential Center (RCRC)


O Other Group Care Crisis Residential Cente
r (CRC)


Name and Address of Facility  


Capacity  • Age Range thru


New 0


Renewal 0


Other Review 0


(CRCs means both types of


Crisis Residential Contra)


Date of Evaluation 


Name of Evaluator  


DSHS Office


  and sex —  of persons served.


Put Appropriate


Entry In Column


WAC 388-73-


012


016


022


030


092
034


036


ri Rule is Met


X . Rule not Met


NA Not Applicable


CRC's-Runaways are minimal


Licensee has copy of waiver, if any


Proper person(s) signed application


Complete application on file


References checked


Law enforcement check made


Persons are of good character


Have ability to provide suitable care


Have good physical health


No history of mental illness


No criminal convictions


No substantiated child abuse


Applicant at least 18 years old


License is conspicuously posted


Applicant and/or chief executive


officer does not use


Illegal drugs


Is not alcoholic, and has not


Been convicted of a felony


Been in prison within 7 years


Had a license denied,


suspended or revoked


Committed fraud or misrepre-


sentation


Permitted illegal acts on premises


Permited abuse, neglect or


indifferent care of clients


uk = Unknown if Rule is Met


W Waiver or Exception Granted (WAC 388-73-016)


P . Presumed Compliance (no evidence to contrary)


036 Con't.


038
040


042
044


046


048


050


Repeatedly provided insufficient


numbers of or unqualified staff


Misappropriated property of clients


Been fiscally irresponsible


Provided inadequate supervision


Refused to permit inspection of


premises


Denied access to records


Denied access to clients


Capacity Consistent with Rags.


Licensee does not discriminate in


Admission policies


Employment practices


Freedom of religion facilitated


If 10% of clients are Indian.


Indian consultants are used to:


Train staff and to


Develop resources to meet needs of


Indian clients


Adequate written disciplinary


policies


Disciplinary practices are reasonable


Corporal punishment not used or


only as last resort _


Clients protected from abuse,


neglect, exploitation —


'no confirmed complaints


Dam aisi a (a.. Is-e+)
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Checklist for Licensing/Certification of Group Care Facilities (cont'd)


052 Interstate placements conform to


CH 26.34 RCW, or, for CRCs. to


CH 13.24 RCW.


054 Confidentiality of records protected


Client records include:


Name, address, phone of parents


8/or other emergency contacts
Dates of illness, accident.


medication 8 treatment, 8
time end by whom given
(NA to CRCs 8 JDF) dates and type
of immunizations


(NA to CRCs 8 JDF) other pertinent


health information


Consent for medical care


Names of persons authorized to


remove client from facility
Authorization for admission of
client (CRCs & JDF: record of time


.1 date of placement


Person or org. making placement


Reasons for placement


056 Following events properly reported:


Injury or death of client


Child abuse, neglect. abandonment
Food poisoning or communicable
disease
Serious injury, death or abandonment
of an enrolled Indian child reported
to tribal council (-044)


057 Changes in Circumstances reported:
- Change of address or phone no.
- Conforms to license apecIfIcations


regarding numbers, ages. sex
Reports major staff changes
Reports fires and structural changes
Reports change of agency name


058 Not applicable to CRCs & JDF
Child given regular allowance


Ledger for allowance 8 earnings
Money and personnel belongings
given to client at discharge


060 Work assignments are appropriate


Clients not responsible for basic
maintenance


062 Vehicles safe
Driver(s) properly licensed


Carries liability and medical


insurance


Seat belts or other device provided


2nd adult if more than 6 preschoolers
Vehicle not over-crowded


064 Suitable clothing provided
066 Personal hygiene Items provided


068 Employers of 5 or more


Written personnel policies contain:


Staff duties and qualifications
Hours of work


Pay and fringe benefits
070 Staff Informed of agency's


Policies, procedures licensing rags.
Iniervice training program in place
(employers of 6 or more)


072 (Not applicable to CRCs & JDF)


Education plan for each


Non-high school graduate


Written educational plan on file


Vocational training and job placement
assistance provided as appropriate


074 Social service staff (NA for JDF)


Minimum of one staff with MSW


Non-MS We have suitable BA degree


and are supervised by an MSW a


minimum of 2 hours per week
If social services are provided by


another agency there is a written


agreement
One full time social worker for


every 15 children in care (1 to 5
for CRCs)


076 A social study for each person In


care, containing: (NA for JDF)


Justification of need for care
School records
Psychological and psychiatric reports
(when appropriate)
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CARE FACILITIES (cont.)


Checklist for Licensing/Certification of Group Care Facilities (cont'd)


076 COn't.
Personal and family history


Written treatment plan for each


person In care


Quarterly progress reports


Persons not inappropriately


admitted or retained In care


Services provided to parents


078 Sufficient clerical, accounting


and administrative staff provided


060 Sufficient staff for maintenance


of facility and food service


602 Serves only children needing group


care


004 Not applicable to JDF


Written program description includes: '


Education services


Recreational services


Therapeutic services


Religious practices


Schedule of typical daily activities


606 Required positions


Director is at least 21


Understands agency's role


Has BA In Social Sciences or


allied field 11


2 years experience


Child care staff at least 18


Staff under 21 supervised at all times


by someone 21 or older


For CRCs 1/2 of child care staff have


2 years college 8 1 year experience,


or 3 years experience, or


BA in Behavioral or Social Sciences:


Rest have high school diploma and one


year experience or two years of college


(NA to CRC 8 JDF) During waking hours


one child care staff on duty for every


eight children or major fraction of


such number


(NA to CRC) whenever more than eight


children, at least two adults on duty


at night (includes staff sleeping


near children)


606 Can't.
For JDF — during waking hours, one


child care staff on duty for every


10 children


For RCRC — during waking hours one


child care staff for every 2 children


During sleeping hours 3 child care


staff for every 8 children (do not


count sleeping staff).


For other group CRC — during waking


hours one child child care staff for every


3 children in crisis care. During


sleeping hours one child care staff


for every 5 such children (do not


count sleeping staff)


For all facilities — whenever only


one child care staff on duty, a 2nd


person is on call


Department may require additional


staff for particularly difficult


children


608 Required nursing service provided


by facility whose major purpose is


care of chronically ill or severely


handicapped children


  610 Rooms are of adequate size and


properly equipped


Living room (NA for JDF)


Dining area (NA for JDF)


Staff quarters separate from but


near child bedrooms (NA for JDF)


Adequate administrative offices


Adequate social services offices


(separate from administration


office if 13 or more children in


care)
Visiting area provides privacy


804 All crisis residential centers —


intake open 24 hours per day, 7


days per week
Fire marshal's certificate of approval


on file
Health Services Division certificate of


approval on file (Sections 100-148).
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DSHS 10-51C (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING/CERTIFICATION DAY TREATMENT 


PROGRAM


Ins truc tions


-022 For family care, see instruction 3 for DSHS 10-11(X), Application for


Family Home License. The application should be completely filled in and


be accompanied by all required attachments; otherwise, contact applicant


for missing information. License may not be issued until the application


is complete.


For a new application, references must be checked by licensor before


issuance of a license.


Until further notice, enter N/A unless a local police check has been made


in accord with current policy.


-026 Waivers or exceptions may be considered in some instances.


-028 Enter "YES" or "NO" or "W" as appropriate. Enter "W" only if a written


exception to policy has been granted and is on file.


-030 Ability to provide suitable care may be rated Yes, No, or P depending on


the demonstrable experience of the applicant and the licensor's evalua-


tion of that experience.


A physical examination shall be required where the licensee's health may


be questionable.


Lacking evidence to the contrary, presumed compliance may be assumed in


respect to the applicant's mental health, history of criminal convictions,


and history related to child abuse. The applicant's self report may be


the only source of information.


-032 Where there is doubt about an applicant's age, a birth certificate,


driver's license, or identification issued by the State Liquor Control


Board should be required as verification.


-034 The license should be within easy view of a person registering or placing


a child in the facility.


Responses Should be limited to Yes or No for homes to be relicensed, may


include P for agency seeking initial license. Does not apply to foster


family homes for children, expectant mothers, developmentally disabled


adults and adults in need of protection.


• -036 If there is no evidence that the applicant uses illegal drugs or is alco-


holic, a P for presumed compliance to this rule should be entered for


these items.


Conviction of a felony and imprisonment within the previous seven year


period may be determined from a police check. SS Manual - 1542
David v.
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PROGRAM (cont.) 


Ins truc tions (cont.)


An applicant who has previously had a license denied, suspended or revoked
may receive a license provided that they are able at the time of appli-
cation to establish their ability to conform to the licensing requirements.


Refers to fraud or misrepresentation in the licensing process.


There is presumed compliance unless the licensee is shown to be aware of
or involved in illegal act on the premises.


•


Refers to substantiated abuse, neglect or exploitation of a child or
injury or illness resulting from negligence.


Repeatedly generally means two or more times; not applicable to new
applicant.


Presume compliance for new applicant.


May include improper groupings in day care centers or inadequate atten-
tion to or control of children in other facilities.


Refusal to permit inspection of premises and records and clearly violates
the licensing statutes.


Denial of access to clients or staff also represents a violation of the
statutes.


-038 License may be issued for less than maximum permitted by the rules because
of the ages and characteristics of persons:.being served, the physical
accommodations of the facility, the numbers and skills of the licensee,
staff, and family members.


-040 Licensee shall not refuse to serve members of specific racial, religious,
or ethnic groups.


Licensee shall not refuse to employ members of specific racial, religious
or ethnic groups, except that a religious corporation or association may
limit their employees to members of that religious group.


-042 Clients shall have opportunities to attend services of their choice.


-044 A statement by the parents of an Indian child placed in care shall be in
the child's file when those parents do not wish placement in an Indian
foster home, etc.


A copy of an ancestry chart shall be in the file of nonenrolled Indian
children (unless contrary to the parents' wishes).


Efforts to recruit Indian foster homes and place Indian children therein
shall be documented in the children's files.
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DSHS 10-51C (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING/CERTIFICATION DAY TREATMENT


PROGRAM (cont.) 


Instructions (cont.)


For Agencies whose caseload consists of 10% or more of Indian children.


1. The written policy and procedures regarding the rights of Indian


clients should be submitted with the application.


2. Use of Indian consultants to train staff and develop resources may


be verified by the agency director.


-046 Disciplinary policy should be submitted with application; should prohibit


corporal punishment except as permitted in WAC 388-73-048.


If a reasonable disciplinary policy is stated in writing, subsequent com-


pliance is presumed unless otherwise indicated.


-048 Compliance is presumed unless otherwise indicated by observation, com-


plaint, or statement of operators, etc.


-050 All suspected incidents of child abuse or neglect shall be referred to


Child Protective Services.


-052 Provisions of the Interstate Compact on Children and the Interstate


Compact on Juveniles will be applied when appropriate, with copies of


required forms in appropriate case files.


-054 For applicant's familiarity with the requirement is necessary; future


compliance may be presumed.


For licensed agencies, a periodic review of a significant sample of files


should verify inclusion of required information.


-056 In the absence of an incident of noncompliance (nonreporting), compliance


is presumed.


-057 Compliance is presumed unless an incident of nonreporting becomes apparent.


-058 Compliance shall be documented by a ledger or other appropriate record.


-060 Unpaid chores do not include those activities necessary for the basic


maintenance of the facility, particularly if the facility is a working


ranch.


-062 Licensors must inspect for the presence of seat belts and for appropriate


child restraint devices for children 0-5 years.


-066 Compliance may be presumed for an applicant not currently caring for


children.


-068 Personnel policies, etc., are to be submitted with the agency's applica-
tion.
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DSHS 10-51C (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING/CERTIFICATION DAY TREATMENT 
PROGRAM (cont.)


Instructions (cont.)


-070 For agencies employing five or more persons, a
training plan must be submitted at the time of


-072 Compliance may be presumed for new applicants.
verify compliance for functioning agencies.


-074 Copies of degrees may be used as verification.


Schedule of supervision should be provided.


Written agreement must be reviewed.


copy of the in-service
application.


Case records should


-076 The social study should be developed or assembled so that it is easily
identified as a social study.


Sufficient school information should
and follow a child's progress.


be available to and in placement


Reports necessary for planning for the child should be available.


Sufficient personal and family history should be available to develop
plans.


Goals and objectives shall be specific so that progress can be object-
ively received.


Progress reports should indicate verifiable progress toward planned
objectives.


From Child Placement Guideline and referral material.


May include written agreement with other agency providing service to
family.


-078 Estimated from staffing chart and completion of required reports and
records.


-080 Compliance is presumed if the facility is maintained in good repair,
nutritious meals are served and residents are not performing basic main-
tenance services.


-504 The presence of the director or program supervisor should be noted
during site visits.


The director's age, if in doubt, should be verified by a department
including birth certificate, driver's license, etc. References and on
the job performance shall be reviewed.
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ION DAY TREATMENT


PROGRAM (cont.) 


Instructions (cont.)


The program supervisor's age may also be verified by birth cert
ificate


or driver's license, if necessary. College transcript or degree shall


be submitted.


The provision of psychiatric consultation and psychological service
s can


be verified by review of case records.


The provision of remedial education, if necessary, may be verified by a


review of the qualifications and credentials of the teacher (if one is


provided) or by knowledge of the public school program.


Child care staff's qualifications verified by review of reference letters


or school transcripts, etc.


-506 Child staff ratio shall be ascertained by review of enrollment an
d shift


schedule and by the licensor's observations.


-508 A written program description shall be submitted as part of 
the applica-


tion and when applying for relicensing if there are changes in. the


program or as they occur, if the changes are major.


-510 (404) Arrangement for ill children shall be reviewed at time of lice
nsing


and relicensing.


-512 (440)
1. The outdoor play area shall be physically measured by the licensor.


2. The indoor play area shall also be physically measured by the


licensor.


Fire Marshal's certificate of approval.


The Health Services Division's certificate of approval shall, as a mini-


mum, note that the facility is substantially in compliance.
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DSHS 10-51C (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING/CERTIFICATION DA
Y TREATMENT 


PROGRAM


CHECK LIST FOR


0 LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION 0


OF DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM


Name and Address of Facility  


Capacity • Age Range


New 0


Renewal 0


Other Review 0


Date of Evaluation 


Name of Evaluator  


DSHS Office  


thru  and sex   of persons served.


Put Appropriate


Entry In Column


• Rule Is Met


X = Rule not Met


NA = Not Applicable


uk = Unknown if Rule is Met


W Waiver or Exception Granted (WAC 388-73-016
)


P • Presumed Compliance (no evidence to cont
rary)


WAC 388-73-
016


022


028
030


Licensee has copy of waiver, if any


.Proper person(s) signed application


Complete application on file


References Checked


Law enforcement check made


Only .1 category of care In facility


Persons are of good character


Have ability to care for children


Have good physical health


No history of mental Illness


No criminal convictions


No substantiated child abuse


032 Applicant at least 18 years old


034 Ucense is conspicuously posted


038 Applicant and/or chief executive


officer does not use


Illegal drugs


Is not alcoholic. and has not


Been convicted of a felony


Been in prison within 7 years


Had a license denied,


suspended or revoked


Committed fraud or misrepre-


sentation


Permitted illegal acts on premises


Permitted abuse, neglect or


indifferent care of clients


Repeatedly provided insufficient


numbers of or unqualified staff


Misappropriated property of clients


Been fiscally irresponsible


Provided inadequate supervision


Refused to permit inspection of


premises


Denied access to records


Denied access to clients


038 Capacity consistent with rags.


040 Licensee does not discriminate in


Admission policies


Employment practices


042 Freedom of religion facilitated


044 If 10% of clients are Indian,


Indian consultants are used to:


Train staff and to


Develop resources to meet needs of


Indian clients


046 Adequate written disciplinary


policies


Disciplinary practices are reason-


able


048 Corporal punishment not used or


only as last resort


050 Clients protected from abuse, neglect


and exploitation


054 Confidentiality of records protected


Client records include:


- Names & birthdates of children


- Daily attendance


Names, address, phone of parents


and/or other emergency contacts


Dates of illness, accident,


medication & treatment, &


time and by whom given


Dates & types of immunization


Other pertinent health


information


Consent for medical care


Names of persons authorized to


remove client from facility


Authorization for admission of


client


056 Following events properly reported:


Injury or death of client


Child abuse, neglect; abandonment


- Food poisoning or communicable


disease


OSO010.51Cettm. 12.81)
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Checklist for Licensing/Certification Day Treatment (con't)


056 Cont.
- Illness or exposure to communicable


disease


Serious injury, death or abandonment


of an enrolled Indian child reported


to tribal council (-044).


057 Changes in circumstances reported:


Change of address or phone no.


Conforms to license specifications


regarding numbers, ages, sex.


Reports major staff changes


Reports fires and structural changes


Reports change of agency name


060 Work assignments are appropriate


Clients not responsible for basic


maintenance


062 Vehicles safe


Driver(s) properly licensed


Carries liability and medical


insurance


Seat belts or other devise


provided


2nd adult if more than 6


preschoolers In vehicle


Vehicle not over-crowded


066 Personal hygiene items provided


068 Employers of 5 or more:


Written personnel policies contain:


- Staff duties and qualifications


- Hours of work


- Pay and fringe benefits


070 Staff informed of agency's


Policies, procedures, licensing, regs.


In-service training program In place


(employers of S or more).


072 Educational plan for each


non-hi school graduate in care


Written educational plan on file


Vocational training and job placement


assistance provided as appropriate


074 Social Service Staff


Minimum of one staff with MSW


Non-MSW's have suitable BA degree


and are supervised by an MSW a


minimum of 2 hours per week.


II social services are provided by


another agency there is a written


agreement


One full-time social worker for


every 15 children in care.


076 A social study for each person in


care, containing:


Justification of need for care


School records


Psychological and psychiatric


reports (when appropriate)


076 Con't.
Personal and family history


Written treatment plan for each


person in care


Quarterly progress reports


Persons not inappropriately


admitted or retained In care.


Services provided to parents


078 Sufficient clerical, accounting


and administrative ate provided.


080 Sufficient staff for maintenance


of facility and food service.


504 Staffing


The director or program supervisor


is normally on the premises.


There is a competent director


(at least 21 yrs. of age).


There is a professionally trained


(appropriate post-grad degree)


program supervisor (may also serve


as director).
Regular consultation Is provided


by psychiatrist.


Specialized certified teachers are


provided.


Group counselors (child care staff)


are qualified by training or ex-


perience for the care of


disturbed children.


506 No more then 6 children are normally


under the supervision of a counselor


or teacher.


508 Written program description and sample


daily program are on file.


510 (404) Child observed daily


for illness
III/upset children provided rest in


a quiet area


Severely ill children placed in


supervised "Isolation" until returned


home.


512 (440) Safe, adequately equipped


outdoor play area:


75 sq. ft. per child


Fenced if conditions require.


Adequate Indoor play space:


35 sq. ft. per child


50 sq. ft. per child in rooms


with cribs
Fire Marshal's certificate of approval on


file.
Health Services Division certificate of


approval on file. (Sections 100-146)
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DSHS 10-51D (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION OF MATERNITY 


SERVICES


Ins truc dons


-022 For family care, see instruction 3 for DSHS 10-11(X), Application for


Family Home License. The application should be completely filled in and


be accompanied by all required attachments; otherwise, contact applicant


for missing information. License may not be issued until the application


is complete.


For a new application, references must be checked by licensor before


issuance of a license.


Until further notice, enter N/A unless a local police check has been made


in accord with current policy.


-026 Waivers or exceptions may be considered in some instances.


-030 Ability to provide suitable care may be rated Yes, No, or P depending on


the demonstrable experience of the applicant and the licensor's evalua-


tion of that experience.


A physical examination shall be required where the licensee's health may


be questionable.


Lacking evidence to the contrary, presumed compliance may be assumed in


respect to the applicant's mental health, history of criminal convictions,


and history related to child abuse. The applicant's self report may be


the only source of information.


-032 Where there is doubt about an applicant's age, a birth certificate,


driver's license, or identification issued by the State Liquor Control


Board should be required as verification.


-034 The license should be within easy view of a person registering or placing


a child in the facility.


Responses should be limited to Yes or No for homes to be relicensed, may


include P for agency seeking initial license. Does not apply to foster


family homes for children, expectant mothers, developmentally disabled .


adults and adults in need of protection.


-036 If there is no evidence that the applicant uses illegal drugs or is alco-


holic, a P for presumed compliance to this rule should be entered for


these items.


Conviction of a felony and imprisonment within the previous seven year


period may be determined from a police check.
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Ins truc tions (cont.)


An applicant who has previously had a license denied, suspended or
revoked may receive a license provided that they are able at the time
of application to establish their ability to conform to the licensing
requirements.


Refers to fraud or misrepresentation in the licensing process.


There is presumed compliance unless the licensee is shown to be aware
of or involved in illegal act on the premises.


Refers to substantiated abuse, neglect or exploitation of a child or
injury or illness resulting from negligence.


Repeatedly generally means two or more times; not applicable to new
applicant.


Presume compliance for new applicant.


May include improper groupings in day care centers or inadequate atten-
tion to or control of children in other facilities.


Refusal to permit inspection of premises and records and clearly violates
the licensing atatutes.


Denial of access to clients or staff also represents a violation of the
statutes.


-038 License may be issued for less than maximum permitted by the rules
because of the ages and characteristics of persons being served, the
physical accommodations of the facility, the numbers and skills of the
licensee, staff, and family members.


-040 Licensee shall not refuse to serve members of specific racial, religious,
or ethnic groups.


Licensee shall not refuse to employ members of specific racial, religi-
ous or ethnic groups, except that a religious corporation or association
may limit their employees to members of that religious group.


-042 Clients shall have opportunities to attend services of their choice.


-044 A statement by the parents of an Indian child placed in care shall be in
the child's file when those parents do not wish placement in an Indian
foster home, etc.
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DSHS 10-51D (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION OF
  MATERNITY 


SERVICES (cont.)


Instructions (cont.)


A copy of an ancestry chart shall be in the file of nonenrolled Indian


children (unless contrary to the parents' wishes).


Efforts to recruit Indian foster homes and place Indian children therein


shall be documented in the children's files.


For agencies whose caseload consists of 10% or more of Indian children:


1. The written policy and procedures regarding the rights of Indian


clients should be submitted with the application.


2. Use of Indian consultants to train staff and develop resources may


be verified by the agency director.


-046 Disciplinary policy should be submitted with application; should pr
o-


hibit corporal punishment except as permitted in WAC-388-73-048.


If a reasonable disciplinary policy is stated in writing, subsequent


compliance is presumed unless otherwise indicated.


-048 Compliance is presumed unless otherwise indicated by observation, co
m-


plaint, or statement of operators, etc.


-050 All suspected incidents of child abuse or neglect shall be referred to


Child Protective Services.


-054 For applicant's familiarity with the requirement is necessary; future


compliance may be presumed


For licensed agencies, a periodic review of a significant sample of files


should verify inclusion of required information.


-056 In the absence of an incident of noncompliance (nonreporting), compliance


is presumed.


-057 Compliance is presumed unless an incident of nonreporting becomes apparent.


-058 Compliance shall be documented by a ledger or other appropriate record.


-060 Unpaid chores do not include those activities necessary for the basic


maintenance of the facility, particularly if the facility is a working


ranch..


-062 Licensors must inspect for the presence of seat belts and for appropriate


child restraint devices for children 0-5 years.
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DSHS 10-51D (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION OF MATERNITY 


SERVICES (cont.)


Instructions (cont.)


-066 Compliance may be presumed for an applicant not currently caring for


children.


-070 For agencies employing five or more persons, a copy of the in-service


training plan must be submitted at the time of application.


-072 Compliance may be presumed for new applicants. Case records should


verify compliance for functioning agencies.


-074 Copies of degrees may be used as verification.


Schedule of supervision should be provided.


Written agreement must be reviewed.


-076 The social study should be developed or assembled so that it is easily


identified as a social study.


Sufficient school information should be available to and in placement


and follow a child's progress.


Reports necessary for planning for the child should be available.


Sufficient personal and family history should be available to develop


plans


Goals and objectives shall be specific so that progress can be object-


ively received..


Progress reports should indicate verifiable progress toward planned


objectives.


From Child Placement Guideline and referral material.


May include written agreement with other agency providing service to


family.


-078 Estimated from staffing chart and completion of required reports and


records.


-080 Compliance is presumed if the facility is maintained in good repair,


nutritious meals are served and residents are not performing basic main-


tenance services.


-704 The schedule of activities and program description shall be submitted


with the application.
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DSHS 10-51D (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION OF MATERNITY


SERVICES (cont.) 


Instructions (cont.)


-706 (1) Clients should clearly be informed of this policy.


(2) Assistance in obtaining needed services (where not provided by the
agency) should be substantial.


-708 (1) The director's understanding of the role of the agency shall be
attested to by the prepared statement of the agency program, refer-
ence letters, and past experience.


The director's age, if in doubt, should be verified by a document
including birth certificate, driver's license, etc. College tran-
script or degree shall be submitted, or reference from facility at
which previously employed.


(2) Written agreements between agency and consultants should be reviewed.


The availability of sufficient staff may be ascertained by inspecting
a shift chart and by noting the availability of staff during moni-
toring visits.


-710 The program description submitted with the agency's application should
include the provision of services listing in this requirement. A review
of case records should substantiate that they are provided.


-712 The credentials of the person or persons furnishing this instruction
should verify that he or she has had appropriate training and/or teach-
ing experience to deliver such ins truc tion.


-714 See instructions for WAC 388-73-712 above.


-716 Licensors should inspect physical facility and program to determine
availability of privacy, physical exercise, and leisure time for mothers
apart from their children as well as time with their children.


-718 The child care arrangement shall be inspected by the licensor for con-
formity to day care licensing requirements if it is not already a
licensed day care facility.


-720 Verifiable by review of medical reports in files. Where there is doubt,
the Health Services Division can substantiate whether or not a hospital
or birthing facility is approved.


-722 See instructions for WAC 388-73-610. Written approval of *examination
room by Health Services Division should be on file.
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DSHS 10-51D (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION OF MATERNITY 


SERVICES


CHECK LIST FOR


0 LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION b
OF MATERNITY SERVICES


WAC 388-73-702: Type(s) of service


O Day Program for Mothers


O Residential care for


Mother and Child


New 0
Renewal 0


Other Review 0


Date of Evaluation 


Name of Evaluator 


DSHS Office  


O Maternity Home


O Placement of Expectant Mothers in Foster Care


Names and Address of Facility:  


Capacity • Age Range thru and sex  of persons served.


Put Appropriate
Entry in Column


• Rule is Met
X •Rule not Met
NA .• Not Applicable


WAC 388-73-
108 Licensee has copy Of waiver, if any


022 Proper person(s) signed application


Complete application on file


References checked
Law enforcement check made


030 Persons are of good character


Have ability to provide suitiable


mm


Have good physical health


No history of mental illness


No criminal convictions


No substantiated child abuse


032 Applicant at least 18 years old


034 License is conspicuously posted


038 Applicant and/or chief executive


officer does not use:


Illegal drugs


Is not alcoholic, and has not


Been convicted of a felony


Been in prison within 7 years
Had a license denied, suspended
or revoked
Committed fraud or misrepre-


sentation
Permitted illegal acts on premises
Permitted abuse, neglect or
indifferent care of clients


Uk Unknown if Rule is Met .
W = Waiver Or Exception Granted (WAC 388-73-018)
P Presumed Compliance (no evidence to contrary)


Repeatedly provided insufficient


numbers of or unqualified staff


Misappropriated property of clients


Been fiscally irresponsible


'Provided inadequate supervision


Refused to permit Inspection of


premises


Denied access to records


Denied access to clients


038 Capacity consistent with rags.


040 Licensee does not discriminate in:


Admission policies


Employment practices •


042 Freedom of religion facilitated


044 If 10% of clients are Indian.


Indian consultants are used to:


Train staff and to


Develop resources to meet needs


of Indian clients


048 Adequate written disciplinary policies


Disciplinary practices are reasonable


048 Corporal punishment not used or


only as last resort 


050 Clients protected from abuse, neglect
and exploitation


054 Confidentiality of records protected
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DSHS  10-51D (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION OF MATERNITY
SERVICES (cont.)


Check list for Licensing or Certification of Maternity Service (cont'd)


Client Records include:


_ Names and birthdates


_ Dates of admission; absences &


discharge


Name, address, phone of parents


ik/or other emergency contacts


Dates of illness, accident,


medication & treatment, & time


& by whom given —


Dates 8 types of Immunizations


Other pertinent health Information


Consent for medical care


Names of persons authorized to


remove client from facility


Authorization for admission of


client


— 056 Following events properly reported:


injury or death of client


Child abuse, neglect, abandonment


Food poisoning or communicable


disease
Serious injury, death, or abandonment


of an enrolled Indian child reported


to tribal council (444)


057 Changes in circumstances reported:


Change of address or phone no.


Conforms to license specifications


regarding numbers, ages, sex


Reports major staff changes


Reports fires and structural changes


Reports chenge of agency name


108 Residential facilities only


Regular allowances provided


Ledger for allowances 8 earnings


Client given money and personal
belongings at discharge


_ NO Work assignments are appropriate


Client* not responsible for basic


maintenance


_ 062 Vehicles safe


Driver(s) properly licensed


Carries liability and medical


insurance


Seat belts or other devise provided


2nd adult if more than 6 pre-
schoolers
Vehicle not over-crowded


064 Full time care providers


Suitable clothing provided


_ 088 Personal hygiene items provided


068 Employers of 5 or more:


Written personnel policies contain:


Staff duties 8 qualifications


Hours of work
Pay and fringe benefits


070 Staff informed of agency's


Policies, procedures, licensing


regulations
In-service training program In place
(employers of 5 or more)


_ 072 Educational plan for each


Non-high school graduate


Written educational plan on file
Vocational training and lob placement
assistance provided as appropriate


For residential facilities:


— Suitable study areas provided
Separate classrooms provided
(if instructions given on premises)


074 Social service staff
Minimum of one staff with MSW
NonAISWs have suitable BA degree
and are supervised by an MSW a
minimum of 2 hours per week
If social services are provided by
another agency there is a written
agreement
One full time social worker for
every 25 children in care


078 A social study for each person in


care, containing:


Justification of need for care
School records


Psychological and psychiatric
reports (when appropriate)
Personal and family history
Written treatment plan for each
person In care


Ouarterly progress reports
Persons not inappropriately


admitted or retained in care
Services provided to parents


078 Sufficient clerical, accounting and
administrative staff provided


080 Sufficient staff for maintenance
of facility and food service


(not applicable to foster family care
programs)
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DSHS 10-51D (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION OF MATERNITY


SERVICES  (cont.)


Check list for Licensing or Certification of Maternity Service (conFd)


_ 074 Written program description.


including education, recreation.


therapy. and religious practices


Sample daily schedule on file


706 Service not contingent on keeping


or relinquishing child


Complete services provided or


Agreements for non-direct services


708 Agency has qualified director. The


following qualified speciallste.


under written agreement. are


available as needed:


Mental health


Education


Religion


_ Law


For residential facilities:


Residential staff (houseparents)


On duty in ratio of one to 8 mothers


or major fraction of such number


At least one houseparent and another


adult on duty when more than 8


mothers on premises


For facilities for fewer than 10,


always one staff on premises and a


second on call


Sufficient relief staff to allow


other staff 2 days off per week


_ 710 Information and referral service


available to all applicants


Individual or group counseling available


to all regarding:


Living arrangements


— Medical care


_ Legal services


Vocational/education guidance


_ Plans for child


_ Financial problems


- EmotionaVpsychological problems


_ Relationships with parents


_ Relationships with unwed father


Follow-up services


712 Skilled instructions available for:


Post-natal & pediatric care


Contraception


Nutrition for mother 8 child


Child health and development


Hygiene of pregnancy


Preparation for child birth


714 Classes in family life provided


716 Residential facilities provide for:


- Privacy when required


_ Physical exercise


- Time for mothers apart from


their children


718 Licensed day care for child while


mother works or In school


Maximum interaction between


mother and child


720 Mother 8 child are under a


physician's supervision


Consultation from specialists


available on physician's request


Deliveries are in a licensed


hospital or approved birthing


facility


Post-partum exams provided 6 weeks


after delivery


Mother with infectious disease


excluded from group care


722 If agency has a medical clinic.


(610) there is an adequately equipped:


Examination room (to be approved


by health services division)


All Agencies Shall Provide:


AdminIstrati,ve offices


Suitable offices for social service


staff (separate from administrative


offices it more than 12 persons are


in care)


_ Visiting area which provides privacy


MATERNITY HOMES AND RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES


IN ADDITION SHALL PROVIDE:


Living room


Dining area


Staff quarters in proximity


to sleeping quarters of persons


in care
Separate recreational/educational


area (if more than 12 persons are


in care)


NOT APPLICABLE. TO FAMILY FOSTER CARE


PROGRAMS:
Fire Marshal's certificate of


compliance on file


_ Health Services Division certificate


_ of approval on file (Sections 100-146)
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DSHS 10-51E (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST  FOR LICENSING/CERTIFICATION OF CHILD


PLACING AGENCY


Ins truc tions


-022 For family care, see instruction 3 for DSHS 10-11(X), Applic
ation for


Family Home License. The application should be completely filled in and


be accompanied by all required attachments, otherwise, contact applic
ant


for missing information. License may not be issued until the application


is complete.


For a new application, references must be checked by licensor before


issuance of a license.


Until further notice, enter N/A unless a local police check has been made


in accord with current policy.


-030 Ability to provide suitable care may be rated Yes, No, or P depending on


the demonstrable experience of the applicant and the licensor's evaluation


of that experience.


A physical examination shall be required where the licensee's health may


be questionable.


Lacking evidence to the contrary, presumed compliance may be assumed in


respect to the applicant's mental health, history of criminal convictions,


and history related to child abuse. The applicant's self report may be


the only source of information.


-032 Where there is doubt about an applicant's age, a birth certificate, driver's


license, or identification issued by the State Liquor Control Board should


be required as verification.


-034 The license should be within easy view of a person registering or placing a


child in the facility.


Responses should be limited to Yes or No for homes to be relicensed; may


include P for agency seeking initial license. Does not apply to foster


family homes for children, expectant mothers, developmentally disabled


adults and adults in need of protection.


-036 If there is no evidence that the applicant uses illegal drugs or is alco-


holic, a P for presumed compliance to this rule should be entered for


these items.


Conviction of a felony and imprisonment within the previous seven year


period may be determined from a police check.
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DSHS 10-51E (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING/CERTIFICATION OF CHILD 
PLACING AGENCY (cont.)


Ins true tions (con t. )


An applicant who has previously had a license denied, suspended or
revoked may receive a license provided he/she is able at the time of
application to establish his/her ability to conform to the licensing
requi remen ts


Refers to fraud or misrepresentation in the licensing process.


There is presumed compliance unless the licensee is shown to be aware of
or involved in illegal act on the premises.


Refers to substantiated abuse neglect or exploitation of a child or
injury or illness resulting from negligence.


Repeatedly generally means two or more times; not applicable to new
applicant.


Presume compliance for new applicant.


May include improper groupings in day care centers or inadequate atten-
tion to or control of children in other facilities.


Refusal to permit inspection of premises and records and clearly violates
the licensing statutes.


Denial of access to clients or staff also represents a violation of the
statutes.


-038 License may be issued for less than maximum permitted by the rules
because of the ages and characteristics of persons being served, the .
.physical accommodations of the facility, the numbers and skills of the
licensee, staff, and family members.


-040 Licensee shall not refuse to employ members'of specific racial. religi-
ous or ethnic groups, except that a religious corporation or association
may limit their employees to members of that religious group.


-042 Clients shall have opportunities to attend services of their choice.


-044 A statement by the parents of an Indian child placed in care shall be in
the child's file when those parents do not wish placement in an Indian
foster home, etc.


A copy of an ancestry chart shall be in the file of nonenrolled Indian
children (unless contrary to the parents' wishes).


. Efforts to recruit Indian foster homes and place Indian children therein
shall be documented in the children's files.
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DSHS  10-51E (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING/CERTIFICATION OF CHILD 


PLACING AGENCY (cont.) 


Instructions (cont.)


For agencies whose caseload consists of 10% or more of Indian children:


1. The written policy and procedures regarding the rights of Indian


clients should be submitted with the application.


2. Use of Indian consultants to train staff and develop resources may


be verified by the agency director.


-046 Disciplinary policy should be submitted with application; should pro-


hibit corporal punishment except as permitted in WAC 388-73-048.


If a reasonable disciplinary policy is stated in writing, subsequent


compliance is presumed unless otherwise indicated.


-048 Compliance is presumed unless otherwise indicated by observation, com-


plaint, or statement of operators, etc.


-050 All suspected incidents of child abuse or neglect shall be referred to
Child Protective Services.


-052 Provisions of the Interstate Compact on Children and the Interstate
Compact on Juveniles will be applied when appropriate, with copies of
required forms in appropriate case files.


-054 For applicants, familiarity with the requirement is necessary, future


compliance may be presumed.


For licensed, agencies, a periodic review of a significant sample Of files


should verify inclusion of required information.


-056 In the absence of an incident of noncompliance (nonreporting), compliance
is presumed.


-057 Compliance is presumed unless an incident of nonreporting becomes apparent.


-062 Licensors must inspect for the presence of seat belts and for appropriate
child restraint devices for children 0-5 years.


-066 Compliance may be presumed for an applicant not currently caring for
children.


-132 A written medical plan, covering the elements listed, should be submitted
at the time of application. The plan should be reviewed for changes when
the agency is monitored.
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DSHS 10-51E (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING/CERTIFICATION OF CHILD 
PLACING AGENCY (cont.) 


Instructions (con t. )


-140 Compliance with this WAC should be apparent from a review of case files.


The physical examination should be at least the equivalent of an EPSDT
screening.


A child's Immunization Status form should be in the chiles file.


Written exceptions should be in file.


-142 TB test results should be filed at time of application.


Test results and doctor's report should indicate whether or not staff
has active TB.


-202 (1) The director's understanding of the role of the agency shall be
attested to by the prepared statement of the agency program, refer-
ence letters, and past experience.


The qualifications of the director of a functioning agency may be
judged, in part, by the effectiveness of that agency's service pro-
gram and the adequacy of its's staff development program.


The director's age, if in doubt. should be verified by a document
including birth certificate, driver's license, etc. College tran-
script or degree shall be submitted, and/or reference from facility
at which previously employed.


(2) Available means, at the minimum, that the facility has had contact
with with specific practitioners who have agreed to serve the
facility's clients who may need the practitioner's service.


(3) Equivalent academic training means courses teaching the counseling
of family and individuals. Academic courses focused on experi-
mental psychology, religious instruction, e tc . , are not equivalent.


-074 Credentials of social service staff should be on file.


The 1.25 ratio refers to active cases, minor variations may be allowed
by exception for less active cases.


-204 Space should be adequate to separate functions and provide privacy for
interviews. .
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DSHS 10-51E (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING/CERTIFICATION OF CHILD
PLACING AGENCY (cont.)


Instructions (con t. )_ _


-206 Out-of-state and out-of-country agencies not licensed in Washington will
normally place children through the interstate compact process. Out-of-


-state and out-of-country agencies shall provide the same protections to
the child and follow essentially the same process.


-208 Copies of health histories should also be in the child's file.


-210 Inspection of foster home files will reveal if DSHS 10-11(X) and DSHS
10-51A(X) are used.


Private agency caseworkers can provide information regarding distribu-
tion of licensing requirements and statutes.


A review of foster home record, should verify compliance with WAC
388-73-212(5), 388-73-026, and 388-73-024.


-212 Items listed here should be noted when agency case files are reviewed.


-214 The agency should use DSHS, CWLA, APWA home study guidelines or equiva-
lent. Their procedure should be explicitly stated.


-216 A review of adoptive case records should verify conformity to these
items.
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DSHS 10-51E  (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING/CERTIFICATION OF CHILD


PLACING AGENCY


CHECK LIST FOR New 0


0 LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION 0 Renewal 0


OF CHILD PLACING AGENCY Other Review 0


Name and Address of Facility  


Capacity  • Age Range


Date of Evaluation 


Name of Evaluator  


DSHS Office  
thru  and sex    of persons served.


Put Appropriate


Entry In Column
= Rule is Met


X = Rule not Met
NA = Not Applicable


WAC 388-73-
016 Licensee has copy of waiver, if any


022 Proper person(s) signed application


Complete application on file


References checked


Law enforcement check made


030 Persons are of good character


Have ability to provide suitable care


Have good physical health


No history of mental illness


No criminal convictions


No substantiated child abuse


032 Applicant at least 18 years old


034 License is conspicuously posted


036 Applicant and/or chief executive


officer does not use.


Illegal drugs
Is not alcoholic, and has not


Been convicted of a felony


Been in prison within 7 years


Had a license denied.


suspended or revoked


Committed fraud or misrepre-


sentation


Permitted illegal acts on premises


Permitted abuse, neglect or


indifferent care of clients


Repeatedly provided Insufficient


numbers of or unqualified staff


Misappropriated property of clients


Been fiscally irresponsible


Provided inadequate supervision


Refused to permit inspection of


premises


Denied access to records


Denied access to clients


038 Capacity consistent with rags.


V = Unknown if Rule is Met


W = Waiver or Exception Granted (WAC 388-73-016)
P = Presumed Compliance (no evidence to contrary)


040 Licensee does not discriminate in


- Admission policies


- Employment practices


042 Freedom of religion facilitated


044 Placement of Indian children:


Placements based on tribal


membership, culture 8 religion


or substantiated contrary wishes of


child 8/or parent(s).


For non-enrolled Indian child:


- Family ancestry chart compiled if


child in care 30 days


- Steps taken to enroll child unless


contrary to wishes of child 8/or


parent(s).


Except when contrary to wishes of child


8/or parentis):


- Especially qualified placement


facilities are recruited


Preference given to Indian homes


Non-Indian homes are specially •


trained
Adoptive placements are


prioritized as follows:


Child's tribe. within 30 days
Similar Washington Indian family


Similar Indian family elsewhere


Any other suitiable home


When 10% of clients are Indian:


Indian consultants are used to:


Train staff and


Develop resources to meet special


needs of Indian children


- Writtern policies/procedures for legal


.practices to reflect Indian rights
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DSHS  10-51E (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING/CERTIFICATION OF CHILD PLACING
AGENCY (cont.) 


Checklist for Licensing/Certification of Child Placing Agency (cont'd)


046 Adequate written disciplinary policies


Disciplinary practices are reasonable


048 Corporal punishment not used or


only as last resourt 


050 Clients protected from abuse, neglect,


exploitation-no confirmed complaints


052 Interstate placements conform to


CH 28.34 RCW


054 Confidentiality of records protected


Records include:
Proper Identifying information


Proper list of emergency contacts


Proper health information


Consent for medical care


Names of persons authorized to


remove client from facility


Authorization for admission of


client


  056 Following events properly reported:


injury or death of client


Child abuse, neglect. abandonment


Food poisoning or communicable


disease


Serious injury, death or abandonment


of an enrolled Indian child reported


to tribal council (-044)


057 Changes in circumstances reported:


Change of address or phone no.


Conforms to license specifications


regarding numbers, ages. sex
Reports major staff changes


Reports fires and structural changes


Reports change of agency name


062 Vehicles safe


Driver(s) properly licensed


Carries liability and medical


insurance


Seat belts or other devise provided


2nd adult if more than 6 pre-


schoolers


- Vehicle not over-crowded


068 Employers of 5 or more:


Written personnel policies contain:


- Staff duties & qualifications


- Hours of work


- Pay end Fringe benefits


070 Staff informed of agency's


policies, procedures, licensing rags.


In-service training program in place


(employers of 5 or more)


072 Educational plan for each


Non-high school graduate in care


Written educational plan on file


Vocational training and job place-


ment assistance provided as


appropriate


074 Social service staff (see


also: -202-3)


Minimum of one staff with MSW


Non-MSWs have suitable BA degree


and are supervised by an MSW a


minimum of 2 hours per week


If social services are provided by


another agency there is a written


agreement


One full time social worker for


every 25 children in care


076 A social study for each person


in care containing:


Justification of need for care


School records


Psychological and psychiatric


reports (when appropriate)


Personal and family history


Written treatment plan for each


person in care


Ouerterly progress reports


Persons not inappropriately


admitted or retained in care


Services to parents provided


078 Sufficient clerical, accounting


and administrative staff provided


132 Written medical policies contain:


Plan of action in emergencies
Emergency phone number is posted


Standing orders for first aid


General health supervision &


practices


Infant care procedures


Arrangements for medical care


Advisory physician, assistant or RN


assists in development & periodic


review of health policies
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DSHS 10-51E (Rev. 12/81), CHECKLIST FOR LICENSING/CERTIFICATI
ON OF CHILD


PLACING AGENCY (cont.) 


Checklist for Licensing/Certification of Child Placing Agency (cont'd)


_ 140 Health history, physical exams,


immunizations:


Health history for each person in care


Child under regular Medical supervision


Or had physical within one year prior


to admission


or physical within 30 days after


admission


Yearly exams for child not under


regular medical supervision


Child properly Immunized or


Immunization in process or


_ Written exception to requirement


142 Staff TB test results on file


Staff with active infectious disease


not on duly


202-1 Agency has qualified director:


21 years of age and mature


Especially trained 8 experienced


Understands program 8 demonstrates


leadership & supervisory skills


Program is efficient 8 effective


202-2 The following qualified specialists


are available as needed:


Mental health — Law


_ Education _ Religion


202-3 A casework supervisor with/MSW


or equivalent who Is:


Skilled in foster care practices


Has teaching (supervisory) skills


(see also: -074).


204 There is adequate office space


Privacy provided for interviews


206 (Obtain copy of any agreements with


out-of-state placement agencies)


208 Children's health histories provided


to foster 8 adoptive parents


210 Certification of foster homes:


- DSHS 10-11(X)—Application is used


— Foster family applicants are given:


- DSHS 22-12(X)—Lic. Req.


- DSHS 101(X)—Statute


_ All foster homes are licensed prior


to use (-212-(5))


Foster parents are not directly


involved in licensing/certification


nor in authorizing placement or


payment (-026)


Homes certified by agency take


children only from agency (-024)


212 Foster care placements —


due consideration given to:


Child's right to own family


Professional help to parents


Child's particular needs 8 background


Placement most suited to meet child's


needs
Prior department approval of


placements likely to cause community


concern (all homes licensed—see 210)


Except in emergency situations:


_ Written social study (see-078)


_ Child & parent prepared for placement


_ Written parental consent or


court order for placement and for


— Medical care or emergency surgery


_ Active foster homes visited quarterly


— Discharges properly planned


_ Child released to proper person


214 Adoptive procedures


Proper home study guidelines 8


procedures (DSHS. CWLA or private


agency equivalent)


216 Adoptive placements


Services to prevent unnecessary


separation from natural parents


Child legally free before placement


Adoptive home studies adequate


Particular placement meetS child's


needs
Natural parents do not interfere


Pre-placement reports filed


Reasonable efforts to match child's


religious 8 ethnic background. but


Placement not unduly delayed


Adoptive parents given child's


medical history


Home provided service after


placement


Next friend report prepared


Licensee provides proper care


pending adoptive placement
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DSHS 10-51F(X) (Rev. 7/81), CHECKLIST FOR DAY CARE CENTER OR MINI DAY CARE 


CENTER


Ins truc dons


-022 For family care, see instruction 3 for DSHS 10-11(X), Application for


Family Home License. The application should be completely filled in and


be accompanied by all required attachments; otherwise, contact applicant


for missing information. License may not be issued until the applica-


tion is complete.


For a new application, references must be checked by licensor before


issuance of a license.


Until further notice enter N/A unless a local police check has been


made in accord with current policy.


-028 Enter "YES" or "NO" or "W" as appropriate. Enter "W" only if a written


exception to policy has been granted and is on file.


-030 Ability to provide suitable care may be rated Yes, No, or P depending on


the demonstrable experience of the applicant and the licensor's evalua-


tion of that experience.


A physical examination shall be required where the licensee's health may


be questionable.


Lacking evidence to the contrary, presumed compliance may be assumed in


respect to the applicant's mental health, history of criminal convictions,


and history related to child abuse. The applicant's self report may be


the only source of information.


-032 Where there is doubt about an applicant's age, a birth certificate,


driver's license, or identification issued by the State Liquor Control


Board should be required as verification.


-034 The license should be within easy view of a person registering or placing


a child in the facility.


Responses should be limited to Yes or No for homes to be relicensed, may


include P for agency seeking initial license.


-036 If there is no evidence that the applicant uses illegal drugs or is alco-


holic, a P for presumed compliance to this rule should be entered for


these items.


Conviction of a felony and imprisonment within the previous seven year


period may be determined by checking with local police agency.'


An applicant who has previously had a licensed denied, suspended or


revoked may receive a license provided that they are Able at the time


of application to establish their Ability to conform to the licensing


requirements.
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DSHS 10-51F(X) (Rev. 7/81), CHECKLIST FOR DAY CARE CENTER OR MINI DAY CARE 
CENTER (cont.) 


Instructions (cont.)


Refers to fraud or misrepresentation in the licensing process.


There is presumed compliance unless the licensee is shown to be aware of
or involved in illegal act on the premises.


Refers to substantiated abuse, neglect or exploitation of a child or
injury or illness resulting from negligence


Repeatedly generally means two or more times; not applicable to new
applicant.


Presume compliance for new applicant.


May include improper groupings in day care centers or inadequate atten-
tion to or control of children in other facilities.


Refusal to permit inspection of premises and records and clearly violates
the licensing statutes.


Denial of access to clients or staff also represents a violation of the
statutes.


-038 License may be issued for less than maximum permitted by the rules
because of the ages and characteristics of persons being served, the
physical accommodations of the facility, the numbers and skills of the
licensee, staff, and family members.


-040 Licensee shall not refuse to serve members of specific racial, religious,
or ethnic groups.


Licensee shall not refuse to employ members of specific racial, religious
or ethnic groups, except that a religious corporation or association may
limit their employees to members of that religious group.


-042 Clients shall have opportunities to attend services of their choice.


-044 For agencies whose caseload consists of 10% or more of Indian children:


1. The written policy and procedures regarding the rights of Indian
clients should be submitted with the application.


2. Use of Indian consultants to train staff and develop resources may
be verified by the agency director.
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DSHS 1O-51F(X) (Rev. 7/81), CHECKLIST FOR DAY CARE CENTER OR MINI DAY CARE 


CENTER (cont.) 


Instructions (cont.)


-046 Disciplinary policy should be submitted with application, should prohibit


corporal punishment except as permitted in WAC 388-73-048.


If a reasonable disciplinary policy is stated in writing, subsequent com-


pliance is presumed unless otherwise indicated.


-048 Compliance is presumed unless otherwise indicated by observation, com-


plaint, or statement of operators, etc.


-050 All suspected incidents of child abuse or neglect shall be referred to


Child Protective Services.


-054 For applicant's familiarity with the requirement is necessary; future


compliance may be presumed.


For licensed agencies, a periodic review of a significant sample of files


should verify inclusion of required information.


-056 In the absence of an incident of noncompliance (nonreporting), compliance


is presumed.


-057 Compliance is presumed unless an incident of nonreporting becomes


apparent.


-062 Licensors must inspect for the presence of seat belts and for approp-


riate child restraint devices for children 0-5 years.


-066 Compliance may be presumed for an applicant not currently caring for


children. For others, the licensor should verify by visual inspection.


-068 Personnel policies, etc., are to be submitted with the agency's applica-


tion.


-070 For agencies employing five or more persons, a copy of the inservice
training plan must be submitted at the time of application.


-078 Estimated from staffing information submitted with application and com-
pletion of required reports and records.


-080 Compliance is presumed if the facility is maintained in good repair,
nutritious meals are served, children are not involved in maintenance
staffing chart submitted with application indicates sufficient main-
tenance staff.


-146 (Cribs for Infants)
A visual inspection by licensor is sufficient unless
ent discrepancy.
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DSHS 10-51F(X) (Rev. 7/81), CHECKLIST FOR DAY CARE CENTER OR MINI DAY CARE
CENTER (cont.) 


Instructions (cont.)


-302 and 420
Attendance verified by attendance record of meetings.


-146(8)
Plan shall include suitable activities for infants.


Licensor shall inspect toys and equipment.


-402 Visual inspection during compliance visits should confirm compliance
with nap schedule and sleeping arrangements.


-404 Arrangement for ill children shall be reviewed at time of licensing and
relicensing.


-406 Bedding, etc., should be visually inspected during licensing and monitor-
ing visits.


-408 Compliance should be verified by visits made at the appropriate time of
day.


-410 Applicant shall submit a copy of handout for parents at the time of
application.


-412 Licensor should review schedule of activities for conformance to these
requirements and monitor against that schedule during visits.


-440 1. The outdoor play area shall be physically measured by the licensor.


2. The indoor play area shall also be physically measured by the licensor.


Fire Marshal's certificate of approval.


The Health Services Division's certificate of approval shall, as a
minimum, note that the facility is substantially in compliance.


-426 See 310.


Mini Day Care Program Only


-430 Capacity - Mini Day Care Centers


Compliance is verified by visits and observation.
SS Manual - 1568
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DSHS 10-51F(X) (Rev. 7/81), CHECKLIST FOR DAY CARE CENTER OR MINI DAY CARE


CENTER (cont.) 


Instructions (cont.)_ _


-436 Birth certificate, driver's license, etc., should be required where


there is doubt


-438 (1) Licensor shall verify separation of play areas by observation.


(2) Suitability and safety of play equipment should be verified by


observation.


(3) Same.


(4) Adequacy of supervison should be checked through visits, announced


and unannounced.


(5) Written permission should be in agency files.


(6) A description of the center's program must be submitted in writing


at the time of application. Subsequent observations by the licensor


should ascertain conformity to the program schedule and staff parti-


cipation.


-440 (1) Licensor must observe outdoor play area and access to it to note


their safety.


A fence is required to separate play area from traffic or any poten-


tial hazard.


Licensor should physically measure the size of the play area.


(2) The area shall be physically measured.


Day Care Centers Only 


-450 (1) (a) The director's management and supervisory skills shall be
attested to by references addressed to these specific points for


new applicants, and by the licensor's observations for function-
ing centers, including inspection of records.


(b) The program supervisor's abilities and qualifications shall be


verified by references attesting to adequate appropriate exper-
ience as specified by this requirement and school transcripts as
certificate specifying the applicant's training.


(c) Noninterference can be assumed unless malfunctioning of manage-
ment and supervisory roles is apparent.
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• DSHS 10-51F(X) (Rev. 7/81), CHECKLIST FOR DAY CARE CENTER OR MINI DAY CARE 
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Instructions ( con t. )


-450 (2) (a) Conformity to the requirement is determined by the number of
children on the premises (not the number of children enrolled)
and the number of children under the supervision of each staff
person.


(b) Minimum staff on duty shall be verified by visits, announced
and unannounced.


(2) (c) Verified by visits and proof of age if doubtful.


-452 Verified by visits, review of schedule, and interview with staff.


-454 Verified by visits, announced and unannounced


-458 (1) The licensor shall physically inspect equipment used.


(2) The licensor shall ascertain that the equipment is appropriate for
the developmental level of the children and that there are suffi-
cient toys and equipment for the number of children served.


-460 See 440.
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DSHS 10-51F(X) (Rev. 7/81), CHECKLIST FOR DAY CARE CENTER OR MINI DAY CARE


CENTER


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND IMAM SERVICES


CHECK UST FOR


0 UCENSING OR CERTIFICATION 0


OF DAY CARE CENTER OR MINI DAY CARE CENTER


Newel


Rens** 0


Myr Riviera 0


NAME CFPACLITY DATE OF EVALUATION


MORIN MUSE OF EVALUATOR


CITY STATE OF MOE
•


03H8 OFFICE


CAPACITY • Age Range__ thru end sex    of persons served.


PUT AMMONIATE!
IRVIN
• COLUINI


i • Rule Is Met
X .. • Rule not Net W • Waiver Or Exception Granted (WAC 388.73.01m
NA .• Not Applicable P • Presumed Compliance (no evidence to contrary)


WAC 388-73-
016 Licensee has copy of waiver, If any


018 Complies w/local ordinances


022 Proper person(s) signed application


— Complete application on file


— References checked


Law enforcement check made


028 Only 1 category of care in facility


030 Persons are of good character


  Have ability to care for children


_ Have good physical health


_ No history of mental illness


— No criminal convictions


_ No substantiated child abuse


032 Applicant at Mast 18 years old


034 License is conspicuously posted


038 Applicant and/or chief executive


officer does not use


Illegal drugs
Is not alcoholic, and has not


Been convicted of a felony


Been in prison within 7 years


Had a license denied,


suspended or revoked


—Committed fraud or misrepre-


sentation


Permitted Illegal acts on premises


Permitted abuse, neglect or


indifferent care of clients


Repeatedly provided insufficient


numbers of or unqualified staff


Misappropriated property of clients


Been fiscally irresponsible


Provided inadequate supervision


Refused to permit inspection of


premises


Denied access to records


Denied access to clients


038 Capacity consistent with rugs.


040 Licensee does not discriminate In


Admission policies


Employment practices


042 Freedom of religion facilitated


044 If 10% of clients are Indian,


Indian consultants are used to:


Train staff and to


Develop resources to meet needs of


Indian clients


046 Adequate written disciplinary


policies
Disciplinary practices are reason-


able


048 Corporal punishment not used or


only is last resort


050 Clients protected from abuse, neglect


and exploitation


054 Confidentiality of records protected


Client records include:
Names & birthdates of children


Daily attendance
Names, adress, phone of parents
and/or other emergency contacts


Dates of illness, accident.


medication & treatment, &


time _ and by whom given _


Dates & types of immunization


Other pertinent health


Information
Consent for medical care


Names of persons authorized to
remove client from facility
Authorization for admission of
client


056 Following events properly reported:


injury or death of client


Child abuse, neglect, abandonment
Food poisoning or communicable


disease
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DSHS 10-51F(X) (Rev. 7/81), CHECKLIST FOR DAY CARE CENTER OR MINI DAY CARE 
CENTER (cont.) 


Checklist — Licensing/Certification Day Care Center or Mini Day Care Program (cOnt'd)


058 Cont'd.
MINI DAY CARE PROGRAM ONLY


Illness or exposure to communicable


disease


Serious injury, death or abandonment


of an enrolled Indian child reported


to tribal council (-044).


057 Changes in circumstances reported:


Change of address or phone no.


Conforms to license specifications


regarding numbers, ages, sex.


Reports major staff changes and


Changes in houaehold composition


Reports fires and structural changes


082 Vehicles safe


Oriver(s) properly licensed


Carries liability and medical


insurance


Seat belts Or other devise provided


2nd adult if more than 6 preschoolers


in vehicle -


Vehicle not over-crowded


066 Personal hygiene Items provided


068 Employers of 5 or more:


Written personnel policies contain:


_ Staff duties and qualifications


_ Hours of work


_ Pay and fringe benefits


070 Staff informed of agency's


Policies, procedures, licensing regs.


In-service training program In place


(employers of 5 or more).


078 Sufficient clerical, accounting


and administrative staff provided.


080 Sufficient staff for maintenance


of facility and food service.


410-1 Outdoor play area (480) except for


drop-in care.


Sate outdoor play area.


Adjoins facility or has safe access


Fenced if conditions require


75 sq. ft. per child, or


programmed usage justifies lass


441-2 Adequate indoor play areas


(exclusive of bath, kitchen, hallways,


closets)


— 35 sq. ft. per child


_ 50 sq. ft. for infant crib/play area


Fire Marshal's certificate of approval on


file.


Health Services Division certificate of


approval on file (Sections 100-146)


146-8 Appropriate activities for infants


— Suitable toys and equipment


430 Capacity—Facility licensed for


Maximum of 12 children — less


own pre-school.aged children.


During evenings & vacation periods


own school-aged children counted


as part of licensed capacity.


Maximum of 4 children under 2


years of age (including own


children).


_ An assistant is always available


432 Two staff present when there are:


More than 2 infants (under 1 yr.)


More than 8 children any of whom


are under 2 yrs. of age.


An assistant is always available.


434 Applicant has 2 yrs. experience


in family day care. or
2 yrs. training in group care of


preschool children, or


2 yrs. training 8 experience, and


Has completed • course in early


childhood development, or


Has a plan to take such a course.


438 All staff at least 18 yrs. Of age
No one uncles 18 in sole charge.


438 Program 8 Equipment


Separate play areas for infants


and older children.


Outdoor play equipment for


climbing — Pushing


_ Riding — Pulling


_ Equipment is site


Indoor play equipment includes:


_ Art materials _ Table-top toys


Musical materials — Other


Hazardous toys unavailable to


younger children.


Children are always under compe-


tent adult supervision.


Adult always in easy hearing range.


Written parental permission if


child visits neighborhood friends


or participates in community


activities


Evidence of a planned program which


promotes physical, mental 8 social


skills. Program includes:
Both group 8 individual activities


Periods of free play.


Proviller plays an active role with
childien.
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DSHS 10-51F(X) (Rev. 7/81), CHECKLIST FOR DAY CARE CENTER OR MINI DAY CA
RE 


CENTER (cont.) 


Checklist — Licensing/Certification Day Care Center Or Mini Day Care Program (conFd)


DAY CARE CENTERS ONLY 


450-1 Agency has following staff:


Director (21 yrs. old) who has:


Management 8 supervisory skills


Record-keeping skills


'Public relations r skills


References contacted).


Program Supervisor (21 yrs. old)


who has:


Knowledge of child development


Techniques of guiding children


Program planning ability


2 yrs. experience yr/children. and


45 college quarter credit hours


in early childhood development/


education, or


Equivalent education or is a


Certified child development


associate. or
Has an approved plan to achieve


required training.


_ (References contacted)


(Director and program supervisor may


be same person if qualified and if all


duties successfully fulfilled).


Director and/or program supervisor


normally on the premises. and


Competent adult in charge during


their absence.


450-2-a Child Care Staff


Olds Ass Sur Ratio emus Wu


1-11 mos. 1:5 10
12-29m05. 1:7 14


30-47 mos. 1:10 20
48 mos. & Over 1:10' 20
(-454) Toddlers
8 older children 2:10 10
' or 11111j0f fraction of such number


Above staff: child ratios maintained


indoors & out and on field trips.


Children always under supervision


(in visual or auditory range


during naps)


Total required staff always present


Children are grouped by age:


(Reasonable variations include:


Early AM and late PM when few


children are present:
Nap periods (except for children


under 2-1/2 (402-2));
Meal time (except infants (148-2);


Occasional special events


454-Toddlers w/older children)


450-2-(b) Minimum staff on duty


At least two staff present when:


More than 8 children, any of whom


are under 2 yrs. of age


More than 8 children, any of whom


are under 3 yrs. of age


More than 10 children.


  Whenever only 1 staff, a 2nd


is readily available


450-2-(c) Child care staff are:


Al least 18 yrs. of age


Staff under 18 not In solo charge


of a group


452 Program meets development needs


of children served.


Cultural & individual needs


considered.


Organized activities & free play


Individual & group activities


Staff active with children


Reasonably regular activities


Variety of special events


Daily outdoor play (weather


permitting)


Written daily schedule


Periodic staff planning meetings


454 See 450-2-a


458 Furnishings and equipment


Furniture safe, durable and


cleanable. and
Adapted to children's size and


Does not block exits


Equipment adequate in quantity and


variety and promotes:


Physical and intellectual develop-


ment and


Individual and group activities


The following materials are


provided:
_ Art supplies _ Books


_Blocks _ Housekeeping Toys


_ Manipulative toys


Musical instruments


Science materials


Water play supplies


Props for dramatic play


Large muscle equipment
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DSHS 10-92(X) (7/74), FAMILY DAY CARE HOME LICENSE


Instructions


Complete all lines with appropriate information, plac
ing dashes where not


applicable.


" .ffn.Ug3.2.ES.Mx .21U FSIZ A; X :E;S:x 1:312 Elga £3.213.n.B.E3.*.K.K.M.2.n.D3
LICZNSS NO.


it a


Zhe tate of aSbingtoit 0.


2.3
E.:23


ks.


n
In compliance with and pursuant to the laws of the


 State of Washington in meeting Health


Standards and the Minimum Licensing Requirements of 
the Department of Social


and Health Services a license is hereby granted 2.11


to.. 
...,


to provide day care (less than 24 hours) for children a
t 2.1


city of ,. zip code. _ county of..... • 


State of Washington, in a family home for not more th
an 


DAY CARE CHILDREN


SEX HUMBER FROM THROUGH YEARS OF AGE 
ms


BOY (E) 
Ages: 


2:3


Girl(s) Ages: 
.E.


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SER
VICES


311amilll Bag Tarr i&omr Lawn


This license shall be in force from the. day of.


to and including the day of ., 19... ......, subject to revocation for due cause.


DATED AT  WASHINGTON. THIS— DAY OF 19 


Worker 
1.0 Administrator 


0


NOT.: Thu license Is not transferable. and L
s valid only for use by the Indlektuall•I to whom 


it Is lensed and at tM tension above t.z:


described.


13SHS10-931X1 7-74. 
U


Eflff0T,'.3.2.K.n.£1.E.21.6: ;21.2i U•g12:3*niT inE312:SMES:21.2'£2:KM•2:2•,S3.n.gg*E:3;2• '.20
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DSHS 10-153  (4/82), REQUEST FOR WAIVER TO LICENSING REQUIREMENTS 


Ins true tions


A. The DSHS 10-153(X) is to be used for all requests for waivers of
licensing requirements including those originating at the CSO level and
those originating at the Regional Office level or with a licensed volun-
tary agency.


It is not to be used for requests to license a nontraditional agency.


B. The request is initiated by the local or Regional Office licensor. The
Section related to the nature of the request and other basic information
may be completed by private agency staff.


C. DSHS 10-153(X) is to be typed and completed as follows:


Identifying Information:
Licensor - DSHS staff responsible for licensing the home or agency.


Case Name or Agency - should be name that appears on the license.


Section 1:


Include all WAC rules to which a waiver is being requested- If there
is no pertinent WAC reference, cite the Manual G reference.


Section 2:


Particulars of the request should be noted.


Section 3:


This information must be completed for requests related to the capacity
of family homes and care of infants or handicapped children in family
homes.


Section 4:


The competency of the provider does not represent sufficient justifi-
cation for a waiver if health and fire safety are concerned, nor does a
shortage of facilities fora particular type of child.


Section 5:


Where WAC pertains to health, safety, fire protection, etc., in a
family home, alternate methods of meeting the intent of WAC should be
described.


Section 6:
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DSHS 10-153 (4/82), REQUEST FOR WAIVER TO LICENSING REQUIREMENTS (Cont.)


Section 7:


Indicate if provider or applicant has had any previously approved waivers.


Section 8:


A. Dates for which the requested waiver covers.


B. One-time or continuing basis.


Section 9:


A. Final approval of a waiver to WAC 388-73-028 may be made at the
local office level if the request involves only mixing two categor-
ies of care. If permission to exceed "the most stringent capacity
limit" is requested, the request must be forwarded to the Regional
Office for approval regarding capacity. A copy of waivers approved
by CSO Administrators shall be forwarded to the Bureau of Children's
Services and the Bureau of Aging and Adult Services, as appropriate.


B. Endorses or does not endorse all other requests. Endorsed requests
are forwarded to the Regional Office, other requests are not.


CSO Administrator signs and dates form and notifies CSO worker of
decision.


Section 10:


A. Approves or denies requests for which the Regional Office is the
approving authority.


B. Conditions of approval or reason for disapproval may be noted in
commen ts .


C. Enters date the CSO was notified. of the decision by telephone,
enters signature, and date of decision.


D. Distribution


One copy of the waiver will be retained for the licensing file and a
copy for each level of approving/endorsing authority. Copies shall
also be given to the applicant/licensee and forwarded to:


Licensing Program Manager
Bureau of Children's Services OB 41
Olympia, WA 98504


When the waiver involves an adult family home, a copy shall also be sent
to:


Adult Family Home Program Manager
Bureau of Aging and Adult Services OB 43G
Olympia, WA 98504
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DSHS 10-153 (4/82), REQUEST FOR WAIVER TO LICENSING REQUIREMENTS 


REQUEST FOR WAIVER TO UCENMNG REQUIREMENTS


LOCAL CR REWORK OPP=
SERV= WORKER


CASS NORM ON AGENCY
CASE NO. (IRR)


1. WAC REFERENCES: (Resters* to al**
WAC waiver Is requested)


II. SPECIFIC NATURE OP MOUNT:


& FOR REOUESTS RELATED TO FALSLY NOME LICENSE& (muses el *dune andl
or children)


tAlif NAM RIOT Si ONTIOAll TRAINOR] 011 IIIPLOTRENT IRMO


4. JUSTIFICATION FOR REQUEST:


6. ALTERNATIVES EXPLORED:


055 m woo 47,
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DSHS 10-153 (4/82), REQUEST FOR WAIVER TO LICENSING REQUIREMENTS (Cont.) 


S. CONSEQUENCES II WAIVER IS DENIED:


7. PREYS= WAIVERS:


ANY PREVIOUS WIMPS? 0 YES 0 NO DATE 


WHAT WAS TIE WAIVER FORT 


01011ATURE OP MINCER


B. DATES FOR WHICH RULE WAIVER IS REQUESTED:


A. FROM TO B 0 ONEIVE. OR 0 CONTINUING


O TO BE COMPLETED BY C80 ADIENISTRATOR. (FOR REQUESTS ORIGINATING AT CEO LEVEL)
A. FOR REQUESTS FOR A WAIVER TO WAC 388.78028 0 APPROVED


0 DENED
B. FOR REQUESTS FOR OTTER EWERS 0 ENDORSED 0 NOT BOOMED


C80 ADMINISTRATOR'S SIGHATURE DATE  


10. REGIONAL OFFICE ACTION:
A. DAPFROVED 0 DENIED
B. COMMENTS:


C. DECISION TELEPHONED TO cso OFFICE
(FOR THOSE REQUESTS ORIGINATING TIGRE)


APPROVING AUTHORITY SIGNATURE


ONs


DATE 


NM IONS 11.10 0415 V&
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06.99 (cont.)
DSHS 15-165
Rev. 77 - 1/84


DSHS 15-165 (Rev. 11/82), RECEIPT OF APPLICATION TO  PROVIDE CHILD CARE 


TO:


FROM:


SUBJECT: RECEIPT OF APPWATION TO PROVIDE CHILD CARE


This is to inform your office that we have received from:


NAAR


STREET OR BOO NO.


CITY ZIP CODE


an application to establish a


at


TYPE OF FACILITY


STREET


CITY ZIP CODE


We will be acting on this application within 90 days of receipt.


While this department does not assume any responsibility for the enforcement of local ordinances, including those pertaining to


zoning, land use permits. etc., we have advised the applicant to contact your agency regarding your requirements.


If your office is not responsible for zoning, land use permits, building code, etc., please forward this notice to the appropriate


agency.


Soo Instruction. on Reverse


owe isles (stay fix Ars
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Manual G
06.99 (cont.)
DSHS 15-165
Rev. 77 - 1/84


DSHS 15-165 (Rev. 11/82), RECEIPT OF APPLICATION TO PROVIDE CHILD CARE (cont.)


lostructiono for Originator


I. This form is to be used upon receipt of an application for S day care center. mini-day care center. or group care facility tor


children.


2. It is unnecessary to use this form for relicensing unless there is also a change of address for the facility.


3. One copy of the completed form shall be forwarded to the appropriate local planningrzonin; agency, one to the applicant.


and one copy shall be placed in.the licensing file.


000 I &tee II, op ink 00 5.55
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SFM 224/DSHS 21-38
Rev. 77 - 1/84


SFM 224/DSHS 21-38 (Rev. 11/80), REQUEST FOR  INSPECTION 


Ins true tions


A. See reverse side of form for general instructions.


B. Additional instructions.


1. Block 3, Type of Inspection Requested 


a. This block should be used for a feasibility study or for such
inspections where licensee merely wishes an appraisal or opin-
ion. Further explanation should be made in "Information
Requested" block.


b. Requested Occupant Load


This block is to provide assurance that the facility is exam-
ined and approved consistent with standard code requirements.


2. Block 4, Information Requested 


This space should indicate request for specific ac tion(s). For a
new license inspection request, the block should contain language
such as "Does the facility meet fire and life safety requirements
for a mini day care center?" and for a license renewal, insert the
phrase, "continue to meet." Do not enter information relative to
the qualifications of the applicant or adequacy of the services,
since this information is of no value in making the fire protec don
appraisal of the premises.


3. Block 6 and 8 are for Fire Marshal use.


4. Block 7 is addressed to the Residential Inspection Section_.
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SFM 224/DSHS 21-38 (Rev. 11/80), REQUEST FOR INSPECTION 


Office of Mato Flos Marsh&


REQUEST FOR INSPECTION


PROPERTY TO SE INSPECTED !COUNTY: INSPECTION PIEOUESTED BY


NAME
REOIRSTOR
NAME:


ADDRESS: AGENCY:
BP


CITY: CODE:


AOINNISTRATOR: DATE:
OBER PERSON
TO CONTACT: . PHONE


TYPE INSPECTION RECNIESTED


LICENSING INSPECTKIN .
NEW REINSPECTION


NUMBER OF LICENSED BEDS:RENEWAL EMMA/ INSPECTION


• INSPECTION, OTTER: INFORMATION REQUESTED
CURRENT UCENSE PLEASE
EXPRES ON REPLY BY:


FACIUTT TO SE LICENSED AS


NURSING HOME RESIDE/MAL PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT FACILITY 0114ER- - -


BOARDING HOME PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL- -


HOSPITAL ALCOHOLIC HOSPITAL-


- A T F   ORLDSSITH CENTER


FORWARDED
TO: DATE:


FACILITY INSPECTION
INSPECTOR INSPECTION
NAME DATE:


LOCAL FIRE DEPARTMENT CONTACTED? YES 0 . NO 0 PERSON CONTACTED:


REINSPECTION REQUIRED? YES 0 NO 0 DATE REINSPECTION REOUIRED: ,


OCCUPANCY NUMBER BASEMENT OR ' LOCAL
TYPE STORES:   CELLAR?   FIRE DEPT  
CONSTRUCTION


unarm TEE NO PARTIA1 AUTCMAnC YES NO FILL PART MANUAL FINS MOM COONAERCRI.
RANGE MOOD YES No


SPRINIGLERS: DETECTIONSYSTEM ALARM SYSTEMME SYSTEM


SQUARE FEET YEAR BUILT


0 APPROVED FOR LICENSING


0 DISAPPROVED. See SEM 470


0 APPROVED AS REQUESTED


0 REQUEST DISAPPROVED
DATE:


INITIAL INSPECTION


0 APPROVED FOR LICENSING


0 DISAPPROVED. SEE SFAI 470


DISPOSMON BY FIRE NARSNAL


REVIEWEDBY. DATE
APPROVED DATE.BY:
POIONARDID DATEBY:


MI nabs —OW. I ,,so)
05N3 21-21 11,110-53-
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SUGGESTED.FORMAT FOR NOTICE OF FEE RENEWAL DAY CARE LICENSE 


IOHN SPELLMAN
Governor


STATE OF WASHINGTON


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olynpia, Washington 98504


SUGGESTED FORMAT FOR


NOTICE OF FEE RENEWAL DAY CARE LICENSE


Re: Facility: 
Date:


Dear


MAN I CMS
Seiretary


This letter is to inform you that a licensing fee for your day care 
facility is due by 


The Department of Social and Health Services is authorized to charg
e this fee by 43.20A RCW (SSB 4418,


Section 2 et sec.) and WAC 440-44-010.


WAC 440-44-010 provides that when the Department issues a license
 for more than one year, fees may


be paid for the entire licensing period at the rate in effect at the time t
he application was submitted. Fees may


instead be paid on a yearly basis. If the licensee does not pay the en
tire multi-year license fee within thirty


days of license issuance, annual fees are due thirty days prior to the annua
l anniversary date of the license


and will be charged at the annual rate in effect at the time such 
fee is paid.


The schedule of licensing fees is as follows:


. 1. For day care centers and mini day care centers, the fee is $48.00 p
er year plus $4.00 per year for


each unit (child) of licensed capacity above 12.


2. The fee for family day care homes is $24.00 per year or $72.00 for a
 three-year license.


Fee payments shall be by check, draft, or money order made payable to the 
Department of Social and Health


Services.


The annual anniversary date for the fee for your facility is  
 The annual fee for your


facility is due each year no later than thirty days prior to this ann
iversary date.


Your facility is currently licensed for the care of children; the licensing fee is $   for this number


of children.


0 You have a credit remaining of $   therefore, the fee due at this time is $ 


Should you wish to be licensed for fewer or more children within the document
ed capacity, adjust the fee


accordingly.


Failure to pay the fee when due may result in suspension or nonrenewal of your license, p
ursuant to WAC


44.44.015.


Should you have any question regarding this letter, or the fee now due, or if you have discontinued providing


care, please call your licensor at  


Sincerely,


Administrator


8 83) 033,10
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SUGGESTED FORMAT FOR NOTICE OF INTENT TO SUSPEND DAY CARE LICENSE 


FOR FAILURE TO PAY LICENSING FEE 


/OHN SPELLMAN
Governor


STATE OF WASHINGTON


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington 98504


SUGGESTED FORMAT FOR


NOTICE OF INTENT TO SUSPEND DAY CARE 
LICENSE


FOR FAILURE TO PAY LICENSING FEE


Re: Facility: 
Date:


Dear


Aim MOS
Secretary


This letter will constitute notice that it is the inte
nt of the Department of Social and Health Services t


o suspend


the day care license for the above captioned fa
cility, effective  because of failure to pay a


licensing fee when due. This action is taken
 under authority of Chapter 201, Laws of 1982, and Cha


pter 440-


44 of the Washington Administrative Code WAC).


WAC 440-44-010 requires that license fees are due
 with an application for initial license or renewal, 


or if paid


on an annual basis, shall be due thirty (3
0) days prior to each annual anniversary date of


 the license.


The last payment received from your facility w
as for $  paid   for the period


  to   We have not received a fee payment sinc
e that time.


If you decide to contest this decision you may do s
o by requesting an administrative Fair Hearing; how


ever,


you must make this request within thirty days of 
the date you receive this letter. The request for the


 hearing


must be sent by certified mail and addressed 
to:


Office of Hearings


P.O. Box 2465


Olympia, WA 98504


Your failure to either 1) pay the fee due, or 2) reque
st a hearing within thirty days, will automaticall


y result in


suspension of your license. The provision of child ca
re during a period that a license is suspended const


itutes


the provision of unlicensed services: the provi
sion of unlicensed day care Center services t


hereafter will


further render you subject to the civil and/or crim
inal penalties of RCW 74.15.140 and RCW 74.15


.150.


Should you have any questions regarding this 
letter, please feel free to discuss them with e


ither


  licensor, at   or me at  


Sincerely,


Administrator


cc: Attorney General
Division of Health Services
State Fire Marshal
Bureau of Children's Services


Office of Financial Recovery


(1541.1) Ox tWO
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SUGGESTED FORMAT FOR NOTICE OF INTENT TO NOT RENEW DAY CARE LICENSE'


FOR FAILURE TO PAY LICENSING FEE 


1014N SPELLMAN
Governor


STATE (.)F WASHINGTON


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia. Washington 98504


SUGGESTED FORMAT FOR


NOTICE OF INTENT TO NOT RENEW DAY CARE LICENSE


FOR FAILURE TO PAY LICENSING FEE


Re: Facility: Date:


Dear


ALAN L OBAS
Secretary


This letter will constitute notice that it is the intent of the Department of Social and Heal
th Services to not


renew the day care license for the above captioned facility, effective  because of failure to


pay a licensing fee when due. This action is taken under authority of Chapter 201, Laws of 1982, a
nd Chapter


440-44 of the Washington Administrative Code (WAG).


WAG 440-44-010 requires that license fees are due with an application for initial license or renewal
, or if paid


on an annual basis, shall be due thirty (30) days prior to each annual anniversary date of t
he license.


The last payment received from your facility was for $  paid   for the period


  to   We have not received a fee payment since that time.


Your failure to pay the fee due within thirty days, will automatically result in non-renewal of your license. The


provision of child care during a period that a license is lapsed constitutes the provision of unlicensed


services: the provision of unlicensed day care center services thereafter will further render you subject to the


civil and/or criminal penalties of RCW 74.15.140 and RCW 74.15.150.


Should you have any questions regarding this letter, please feel free to discuss. them with either


  , licensor, at   or me at  


Sincerely,


Administrator


cc: Attorney General
Division of Health Services
State Fire Marshal .
Bureau of Children's Services
Office of Financial Flecovery


(6 63) OX A .0
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SUGGESTED FORMAT FOR NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OR NON RENEWAL OF DAY CARE 


LICENSE FOR FAILURE TO PAY LICENSING FEE


IOHN SPELLMAN VI  
ALAN I. G1885


Governor 
Secretary


STATE Of WASHINGTON


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia. Washington 98504


SUGGESTED FORMAT FOR


NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OR NON RENEWAL OF DAY 
CARE LICENSE


FOR FAILURE TO PAY LICENSING FEE


Re: Facility: 
Date:


Dear Day Care Licensee:


This letter win constitute notice that 0 the Department of
 Social and Health Services has suspended your day


care license effective  0 your day care license expired   Your


suspended license should be sent to this office 
promptly.


•


This suspension or non-renewal is being taken under aut
hority of RCW 43.20A and WAG 440-44-015 due to


the fact that the licensing fee of which you were advised 
by letter of and certified letter


of   has not been received, nor have you requested a fair hearin
g during the thirty day


period permitted for making such requests.


The provision of child care during a period a license is 
suspended or a license has expired constitutes the


provision of unlicensed services; the provision of unlicensed d
ay care center services following the date you


receive this letter, will render you subject to the civil an
d/or criminal penalties of RCW 74.15.140 and RCW


74.15.150, which we quote below:


"Notwithstanding the existence or pursuit of any other remedy
, the secretary may, in the manner '-


provided by law, upon the advice of the attorney general, wh
o shall represent the department in the


proceeding, maintain an action in the name of the state for i
njunction or such other relief as he may


deem advisable against any agency subject to licensing under th
e provisions of chapter 74.15 RCW


and RCW 74.13.031 or against any such agency not 
having a license as heretofore provided in


chapter 74.15 RCW and RCW 74.13.031." RCW 74.15.140


"Any agency operating without a license shall be guilty of a mis
demeanor. This section shall not be


enforceable against an agency until sixty days after the e
ffective date of new rules, applicable to such


agency, have been adopted under chapter 74.15 RCW an
d 74.13.031." RCW 74.15.150


It is possible to have this suspension lifted by payment of the
 appropriate fee before  


If the fee is not received by that time, action to revoke your 
day care license will be taken.


If your license has expired, it will be necessary for you to submit an application accompanied by the


appropriate fee.


Should you have any questions regarding this suspension 
or non-renewal or the fee now


past due, or if you are no longer providing child care servi
ces, please do not hesitate to contact


  at  


cc: Attorney General's Office
Division of Health Services
State Fire Marshal
Bureau of Children's Services
Office of Financial Recovery


rex ye *110


Sincerely,


  Administrator
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-190
Issued: May 25, 1984


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Community Services Jean Gregory


SCAN 234-7136 or
Non-SCAN 753-7136


I IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161 '


SUBJECT: SOCIAL SERVICE PAYMENT SYSTEM - INTERIM SOCIAL SERVICE OVERPAY-
MENT PROCEDURES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 05, Manual G, and note on Green
Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. G-190 was entered.


Chapter 05, Manual G, Social Service Overpayments, will be issued at a
later date.


INTRODUCTION


The Interim Social Service Vendor overpayment instructions will provide
social service staff with a uniform procedure to handle overpayments as
defined below. An overpayment is defined as a billing error mutually
recognized by the Vendor and Department, but cannot be dealt with under
SSPS by adjustment on future billings. The interim procedure will also
provide notification to the Office of Financial Recovery to establish an
accounts receivable for the overpayment.


For contracted vendors, see Administrative Policy No. 10.02. The interim
vendor payment instructions do not supersede Administrative Policy No.
10.02 (see attached).


A. Identification of Overpayment 


The responsibility for verifying if a vendor has incurred a social
service overpayment is determined by who authorizes the social service
payment. This may be the Program Manager, Regional Office Staff, DDD
Field Service Staff, or Community Service Office Social Service Staff.
As necessary he/she will consult with staff who licenses and/or con-
tracts with the Social Service Vendor. See attached list for
Licensing, Contracting Responsibilities.
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B. Setting Up Overpayment 


When an overpayment has been identified, the responsible staff will:


1. Prepare an overpayment letter to send to the client/vendor. The
overpayment letter (DSHS 18-398 or DSHS 18-399) (see attached)
instructs the vendor or client payee to forward repayment
directly to the Office of Financial Recovery (OFR), MS OB-21, not
to the CSO/FSO. A copy of the overpayment letter must be
retained in the client and the vendor's file.


2. Prepare an overpayment packet for OFR which will contain the
following:


a. DSHS 18-199C, Accounts Receivable Input Document for Vendor
Overpayments, or a DSHS 18-199(X), Accounts Receivable Input
Document, for a client payee overpayment. The DSHS
18-199(X) or DSHS 18-199C must include the SSPS service
code, reason code and source of funds if applicable in the
comments section. This enables OFR to properly credit any
funds received to the appropriate source. (See Manual F,
Chapter 99, for instructions.)


b. The Overpayment Letter that was sent to the vendor (DSHS
18-399) or client payee (DSHS 18-398).


c. Supporting documentation such as original payment invoices,
a print from the SSPAY terminal screen, audit report or
other documents as appropriate which verify that an over-
payment has occurred.


C. Payment 


The vendor must send the repayment directly to OFR. If a CSO/FSO
should receive monies that are to be applied to a vendor overpayment,
they must be transmitted to OFR on a Daily Funds Transmittal (DSHS
18-320(X)). This is done by the accounting section. The comment
section of the DSHS 18-320(X) should indicate the nature of the over-
payment. (See Manual E, Chapter 32.)


D. Unsolicited Payments 


The Office of Financial Recovery periodically receives payments from
vendors who are paid through the Social Service Payment System for
whom they have not received an overpayment packet. In order for OFR
to deposit and properly account for these payments, they must know if
these payments are refunds of overpayments, or submitted to the
department in error, or are a program donation. In order for OFR to
obtain the information necessary to account for such payments, the
following interim procedures will apply:
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1. OFR, upon receipt of payment from a social service vendor for
whom they have not received an Accounts Receivable Document (DSHS
18-199(X) or DSHS 18-199C), will send a request for clarification
to the appropriate CSO/FSO, Program Manager, or regional office
staff. The clarification will request a determination of the
reason for the repayment (see attached example).


2. Responses from the responsible staff to OFR's request for clar-
ification will be due within 30 days to allow OFR to credit
accounts and/or refund in a timely manner.


3. If it is determined that an overpayment has occurred, the vendor
overpayment procedures apply and an overpayment packet must be
sent to OFR.


4. If it is determined that the payment or any portion was submitted
In error, this information must be transmitted by memo to OFR.
OFR will then initiate appropriate refunds to the vendor.


5. If the payment or any portion was a program donation, this
information should be submitted to OFR including the identity of
the program to which the donation was made in order to credit the
proper account. OFR will then credit the account.


Attachments







Community Services Licensing, Contracting Responsibilities


Community Service Office


- CSO Foster Family Homes - licensing
- Family Day Care Homes - licensing
- Adult Foster Homes - licensing - contracting
- Day Care Mini Centers within family residence - licensing
- COPES Individual Provider - personal services contract
- CCF - contracting
- COPES Agency - contracts


Regional Office


- Licensed Child Placing Agencies (who in turn license private agency
foster homes)


- Day Care Centers - licensing
- Day Care Mini Centers - licensing (outside family residence)
- Juvenile Detention Centers - certification
- Group Homes - licensing
- CRCs - licensing


State Office


- CCF (Regular, Mental Health, Alcohol, Drug) - Health Services
license


- Chore contracts
- Group Homes - contracts
- FRS contracts
- Juvenile Detention Centers - contracts
- Day Care Centers - contracts
- All Day Care Mini Centers - contracts
- CRCs - contracts


Not subject to licensing or contracting: CSO is responsible for In-Home
Day Care, IPP Chore providers.


Division of Developmental Disabilities Contracting Responsibilities


- Group Homes
- IMR - Level E
- Tenant Support - Regular


- Intensive
- Alternative Living - Individual


- Agency
- Residential Skills
- Counties
- BOA - Provider Agreements (i.e., medical care, respite care)
- Personal Service (i.e., Group Home staff training)
- Contracts for Developmental Disabilities Planning Council











CLIENT PAYEE OVERPAYMENT


CLIENT PAYEE SOCIAL SERVICE OVERPAYMENT


LOCAL OFFICE 


CASE # 


We have determined that you received an overpayment of social service monies amounting to


  for the period(s)  


The service(s) for which you were overpaid are: °


Service Name .SSPS Code Auth tt Invoice 7$ Provider #


The reasons for this overpayment are:  


Funds for repayment must be sent directly to the Office of Financial Recovery, OB-21, Box 9501, Olympia,WA 98504. You may write to the Office of Financial Recovery to arrange a repayment schedule.


If you have questions regarding the amount or reasons for the overpayment you may contact me at telephone


If you disagree with this decision, you may request a fair hearing by writing the Office of Hearings, Depart-ment of Social and Health Services, Box 2485, Olympia, WA 98504, within ninety days of receipt of this letter.


Sincerely.  


opms 8.398 CS 50 09 4-193











SOCIAL SERVICE VENDOR OVERPAYMENT


SOCIAL SERVICE VENDOR OVER PAYMENT


LOCAL OFFICE 


PROVIDER # 


We have determined that you received an overpayment of social service monies amounting to


  for the period(s)  


The clients and service for which you were overpaid are:


Client
SSPS Serv.


Code Auth # Invoice #


The reason for this overpayment is.  


Repayment should be made directly to the Office of Financial Recovery, OB-21, Box 9501, Olympia, WA
98504. You may write to the Office of Financial Recovery to arrange a repayment schedule.


You may also be liable for interest on overpayments per RCW 43.20A.435.


If you have questions regarding the amount or reasons for this overpayment you may contactme at telephone


If you disagree with this decision, you may request a hearing by writing the Office of Hearings, Department of
Social and Health Services, Box 2465, Olympia, WA 98504, within ninety days of receipt of this letter.


Sincerely,  


OSOIS .,9.399 (9 94) OX 9.193
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ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY


SUBJECT:


Vendor Overpayment Policy


POLICY NUMBER:


10.02


ORIGINATING UNIT: ISSUANCE NUMBER: .


Division of Administration and Personnel 83-5


wom
10 1983


APPROVED:


Feb. 1


(RELATEDSUPERSEDES RELATED REFERENCES:


Collection of Medicaid Provider Corrective Action Plans and Reports


Overpayments Thomas, 5/8/78


Collection of Vendor Overpayments
Thompson, 1-14-80


•


I. PURPOSE


The purpose of this policy is to establish a uniform approach to the


identification and recovery of vendor overpayments.


II. SCOPE 


This policy applies to all contractors/vendors receiving funds from


the department and all organizations within the department except for


cost reimbursement, long-term care programs funded under Title XIX --


SNP, ICF, ICF-MR.


This policy does not apply to processing of billing errors mutually


recognized by the vendor and the department, which normally result in


recoupment by adjusted payment on future billings.


III. POLICY 


Effective management of contracted services is a vital part of the


department's overall mission to provide necessary social and health


services for the citizens of this state. .Since approximately two-


thirds of the department's budget is expended through contracts, it


is essential that vendor program and fiscal accountability be main-


tained.


Staff reviewing contracts/vendor invoices shall only approve payments


when those invoices are in accordance with existing contract terms and
obligations. Overpayments made by the department when the contractor/
vendor has billed for services not provided, has billed in excess of a
contractual limitation, or failed to meet the contractual performance
requirements for which payment was made, shall be promptly recouped/
collected.


05.45 15•16i (10.82) .488-
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The attached -matrix describes the process by which the department will
address vendor overpayment/nonperformance. The process provides for:


Development., of a consistent department position on draft audit
findings.


- Vendor participation and input in each stage of the audit.


- The opportunity for a vendor who has participated in the audit
process to receive an impartial dispute hearing if the vendor
is not in agreement with the final audit report.


- The program manager as being the primary contact point with
the vendor.


- An expedited recoupment/collection of overpayments including
interest.


- Prompt initiation of necessary corrective action.


While the matrix focuses on vendor overpayments which are identified
via _the department's audit process, the Audit Division is not the sole
organizatoin charged with monitoring vendor performance. Other staff
assigned day-to-day monitoring, licensing, certification, etc., of ven-
dors shall, when the vendor is not in compliance with the departmental
contracts/standards, initiate corrective action. If those efforts are
successfu/, assistance should be obtained from the Audit Division,


Office,of Contracts Management, Division of Administration and Person-
nel, and/or the Office of the Attorney General.


This policy and procedure supersedes "Policy for Collection of Vendor
Overpayments" dated January 14, 1980,,  and "Collection of Medicaid Pro-


:vide; Overpayments'. dated May.8, 1978.


Attachment
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VENDOR OVERPAYMENT/NONPERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITY MATRIX 


Responsible Organization 


1. Office. Of Operations
'Review


2. Office of Operations
Review


3. Office of Operations
Review


4. Office of Operations
. Review


5. Program Manager


6. Operations Review/
Program Manager


7. Office of Operations
Review


8. Audit Committee


Action


Initiate audit, notify vendor


. and program manager.


Refer evidence of fraud/
criminal conduct to Office
of Special Investigation,
or, in the case of a Medicaid
provider, to the Medical
Fraud Control Board.


Conduct Exit Review with ven-
dor to review audit findings.


- Issue Pre-Draft Audit Report to
program manager for review and
Comment. -


Review Pre-Draft Audit Report
and provide written response
to Operations Review within ten
working days of receipt.


Attempt to 'resolve any areas
of disagreetent.-


(a)- Schedule Pre-Draft Report
for .review bY'Audit Com-
ittee  is no
agreement, or


(b) distributes Draft Audit •
Report to vendor and


'program .manager if there
isagreement.


. ResOlve'differences and
establishes department posi-
tion on Draft Audit Report.


Comments


Office of Special
Investigation or
appropriate, unit,
investigates refer-
ral.


Advises vendor of
need to respond to
Draft Audit to main-
tain appeal right's.


Program manager is
division or bureau
director.


Program manager
reviews report to
determine if it is
consistent with
applicable-' program
policies. Review is
conducted prior to
distribution to ven-
dor and provides
consistent depart-
ment position.


Audit Committee is
composed of Deputy
Secretary, Assistant
Secretaries, Comp-
troller and Auditor.


Operations Review
and program manager
presents views to
Audit Committee.


3







Responsible Organization 


' 9. Office of Operations


Review


10. Vendor


11. Office of Operations
Review


12.• Operations Review/
Program Manager


13. Office of Operations
Review


Administrative Policies Manual
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Action


Distribute Draft Audit Report


to vendor and program manager.


Respond to Draft Audit within
30 working days. If vendor
disagrees and wants an Audit
Conference, the request must
be made within ten working days
to ensure completion within 30


days.


Schedule Audit Conference with


vendor within five working days
if vendor and Operations Review
disagree on substantial matters
that cannot be resolved.


Attempt to resolve any areas


of disagreement based on new
evidence provided by vendor.


(a) Schedule Draft Audit
report for review by Audit
Committee if there is no
agreement, or


(b) distribute within ten work-


ing days after appropriate
resolution of draft audit
Final Audit Report to pro-
gram manager
-- when vendor has not


responded, or
-- when vendor responses


have been considered
for incorporation in the
Final Audit Report and
no further discussion is


necessary, or
when Audit Conference has
been completed and no fur-
ther action is required,
or


-- Audit Committee has deter-
mined department position.


Comments


Cover letter includes
notice that vendor
must respond to main-
tain further appeal
rights.


Request for extension
of the 30-day response
may be granted by the
Auditor, Draft Audit
Report is a working
paper and receives
limited distribution.


Attendance at Audit


Conference: Vendor,
Operations Review,


and program manager.
If no program issues,
program manager
attendance is
optional.


Copies of final audit
report are sent to
Office of Contracts
Management and Office
of Financial Recovery.
Office of Financial
Recovery establishes
accounting record.
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Responsible Organization 


14. Program Manager


15. Office of Financial


Recovery


16. Vendor


17. Office of Contracts


Management


Action


Distribute within ten working


days Final Audit Report to ven-


dor with Corrective Action


Cover Letter (sample provided


by Operations Review). Letter


includes:


(a) Notice to correct or


develop plan to correct


deficiencies.


• (b) Methods of recovery.


(Options include repayment/


recoupment from future con-


tract payments.) Recovery


to include 1% per month •


interest beginning on 31st


day; except for medical


providers as provided in


RCW 74.09.220.


(c) Need to respond to Final


Audit in 20 days.


(d) Appeal rights.


Adjust account balance and


establish account receivable.


Suspend file for 30 days.


Review and respond to Final


Audit within 20 working days.


Schedule within ten days Dis-


pute Hearing if vendor has met


preconditions and disagrees


with Final Audit (hearing is


limited to issues of fact).


Dispute hearing will be con-


ducted within 30 days and a


decision rendered within 15


days. Notify Office of


Financial Recovery of all


requests for a. Dispute Hear-


ing and the date of each


hearing scheduled.


Comments


'Copies of cover let-


ter are sent to
Offices of Contracts


Management, Financial


Recovery, and Opera-


tions Review.


For medical care pro-


viders, consider


recommending the


assessment of civil


penalties. if appro-


priate as provided


for in RCW
74.09.210.


Notifies program man-


ager and Operations


Review if no action


is taken within 30


days.


Extension of timeli-


ness may be granted


with concurrence of


program manager and


auditor.
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Responsible Organization Action


18. Office of Contracts Notify Office of Financial
Management Recovery, program manager


and Operations Review of
hearing decision.


NOTE: Upon completion of the above steps, the program
manager has the option to initiate recoupment/
repayment as provided in steps 19 and 20 below,
or to refer the matter to the Office of Finan-
cial Recovery for actions as provided in steps
21 and 22. If the program manager is unable to
recoup or obtain repayment, the collection will
be referred to the Office of Financial Recovery.


19. Program Manager
(See 21 below)


Initiate within ten working
, days recoupment/repayment of
overpayments if vendor does not
disagree with Final Audit Report
or Dispute Hearing has been com-
pleted and Audit has been upheld.


Notify Office of Financial
Recovery of actions taken and
planned. As each recoupment
installment is completed, pro-
gram manager or disbursing unit
provides Office of Financial
Recovery with data for credit
adjustment.


20. Office of Financial Process adjustment to reflect
Recovery satisfaction in full.


OR


21. Program Manager Advise Office of Financial
Recovery to collect and/or
establish repay schedule.


Comments


Repayment/recoupment
schedule over 90 days
requires Assistant
Secretary's approval.


Notifies program man-
ager, Operations
Review and Assistant
Secretary if recoup-
ment/repayment not
accomplished in 90
days or in accord-
ance with approved
repayment plan. -


Office of Financial
Recovery is to be
alerted if vendor is
no longer receiving
department funds or
is going out of
business.


6
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Responsible Organization 


22. Office of Financial
Recovery


Action


Advise vendor of amount due
including interest to date.


Establish repay schedules if
appropriate.


Initiate within 30 working
days collection, legal action,
etc. Recover overpayment if
Audit is agreed to or upheld
and recoupment is not avail-
able. Cost effectiveness of
recovery will be coordinated
with Attorney General.


Comments


Account status is
available to program
manager.


Referral to Attorney
General will be
copied to program
manager.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-190
Issued: May 25, 1984


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Community Services Jean Gregory


SCAN 234-7136 or
Non-SCAN 753-7136


1 1
'IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161
1 1


SUBJECT: SOCIAL SERVICE PAYMENT SYSTEM - INTERIM SOCIAL SERVICE OVERPAY-
MENT PROCEDURES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 05, Manual G, and note on Green
Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. G-190 was entered.


Chapter 05, Manual G, Social Service Overpayments, will be issued at a
later date.;.


INTRODUCTION


The Interim Social Service Vendor overpayment instructions will provide
social service staff with a uniform procedure to handle overpayments as
defined below. An overpayment is defined as a billing error mutually
recognized by the Vendor and Department, but cannot be dealt with under
SSPS by adjustment on future billings. The interim procedure will also
provide notification to the Office of Financial Recovery to establish an
accounts receivable for the overpayment.


For contracted vendors, see Administrative Policy No. 10.02. The interim
vendor payment Instructions do not supersede Administrative Policy No.
10.02 (see attached).


A. Identification of Overpayment 


The responsibility for verifying if a vendor has incurred a social
service overpayment is determined by who authorizes the social service
payment. This may be the Program Manager, Regional Office Staff, DDD
Field Service Staff, or Community Service Office Social Service Staff.
As necessary he/she will consult with staff who licenses and/or con-
tracts with the Social Service Vendor. See attached list for
Licensing, Contracting Responsibilities.


' — .
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B. Setting Up Overpayment 


When an overpayment has been identified, the responsible staff will:


1. Prepare an overpayment letter to send to the client/vendor; The
overpayment letter (DSHS 18-398 or DSHS 18-399) (see attached.)
instructs the vendor or client payee to forward repayment
directly to the Office of Financial Recovery (OFR), MS OB-21, not
to the CSO/FSO. A copy of the overpayment letter must be
retained in the client and the vendor's file.


2. Prepare an overpayment packet for OFR which will contain the
following:


a. DSHS 18-199C, Accounts Receivable Input Document for Vendor
Overpayments, or a DSHS 18-199(X), Accounts Receivable Input
Document, for a client payee overpayment. The DSHS
18-199(X) or DSHS 18-199C must include the SSPS service
code, reason code and source of funds if applicable in the
comments section. This enables OFR to properly credit any
funds received to the appropriate source. (See Manual F,
Chapter 99, for instructions.)


b. The Overpayment Letter that was sent to the vendor (DSHS
18-399) or client payee (DSHS 18-398).


c. Supporting documentation such as original payment invoices,
a print from the SSPAY terminal screen, audit report or
other documents as appropriate which verify that an over-
payment has occurred.


C. Payment 


The vendor must send the repayment directly to OFR. If a CSO/FSO
should receive monies that are to be applied to a vendor overpayment,
they must be transmitted to OFR on a Daily Funds Transmittal (DSHS
18-320(X)). This is done by the accounting section. The comment
section of the DSHS 18-320(X) should indicate the nature of the .over-
payment. (See Manual E, Chapter 32.)


D. Unsolicited Payments 


The Office of Financial Recovery periodically receives payments from .
vendors who are paid through the Social Service Payment System for
whom they have not received an overpayment packet. In order for OFR
to deposit and properly account for these payments, they must know if
these payments are refunds of overpayments, or submitted to the
department in error, or are a program donation. In order for OFR to
obtain the information necessary to account for such payments, the
following interim procedures will apply:
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1. OFR, upon receipt of payment from a social service vendor for
whom they have not received an Accounts Receivable Document (DSHS
18-199(X) or DSHS 18-199C), will send a request for clarification
to the appropriate CSO/FSO, Program Manager, or regional office
staff. The clarification will request a determination of the
reason for the repayment (see attached example).


2. Responses from the responsible staff to OFR's request for clar-
ification will be due within 30 days to allow OFR to credit
accounts and/or refund in a timely manner.


3. If it is determined that an overpayment has occurred, the vendor
overpayment procedures apply and an overpayment packet must be
sent to OFR.


4. If it is determined that the payment or any portion was submitted
' in.error, this information must be transmitted by memo to OFR.


OFR will then initiate appropriate refunds to the vendor.


5. If the payment or any portion was a program donation, this
information should be submitted to OFR including the identity of
the program to which the donation was made in order to credit the
proper account. OFR will then credit the account.


Attachments







Community Services Licensing, Contracting Responsibilities


Community Service Office


- CSO Foster Family Homes - licensing
- Family Day Care Homes - licensing
- Adult Foster }lames - licensing - contracting
- Day Care Mini Centers within family residence - licensing
- COPES Individual Provider - personal services contract
- CCF - contracting
- COPES Agency - contracts


Regional 'Office


- Licensed Child Placing Agencies (who in turn license private agency
foster homes)
Day Care Centers - licensing


- Day Care Mini Centers - licensing (outside family residence)
7 -juvenile Detention Centers - certification
- Group Homes - licensing
7 CRCs - licensing


State Office


- CCF (Regular, Mental Health, Alcohol, Drug) - Health Services
license


- Chore contracts
Group Homes - contracts


- FRS contracts
- Juvenile Detention Centers - contracts
• Day Care Centers - contracts
"- All Day Care Mini Centers - contracts
- CRCs - contracts


Not subject to licensing or contracting: CSO is responsible for In-Home
, Day Care, IPP,Chore providers.


Division of Developmental Disabilities Contracting Responsibilities


- Group Homes
- IMR - Level E
- Tenant Support - Regular


- Intensive
Alternative Living - Individual


- Agency
- Residential Skills
Counties


- BOA - Provider Agreements (i.e., medical care, respite care)
7 Personal Service (i.e.; Group Home staff training)
- Contracts for Developmental Disabilities Planning Council







CI.117,NT l'A YMENT


CLIENT PAYEE SOCIAL SERVICE OVERPAYMENT


LOCAL OFFICE 


CASE #. 


We have. determined that you received an overpayment of social service monies amounting to


  for the period(s)  


The 'services) for which you were overpaid are:


Service Name .SSPS Code Auth Invoice U Provider #


The reasons for this overpayment are:  


Funds for repayment must be sent directly to the Office of Financial Recovery, 08•21. Box 9501, Olympia.WA 98504. You may write to the Office of Financial Recovery to arrange a repayment schedule.


If you have questions regarding the amount or reasons for the overpayment you may contact me at telephone


If you disagree with this decision, you may request a fair hearing by writing the Office of Hearings, Depart•ment of Social and Health Services, Box 2485, Olympia, WA 98504, within ninety days of receipt of this letter.


OraM3 .8.3803 (5


•


OX 8093


Sincerely  







SOCIAL SERVICE VENDOR OVERPAYMENT


SOCIAL SERVICE VENDOR OVER PAYMENT


LOCAL OFFICE


PROVIDER # 


We have determined that you received an overpayment of social service monies amounting to


  for the period(s)  


The clients and service for which you were overpaid are:


Client
SSPS Serv.


Code Auth # Invoice #


The reason for this overpayment is:  


RePayment, should be made directly to the Office of Financial Recovery, 08•21, Box 9501, Olympia, WA985.04. You may write to the Office of Financial Recovery to arrange a repayment schedule.


You, may also be liable for interest on overpayments per RCW 43.20A.435.


If you have questions regarding the amount or reasons for this overpayment you may contact me at telephone


If you disagree with this decision, you may request a hearing by writing the Office of Hearings, Department ofSocial and Health Services, Box 2465, Olympia, WA 98504, within ninety days of receipt of this letter.


Sincerely,  


0943 '4499 l el) Ox P,193







ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY
SUBJECT:


Vendor Overpayment Policy
_


KXICY NUMBER.


10.02


ORIGINATING UNIT: ISSUANCE NUMBER.


Division of Administration and Personnel 83-5


DATE . APPROVED:


Feb. 10 1983I 1


/ ta."11.41SUPERSEDES RELATED REFERENCES:


Collection of Medicaid Provider _Corrective Action Plans and Reports
Overpayments Thomas, 5/8/78


Collection of Vendor Overpayments
Thompson, 1-14-80 .


I. PURPOSE


The purpose of this policy is to establish a uniform approach to the
identification and recovery of vendor overpayments.


II. SCOPE


This policy applies to all contractors/vendors receiving funds from
the department and all organizations within the department except for
cost reimbursement, long-term care programs funded under Title XIX --
SNP, ICF, ICF-MR.


This policy does not apply to processing of billing errors mutually
recognized by the vendor and the department, which normally result in
recoupment by adjusted payment on future billings.


III. POLICY


Effective management of contracted services is a vital part of the
department's overall mission to provide necessary social and health
services for the citizens of this state. Since approximately two-
thirds of the department's budget is expended through contracts, it
is essential that vendor program and fiscal accountability be main-
tained.


Staff reviewing contracts/vendor invoices shall only approve payments
when those invoices are in accordance with existing contract terms and
obligations. Overpayments made by the department when the contractor/
vendor has billed for services not provided, has billed in excess of a
contractual limitation, or failed to meet the contractual performance
requirements for which payment was made, shall be promptly recouped/
collected.


OSP* 6.181 (10.62) .468.
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The attached matrix describes the process by which the department will
address vendor overpayment/nonperformance. The process provides for:


- Development of a consistent department position on draft audit
findings.


- Vendor participation and input in each stage of the audit.


The opportunity for a vendor who has participated in the audit
process to receive an impartial dispute hearing if the vendor
is not in agreement with the final audit report.


- The program manager as being the primary contact point with
the vendor.


- An expedited recoupment/collection of overpayments including
interest.


- Prompt initiation of necessary corrective action.


While the matrix focuses on vendor overpayments which are identified
via the department's audit process, the Audit Division is not the sole
organizatoin charged with monitoring vendor performance. Other staff
assigned day-to-day monitoring, licensing, certification, etc., of ven-
dors shall, when the vendor is not in compliance with the departmental
contracts/standards, initiate corrective action. If those efforts are
unsuccessful, assistance should be obtained from the Audit Division,
Office of Contracts Management, Division of Administration and Person-
nel, and/or the Office of the Attorney General.


This policy and procedure supersedes "Policy for Collection of Vendor
Overpayments" dated January 14, 1980, and "Collection of Medicaid Pro-
vider Overpayments" dated May 8, 1978.


Attachment
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VENDOR OVERPAYMENT/NONPERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITY MATRIX


Responsible Organization 


1. Office of Operations
Review


2. Office of Operations
Review


3. Office of Operations
Review


4. Office of Operations
Review


5. Program Manager


6. Operations Review/
Program Manager


7. Office of Operations
Review


8. Audit Committee


Action 


Initiate audit, notify vendor
and program manager.


Refer evidence of fraud/
criminal conduct to Office
of Special Investigation,
or, in the case of a Medicaid
provider, to the Medical
Fraud Control Board.


Conduct Exit Review with ven-
dor to review audit findings.


Issue Pre-Draft Audit Report to
program manager for review and
comment.


Review Pre-Draft Audit Report
and provide written response
to Operations Review within ten
working days of receipt.


Attempt to resolve any areas
of disagreement.


(a) Schedule Pre-Draft Report
for review by Audit Com-
mittee if there is no
agreement, or


(b) distributes Draft Audit
Report.to vendor and
program manager if there
is agreement.


Resolve differences and
establishes department posi-
tion on Draft Audit Report.


3


Comments 


Office of Special
Investigation or
appropriate unit
investigates refer-
ral.


Advises vendor of
need to respond to
Draft Audit to main-
tain appeal rights.


Program manager is
division or bureau
director.


Program manager
reviews report to
determine if it is
consistent with
applicable program
policies. Review is
conducted prior to
distribution to ven-
dor and provides
consistent depart-
ment position.


Audit Committee is
composed of Deputy
Secretary, Assistant
Secretaries, Comp-
troller and Auditor.


Operations Review
and program manager
presents views to
Audit Committee.







Responsible Organization _


9. Office of Operations
Review


10. Vendor


. Office of,Operations
Review


12. Operations Review/
Program'Manager


13. Office of Pezaions
:Review
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Action


Distribute Draft Audit Report
.to,vendor and program manager.


,Respond to Draft Audit ,within
30 working days. If vendor


. disagrees and wants an Audit
'Conference,the-request must
be made within ten working days


Ao,enaure completion within 10


Schedule Audit Conference with


-vendor within five working days
-if tyendorAind Operations Review


o4iAagree -on substantial matters


'that cannot be resolved.


4tteppt,tolesolve any.areas


ofAs4greePentTbased:on new
exidence promided0v.vendor.


(a) Schedule Draft Audit
,report for :r.eview.by.Audi.t
Committee if therelismo
Agreement, or


,(b,) !,distribute within ten work-
4ng,days After appropriate
tesolutionof draft audit
EinalAudit Report,to-pro-
4rrammanager
--when-vendor has not


responded, or
-,!-,when ,vendor -responses


havebeen,considered
for incorporation in the
,Final Audit Report and
,no further discussion is
,necessary, or


,..-..when Audit Conference has


been completed and no:fur-
ther action is -required,
or
Audit Committee has deter-
mined department position.


,Comments 


Cover 'letter includes
notice that vendor


n4at,Zelpondto.inatn-


tain further Appeal
-rights.


-Request for extension


of the 30-day response
may beiranted byithe


Auditor, Draft Audit
Report is a working
:paper And -receives
,limi_ted distribution._ 


Attendance at Audit


.Conference: Vendor,


'Operations Review,
And program manager.
If-noprogram issues,


J)rogram.manager
attendance is
,optional.


;Copies of final audit
report are sent to
Of lice of :Contracts


!Management and Office
AfFinancial;Recovery.


:Wine of 'Financial
:Recovery establishes


taccounting-record.


-;4-







Responsible Organization 


14. Program Manager
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Action 


Distribute within ten working
days Final Audit Report to ven-
dor with Corrective Action
Cover Letter (sample provided
by Operations Review). Letter
includes:


(a) Notice to correct or
develop plan to correct
deficiencies.


(b) Methods of recovery.
(Options include repayment/
recoupment from future con-
tract payments.) Recovery
to include 1% per month
interest beginning on 31st
day; except for medical
providers a8 provided in
RCW 74.09.220.


(c) Need to respond to Final
Audit in 20 days.


(d) Appeal rights.


15. Office of Financial . Adjust account balance and
Recovery establish account receivable.


Suspend file for 30 days.


16. Vendor


17. Office of Contracts
Management


Review and respond to Final
Audit within 20 working days.


Schedule within ten days Dis-
pute Hearing if vendor has met
preconditions and disagrees
with Final Audit (hearing is
limited to issues of fact).
Dispute hearing will be con-
ducted within 30 days and a
decision rendered within 15
days. Notify Office of
Financial Recovery of all
requests for a Dispute Hear-
ing and the date of each
hearing scheduled.


- 5


Comments


Copies of cover let-
ter are sent to
Offices of Contracts
Management, Financial
Recovery, and Opera-
tions Review.


For medical care pro-
viders, consider
recommending the
assessment of civil
penalties if appro-
priate as provided
for in RCW
74.09.210.


Notifies program man-
ager and Operations
Review if no action
is taken within 30
days.


Extension of timeli-
ness may be granted
with concurrence of
program manager and
auditor.







Responsible Organization Action


18. Office of Contracts
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Notify Office of Financial
Management Recovery, program manager


and Operations Review of
hearing decision.


NOTE: Upon completion of the above steps, the program


manager has the option to initiate recoupment/


repayment as provided in steps 19 and 20 below,
or to refer the matter to the Office of Finan-
cial Recovery for actions as provided in steps


21 and 22. If the program manager is unable to


recoup or obtain repayment, the collection will


be referred to the Office of Financial Recovery.


19. Program Manager
(See 21 below)


Initiate within ten working
days recoupment/repayment of
overpayments if vendor does not


disagree with Final Audit Report
or Dispute Hearing has been com-


pleted and Audit has been upheld.


Notify Office of Financial
Recovery of actions taken and


planned. As each recoupment


installment is completed, pro-
gram manager or disbursing unit
provides Office of Financial
Recovery with data for credit
adjustment.


20. Office of Financial Process adjustment to reflect


Recovery satisfaction in full.


OR


21. Program Manager Advise Office of Financial
Recovery to collect and/or
establish repay schedule.


Comments


Repayment/recoupment


schedule over 90 days


requires Assistant


Secretary's approval.


Notifies program man-


ager, Operations
Review and Assistant
Secretary if recoup,-
ment/repayment not
accomplished in 90
days or in accord-


ance with approved
repayment plan.


Office of Financial
Recovery is to be
alerted if vendor is


no longer receiving
department funds or
is going out of
business.







Responsible Organization 


22. Office of Financial
Recovery
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Action 


Advise vendor of amount due
including interest to date.
Establish repay schedules if
appropriate.


Initiate within 30 working
days collection, legal action,
etc. Recover overpayment if
Audit is agreed to or upheld
and recoupment is not avail-
able. Cost effectiveness of
recovery will be coordinated
with Attorney General.


Comments 


Account status is
available to program
manager.


Referral to Attorney
General will be
copied to program
manager.
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MANUAL G: CHAPTER 05 -- SOCIAL SERVICES OVERPAYMENTS


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-214


Issued: 1/4/85


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary SECTIONS REVISED:


Community Services N/A


EFFECTIVE: Upon Receipt
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Jean Gregory
SCAN 234-7136 or


Non-SCAN 753-7136


1 1


'IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161


1 1


SUBJECT: SOCIAL SERVICE PAYMENT SYSTEM - INTERIM SOCIAL SERVICE OVERPAY-


MENT PROCEDURES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 05, Manual G, and note on Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. G-214 was entered. Remove pre-


vious Notice No. G-190 and note on the Green Notice Control Sheet the date


Notice No. G-190 was removed. Retain Administrative Policy No. 10.02.


Chapter 05, Manual G, Social Service Overpayments, will be issued at a


later date.


INTRODUCTION


The Interim Social Service overpayment instructions will provide social


service staff with a uniform procedure to handle overpayments as defined


below. An overpayment is defined as a billing error mutually recognized by


the Vendor/Client and Department, but cannot be dealt with under SSPS by


adjustment on future billings. The interim procedure will also provide


notification to the Office of Financial Recovery to establish an accounts


receivable for the overpayment.


For contracted vendors, see Administrative Policy No. 10.02. The interim


vendor payment instructions do not supersede Administrative Policy No.
10.02 (see attached).


SS Manual - 1407


David v. "
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A. Identification of Overpayment 


The responsibility for verifying if a client/vendor has incurred a


social service overpayment is determined by who authorizes the social


service payment. This may be the Program Manager, Regional Office


Staff, DCFS center staff, DDD Field Service Staff, Community Service


Office Social Service Staff, or DCFS Social Service Staff. As neces-


sary he/she will consult with staff who licenses and/or contracts with


the Social Service Vendor. See attached list for Licensing,


Contracting Responsibilities.


B. Setting Up Overpayment 


When an overpayment has been identified, the responsible staff will:


1. Prepare an overpayment letter to send to the client/vendor. The


overpayment letter (DSHS 18-398 or DSHS 18-399) instructs the


vendor or client payee to forward repayment directly to the


Office of Financial Recovery (OFR), MS OB-21, not to the CSO, FS0


or DCFS office. See Manual G, Chapter 99, for the forms and


instructions on completion. A copy of the overpayment letter
must be retained in the client and/or the vendor's file.


2. Prepare an overpayment packet for OFR which will contain the


following:


a. Client Payee Overpayment 


(1) DSHS 18-199(X), Accounts Receivable Input Document.


Manual C, Chapter 99, contains the form and instruc-
tions for completion.


(2) The OFR copy of the DSHS 18-398, Overpayment Letter,
sent to the client payee.


(3) A copy of the DSHS 14-154/159 authorization form that
authorized the service.


(4) Supporting documentation (see b.).


b. Vendor Overpayment 


(1) The OFR copy of the DSHS 18-399, Overpayment Letter,
sent to the vendor must include the SSPS service code,
reason code, and source of funds (if available). The
Accounts Receivable Input Document, DSHS 18-199C, is


completed by OFR.


SS Manual - 1408


David V.
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(2) A copy of the DSHS 14-154/159 authorization form that


authorized the service.


(3)


C. Payment 


Supporting documentation such as a print from the


invoice or authorization screen, audit reports or other


documentation that verify that an overpayment has


occurred.


The vendor or client must send the repayment directly to OFR. If a


CSO/FSO should receive monies that are to be applied to a vendor over-


payment, they must be transmitted to OFR on a Daily Funds Transmittal


(DSHS 18-320(X)). This is done by the accounting section. The com-


ment section of the DSHS 18-320(X) should indicate the nature of the


overpayment. (See Manual E, Chapter 32.)


D. Unsolicited Payments 


The Office of Financial Recovery periodically receives payments from


vendors who are paid through the Social Service Payment System for
whom they have not received an overpayment packet. In order for OFR


to deposit and properly account for these payments, they must know if


these payments are refunds of overpayments, or submitted to the


department in error, or are a program donation. In order for OFR to


obtain the information necessary to account for such payments, the
following interim procedures will apply:


1. OFR, upon receipt of payment from a social service vendor for
whom they have not received an overpayment packet, will send a
request for clarification to the appropriate CSO/FSO, Program


Manager, or regional office staff. The clarification will
request a determination of the reason for the repayment (see
attached example).


2. Responses from the responsible staff to OFR's request for clar-
ification will be due within 30 days to allow OFR to credit
accounts and/or refund in a timely manner.


3. If it is determined that an overpayment has occurred, the vendor
overpayment procedures apply and an overpayment packet must be
sent to OFR.


4. If it is determined that the payment or any portion was submitted
in error, this information must be transmitted by memo to OFR.
OFR will then initiate appropriate refunds to the vendor.
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5. If the payment or any portion was a program donation, this
information should be submitted to OFR including the identity of
the program, i.e., Mental Health, Child and Family Services,
Adult Services, to which the donation was made in order to
credit the proper account. OFR will then credit the payment
appropriately.
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Licensing and Contracting Responsibilities


Community Service Office


DCFS


- Adult Foster Homes - licensing - contracting
- COPES Individual Provider - personal services contract
- CCF - contracting
- COPES Agency - contracts


- Foster Family Home - licensing
- Family Day Care Home - licensing
- Day Care Mini Centers Within Family Residence -.licensing


DCFS Centers


- Licensed Child Placing Agencies (who in turn license private agency
foster homes)


- Day Care Centers - licensing
- Day Care Mini Centers - licensing (outside family residence)
- Juvenile Detention Centers - certification
- Group Homes - licensing
- CRCs - licensing


Community Service State Office


- CCF (Regular, Mental Health, Alcohol, Drug) - Health Services
license


- Chore contracts
- DCFS State Office
- Group Homes - contracts
- FRS contracts
- Juvenile Detention Centers - contracts
- Day Care Centers - contracts
- All Day Care Mini Centers - contracts
- CRCs - contracts


Not subject to licensing or contracting: CSO or DCFS S.O. is responsible
for In-Home Day Care, IPP Chore providers.
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Division of Developmental Disabilities Contracting Responsibilities


Group Homes
IMR - Level E


- Tenant Support - Regular
- Intensive


- Alternative Living - Individual
- -Agency


- Residential Skills
- Counties
BOA - Provider Agreements (i.e., medical care, respite care)


- Personal Service (i.e., Group Home staff training)
- Contracts for Developmental Disabilities Planning Council
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STATE OF WASHINGTON


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington 98504


TO: DATE:


FROM: Office of Financial Recovery, OB-21


By:


SUBJECT: PAYMENT FROM SOCIAL SERVICE VENDOR /7 / CLIENT f-7


The Office of Financial Recovery (OFR) has received $ 
from


(name)


(addressee)


This office has no record of an account receivable established for this


vendor/client.


This office requests clarification on the status of this payment. Please


complete the appropriate action based on your determination.


A. Overpayment Refund 


Please check appropriate subject box and submit packet as outlined in


Manual G, Chapter 5, or DCFS Manual, Chapter 5, to OFR, Overpayment


Accounts Receivable Unit, M.S. OB-21.


B. Payment in Error 


By memo inform OFR, Cashiers Unit, MS OB-21, that the payment was


received in error and is to be refunded to the vendor/client.


C. Program Donation


By memo inform OFR, Cashiers Unit, MS OB-21, that the payment is a


donation and the program, i.e., Mental Health, Children and Family


Services, Adult Services to which the donation was made. Attach a


copy of this letter.


A response within 30 days of receipt of this memo is requested to allow OFR


to credit the appropriate accounts.







ADMINISTRATIVE POUCY


SUBJECT:


Vendor Overpayment Policy


POLICY NUMBER:


10.02


DROWNS UNIT:
ISSUANCE NUMBER;


Division of Administration and Personnel


-BAlm


83-5


APPROVED:


Feb. 10 1 1983


SUPERSEDES RELATED REFERENCES.


Collection of Medicaid Provider Corrective Action Plans and Reports


Overpayments Thomas, 5/8/78


Collection of Vendor Overpayments


Thompson, 1-14-80


... ...


I. PURPOSE


The purpose of this policy is to establish a uniform approac
h to the


identification and recovery of vendor overpayments.


II. SCOPE


This policy applies to all contractors/vendors receiving 
funds from


the department and all organizations within the departmen
t except for


cost reimbursement, long-term care programs funded under 
Title XIX --


SNF, ICF, ICF-MR.


This policy does not apply to processing of billing errors m
utually


recognized by the vendor and the department, which normally 
result in


recoupment by adjusted payment on future billings.


III. POLICY


Dstis b lb I 00-02/ •488.


Effective management of contracted services is a vital part of the .


department's overall mission to provide necessary social and hea
lth


services for the citizens of this state. Since approximately two-


thirds of the department's budget is expended through contracts, it


is essential that vendor program and fiscal accountability be main-


tained.


Staff reviewing contracts/vendor invoices shall only approve payments


when those invoices are in accordance with existing contract terms and


obligations. Overpayments made by the department when the contractor/


vendor has billed for services not provided, has billed in excess of a


contractual limitation, or failed to meet the contractual performance


requirements for which payment was made, shall be promptly recouped/


collected.
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The attached matrix describes the process by which the department will
address vendor overpayment/nonperformance. The process provides for:


- Development of a consistent department position on draft audit
findings.


- Vendor participation and input in each stage of the audit.


- The opportunity for a vendor who has participated in the audit
process to receive an impartial dispute hearing if the vendor
is not in agreement with the final audit report.


- The program manager as being the primary contact point with
the vendor.


- An expedited recoupment/collection of overpayments including
interest.


- Prompt initiation of necessary corrective action.


While the matrix focuses on vendor overpayments which are identified
via the department's audit process, the Audit Division is not the sole
organizatoin charged with monitoring vendor performance. Other staff
assigned day-to-day monitoring, licensing, certification, etc., of ven-
dors shall, when the vendor is not in compliance with the departmental
contracts/standards, initiate corrective action. If those efforts are
unsuccessful, assistance should be obtained from the Audit Division,
Office of Contracts Management, Division of Administration and Person-
nel, and/or the Office of the Attorney General.


This policy and procedure supersedes "Policy for Collection of Vendor
Overpayments" dated January 14, 1980, and "Collection of Medicaid Pro-
vider Overpayments" dated May 8, 1978. .


Attachment
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VENDOR OVERPAYMENT/NONPERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITY MATRIX


Responsible Organization 


1. Office of Operations
Review


2. Office of Operations


Review


3. Office of Operations .


Review


4. Office of Operations
Review


5. Program Manager


6. Operations Review/
Program Manager


7. Office of Operations
Review


8. Audit Committee


Action


Initiate audit, notify vendor


and program manager.


Refer evidence of fraud/


criminal conduct to Office


of Special Investigation,


or, in the case of a Medicaid


provider, to the Medical
Fraud Control Board.


Conduct Exit Review with ven-


dor to review audit findings.


Issue Pre-Draft Audit Report to


program manager for review and


comment.


Review Pre-Draft Audit Report


and provide written response


to Operations Review within ten


working days of receipt.


Attempt to resolve any areas


of disagreement.


(a) Schedule Pre-Draft Report


for review by Audit Com-
mittee if there is no
agreement, or


(b) distributes Draft Audit
Report to vendor and
program manager if there
is agreement.


Resolve differences and
establishes department posi-
tion on Draft Audit Report.


Comments


Office of Special
Investigation or


appropriate unit


investigates refer-
ral.


Advises vendor of


need to respond to
Draft Audit to main-


tain appeal rights.


Program manager is


division or bureau
director.


Program manager
reviews report to


determine if it is


consistent with
applicable program
policies. Review is
conducted prior to
distribution to ven-


dor and provides


consistent depart-


ment position.


Audit Committee is


composed of Deputy
Secretary, Assistant
Secretaries, Comp-
troller and Auditor.
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Operations Review


and program manager


presents views to
Audit Committee.
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Responsible Organization 


9. Office of Operations
Review


10. Vendor


11. Office of Operations
Review


12. Operations Review/
Program Manager


13. Office of Operations
Review


Administrative Policies Manual.
10.02 (cont.)
February 10, 1983


Action


Distribute Draft Audit Report
to vendor and program manager.


Respond to Draft Audit within
30 working days. If vendor
disagrees and wants an Audit
Conference, the request must
be made within ten working days
to ensure completion within 30
days.


Schedule Audit Conference with
vendor within five working days
if vendor and Operations Review
disagree on substantial matters
that cannot be resolved.


Attempt to resolve any areas
of disagreement based on new
evidence provided by vendor.


(a) Schedule Draft Audit
report for review by Audit
Committee if there is no
agreement, or


(b) distribute within ten work-
ing days after appropriate
resolution of draft audit
Final Audit Report to pro-
gram manager
-- when vendor has not


responded, or
when vendor responses
have been considered
for incorporation in the
Final Audit Report and
no further discussion is
necessary, or
when Audit Conference has
been completed and no fur-
ther action is required,
or


-- Audit Committee has deter-
mined department position.


Comments 


Cover letter includes
notice that vendor
must respond to main-
tain further appeal
rights.


Request for extension
of the 30-day response
may be granted by the
Auditor, Draft Audit
Report is a working
paper and receives
limited distribution.


Attendance at Audit
Conference: Vendor,
Operations Review,
and program manager.
If no program issues,
program manager
attendance is
optional.


Copies of final audit
report are sent to
Office of Contracts
Management and Office
of Financial Recovery.
Office of Financial
Recovery establishes
accounting record.
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Responsible Organization 


14. Program Manager


•


15. Office of Financial


Recovery


16. Vendor


17. Office of Contracts


Management


Administrative Polici9s Manual


10.02 (cont.)


February 10, 1983


Action


Distribute within ten working


days Final Audit Report to ven-


dor with Corrective Action


Cover Letter (sample provided •


by Operations Review). Letter


includes:


(a) Notice to correct or


develop plan to correct


deficiencies.


(b) Methods of recovery.


(Options include repayment/


recoupment from future con-


tract payments.) Recovery


to include 1% per month


interest beginning on 31st


day; except for medical


providers as provided in


RCW 74.09.220.


(c) Need to respond to Final


Audit in 20 days.


(d) Appeal rights.


Adjust account balance and


establish account receivable.


Suspend file for 30 days.


Review and respond to Final


Audit within 20 working days.


Schedule within ten days Dis-


pute Hearing if vendor has met


preconditions and disagrees


with Final Audit (hearing is


limited to issues of fact).


Dispute hearing will be con-


ducted within 30 days and a


decision rendered within 15


days. Notify Office of


Financial Recovery of all


requests for a Dispute Hear-


ing and the date of each


hearing scheduled.


Comments


Copies of cover let-


ter are sent to
Offices of Contracts


Management, Financial


Recovery, and Opera-


tions Review.


For medical care pro-


viders, consider


recommending the


assessment of civil


penalties if appro-


priate as provided


for in RCW
74.09.210.


Notifies program man-


ager and Operations


Review if no action


is taken within 30


days.


Extension of timeli-


ness may be granted


with concurrence of


program manager and


auditor.


5
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Responsible Organization Action


18. Office of Contracts


Administrative Policies Manual
10.02 (cont.)
February 10, 1983


Notify Office of Financial
Management Recovery, program manager


and Operations Review of
hearing decision.


NOTE: Upon completion of the above steps, the program
manager has the option to initiate redoupment/
repayment as provided in steps 19 and 20 below,
or to refer the matter to the Office of Finan-
cial Recovery for actions as provided in steps
21 and 22. If the program manager is unable to
recoup or obtain repayment, the collection will
be referred to the Office of Financial Recovery.


19. Program Manager
(See 21 below)


Initiate within ten working
days recoupment/repayment of
overpayments if vendor does not.
disagree with Final Audit Report
or Dispute Hearing has been com-
pleted and Audit has been upheld.


Notify Office of Financial
Recovery of actions taken and
planned. As each recoupment
installment is completed, pro-
gram manager or disbursing unit
provides Office of Financial
Recovery with data for credit
adjustment.


20. Office of Financial Process adjustment to reflect
Recovery


OR


21. Program Manager


satisfaction in full.


Advise Office of Financial
Recovery to collect and/or
establish repay schedule.


Comments


Repayment/recoupment
schedule over 90 days
requires Assistant
Secretary's approval.


Notifies program man-
ager, Operations
Review and Assistant
Secretary if recoup-
ment/repayment not
accomplished in 90
days or in accord-
ance with approved
repayment plan.


Office of Financial
Recovery is to be
alerted if vendor is
no longer receiving
department funds or
is going out of
business.
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Responsible Organization 


22. Office of Financial


Recovery


Administrative Yolicies Manual


10.02 (cont.)


February 10, 1983


Action


Advise vendor of amount due


including interest to date.


Establish repay schedules if


appropriate.


Initiate within 30 working


days collection, legal action,


etc. Recover overpayment if


Audit is agreed to or upheld


and recoupment is not avail-


able. Cost effectiveness of


recovery will be coordinated


with Attorney General. .


Comments


Account status is


available to program


manager.


Referral to Attorney


General will be


copied to program


manager.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES -


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO.: G-178


Issued: January 25, 1984


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION For Information Call:


Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary
SCAN 234-0204 or


0 Non-SCAN 753-0204


1


'IP NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161


SUBJECT: VOLUNTARY TERMINATION OF CHILD CARE AGENCY LICENSES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-178 was entered.


I. BACKGROUND


Licensors have been unclear about whether or not they may legally


refuse to accept a license which the licensee chooses to surrender


during the course of an action leading to the revocation of that


license. While such a voluntary termination is generally considered


a favorable outcome, it may be problematic in some cases because the


licensee may reapply for a new license with another DSHS office or


child placing agency (if he/she is seeking a foster family home


license).


According to a recent memo from the Attorney General's Office, the


department may refuse the voluntary surrender of the license and go to


a fair hearing on the revocation, if necessary.


II. ACTION REQUIRED


1. A licensee may voluntarily terminate a license prior to its


expiration.


2. The department shall accept such a surrender of a license except


that if it has determined that there are grounds for a revoca-


tion, it may insist that the licensee admit to the specific


grounds for the termination. Should the licensee refuse to admit


these specific grounds, the department may proceed with the revo-


cation.


3. A determination of whether to accept the voluntary termination or


to revoke the license should be on a case-by-case basis after


consultation with the Attorney General's Office.


4. If a licensee voluntarily surrenders a license and subsequently


reapplies, all the issues associated with the termination could


be raised in support of a denial of a new license.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-174


Issued: December 29, 1983


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION For Information Call:


Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary Barry Fibel
SCAN 234-0204 or


non-SCAN 753-0204


1 1


1 IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUALS PRODUCTION UNIT OB-16 1


1 1


SUBJECT: CRIMINAL/ARREST RECORD CHECK ON APPLICANTS FOR LICENSURE AND


ON EMPLOYEES OF CHILD CARE FACILITIES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green Notice


Control Sheet the date Notice G-174 was entered.


BACKGROUND


Although RCW 74.15 was revised in 1980 to authorize criminal justice agencies


to provide the department with criminal arrest record information on child


care agencies and persons employed or under contract to an agency, the


mechanism to access the criminal records information system was not developed


at that time.


The department subsequently obtained access to the Washington State Patrol


(WSP) Identification Section for Child Protective Services (CPS) purposes


and worked out a procedure to accomplish this. This revision will enable


the department to use essentially the same procedure to access the system


for licensing purposes.


PROCEDURE


Each CSO or Regional Office wishing to do a criminal/arrest record check on


an applicant for a child care license, a licensee, or employee of such


agency, may do so by using the DSHS 0-35 Criminal/Arrest History Request.


Instructions for completing the form are located in Manual G, 26.99 (although


the conditions outlined in the cross-referenced 26.34B are not to be applied


when using the form for licensing purposes).


Requests are to be screened by the Regional Administrator or his/her designee


for requests originating at that level, and by the CSO Administrator or


his/her designee for requests originating at the local office level.


Persons currently designated to clear such requests for CPS may also serve


this function for licensing.
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For licensing purposes, justification for referral includes, but is not
limited to:


(a) Admission on application of a criminal record;


(b) Suggestion or statement by person giving reference for applicant,


licensee or employee;


(c) Other indications which derive from interviews with applicant,


licensee or employee;


(d) Concerns which make such a record search necessary for the pro-
tection of children.


Rather than mailing the DSHS 0-35 to the WSP Identification Section, some


CSOs or Regional Offices may find it more expedient to request this infor-
mation through a local law enforcement agency if that agency has access to


the WSP Identification Section's information system and will provide infor-
mation on arrests, convictions, and pending charges.


In addition, where there is concern that the applicant/licensee or employee


may have a criminal/arrest history in another state or states, the department
may require that the applicant/licensee or employee provide a rolled set of


fingerprints, to be obtained from a local law enforcement agency at the


applicant's expense. These fingerprints should be forwarded to the Criminal
Identification Section along with the completed DSHS 0-35 and a memo


requesting an FBI criminal history check. The fingerprints and the memo


must be accompanied by the applicant's check for twelve dollars made out to
the Washington State Patrol.


Information gained will be subject to protections of the DSHS Public Disclosure


Policy, 43.43 RCW, and 10.97 RCW.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO.: G-172


Issued: December 19, 1983


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION


Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary
For Information Call:


Barry Fibel
SCAN 234-0204 or


Non-SCAN 753-0204


h F NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161


SUBJECT: LICENSING FEE CHECKS REJECTED BY BANKS


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-172 was entered.


BACKGROUND


The department collects licensing fees annually from approximately 7,000


family day care homes and 875 day care centers and mini-day care centers.


Regional offices have asked for a procedure for checks which have been


rejected by banks.


Since the rejection of an application or the suspension and possible


revocation of a license may result from payment with a rejected check, it


is essential that we have a fairly uniform, equitable, and defensible


procedure.


PROCEDURE


A. Office of Financial Recovery Responsibility 


When a check submitted by a day care applicant or licensee in payment


of the licensing fee is dishonored (NSF, stop payment, stale date,


post-dated, etc.), it will be returned to the Office of Financial


Recovery by the bank. Upon receipt, the Office of Financial Recovery


will document and prepare a reversing entry; the dishonored check and


a copy of the transmittal will be sent to the regional office or CSO,


as appropriate.


B. Region or CSO Responsibilities 


(1) Where the check had been submitted with an application, either an


initial application or one for renewal of a license, the appli-


cant/licensee should be informed by the CSO or Regional Office


that the check was rejected by the bank and that the application


is not valid until the fee has been paid by cashier's check, or


money order. The application and rejected check should be


returned to the applicant/licensee.
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(2) If the check had been submitted as a yearly payment when reli-
censing was not ,due, the CSO or Regional Office should notify the
licensee (Certified Mail, Receipt Requested) that the check had
been rejected by the bank, that they should replace the rejected
check immediately with a new personal check, a cashier's check,
or money order, and that their license will be suspended thirty
days following receipt of this letter if such payment is not
received before that time. The rejected check should be returned
to the licensee.


When received, the new cashier's check or money order should be pro-
cessed similar to a new license except that it would be referenced to
the original transmittal number.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO.: G-178


Issued: January 25, 1984


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION For Information Call:


Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary
SCAN 234-0204 or
Non-SCAN 753-0204


1 1


1IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161


1 1


SUBJECT: VOLUNTARY TERMINATION OF CHILD CARE AGENCY LICENSES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-178 was entered.


I. BACKGROUND


Licensors have been unclear about whether or not they may legally


refuse to accept a license which the licensee chooses to surrender


during the course of an action leading to the revocation of that


license. While such a voluntary termination is generally considered


a favorable outcome, it may be problematic in some cases because the


licensee may reapply for a new license with another DSHS office or


child placing agency (if he/she is seeking a foster family home


license).


According to a recent memo from the Attorney General's Office, the


department may refuse the voluntary surrender of the license and go to


a fair hearing on the revocation, if necessary.


II. ACTION REQUIRED 


1. A licensee may voluntarily terminate a license prior to its


expiration.


2. The department shall accept such a surrender of a license except


that if it has determined that there are grounds for a revoca-


tion, it may insist that the licensee admit to the specific


grounds for the termination. Should the licensee refuse to admit


these specific grounds, the department may proceed with the revo-


cation.


3. A determination of whether to accept the voluntary termination or


to revoke the license should be on a case-by-case basis after


consultation with the Attorney General's Office.


4. If a licensee voluntarily surrenders a license and subsequently


reapplies, all the issues associated with the termination could


be raised in support of a denial of a new license.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-174
Issued: December 29, 1983


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION For Information Call:
Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary Barry Fibel


SCAN 234-0204 or


non-SCAN 753-0204


1 1
1 IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUALS PRODUCTION UNIT OB-16


SUBJECT: CRIMINAL/ARREST RECORD CHECK ON APPLICANTS FOR LICENSURE AND
ON EMPLOYEES OF CHILD CARE FACILITIES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green Notice
Control Sheet the date Notice G-174 was entered.


BACKGROUND


Although RCW 74.15 was revised in 1980 to authorize criminal justice agencies
to provide the department with criminal arrest record information on child
care agencies and persons employed or under contract to an agency, the
mechanism to access the criminal records information system was not developed
at that time.


The department subsequently obtained access to the Washington State Patrol
(WSP) Identification Section for Child Protective Services (CPS) purposes
and worked out a procedure to accomplish this. This revision will enable
the department to use essentially the same procedure to access the system
for licensing purposes.


PROCEDURE


Each CSO or Regional Office wishing to do a criminal/arrest record check on
an applicant for a child care license, a licensee, or employee of such
agency, may do so by using the DSHS 0-35 Criminal/Arrest History Request.
Instructions for completing the form are located in Manual G, 26.99 (although
the conditions outlined in the cross-referenced 26.34B are not to be applied
when using the form for licensing purposes).


Requests are to be screened by the Regional Administrator or his/her designee
for requests originating at that level, and by the CSO Administrator or
his/her designee for requests originating at the local office level.
Persons currently designated to clear such requests for CPS may also serve
this function for licensing.
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For licensing purposes, justification for referral includes, but is not


limited to:


(a) Admission on application of a criminal record;


(b) Suggestion or statement by person giving reference for applicant,


licensee or employee;


(c) Other indications which derive from interviews with applicant,


licensee or employee;


(d) Concerns which make such a record search necessary for the pro-


tection of children.


Rather than mailing the DSHS 0-35 to the WSP Identification Section, some


CSOs or Regional Offices may find it more expedient to request this infor-


mation through a local law enforcement agency if that agency has access to


the WSP Identification Section's information system and will provide infor-


mation on arrests, convictions, and pending charges.


In addition, where there is concern that the applicant/licensee or employee


may have a criminal/arrest history in another state or states, the department


may require that the applicant/licensee or employee provide a rolled set of


fingerprints, to be obtained from a local law enforcement agency at the


applicant's expense. These fingerprints should be forwarded to the Criminal


Identification Section along with the completed DSHS 0-35 and a memo


requesting an FBI criminal history check. The fingerprints and the memo


must be accompanied by the applicant's check for twelve dollars made out to


the Washington State Patrol.


Information gained will be subject to protections of the DSHS Public Disclosure


Policy, 43.43 RCW, and 10.97 RCW.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO.: G-172
Issued: December 19, 1983


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary


For Information Call:
Barry Fibel
SCAN 234-0204 or
Non-SCAN 753-0204


1 1
'IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161


1 1


SUBJECT: LICENSING FEE CHECKS REJECTED BY BANKS


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green
Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-172 was entered.


BACKGROUND


The department collects licensing fees annually from approximately 7,000
family day care homes and 875 day care centers and mini-day care centers.
Regional offices have asked for a procedure for checks which have been
rejected by banks.


Since the rejection of an application or the suspension and possible
revocation of a license may result from payment with a rejected check, it
is essential that we have a fairly uniform, equitable, and defensible
procedure.


PROCEDURE


A. Office of Financial Recovery Responsibility


When a check submitted by a day care applicant or licensee in payment
of the licensing fee is dishonored (NSF, stop payment, stale date,
post-dated, etc.), it will be returned to the Office of Financial
Recovery by the bank. Upon receipt, the Office of Financial Recovery
will document and prepare a reversing entry; the dishonored check and
a copy of the transmittal will be sent to the regional office or CSO,
as appropriate.


B. Region or CSO Responsibilities


(1) Where the check had been submitted with an application, either an
initial application or one for renewal of a license, the appli-
cant/licensee should be informed by the CSO or Regional Office
that the check was rejected by the bank and that the application
is not valid until the fee has been paid by cashier's check, or
money order. The application and rejected check should be
returned to the applicant/licensee.
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(2) If the check had been submitted as a yearly payment when reli-


censing was not ,due, the CSO or Regional Office should notify the


licensee (Certified Mail, Receipt Requested) that the check had


been rejected by the bank, that they should replace the rejected


check immediately with a new personal check, a cashier's check,


or money order, and that their license will be suspended thirty


days following receipt of this letter if such payment is not


received before that time. The rejected check should be returned


to the licensee.


When received, the new cashier's check or money order should be pro-


cessed similar to a new license except that it would be referenced to


the original transmittal number. *







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION


Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary


NOTICE NO.: G-178
Issued: January 25, 1984


For Information Call:


SCAN 234-0204 or
Non-SCAN 753-0204


1
IIF -410TDELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161


1 • 1


SUBJECT: VOLUNTARY TERMINATION OF CHILD CARE AGENCY LICENSES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-178 was entered.


•
BACKGROUND-


Licensors


I. 


 have been unclear about whether or not they may legally


refUse to accept a license which the licensee chooses to surrender


during the, course of an action leading to the revocation of that


license. :While such a voluntary termination is generally considered
a favorable outcome, it may be problematic in some cases because the


licensee may reapply for a new license with another DSHS office or


child placing agency (if he/she is -seeking a foster family home


license).


According to a recent memo from the Attorney General's Office, the


department may refuse the voluntary surrender of the license and go to


a fair hearing on the revocation, if necessary.


II. ACTION REQUIRED 


1. A licensee may voluntarily terminate a license prior to its


expiration.


2. The department shall accept such a surrender of a license except
that if it has determined that there are grounds for a revoca-
tion,' it may insist that the licensee admit to the specific


, grounds for the termination. Should the licensee refuse to admit


theSe specifiEgrounds, the department may proceed with the revo-.


3, 'A determination of whether to accept the voluntary termination or
to 'revoke the license should be on a case-by-case basis after
:consultation with the Attorney General's Office.


a licensee voluntarily surrenders a license and subsequently


• reipplies, all the issues associated with the termination could


be raised in support of a denial of a new license.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-174
Issued: December 29, 1983


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION For Information Call:
Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary Barry Fibel


SCAN 234-0204 or
non-SCAN 753-0204


1 1
1 IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUALS PRODUCTION UNIT OB-16 1
1 . 1


SUBJECT: CRIMINAL/ARREST RECORD CHECK ON APPLICANTS FOR L10ENSURE AND
ON EMPLOYEES OF CHILD CARE FACILITIES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green Notice
Control Sheet the date Notice G-174 was entered.


BACKGROUND 


Although RCW 7445 was revised in 1980 to authorize criminal justice agencies
to provide the department with criminal arrest record information on child
care agencies and persons employed or under contract to an agency, the
mechanism to access the criminal records information system was not developed
at that time.


-
The department subsequently obtained access to the Washington State Patrol
(WSP) Identification Section for Child Protective Services (CPS) purposes
and worked out a procedure to accomplish this. This revision will enable
the department to use essentially the same procedure to access the system
for licensing purposes.


PROCEDURE


Each CSO or Regional Office wishing to do a criminal/arrest record check on
an applicant for a child care license, a licensee, or employee of such
agency, may do so by using the DSHS 0-35 Criminal/Arrest History Request.
Instructions for completing the form are located in Manual G, 26.99 (although
the conditions outlined in the cross-referenced 26.348 are not to be applied
when using -the form for licensing purposes).


Requests are to be screened by the Regional Administrator or his/her designee
for requests originating at that level, and by the CSO Administrator or
his/her designee for requests originating at the local office level.
Persons cUrren*tly designated to clear such requests for CPS may also serve
this function for licensing.
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For licensing purposes, justification for referral includes but is not


limited to:


(a) Admission on application of a criminal record;


(b) Suggestion or statement by person giving reference for applicant,


licensee or employee;


(c) Other indications which derive from interviews with applicant,


licensee or employee;


(d) Concerns which make such a record search necessary for the pro-


tection of children.


Rather than mailing the DSHS 0-35 to the WSP Identification Section, some


CSOs or Regional Offices may find it more expedient to request this infor-


mation through a local law enforcement agency if that agency has access to


the WSP Identification Section's information system and will provide infor-


mation on arrests, convictions, and pending charges.


In addition, where there is concern that the applicant/licensee or employee


may have a criminal/arrest history in another state or states, the department


may require that the applicant/licensee or employee provide a rolled set of


fingerprints, to be obtained from a local law enforcement agency at the


applicant's expense. These fingerprints should be forwarded to the Criminal


Identification Section along with the completed DSHS 0-35 and a memo


requesting an FBI criminal history check. The fingerprints and the memo


must be accompanied by the applicant's check for twelve dollars made out to


the Washington State Patrol.


Information gained will be subject to protections of the DSHS Public Disclosure


Policy, 43.43 RCW, and 10.97 RCW.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G


FROM: COMMUMY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary


NOTICE NO.: G-172
Issued: December 19, 1983


For Information Call:
Barry Fibel
SCAN 234-0204 or
Non-SCAN 753-0204


1 1IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161
1 1


SUBJECT: LICENSING FEE CHECKS REJECTED BY BANKS


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green
Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-172 was entered.


BACKGROUND


The department collects licensing fees annually from approximately 7,000
family day care homes and 875 day care centers and mini-day care centers.Regional offices have asked for a procedure for checks which have been
rejected by banks.


Since the rejection of an application or the suspension and possible
revocation of a license may result from payment with a rejected check, itis essential that we have a fairly uniform, equitable, and defensible
procedure.


PROCEDURE


A. Office .of Financial Recovery Responsibility 


When a check submitted by a day care applicant or licensee in paymentof the licensing fee is dishonored (NSF, stop payment, stale date,post-dated, etc.), it will be returned to the Office of Financial
Recovery by the bank. Upon receipt, the Office of Financial Recoverywill document and prepare a reversing entry; the dishonored check anda copy of the transmittal will be sent to the regional office or CSO,as appropriate.


B. Region or CSO Responsibilities 


(1) Where the check had been submitted with an application, either aninitial application or one for renewal of a license, the appli-
cant/licensee should be informed by the CSO or Regional Office
that the check was rejected by the bank and that the applicationis not valid until the fee has been paid by cashier's check, ormoney order. The application and rejected check should bereturned to the applicant/licensee.
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(2) If the check had been submitted as a yearly payment when reli-


censing was not due, the CSO or Regional Office should notify the


licensee (Certified Mail, Receipt Requested) that the check had


been rejected by the bank, that they should replace .the rejected


check immediately with a new personal check, a cashier's check,


or money order, and that their license will be suspended thirty


days following receipt of this letter if such payment is not


received before that time. The rejected check should be returned


to the licensee.


When received, the new cashier's check or money order should be pro-


cessed similar to a new license except that it would be referenced to


the original transmittal number.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO.: G-178
Issued: January 25, 1984


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION For Information Call:


Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary
SCAN 234-0204 or


Non-SCAN 753-0204


1 1


1IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161


1 1


SUBJECT: VOLUNTARY TERMINATION OF CHILD CARE AGENCY LICENSES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-178 was entered.


I. BACKGROUND


Licensors have been unclear about whether or not they may legally


refuse to accept a license which the licensee chooses to surrender


during the course of an action leading to the revocation of that


license. While such a voluntary termination is generally considered


a favorable outcome, it may be problematic in some cases because the


licensee may reapply for a new license with another DSHS office or


child placing agency (if he/she is seeking a foster family home


license).


According to a recent memo from the Attorney General's Office, the


department may refuse the voluntary surrender of the license and go to


a fair hearing on the revocation, if necessary.


II. ACTION REQUIRED


1. A licensee may voluntarily terminate a license prior to its


expiration.


2. The department shall accept such a surrender of a license except


that if it has determined that there are grounds for a revoca-


tion, it may insist that the licensee admit to the specific


grounds for the termination. Should the licensee refuse to admit


these specific grounds, the department may proceed with the revo-
cation.


3. A determination of whether to accept the voluntary termination or


to revoke the license should be on a case-by-case basis after
consultation with the Attorney General's Office.


4. If a licensee voluntarily surrenders a license and subsequently


reapplies, all the issues associated with the termination could


be raised in support of a denial of a new license.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-174
Issued: December 29, 1983


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION For Information Call:


Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary Barry Fibel
SCAN 234-0204 or


non-SCAN 753-0204


1 1


1 IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUALS PRODUCTION UNIT OB-16


SUBJECT: CRIMINAL/ARREST RECORD CHECK ON APPLICANTS FOR LICENSURE AND


ON EMPLOYEES OF CHILD CARE FACILITIES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green Notice


Control Sheet the date Notice G-174 was entered.


BACKGROUND


Although RCW 74.15 was revised in 1980 to authorize criminal justice agencies


to provide the department with criminal arrest record information on child


care agencies and persons employed or under contract to an agency, the


mechanism to access the criminal records information system was not developed


at that time.


The department subsequently obtained access to the Washington State Patrol


(WSP) Identification Section for Child Protective Services (CPS) purposes


and worked out a procedure to accomplish this. This revision will enable


the department to use essentially the same procedure to access the system


for licensing purposes.


PROCEDURE


Each CSO or Regional Office wishing to do a criminal/arrest record check on


an applicant for a child care license, a licensee, or employee of such
agency, may do so by using the DSHS 0-35 Criminal/Arrest History Request.
Instructions for completing the form are located in Manual G, 26.99 (although
the conditions outlined in the cross-referenced 26.34B are not to be applied
when using the form for licensing purposes).


Requests are to be screened by the Regional Administrator or his/her designee
for requests originating at that level, and by the CSO Administrator or
his/her designee for requests originating at the local office level.
Persons currently designated to clear such requests for CPS may also serve
this function for licensing.
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For licensing purposes, justification for referral includes, but is not
limited to:


(a) Admission on application of a criminal record;


(b) Suggestion or statement by person giving reference for applicant,
licensee or employee;


(c) Other indications which derive from interviews with applicant,
licensee or employee;


(d) Concerns which make such a record search necessary for the pro-
tection of children.


Rather than mailing the DSHS 0-35 to the WSP Identification Section, some
CSOs or Regional Offices may find it more expedient to request this infor-
mation through a local law enforcement agency if that agency has access to
the WSP Identification Section's information system and will provide infor-
mation - on arrests, convictions, and pending charges.


In addition, where there is concern that the applicant/licensee or employee
may have a criminal/arrest history in another state or states, the department
may require that the applicant/licensee or employee provide a rolled set of
fingerprints, to be obtained from a local law enforcement agency at the
applicant's expense. These fingerprints should be forwarded to the Criminal
Identification Section along with the completed DSHS 0-35 and a memo
requesting an FBI criminal history check. The fingerprints and the memo
must be accompanied by the applicant's check for twelve dollars made out to
the Washington State Patrol.


Information gained will be subject to protections of the DSHS Public Disclosure
Policy, 43.43 RCW, and 10.97 RCW.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION


Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary


NOTICE NO.: G-172


Issued: December 19, 1983


For Information Call:


Barry Fibel
SCAN 234-0204 or


Non-SCAN 753-0204


1 1


'IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161


1 1


SUBJECT: LICENSING FEE CHECKS REJECTED BY BANKS


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-172 was entered.


BACKGROUND


The department collects licensing


family day care homes and 875 day


Regional offices have asked for a


rejected by banks.


fees annually from approximately 7,000


care centers and mini-day care centers.


procedure for checks which have been


Since the rejection of an application or the suspension and possible


revocation of a license may result from payment with a rejected check, it


is essential that we have a fairly uniform, equitable, and defensible


procedure.


PROCEDURE


A. Office of Financial Recovery Responsibility 


When a check submitted by a day care applicant or licensee in payment


of the licensing fee is dishonored (NSF, stop payment, stale date,


post-dated, etc.), it will be returned to the Office of Financial


Recovery by the bank. Upon receipt, the Office of Financial Recovery


will document and prepare a reversing entry; the dishonored check and


a copy of the transmittal will be sent to the regional office or CSO,


as appropriate.


B. Region or CSO Responsibilities 


(1) Where the check had been submitted with an application, either an


initial application or one for renewal of a license, the appli-


cant/licensee should be informed by the CSO or Regional Office


that the check was rejected by the bank and that the application


is not valid until the fee has been paid by cashier's check, or


money order. The application and rejected check should be
returned to the applicant/licensee.
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(2) If the check had been submitted as a yearly payment when reli-


censing was not due, the CSO or Regional Office should notify the


licensee (Certified Mail, Receipt Requested) that the check had


been rejected by the bank, that they should replace the rejected


check immediately with a new personal check, a cashier's check,


or money order, and that their license will be suspended thirty


days following receipt of this letter if such payment is not


received before that time. The rejected check should be returned


to the licensee.


When received, the new cashier's check or money order should be pro-


cessed similar to a new license except that it would be referenced to


the original transmittal number.


t







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO.: G-172
Issued: December 19, 1983


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION


Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary


For Information Call:


Barry Fibel
SCAN 234-0204 or
Non-SCAN 753-0204


1 1


1IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161


1 1


SUBJECT: LICENSING FEE CHECKS REJECTED BY BANKS


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-172 was entered.


BACKGROUND


The department collects licensing fees annually from approximately 7,000


family day care homes and 875 day care centers and mini-day care centers.


Regional offices have asked for a procedure for checks which have been


rejected by banks.


Since the rejection of an application or the suspension and possible


revocation of a license may result from payment with a rejected check, it


is essential that we have a fairly uniform, equitable, and defensible


procedure.


PROCEDURE


A. Office of Financial Recovery Responsibility 


When a check submitted by a day care applicant or licensee in payment


of the licensing fee is dishonored (NSF, stop payment, stale date,


post-dated, etc.), it will be returned to the Office of Financial
Recovery by the bank. Upon receipt, the Office of Financial Recovery
will document and prepare a reversing entry; the dishonored check and
a copy of the transmittal will be sent to the regional office or CSO,
as appropriate.


B. Region or CSO Responsibilities


(1) Where the check had been submitted with an application, either an
initial application or one for renewal of a license, the appli-
cant/licensee should be informed by the CSO or Regional Office
that the check was rejected by the bank and that the application
is not valid until the fee has been paid by cashier's check, or
money order. The application and rejected check should be
returned to the applicant/licensee.
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(2) If the check had been submitted as a yearly payment when reli-


censing was not due, the CSO or Regional Office should notify the


licensee (Certified Mail, Receipt Requested) that the check had


been rejected by the bank, that they should replace the rejected


check immediately with a new personal check, a cashier's check,


or money order, and that their license will be suspended thirty


days following receipt of this letter if such payment is not


received before that time. The rejected check should be returned


to the licensee.


When received, the new cashier's check or money order should be pro-


cessed similar to a new license except that it would be referenced to


the original transmittal number.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-174
Issued: December 29, 1983


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION For Information Call:
Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary Barry Fibel


SCAN 234-0204 or
non-SCAN 753-0204


1 IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO MANUALS PRODUCTION UNIT OB-16


SUBJECT: CRIMINAL/ARREST RECORD CHECK ON APPLICANTS FOR LICENSURE AND
ON EMPLOYEES OF CHILD CARE FACILITIES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green Notice
Control Sheet the date Notice G-174 was entered.


BACKGROUND


Although RCW 74.15 was revised in 1980 to authorize criminal justice agencies
to provide the department with criminal arrest record information on child
care agencies and persons employed or under contract to an agency, the
mechanism to access the criminal records information system was not developed
at that time.


The department subsequently obtained access to the Washington State Patrol
(WSP) Identification Section for Child Protective Services (CPS) purposes
and worked out a procedure to accomplish this. This revision will enable
the department to use essentially the same procedure to access the system
for licensing purposes.


PROCEDURE


Each CSO or Regional Office wishing to do a criminal/arrest record check on
an applicant for a child care license, a licensee, or employee of such
agency, may do so by using the DSHS 0-35 Criminal/Arrest History Request.
Instructions for completing the form are located in Manual G, 26.99 (although
the conditions outlined in the cross-referenced 26.34B are not to be applied
when using the form for licensing purposes).


Requests are to be screened by the Regional Administrator or his/her designee
for requests originating at that level, and by the CSO Administrator or
his/her designee for requests originating at the local office level.
Persons currently designated to clear such requests for CPS may also serve
this function for licensing.
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For licensing purposes, justification for referral includes, but is not


limited to:


(a) Admission on application of a criminal record;


(b) Suggestion or statement by person giving reference for applicant,


licensee or employee;


(c) Other indications which derive from interviews with applicant,


licensee or employee;


(d) Concerns which make such a record search necessary for the pro-


tection of children.


Rather than mailing the DSHS 0-35 to the WSP Identification Section, some


CSOs or Regional Offices may find it more expedient to request this infor-


mation through a local law enforcement agency if that agency has access to


the WSP Identification Section's information system and will provide infor-
mation - on arrests, convictions, and pending charges.


In addition, where there is concern that the applicant/licensee or employee


may have a criminal/arrest history in another state or states, the department
may require that the applicant/licensee or employee provide a rolled set of


fingerprints, to be obtained from a local law enforcement agency at the


applicant's expense. These fingerprints should be forwarded to the Criminal


Identification Section along with the completed DSHS 0-35 and a memo


requesting an FBI criminal history check. The fingerprints and the memo -


must be accompanied by the applicant's check for twelve dollars made out to
the Washington State Patrol.


Information gained will be subject to protections of the DSHS Public Disclosure


Policy, 43.43 RCW, and 10.97 RCW.
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SUBJECT: VOLUNTARY TERMINATION OF CHILD CARE AGENCY LICENSES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual G, and note on Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-178 was entered.


I. BACKGROUND


Licensors have been unclear about whether or not they may legally


refuse to accept a license which the licensee chooses to surrender


during the course of an action leading to the revocation of that


license. While such a voluntary termination is generally considered


a favorable outcome, it may be problematic in some cases because the


licensee may reapply for a new license with another DSHS office or


child placing agency (if he/she is seeking a foster family home


license).


According to a recent memo from the Attorney General's Office, the


department may refuse the voluntary surrender of the license and go to


a fafr hearing on the revocation, if necessary.


II. ACTION REQUIRED 


1. A licensee may voluntarily terminate a license prior to its


expiration.


2. The department shall accept such a surrender of a license except


that if it has determined that there are grounds for a revoca-


tion, it may insist that the licensee admit to the specific
grounds for the termination. Should the licensee refuse to admit
these specific grounds, the department may proceed with the revo-
cation.


3. A determination of whether to accept the voluntary termination or
to revoke the license should be on a case-by-case basis after
consultation with the Attorney General's Office.


4. If a licensee voluntarily surrenders a license and subsequently
reapplies, all the issues associated with the termination could


be raised in support of a denial of a new license.
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FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION For Information Call:


Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary
SCAN 234-0204 or


Non-SCAN 753-0204
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SUBJECT: VOLUNTARY TERMINATION OF CHILD CARE. AGENCY LICENSES


Place this notice in front of Chapter 06, Manual C, and note .on Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-178 was entered.


I. BACKGROUND


Licensors have been unclear about whether or not they may legally


refuse to accept a license which the licensee chooses to surrender


during the course of an action leading to the revocation of that


license. While such a voluntary termination is generally considered


a favorable outcome, it may be problematic in some cases because the


licensee may reapply for a new license with another DSHS office or


child placing agency (if he/she is seeking a foster family home


license).


According to a recent memo from the Attorney General's Office, the


department may refuse the voluntary surrender of the license and go to


a fair hearing on the revocation, if necessary.


II. ACTION REQUIRED 


1. A licensee may voluntarily terminate a license prior to its
expiration.


2. The department shall accept such a surrender of a license except .
that if it has determined that there are grounds for a revoca-
tion, it may insist that the licensee admit to the specific
grounds for the termination. Should the licensee refuse to admit
these specific grounds, the department may proceed with the revo-
cation,


3. A determination of whether to accept the voluntary termination or
to revoke the license should be on a case-by-case basis.after
consultation with the Attorney General's Office.


4. If a licensee voluntarily surrenders a license and subsequently
reapplies, all the issues associated With the termination could


be raised in support of a denial of a new license.
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26.30 GATHERING RESOURCE INFORMATION 


It shall be part of the duties of the service worker assigned to the I&R
function to become familiar with all resources in the community which could
be of benefit to inquiring individuals. This information will be shared
with other service workers as needed to carry out I&R services to their
active service recipients.


26.34 RECORDING 


1. No service record or basic statistical data file will be established .
for clients receiving I&R services unless another Title XX service
need is discovered and service initiated during the process of provid-
ing I&R. Therefore, the DSHS 14-139(X) Social Service Application, the
DSHS 140(X) Primary Recipient form, and the DSHS 14-141(X) Social
Services Record will not ordinarily be made out.


2. Information and referral services provided to individuals who are not
or do not become active service clients will be recorded on a daily
information and referral log sheet and transmitted to the SO on a
monthly basis, or oftener as is most convenient to the ESSO, on a log
report. See Chapter 99 for further instructions regarding the use of
these log forms.
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INTRODUCTION


MANUAL G - COMMUNITY SERVICES ADULT SERVICES 


AUTHORITY


Manual G is the principle statement of 
policy and procedures for the Social


Services Delivery System (SSDS) and ad
ult service programs. It is the


source document for Community Services 
Offices (CSO) as to policy, proce-


dure, and forms/instructions.


While this program manual is based on fe
deral ruled, the Revised Code of


Washington (RCW) and the Washington 
Administrative Code (WAC), the latter


take precedence in the event of any co
nflict.


It is expected that Regional Office (R
O) and Community Services Office


(CSO) staff will implement the policies
, program standards, procedures and


forms described in this manual for all 
social services provided through


Community Services Offices.


The final authority for the interpreta
tion of the management policies and


procedures for this manual rests with the
 Assistant Secretary for Community


Services and the Secretary of the depa
rtment.


NUMBERING AND ORGANIZATION


Each chapter is designated by two digits
 (e.g., Chapter 44 - Adult Protec-


tive Services), each major section is 
identified by an additional two


digits (e.g., 44.30 - Service Procedures
) with subsections numbered


sequentially (e.g., 44.31 - Individual 
Service Plan being the first sub-


section of 44.30 - Service Procedures)
.


Program chapters generally follow a comm
on format: Program Authority,


Operational Policy, Program Standard , 
Service Procedures, Interface with


Other DSHS Services, Interface with Non-DSH
S Services, and Required Forms


and Instructions. Samples of and instructions for all require
d forms are


located in Chapter 99.


MANUAL USAGE


This manual is intended for day-to-day refere
nce as needed by CSO service


workers, supervisors, administrators, RO and S
O staff. Therefore, it is


essential that all staff responsible for de
livery of social services be


thoroughly familiar with the contents.
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Each unit supervisor is responsible for assuring that unit staff are thor-
oughly familiar with service policies and priorities, system requirements
and service eligibility criteria described in Chapters 01-05. In addition,
service workers are responsible for knowing the eligibility policy, service
priorities and required forms and procedures described in each chapter for
these services they are charged with delivering.


The State Office (SO) and ROs will monitor service delivery against the


policy, program standards, service procedures, and forms instructions
detailed in each service chapter. Unit supervisors will also find Manual G
provides program standards useful in training, monitoring, and assessing
staff performance.


MANUAL ISSUANCE


Policies and procedures are developed by Community Services program mana-
gers, approved by bureau and division directors, and issued by the
Assistant Secretary for Community Services. Issuance approval coordination


is the responsibility of the Community Service Policy Unit.


Staff from the Social Service Payment System write Chapters 01 through 05.
The Bureau of Aging and Adult Services staff write Chapters 06, 20, 42, 44,


and 46. Chapter 22 is written by the Health Services Division. Chapters
28 and 48 are written by staff from the Division of Children and Family
Services. Parts of Chapter 48 are also written by the Division of Medical
Assistance. The Division of Income Assistance writes Chapter 60, 64, and
66. The Office of Citizen Participation writes Chapter 62 and the Bureau
of Refugee Assistance writes Chapter 68. Chapter 99, Forms, is the
responsibility of each of the above writers.


MANUAL MAINTENANCE


Manual revisions and interim (Green) notices are issued as needed. Each
revision includes a cover memo with instructions indicating what is to be
deleted or inserted. These cover memos should be posted at the end of the
manual, after the control sheets. Revisions generally incorporate and
replace interim (Green) notices. New material is indicated by lines in the
margin. Both interim notice and revision numbers and the dates posted
should be logged on the control sheets at the end of the manual.
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SOCIAL SERVICE POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
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E. Merit System


"Appointing
a permanent
causes:


(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)


(5)
(6)


(7)
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Rule 356-34-010 states that:


authorities may demote, suspend, reduce in salary, 'or dismiss
employee under their jurisdiction for any of the following


Neglect of duty.
Inefficiency.
Incompetence.
Insubordination.
Indolence.
Conviction of a crime involving Moral turpitude.
Malfeasance.
Gross misconduct.
Willful violation of the published employing agency or Department of
Personnel rulea,or regulations."


F. DSHS Personnel Policy No. 540 states that "Employee misconduct is construed
to be that action or lack of action Which has detrimental effect on the
Department's goals, objectives, programs and/or fellow employees."


G. Social service staff should be familiar with the DSHS Personnel Policies
Manual and, in particular, familiar with Policy No. 506 "Departmental
Employees Holding Outside Employment" and Policy No. 541.3 "Alleged Child
Abuse or Neglect by DSHS Employees or Volunteers."


01.03 POLICY ON CONFIDENTIALITY 


A. • Confidentiality is a relationship between a client and- the agency Which
guarantees that the client is protected against improper disclosure of
information known to the agency. Confidentiality is not a bond of secrecy
between client and worker.


B. All clients have the right to confidentiality in their contacts with the
agency. Confidentiality is the basis for the development of trust between
worker and client. Such trust is essential to the provision of effective
social services.


C. The agency will maintain procedures which: adequately safeguard the
client-s right to confidentiality; provide for correction of erroneous
information; and which comply with all federal and state laws. In
general, confidential information should not be released outside the
department without the knowledge and consent of the client. In instances
where the department has an obligation to report data to another govern-
mental entity (for example, the Work Incentive (WIN) Program data .to
Employment Security), the client should be advised of this requirement atthe time he/she applies to DSHS for services.
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D. The re/ease of any data collected on clients or employees through a
research design which has not been approved by the department's Human
Research Review Committee is expressly prohibited. However, general
information not identified with any particular individual is not con-
sidered to be confidential and may be released pursuant to Washington
Administrative Code (WAC) Chapter 388-320.


E. All information which identifies a client and is kept in his/her social


service file is considered confidential unless specific circumstances,


statutory or regulatory rules indicate otherwise.


01.04 INDIAN POLICY STATEMENT 


A. The department recognizes the unique cultural and legal status of American


Indians among other minority groups. Reference the Supremacy Clause and


Indian Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution, Federal Treaties, Execu-


tive Orders, the Indian Citizens' act of 1924, the Indian Child Welfare


Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-608), statutes and state and federal court decisions..


Indians retain the tight to tribal self-government (Indian Self-


Determination Act of 1964) and hold dual status as citizens of the State


and citizens of tribal governments. Reference the DSHS Indian Affairs


Policy.Statement issued March 28, 1974 by Secretary Charles R. Morris.


Regional Office and CSO staff will obtain consultation from the DSHS


Office of Indian Affairs in the SO when additional information or clari-


fication is needed on Indian affairs or issues pertaining to the delivery


of services to Indian clients. As one effort to improve the delivery of


services to Indian citizens, the department has established Indian Child


Welfare Advisory Committees.


B. The purpose of Indian child welfare advisory committees (ICWAC) is:


1. To promote relevant social service planning for Indian children.


2. .To encourage' the preservation of Indian families and tribes and the


heritage of each Indian child referred to DSHS.


3. To assure that necessary assistance is provided to departmental staff


by Indian tribal representatives and urban Indian organizations in


the social service planning for Indian children for whom the depart-


meet has a responsibility.


C. A local ICWAC shall be established within each region. The number and


locations of the local committees in each region shall be mu
tually deter-


mined by the Regional Director (RD), Indian tribal governments, and 
urban


Indian organizations in consultation with SO staff.


1. The committee shall consist of representatives designated by the


tribal governments and urban Indian organizations. The RD shall


appoint committee members from among those individuals 
designated by
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Indian representatives. Those" members should be familiar with and
knowledgeable about the general needs of children as well as the
particular needs of Indian children residing in the service areas.


2. The committee also may include staff from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) and/or Indian Health Service if participating tribal
councils and urban Indian organizations approve.


3. The DSHS RD and/or the co, administrator shall appoint, in consul-
tation with the tribal councils and urban Indian organizations, a
member of the CSO'a Family and Children's Section staff as a liaison


' member of the committee.


4. The local ICWAC is an ad hoc advisory committee not specifically
authorized by statute.


D. The functions of the local ICWAC to be performed by the full committee
or a sub-committee are:


1. To assure that necessary assistance is provided to DSHS staff
regarding the provision of adoption, foster care, child protective
services and other social services to Indian children and their
families,


2. To review the situation of each Indian child after necessary and
appropriate consents have been obtained,


3. To assist in the recruitment of foster and adoptive homes, to make
recommendations regarding the licensing of foster and adoptive homes
for Indian children.


4. To provide culturally relevant services to Indian children.


5. To recommend plans for each Indian child,


6. To assist in the implementation of recommended plans, and .


7. To act in an advisory capacity to the RD and CSO administrator 1
regarding the department's implementation and monitoring of the
rules relating to foster care, child protection, and adoption 1
services to Indian children and their families.


E. Members of the local ICWAC shall Agree to abide by RCW 74.04.600 and the
rules of confidentiality binding DSHS staff. The necessary consent of
the parents of the child concerned, or from the court if the child is
under the jurisdiction of the court, must be obtained and documented if
an individually identifiable situation is to be referred to the committee.
Whenever it is not possible to locate or obtain consent from parents of
Indian children referred for child protective, foster care or adoption
services, the service worker will contact the Office of Indian Affairs,
SCAN 234-0966, MS 08-41, Olympia, WA 98504.
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F. The RD and the local ICWAC shall mutually develop policies where a poten-tial "conflict-of-interest" may exist. In addition, each region shalldevelop a working agreement with the local ICWAC(s) on the procedures,locations, and scheduling of case staffings. The working agreement is,subject to amendment by mutual agreement of the RD and the local committee'.


G. All .DSHS field services will be developed in A manner consistent with thisDSHS Indian Affairs Policy Statement.. Service delivery staff efforts toimplement the policy will include but not be limited to the followingactivities:


1. Consultation by field administrative and service delivery staff withtribal governments, Indian/Alaskan Native organizations, tribal andoff-reservation Indian/Alaskan Native program staff, and the CSOICWAC-when appropriate. .


2. Maximum coordination with existing tribal and off-reservation Indian/Alaskan Native social service programs and staff.


3. Joint planning and delivery of services by DSHS field administrationand service delivery staff with existing tribal and - off-reservationIndian/Alaskan Native social service programs and staff when appro-priate.


4.. Assuring that Indian client caseloads will be carried by field staffwith demonstrated skill and acceptance in delivering culturally and
socially relevant services. to Indian clients and communities.


5. Case planning and counseling techniques developed and delivered with
the goal of providing relevant services to Indian clients based ontheir culture, values, social practices, community standards, and
treaty rights.


6. Placing more emphasis on the development of licensed Indian foster
homes, group homes, adoptive homes, and family homes for adults, and
the placement of Indian clients in those homes as necessary.


7. Maximizing the placement of Indian children In Indian homes whenever
out-of-home placements are necessary. .


01.05 PURCHASE OF SERVICE POLICY 


A. /t is the policy of DSHS to purchase selected services, not presently pro-
vided by the department, when the services can be provided by the vendor
on a cost-effective basis meeting department performance and program qual-
ity standards.


B. Services purchased shall be consistent with the goals and priorities of
DSHS, and with applicable plans, rules, regulations, and laws of the state
and federal government.
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I. When a minor is the service a
pplicant, eligibility will be determin


ed


on the basis of the service tle
d such as foster care, family planning,


child protective services.


J. Within 45 days of request for s
ervice, applicants for, or recipients


of, service will be provided a co
py of DSHS 14-139(R) when they are


found ineligible, when services a
re denied, or when they have not


furnished the required informat
ion.


R. When services are to be reduced, 
suspended, or terminated, DSHS


14-145(X), Notification of Social 
Service Action, shall be provided the


recipient at least ten days prior
 to the effective date of intended


action. Notice of this action shall include info
rmation about the


individual's right to request a
 fair hearing if dissatisfied with the


decision. The ten-day notice is not required whe
n a service is pro-


vided and at time of authorizatio
n there are specified beginning and


ending dates. The client shall be given a copy of 
the written agreement


at the time of initiation of serv
ices, and a termination notice shall


be sent dated no later than the 
specified ending date. (See Chapter 99


for instructions and sample of 
DSHS 14-145000


Services shall not be suspended, 
reduced, or terminated until the fair


hearing decision is rendered if a re
quest for a hearing is received .


prior to the effective date. There are two exceptions to this po
licy.


One, when it has been determined at 
the hearing -that the sole issue is


the result Of a change in or applica
tion of state or federal law or


policy and two, when a change affectin
g the recipient's service eligi-


bility occurs while a hearing decisi
on is pending and the recipient .


fails to request a subsequent hearing 
after notice of the change has


been given. If, under these exceptions, service is
 to be discontinued,


the recipient shall be notified in writi
ng at least ten days prior to


the effective date of the stated actio
n. (See WAC 388-15-030(6)(9).)


L. Eligibility determination is not required 
for persons who apply for a


day care, child foster family care, or adu
lt family home license or who


apply to adopt a child.


M. Community Services Office (CSO) service 
workers will determine serviice


eligibility. Vendors or providers may also determine eligib
ility le


provided for in a written agreement or
 contract with the agency.


N. Eligibility for services will be redetermi
ned:


1. When the CSO has received information about antici
pated changes in


the individual's situation;


2. Within 30 days after the CSO has received information
 that a


change has occurred in the individual's circumstances whi
ch may


make the individual ineligible;


3. At six-month intervals if no changes occur;
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4. At 12-month intervals when the individual's gross monthly .income
at time of determination is derived exclusively from pensions,
social security benefits (SSA), Supplemental Security Income
(SSI), or a combination thereof, and in group eligibility when
conditions or characteristics are not apt to change substantially


(such as physical disability).


0. When appropriate, service workers will file SSA/SSI benefit application


for clients, particularly for disabled children in foster care, if they


are eligible. It is important to realize that the SSI definition of


disability for Children is the same as that which is applied to adults.


Service workers shall file for SSI when a child in foster care has any


medically determinable disability Which is expected to last for a. mini-


mum of one year and Which, when applied to an adult, would preclude


ability to engage in substantial gainful activity. This means that any


physical, psychological, emotional, or mental factors, or comb.ination


of factors, are considered in assessing disability for SSI purposes:


P. When appropriate, service workers will explore/apply for other finan.-


cial resources for a client, particularly children in foster care.


Resources may be available to a child as a dependent or beneficiary of


his/her parent or guardian. Resources may include, but not be limited


to, life insurance, medical insurance, Veteran's benefits, Indian


benefits (i.e., trust funds, per capita), etc.


In Work Incentive (WIN) Program CS0s, AFDC recipients who are mandatory


or voluntary WIN registrants, and Who are selected for active partici-


pation in WIN are eligible.for WIN supportive services until their


participant status ends or until 30 days after entering paid employ-


ment.


R. The following sources of income/resources are not considered when


determining eligibility for Title XX:


1. Certain Indian income/resources


a. Real property held in trust.


b. Per capita payments to or funds held in trust for any


individual in satisfaction of a judgment of the Indian Claims


Commission or the Court of Claims.


(1) Any trust when guardianship is with the superintendent


of an Indian agency. The superintendent must provide


the department with a written statement that he/she is


maintaining control of the trust according to provision


of 25 CFR 104.


(2) Trust funds in excess of exempt levels if the super-


intendent indicates the funds will not be released to


meet public assistance needs.
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c. Payments received from Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act to
the extent such payments are exempt from taxation under
Section 21(a) of the Act.


(1) Funds of Alaska Native Children in the
and control of the department shall be
CSO service worker will be responsible
following action:


care, custody,
protected. Each
to take the


(a) Contact the Local Indian Child Welfare Advisory
Committee (LICWAC) for technical assistance to
complete DSHS 4-220(R), Family Ancestry Chart, to
be placed in the child's file. (See Chapter 99 for
form - no instructions.)


(b) Contact the 13th Regional Corporation (RC), (Atten-
tion: President; Post Office Box 24764, Seattle,
Washington 98124, or call 206-622-5232), for
technical assistance on specific. action required to
place the child's funds in a trust account.


(2) Each CSO service worker shall notify the 13th RC and the
appropriate LICWAC(s) when a child:


(a) Transfers to the jurisdiction of another CSO.


(b) Leaves the care and custody of the department on
replacement with natural parents or extended family
member.


(c) Reaches the age of majority.


(3) Disregard this policy for those children who will be in
DSHS care and custody for less than a 30-day period.


2. Money received from sale of property, such as stocks, bonds, a
house or a car (unless the person was engaged in the business of
selling such property in Which case the net proceeds would be
counted as income from self employment).


3. Withdrawals of bank deposits.


4. Money borrowed.


5. Tax refunds.


6. • Gifts.


. 7. Lump sum inheritances or insurance payments.


8. Capital gains.
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9. The value of the coupon allotment under the Food Stamp Act of
1964, as amended, in excess of the amount paid for the coupons.


10. The value of USDA donated foods.


11. The value of supplemental food assistance under the Child Nutri-
tion Act of 1966 and the special food service program for children
under the National School Lunch Act as amended.


12. Any payment received under the Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970.


13. Earnings of a child under 14 years of age (no inquiry shall be


made).


14. Loans and grants, such as scholarships, obtained and used under


conditions that preclude their use for current living costs.


15. Any grant or loan to any undergraduate student for educational
purposes made or insured under any program administered by the


Commissioner of Education under the Higher Education Act, and


16. Home produce utilized for household consumption.


03.15 Eligibility


A. An individual or a family is eligible for services as indicated on the


following chart and table: (See 03.31 through 03.55 and the specific


chapter for further criteria.)


(Text continues on page 9)
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03.60 INTERFACE WITH OTHER DSHS SERVICES 


A. The service worker shall confer or coordinate with Financial Services for


determination/verification of eligibility for financial and/or medical


assistance.


B. Determination of social service eligibility is an integral part of all


service programs as service eligibility must be determined prior to


delivery of service.


03.70 INTERFACE WITH NON-DSHS SERVICES 


The service worker shall confer or coordinate with:


A. Social Security Administrition for determination of benefits under SSI/


SSA for children and adults.


B. Veterans' Administration for financial/social services.


C. Other community agencies, i.e., medical community, private agencies,


courts, etc., for verification of need/eligibility for DSHS service


programs.


03.80 REQUIRED FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS 


A. See Chapter 99, General Forms, for general instructions on these


generic forms:


DSHS 2-265(X)
DSHS 4-220(X)
DSHS 11-17(X)


DSHS 14-05(X)


DSHS 14-139(X)
DSHS 14-145(X)
DSHS 14-154(X)
DSHS 14-159
DSHS 18-235(X)


Information and Referral Log (I & R Log)(Rev. 6/78)
Family Ancestry Chart (4/78)
Referral for Supplemental Security Income (Rev.
1/77)


Application for Foster Care and Support Enforcement
Services (Rev. 11/78)


Social Services Application (Rev. 9/78)
Notification of Social Service Action (Rev. 9/79)
Social Services Authorisation (Rev. 3/78).
Change of Service Authorization (Rev. 2/78)
Authorization for Payment of Initial Supplemental
Security Income to DSRS (Rev. 1/77)


B. Forms and instructions used for determining eligibility are included in
Chapter 99, General Forms, as they are generic to all services.


C. The following is a mailing list used in this chapter:


Mailing list of Alaskan Native Regional Corporations (4/79)
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Region 01


Region 02


Region 03


Region 04


Region 0


Region 06


Region 07.


Region 08


Region 09


Region 10
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Aleut Corporation
Attention Carl Moses, President
833 Gambell Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99501


Arctic Slope Native Corporation .
Attention Joe Upicksoun, President
Post Office Box 566
Barrow, Alaska 99723


Calista Corporation
Attention Robert Schenker, President
516 Denali Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99501


Bering Straits Native Corporation
Attention Jerome Trigg, President
Post Office Box 1008
Nome, Alaska 99762


Bristol. Bay Native Corporation
Attention Harvey Samuelson, President


Post Office Box 197
Dillingham, Alaska: 99576


Bristol Bay Anchorage Office
445 East 5th Avenue, Suite 10
Anchorage, Alaska 199501


Chugach Native, In.
Attention Cecil Barnes, President
912 East 15th Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska 99501


Cook Inlet Region, Inc.
Attention Roy M. Huhndorf, President
Post Office Drawer 4-N
Anchorage, Alaska 99509


Antna Incorporated
Attention Robert Marshall, President


Post Office Box 823, Drawer G


Copper Center, Alaska 99573


Kontag Corporation


Attention Jack Wick, President
Post Office Box 746
Kodiak, Alaska 99615
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274-1506


852-6930


279-5516


443-5252


842-30)0


277-9511


274-4558


274-8638


822-3486


486-4147


Nana, Incorporated 442-3301


Attention John W. Schaeffer, President 442-3303


Post Office Box 49
Kotzebue, Alaska 99752
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Doyon, Limited


Attention John Sackett, President


Doyon Building


First and Hall


Fairbanks, Alaska 99701


Sealaska Corporation


Attention John Borbridge, President


811 West 12th Street


Juneau, Alaska 99801 1


13th Regional Corporation


Attention Dennis Small, President


Post Office Box 24764


Seattle, Washington 98124
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452-4755


386-1512


206-622-5232
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addition to visits by CSO staff. Licensing staff may make such additional


investigation of the character and reputation of
 the applicant as they


deem advisable, including contact with former em
ployers, physicians,


police records, etc.


C. Licenses are issued, denied or revoked strictly on 
the basis of applicant/


licensee's conformance or lack of conformance with publish
ed minimum licen-


sing requirements appropriate to the type of care t
o be provided (family


day care, full time foster care, etc.).


D. Following issuance of a license, licensing staff visits licens
ees period-


ically to determine continued compliance with licensing
 requirements and


to provide consultation to assist licensees to improve the
ir practices and


facilities. After due notice, failure by the licensee to correct noted


deficiencies and to provide care consistent with licensing
 requirements


results in revocation of license. A person who is denied a license or


whose license is revoked has a right to a fair hearing. (
See Chapter 01,


Social Service Policy and Administration and RCW 74.15.130.)


06.13 General Policies Related to this Service 


A. The department licenses facilities as required by state st
atute.


B. It is essential that licensing staff be fully knowledgeabl
e of both


statutory law (RCW) and administrative law (WAC-minimum licensing
 require-


ments) pertaining to the categories of facilities for whic
h they have


licensing responsibility.


C. The department purchases care only from licensed, certified or ap
proved


facilities. Facilities which are not subject to licensing may not be


• licensed but may be certified as meeting appropriate licensing require
-


ments.


D. Licensing per se does not obligate the department to make referrals or pay-


ment to a program or facility; additional requirements may be imposed for


such purposes. Purchase of service contracts with licensed agencies can-


not waive or alter licensing requirements; they may, however, expand upon


or add to those requirements.


E. Licensing is a protective service for the community at large, and is not


restricted to facilities from which the department purchases services.


F. The basic purpose of licensing is to protect and promote the welfare of


persons in the care of licensed facilities. At the same time, the rights


of licensees must be respected. In cases in which there is conflict


between these two interests, the department will opt for the best


interests of the person in care. (Licensees have a right to a hearing


concerning departmental decisions which affect them adversely.)


G. CSO staff shall refer inquiries regarding licensing to the proper source
for detailed information (see 06.00).
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H. The department will train licensing staff regarding statutory and admin-
istrative provisions and procedures for licensing.


I. A license is issued to an individual or specific organization to conduct
business at a specific location and is not transferable as to person or
place.


J. To provide clients facilities best suited to meet their particular needs,
a selection of 3 or 4 homes should be available for every person needing
placement.


K. The policies outlined in Chapter 0144, Indian Policy Statement, will be
followed when licensing activities involve or have an effect on Indian
persons. -


L. Licensees are required to carry automobile liability/medical insurance if
transportation for persons under care is provided: Licensees are .encour-
aged to carry appropriate homeowners or personal liability insurance. The
department provides a limited general liability insurance policy for
licensed child foster parents (except those caring only for independently
placed children) including parents licensed and supervised by voluntary
child placing agencies'.


06.14 Priorities Related to this Service 


In the allocation of their time, licensing staff shall give priority to the
following matters in the order listed:


A. Receipt and investigation of a complaint about a licensee's treatment of
Persons in care receives top priority and must be followed up immediately.
(See 06.50 and 06.53 B.6.)


B. Revocation of licenses of licensees not in substantial compliance with
minimum licensing requirements.


C. Processing of inquiries and new applications for license.


D. Regular visitation of provisionally licensed agencies and agencies having
a history of providing questionable or marginal care.


E. Renewal of licenses prior to expiration.


F. Visitation of new licensees.


G. Visitation of other licensees.


B. Provision of consultation to licensees upon request.


1:.• 8
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2. Direct a letter to the assistant attorney general serving the CSO


concerned, enclosing a copy of the letter to the prosecuting attorney


and requesting further advice, the initiation of injunctive pro-


cedures or other appropriate action.


3. If neither the prosecutor nor attorney general's offi;:e takes action


within a reasonable period of time, request RO to provide futher


advice and/or seek consultation from the SO program manager for


licensing.


06.52 CERTIFICATION 


A. Persons and organizations may not receive funds from the department unless


they are licensed or certified.


B. Those legally exempt from licensing (Chapter 74.15 RCW and WAC 388-73-018)


may request certification to enable them to be eligible for receipt of


funds or for other legitimate purposes.


C. Upon receipt of a request for certification, CSO licensing staff will


investigate to determine that the agency meets the appropriate Milts for


that particular agency and any other pertinent requirements.


D. The CSO administrator will issue a letter to the agency certifying that


the agency has met the MIEs or inform the, agency of deficiencies to be


corrected before certification will be granted.


E. Licensing/certification does not obligate the department to make referrals


or payment to an agency; additional requirements may be imposed for such


purpose.


06.53 Records - Content 


An official licensing record will be maintained for each licensed agency. See


Chapter 02 for composition of the record. Documents contained in the three


parts of the record are as follows:


A. Narrative Section (Chronological order with most recent on bottom) :


1. The DSHS 10-11(X), Application for License, will be used as a iface
1


sheet for this section).


a. Cross references to other agency records concerning the appli-
cant/licensee should be noted by "See also  " on the


top of the form above the box "#3, Applicants."


b. Subsequent applications for relicense or reopening will become


the new face sheet and filed on top of the preceding application.


c. All other material will be filed behind the face sheet (appli-
cation) in chronological order with most recent on the bottom.
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request, i.e.,


3. Any other specific evaluation or monitoring guides used duringlicensing/monitoring procedure, i.e., DSHS 15-52(X) Sponsor
Agreement - Adult Family Homes.


4. Narrative recording forms DSHS 2-305(X), .Service Episode .Record,
will be used by licensing staff as a tool to record relicensing,
review and monitoring activity. These, along with the application
and home study forms, serve as the specific verification that the
licensee is in compliance with MLR. Areas which may be recorded
are:


a.
b.


C.


d.
e.
f.


B.


h.
1.


Monitoring reviews and visits;
Compliance with R;
Deficiency to MLR;
Complaints;
Agreements for improving care or upgrading standards;
Relicense evaluation;
Written explanation of any waiver Of requirements or exceptions


granted;
References to any pertinent information in the document section;
Any other pertinent information.


B. Documents and Correspondence Section (Most recent document on


. 1. Attachments to Application for License


p. 24


a.
b.
C.
d.


(when applicable)


top).


TB test reports.
Water test reports.
Licensee's discipline policy.
Certificates of compliance from fire and health authorities.


2. Copies of licenses issued and cover letter.


3. Copies of contracts, if any.


4. Copies of any letters written to licensee granting a waiver of
requirements or exceptions to licensing rules.


5. Reports to licensees following visits. Each visit or short series
of visits to an applicant or licensee will result in a written
report to that person summarizing significant findings, conclusions,
and agreements reached.


6. Reports on complaints about licensed agency. the report shall
include identification of the source of the complaint (if avail-
able), the nature of the problem, action taken and agreements
reached. The report shall be in writing and shall be addressed to
the licensee. It may be shared with the complainant upon request.
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06.60 INTERFACE WITH OTHER DSHS. SERVICES 


A. Relationships with placement staff


1. Licensing staff must develop close working relationships with CSO,


Division of Juvenile Rehabilitation (DJR) and DDD staff responsible


for the placement of children and adults so that such staff are aware


of the names, addresses and capacity of licensed facilities, the type


of care they provide and changes in licensing status. Each CSO should


develop a procedure to accomplish this.


2. Placement staff in turn are obligated to keep licensing staff informed


of their observations in the use of facilities relative to the main-


tenance of licensing requirements and the treatment of persons
therein. This will be done by the use of the communication/referral


document or by memo.


B. Relationships with protective service staff


Licensing staff must refer compliants alleging abuse of children and/or


adults in care of a licensed facility to CPS or APS staff for investiga-


tion. Protective service staff should discuss their findings with


licensing staff so that the latter may take appropriate licensing action.


C. Relationships with Indian and Minority Community Workers/Advisory Commit-


tees Licensing staff may utilize all Indian/minority resources of the
department in seeking homes to be licensed for minority persons. These


resources may also be used on a consultative basis to help minority
families with the licensing process. •


06.70 INTERFACE WITH NON-DSHS SERVICES 


A. Fire and health authorities


In the case of mini centers, licensing staff must develop a working rela-
tionship with the field representatives of the Office of the State Fire
Marshal and the Health Services Division (HSD). Copies of all licenses
issued to mini centers shall be sent to the Office of the State Fire
Marshal and to the HSD. These offices shall also be informed when
licensed mini centers are closed and when applications for which fire and
health inspections have been requested are withdrawn.


B. Local community


Licensing staff will maintain a list of licensed homes for referral to
the community for private family foster or day care placements:
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06.80 REQUIRED FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS


family
A. The following forms are used in the licensing and monitoring of


day care homes for children:


1. DSHS 2-305(X) Service Episode Record (9/78)


2. DSHS 10-07(X) Family Home Card (Rev. 9/78)


3. DSHS 10-11(X) Application for Family Home Care License (Rev. 9/78)


4. DSHS 10-20 Licensing and Approval of Homes (Rev. 12/71)


5. DSHS 10-37(X) Request for Health Inspection of Child Care Agency
(Mini Center Only) (Rev. 8/77)


6. DSHS 10-47(X) Family Day Care Initial Home Study (Rev. 5/75)


7. DSHS 10-47A(X) Family Day Care Home Requirement Agreement (Rev. 5/75)


8. DSHS 10-49(X) Family Day Care Home-Summary (Rev. 5/75)


9. DSHS 10-92(X) 'Family Day Care Home License (Rev. 7/74)


10. DSHS 10-97(X) Day Care Home Register (Rev. 5/75)


11. SFM 224* Request for Inspection (Mini Center Only) (Rev. 7/77)


*State Fire Marshal form


B. The following forms are used in the licensing and monitoring of child
foster family homes for children and expectant mothers:


1. DSHS 2-305(X) Service Episode Record (9/78)


2. DSHS 10-07(X) Family Home Card (Rev. 9/78)


3. DSHS 10-10(X) Foster Home License (Rev. 3/73)


4. DSHS I0-11(X) Application for Family Home Care License (Rev. 9/78)


5. DSHS 10-51(X) Foster Home Study (Rev. 10/72)


C. The following forms are used in the licensing and monitoring of adult
family homes:


1. DSHS 2-305(X) Service Episode Record (9/78)


2. DSHS 10-07(X) Family Home Card (Rev. 9/78)


3. DSHS 10-10(X) Foster Home License (Rev. 3/73)
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5. When a foster care payment continues to the guardian, the service


worker remains responsible to perform the six-month SSPS review to:


a. Ensure the child's continued eligibility for foster care payment


(use SSPS service code 3210); and


b. Update the circumstances of the guardianship arrangement.


6. Establishment of guardianship eliminates the automatic six-month review


in Juvenile Court. However, if the service worker finds that the


guardianship has failed or is terminated, i.e., death of the guardian


or other reason, the case should be brought.before the Juvenile Court


to review the status of the child.


7. 'A child found to be dependent under RCW 13.34.030(2) remains under the


court's jurisdiction, i.e., dependency continues, even though a legal


guardianship was. established.


8. Appointment of guardianship for American Indian children will follow


procedures in 23.38 F.


23.36 Consent to Place 


A. If a child and a parent cannot agree to the child's return home, but do


agree to the child's placement out of the home, or when a parent is unable


to care for a child of any age, the parent(s)/guardian may request a


voluntary placement.


1. Children may be accepted for voluntary family foster tare or group


care placement only when the parent(s) have signed a USHS 9-04(X),


Placement Authorization and Acknowledgment (found in Chapter 99), and


when one or more of the out-of-home Placement criteria listed in.


Manual C, Chapter 32.13 I. exists.


Court intervention shall be sought in spite of parent(s) willingness


to place the child voluntarily when:


a. The family situation or dependency of the child warrants, or


I). There is not a responsible plan to remedy the situation which


necessitated the placement, or


c . It appears that: a placement of more than three months is needed.


3 . When a request for a voluntary placement involves an American Indian
chi ld, see Section 23.38 G. for procedures.


R . Procedures tor handling voluntary placements are found in Manual G,
(Ma pt rs 32 and .
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23.37 Other Juvenile Court Related Responsibi l ities


The service  worker may be asked to or decide to perform other duties in ielat ion
to working with the juvenile court.


A. A "DSHS Social Worker" may be required by the court to serve snmmons (RcW
1 3.34.070) to any person the court determines to be a proper or necc sary
person to the proceedings.


B. If a petition is filed and the court finds reasonable grounds, the juvenile
court judge may enter an order directing a service worker to take a chi ld


into custody (RCW 13.34.050).


C. The juvenile court may require the service worker to bring a child vlio is
in the department's physical or temporary custody to a shelter care hearing


(see RCW 13.34.050 through 13.34.070).


O. A service worker may ask the court to appoint a guardian ad l item for a


child who is alleged to be subject to a child abuse/neglect (see RCW


26.44.053(1) and RCW 13.34.100).


E. In all cases, when there is an existing court order for placement ot (he


child outside of the home, a change in the court order must ho. obtained


prior to placing the child back in the home. An order of the court may


be> changed, modified, or set aside only by the juvenile court judge (RCW


1 3.34_150). A service worker may request modification of a court order at


any time.


F. The service worker is. responsible for making review reports or other


reports as ordered by the court.


G. When a child has been declared to be dependent, placed .out of the home, and
then is returned to the home after an out-of-the-home placement, the super-
vision by the service worker shall continue for a period of at least six
months at which time there shall be a hearing on the need for continued
i ntervention. (See Chapter 13.34.130 RCW.) The service worker must pro-


vide for the continued supervision or arrange for and/or monitor that
service. The intensity of that service is to be determined by the service
worker and/or juvenile court order.


23.38 Indian Child Welfare


This.section .consolidates all legal requirements of P.L. 95-608, the Indian


Child Welfare Act of 1978.


rh, information the service worker will provide for documents in this sect ion


very. importa.tit_ for complying with the mont. stringent procedural requirements


o t federal law regarding the provision of services to Indian fami lies and


p l:tcement of Indian children on  the natural home.


V.-
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A. When a Child's Enrollment Status is Questionable


The service worker shall complete DSHS 9-539, Letter to Tr
ibe - Enrollment


Status, and send by certified mail. If tribal affiliation is also ques-


tionable, prepare DSHS 9-540, Letter to Bureau of Indian
 Affairs - Tribal


Affiliation, and send by certified mail. Notify the LICWAC or Indian con-


sultants that Indian status of child is pending and 
plan in a manner to


assure compliance with appropriate procedures if Indi
an status is .con-


firmed.


B. Alternative Residential Placement (ARP) 


1. When American Indian/Alaskan native parent/custodian/chi
ld requests


an ARP, the service worker shall:


a. Follow the standard ARP procedures as outlined in Manual
 C,


23.31. In addition to following standard ARP procedures, the


service worker shall:


b. Prepare or forward the following forms upon filing an A
RP peti-


tion:


(1) Prepare DSHS 9-534, Letter to Parent and/or Indian 
Custodian


and DSHS 9-535, Letter to Tribe - Notification. These forms


are to be filled out in their entirety and mailed to th
e


parent/custodian and/or tribe, as appropriate, by 
certified


mail. A copy of each form is to be kept in the social serv-


ice file.


(2) The service worker shall provide copies of DSHS 9-543,


Notice to Parent and/or Indian Custodian, and DSHS 9-544,


Request for Continuance, .to the court. The court staff per=


son responsible for providing notice will complete these


forms and send to the parent and/or Indian custodian.


(3) Provide DSHS 9-541, Notice to Indian Tribe, Band or 
Nation, .


and DSHS 9-542, Notice of Intervention and Request for 
Con-


tinuance, to the court staff person responsible for 
providing


notice. They are to be completed in their entirety and


mailed to the tribe by the court. Copies of each form must


be obtained from the court and kept in the social ser
vice


filc.


(4) The service worker shall provide a completed copy of DSHS


9-535, Letter to Tribe, and DSHS 9-534, Letter Co Parent


and/or Indian Custodian, to the court staff person respon-


sible for providing notice,. to assist the court staff in


completing the notice forms.


c. Where appropriate in the above procedures, use: (1) DSHS 97538,


Letter to Canadian Indian Parent, and (2) DSHS 9-537, Letter to


Canadian Indian Band. Send each by certified mail.
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d. If the Indian parent, custodian and child are residents of a
reservation over which the Indian tribe maintains exclusive
jurisdiction, the servic.• worker shal l .not file an ARP pot i-
tion in superior court as the state has no jurisdiction over
the matter.


e. If the Indian parent, custodian and child (12 or over) are n.si-
dents of a reservation maintaining concurrent jurisdiction, the
service worker shall propose to the parent and/or Indian custo-
dian and child that the case be transferred to tribal court.


When all parties agree to transfer a case to tribal court , 
service worker worker shall provide the state court with copies of )SI1S


.9-547, Motion to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe, and OSUS
9-547A, Order to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe. The
service worker shall also provide to the tribal court DSUS 9-548,
Motion for the Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction, and USUS
9-548A, Order for Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction. The serv-
ice worker must obtain copies of these forms from each court for
the social service file.


f. lihen the parent, custodian or tribe denies transfer of the case
to a tribal court maintaining concurrent jurisdiction, the serv-
ice worker shall notify the Indian consultants or the Office of
Indian Affairs by telephone and request them to staff the case.
If .the parent(s) has consented to LICWAC staffing, LICWAC wi l l
staff the case.


g. The service worker shall consult with LICWAC and place Indian
children. in an Alternative Residential Placement (ARP) taking
into consideration the committee's recommendations. When LICWAC
staffing is denied by the parent, custodian or child (12 or
over), the service worker shall utilize Indian consultants.


h. Indian children shal l remain .in a non-Lndian home or faci l i ty
only until arrangements can be made to place the child in an
Indian home or facility. Children 12 years and over must ht.
given the opportunity to consent to the placement. Prior to the
dispositional hearing, the service worker shall provide.reports
Lo court and other relevant social service information to any
tribe that has requested to intervene ic the matter.


i. Information to be submitted to the court shall be developed in
consultation with LICWAC or Indian consultants, in order to
assist the court in determining if appropriate interim services,
which are culturally .relevant, have been offered to an Indian
parent/custodian and child, and whether the feasibility of trans-
ferring the case to tribal court was considered.
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Dep!.ndency Petition


A fter filing a dependency petition (see outline and DSHS 9-428, Rev. 5
/81 ,


in 23.80), the service worker shall, within five (5) working days of fili
ng


the petition:


1 . Prepare DSHS 9-534, Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian, and DSHS


9-535, Letter to Tribe - Notification, and send by certified mail 
to


the parent or custodian and/or tribe, as appropriate. These forms are


to be completed in their entirety.


2. The service worker shall provide copies of DSHS 9-.543, Notice to


,Parent and/or Indian Custodian, and DSHS 9-544, Request for Contin-


uance, to the court staff person responsible for providing notice.


The forms shall be sent to the Indian parent/custodian by certi
fied


mail.


3. Provide DSHS 9-541, Notice to Indian Tribe, Band or Nation, and DSHS


9-542, Notice of Intervention and Request for Continuance, to t
he


court staff person responsible for providing notice. They are to be


completed in their entirety and mailed to the tribe by the court.


Copies of each form must be obtained from the court and kept in the


social service file.


4. If the parent and/or Indian custodian and child (12 and over) are


residents of a reservation maintaining concurrent jurisdiction, the


service worker shall propose, to the parent and/or Indian custodian,


that the case be transferred to tribal court.


When all parties agree to transfer a case to tribal court, the serv-


ice worker shall provide the state court with copies of DSHS 9-547,


Motion to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe, and DSHS 9-547A,


Order to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe.. The service worker


shall also provide, to the'tribal court, copies of DSHS-9-548, Moti
on


for the Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction, or DSHS 9-548A, Order 
for


Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction. The Service worker must obtain


copies of these forms from each court for the social service file.


S. If either the parent/custodian or the tribe's location is unknown, the


service worker shall prepare and send DSHS 9-536, Letter to Bureau of


I ndian Affairs. Provide DSHS 9-545, Notice to Secretary of the U. S.


Department of Interior Regarding an Indian Child, to the .court for


completion and mailing to the address printed upon the form. This


form is to he completed in its entirety.


h . The service worker shall provide a completed copy of DSHS 9-535,


Lotter to Pnrent and/or Custodian, to the court staff person respon-


sible for providing nOticc to assist the court staff in completing


notice forms.
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7. If the Indian parent, custodian and child are residents of a reserva-
tion over which the Indian tribe maintains exclusive jurisdiction,
the service worker shall not file a dependency petition in superior
court as the state has no jurisdiction over the matter.


D. Juvenile Court Hearings and Reports 


1. Shelter Care Hearing


a. At the initial shelter


(excluding Sundays and
custody, the service
child is the subject


notify the LICWAC or


staff the case on an


ing. When it is not


initial hearing, the
the LICWAC or Indian
shall staff the case
hearing.


care hearing that is held within 72 hours
holidays) after taking a child into •


worker shall inform the court that an Indian
of the hearing. The service worker shal l


Indian consultants and, when possible, shall


emergency basis prior to the initial hear-


possible to obtain consultation before the


service worker shall inform the court that


consultant recommendations are pending, and
a t the earliest convenience after the initial


b. The report developed by the service worker shall include recom-


mendations of the LICWAC or Indian consultants.


c. The service worker shall provide the Letter Notices as outlined
in Section 23.38 C., Dependency Petition.


d. If the parent/custodian or Indian child has consented to staffing


by the LICWAC, the service worker shall coordinate development of
.court reports with the LICWAC. In situations whore LICWAC revi6w
has been denied, the service worker shall utilize Indian consul-
tants.


2. Dispositional Hearing and Reports.


a. In preparing the necessary reports, DSHS 2-305(X), Service Epi-
sode Record (social study, predisposition study, agency placement
plan and six-month reviews), the service worker shall coordinate
with LICWAC-Tribal representatives or Indian consultants to pre-


sent a consistent agency view of culturally relevant case. plan


development and service delivery. Service worker testimony shal l
reflect this process.


b. Prior to testifying in court, the service worker shall coordinate
with the LICWAC and a representative of the Indian child's tribe


in order to provide a consistent expert viewpoint of the cultural


relevance of case planning and service delivery. When the


JLICWAC-Tribal representatives are not used, the service worker
shall utilize Indian consultants. The service worker shall


request LICWAC or Indian consultants to appear in court to pro-


vide supportive testimony.
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3. Social Study


a. This report shall give particular details to the court regarding


the cultural relevance of service planning and service delivery.


b. The report shall contain the parents/custodians and child's (12


and older) views in regard to the service plan.


c. The service worker shall include copies of the . DSHS 9-541 and


DSHS 97534 forms.


d. If recommendations of the Local Indian Child Welfare Advisory


Committee or Indian consultants were not followed, the service


worker shall show by clear and.convincing evidence, including


expert testimony, why the service worker plan is more relevant


than plans recommended by the Local Indian Child Welfare Advisory


Committee or Indian consultants.


e. The social study report should describe the serious emotional or


physical damage to the child which may result from the continued


custody by the parent or Indian custodian and it should document


what actual efforts have been made to reunite the child with his/


her family.


f. The service worker will try to utilize Indian community programs


designed to prevent the break-up of the Indian family. In


describing why the child cannot be protected in the home; the


service worker shall:


g.


(1) Explain the cultural relevance of past efforts of working


with the family and child.


(2) Describe in detail the specific purpose of treatment pro-


grams which are designed to keep the child at home which


were considered and rejected and why rejected.


(3) Give the child's (12 and older) attitude towards placement


and indicate if LICWAC or the Indian consultants agree. If


the child does not wish to return home, the child will not


be forced to do so.


In describing the likely harm to the Indian child as a result of


removal, the servce worker shall assess the dynamics of the par-


ticular placement involved (i.e., extended family home, other


Indian family home, non-Indian home, etc.).


h. In describing the steps to be taken to minimize harm to the child


becnuse of separation, the service worker shall include a*s ummary


of the extended family-tribal dynamics that will be supportive of


t he i tuation.
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i. .In relation to the efforts expected of the parents, the service
worker shall provide a succinct statement of the cultural rele-
vancy of the expected effort.


4. Six Month Review Report to Court


a. When American Indian children are involved, the service worker
shall use urban Indian organizations/tribal social services, if
provided, and LICWAC or Indian consultant recommendations when
developing a service plan. If committee or Indian consultant
recommendations and the service worker's plan conflict, the
parties shall utilize the pre-existing DSHS internal grievance
procedure,


b. The service worker shall provide descriptive testimony about his/
her case planning and service delivery that is relevant to Indian
culture when LICWAC or Indian consultant recommendations are not
used.


c. The above subsections (23.38 D. 4. a. and b.) are to be used in
addition to the standard requirement for a six-month report as
outlined in 23.37 C.


E. Termination of Parental Rights 


1. Involuntary Termination


a. Staff each case with LICWAC or Indian consultants prior to filing
with the court.


b. Within five (5) working days of filing an involuntary termination
of parental rights petition for an American Indian child, the
service worker shall do the following:


(1) Prepare completely and send by certified mail DSHS 9-534,
Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian, and 9-535, Letter
to Tribe - Notification. Provide DSHS 9-541, Notice to
Indian Tribe, Band or Nation, and DSHS 9-542, Notice of
Intervention and Request for Continuance, to the court for
completion.


(2) If the whereabouts of either the parent or the tribe are
unknown, prepare and send DSHS 9-536, Letter to Bureau of
Indian Affairs, and provide DSHS.9-545, Notice to Secretary
of the U.S. Department of Interior Regarding an Indian
Child, to the court for completion and mailing.
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2.. Voluntary Termination


Prior to accepting a voluntary termination from an American Indian


parent(s) or custodian, the service worker shall follow these pro-


cedures:


a. The service worker shall refer any voluntary termination to tribal


court if the parent and child are reservation residents, and the


tribe that the child is a member of, or eligible to be 'a member


of, exercises exclusive tribal jurisdiction over Indian child


welfare matters (i.e., the tribal court exercises total control


over child welfare matters within the exterior boundaries of the


reservation). Neither the state nor the federal governments can


preempt or take away tribal authority to enter orders in child


welfare matters arising within the tribal court jurisdiction.


The voluntary termination petition should only be filed in


Superior Court if the tribal court gives permission.


b. In all voluntary termination cases conCerning Indian children,


the service worker and a LICWAC representative or Indian consul-


tant shall discuss notification of the tribe with the parent.


The discussion with the parents should include the following


points:


(1) The advantage of voluntary termination in tribal court,


(2) The advantage of voluntary termination in state court,


(3) The future implications of voluntary termination in state


or tribal court.


c. When an Indian parent still wishes to relinquish to the state


after active efforts have been made to explain the benefits of a


voluntary termination in tribal court, service Worker shall coor-


dinate with court staff to complete the DSHS 9-546, Certificate


of Presiding Judge, and record the voluntary termination in court.


d. If the parent agrees that notification to the tribe of the volun-


tary termination is acceptable, the service worker shall prepare


appropriate forms as outlined in 23.38 C.


e: When an Indian parent/custodian who is the resident of a reserva-


tion where there is concurrent state/tribal jurisdiction (i.e.,


the state courts and tribal court both exercise jurisdiction over


child welfare matters within the exterior boundaries of the


Indian reservation) or is an urban (off reservation) resident


desires the voluntary termination to remain confidential (no


LICWAC staffing or notice to tribe), the service worker shall:


(1) Immediately notify and involve Indian consultants;
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(2) Coordinate with court staff to prepare the DSUS 9-546,
Certificate of Presiding Judge;


(3) See that the voluntary termination is recorded before the
judge in court.


Where confidentiality is requested and the parent is not a member
of a tribe that exercises exclusive jurisdiction over Indian
child welfare matters, no notice will be sent to the tribe of a
voluntary relinquishment.


f. Service workers shall  not accept a voluntary termination of an
Indian child until at least ten (10) days after the child's birth.


F. Guardianship 


I. When considering the establishment of guardianship for American Indian
children, staff shall consult with the LICWAC or Indian consultants
and utilize extended family/tribal resources.


2. Any of the following may be designated as guardians of Indian/Alaskan
Native children:


a. Any Indian tribe, federally or non-federally recognized.


b. An Alaskan Native corporation established under the Alaskan
Native Claims Settlement Act (see Chapter 03).


c. Appropriate nonprofit Indian/Alaskan native Social Service
Corporation (for example, Seattle Indian Center).


G. Consent to Place


American Indian parent/custodian consent to. place a child shall be done
as follows:


1. Staff shall follow voluntary termination procedures (23.38 E.2.) in
accepting consent to place from American Indian parents/custodians.


2. The service worker shall coordinate with LICWAC Or Indian consultants
(and tribal social service staff, when available) in the development
of culturally relevant case services.


3. The service worker shall reach mutual agreement with the parent/
custodian and child (12 and older) regarding the appropriateness of
the service plan. This plan will be time limited and include
description/justification.


4. The child shall be placed in a setting that must meet the child's
cultural needs and identification. Consultation with LICWAC or
Indian 'consultants shall be made prior to placements.
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9. DSHS 9-476


10. DSHS 9-477
11. DSHS 9-478


12. DSHS 9-479
13. DSHS 9-480
14. DSHS 9-481


15. DSHS 9-482


16. DSHS 9-552
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Petition for Termination of Relationship: Parent-
Unborn Child (12/79)
Consent to Terminatibn (12/79)
Waiver of Right to Receive Notice and Appearance
(12/79)
Authorization to Release Information (1.2/79)
Order of Service and Publication (12/79)
Notice of Petition and Intent to Release Custody
or Consent to Adoption (12/79)
Motion and Order Appointing Guardian ad Litem for
Minor Parent (4/80)
Voluntary Termination Information/Referral (12/80)


B. The following specific forms, instructions and guidelines used in cases
involving Indian Child Welfare as referenced in 23.38 are included in
the remainder of this chapter in numerical order with their corresponding
instructions:


1. DSHS 9-534
2. DSHS 9-535
3. DSHS 9-536
4. DSHS 9-537


5. DSHS 9-538
6. DSHS 9-539
7. DSHS 9-540


Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian (12/80)
Letter to Tribe - Notification (12/80)
Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs (12/80)
Letter to Canadian Indian band (12/80)
Letter to Canadian Indian Parent (12/80)
Letter to Tribe - Enrollment Status (12/80)
Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs - Tribal
Affiliations (12/80)


8.. DSHS 9-541 Notice to Indian Tribe, Band or Nation (12/80)
9. DSHS 9-542 Notice of Intervention and Request for


Continuance (12/80)
10. DSHS 9-543 Notice to Parent and/or Indian Custodian (12/80)
1 1 . DSHS 9-544 Request for Continuance (12/80)
12. DSHS 9-545 Notice to Secretary of United States Department of


Interior Regarding an Indian Child (12/80)
13. DSHS 9-546 Certificate of Presiding Judge (12/80)
14. DSHS 9-547 Motion to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe


(3/81)
15. DSHS 9-547A Order to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe


(3/81)
16. DSHS 9-548 Motion for the Tribal Court to Accept Juris-


diction (3/81)
1 7. DSHS 9-548A Order for the Tribal Court to Accept Juris-


diction (3/81)


C. The following are required outlines for use in developing reports and peti-
tions for court-related actions. Since courts may differ in their
procedures, additional items required by the court may be added to these
reports. This information is required in order to facilitate legal
processes. They are included as follows: •


1. Information for Dependency Petition (Outline #1)
2. Information for Alternative Residential Placement Petition (Outl ine 11 2)
.1 . Request for Termination/Guardianship Petition (Outl ine #3)
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DSHS 9-534 (12/80). LETTER TO PARENT AND/OR INDIAN CUSTODIAN 


Instructions 


The DSHS 9-534 is a form letter to be completed by the servic
e worker.


This is the department's notice to an Indian parent or custodian
 that


a petition has been filed with the juvenile court.


Two copies are to be completed and one sent to the parent/custod
ian,


the other retained in the child's service record.







DSHS 9-534 (I2/80).. LETTER TO PARENT AND/OR INDIAN CUSTODIAN 


Ow 


OSNS le No


This WOW is to let you know that a Court hewing lo planned to. -


at


Neeottone number   Cause No
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Theo court Martin COtrld Moult In 'costar cafe for ..(wr croft I the Department Of SOCHI Ind NeetthSenrutee latent custody of yOur trued I your cn.id twins, titan busy 00ten tmencuo
to the Off.Ce Of Support Enforcement. I other


flu Is • very sehous nuitNer so please come to the hear•no You have IN, night loan attorney If you Cannotafford one. an attorney *MI be 400otntod to you by the iudoe rn court on Me day Of the rwlerIncl


. ffeClruall Of the Ind•eft Child Welfare Act of 1018 you have the rfght to request thst your cese be moved btu
the COunly COurt where it is 'qty. to the cOurt of the tribe of *Nth you ere a member You 0110 hate the right torefute to have your case 0.0ved to thbol cou,t


You may need more Ontet0 pet ready for your court hearing it you do. you ho.. Inc r.ght lo MA for and 10 oet(pity csuc days it you want to do rms. call the court at the telephOne number irvort for Mededindsocy profusion counailor. and tell ?urn or 11.1 that you want twenty *sin days to Weber, tar yOur Mann*You must filltow the letilpherve tall with a litter to the Coto, ondwelmi your desire to his Sew. tube. or requestcontituance terms from Me probation COvnlefor thal you WI In and return to the court its neUltaftry 10 lend In •
written MOUS' beCatree the Court needs lo nee. a record of what you ON aSktni for


If you have any Quieter,l about ttue letter Or the court hearing, please feel tree to call me et  
and I will talk to you about theu mailers


Very truly yOU,11.


0514 Se.... *a..


OW4 Asoiwit


09.3


011.4 l,.w w••••..


06.4 01....1 ml.,


••••••11,
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DSHS 9-535 (12/80). LETTER TO TRIBE - NOTIFICATION


Instructions 


The DSHS 9-535 is a form letter to be used and completed by the service


worker. This is the department's notice to a child's Indian tribe that


a petition has been filed in state juvenile court.


The service worker will complete three (3) copies. Send original to


Indian tribe, retain second for child's service .record, and send the


third to the clerk of juvenile court.
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DSRS 9-535 (12/80). LETTER TO TRIBE - NOTIFICA
TION 


05149 Pilo No  


TO'   indica Tribe. Band or Nation.


This NM, le to notify you that a Court hoserig le scheduled tar  
pore .0 One


Inner, Onn Corn lewd inn,


St   Telephone No.  
true a item*


Cause No   The testae miry moult in I I Neter care. I I lemporery at perriminent ices


of perents1 righet. I I 01I11S 114100nriabOn:
I I Otbee.


The child's tether is   his


address Is 


WORPROc   enrolee/it number


  The CARCO 100111e1


  maiden rises   Nat riencas Is


  birthplace  


  itneollmen1 number 


bince is • member cit (Cl is eligible tOr riteintienitip in) your tribe.


the tree if federally foci:wiled, mc the elleOlute right pursuant to the Indien Child Welfare Act Of 10111 (.15USC


Mott to motarat at any DOWN In nue cowl proceedings, If you weft 10 Intervene In this ellustion end need


add/tenet line. notify the cowl end Pie scheduled mart hearing can end erili be delayed up to twenty days upon


your request. If you ere not lederefly maorame. you may petition 10 loterrens, but tits up to the bodge to roma


deny the petition.


The sibs. If led/wally recognised. also has the right to petition the court to transfer VW proceedings to the


VatedidtIOn of the bite


You may wish to contact another tribe or Indian orgenization for referral. Consultation Ind/Of pomade*


inlerfention. The nearest Indian tribe or organization


  loaded at  


  teleptione no.  


I I This case will be started by the Region laden Chef Weber* Advisory Committee Or by an


Indio. qoiunusat coneuttant.


OR


This aim was staffed by Region Indian Chad Wow. Advocacy Cpmmile. en  


  The recoenencletione we enclosed.


Cana teen. n 1,.boo •


01.1 111. 1.1.10'.







DSHS 9-535 (I2180). LETTER TO TRIBE - NOTIFICATION (Cont.)


Meese lit TO know what twocedures are necessary for enrollment of


and whet additional information you need and fAnd me any forms required for enrollment
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Please keep the information enclosed On the petition end in thos letter of noliticetion confidential


.0 would be very interested m knowing of any relative or other tribal members wno cOuld Preside a 9004 hons•
for this child. and if Mile filf any tribal social services available for the child and/Or family I will 100a tOrward to
hearing from you


Mel Wow.* wonw


05.5$ ININIAan• Mambo.


Enclosures'


I J Petthen


I I Other relorimt mtormsteeri


02.4 Lon. to -


0.4 0.1.111,5 MO is
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DSHS 9-536 (12180)1_ LETTER TO BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 


Instructions 


DSHS 9-536 is a form letter to the Bureau of Indian Affairs requestin
g


information about a child/family/Indian tribe..







DSHS 9-536 (12/80). LETTER TO BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 


OSHS File No


Portland Area Director


Bureau of Indian Affairs


1429 NE Irving Street


Portland, OR 97208
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OW Sit Of Madam


..PureuaM 10 the provisions of the Indian Cnild Weiler° Act 129 USC 19011 lam wiling 10 notify you that


an In•tian ch.td .9 Ihe subtect of an insOluntary child custody


PrOCOOding in me   Coui•iy Suownoi Couit Juyenole 019.9•On Tne following


information cannot be determined


I I
I I
I I


identity of the child's parents.


tocatan of Me child's Parents.


identity of the chittle Moo


The following informaliOn regarding _ _ 
and Ms or her family is knOwn to the Department Of Social and Health 5eIVIC1•11


1 1 Child's full name


I Child', birth data.  


I I Child's belli 01•CIS


I 1 Names of child's parents or Indian euelbdian


Mother's maiden name. .______


1 1 Tribal affiliation of mother


Of father


1 Birthdalit of mother


I eirtnosis of f•in•,


1 Location of chile a parents of Indian Ci-siudian


I I Any additional .nforrnation


of child _


enrollment number .


enrollment number


Since the chilit's legal statue in regard to the Indian Child Welfare Acts uncerta.n, we are unabf• to Or0011ftV


plan to. the child in the abwincei of the informatIOn request Your earliest response will be most appreciated


Sincerely.


OSns we...


05n9


(17‘..S. p.nwe ...ent••••


Ci9.93
•••••


UV.. • ••• ••
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DSHS 9-537 (12/80), LETTER TO CANADIAN INDIAN BAND 


Instructions 


DSHS 9-537 is a form letter to a Canadian Indian Band notifying them that


a petition has been filed in juvenile court. This is to be completed by .


the service worker in duplicate. One copy goes to the Indian Sand and


the second copy is to be retained in the service record.
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DSHS 9-537 (12/80). LETTER TO CANADIAN INDIAN BAND 


TO Canadian Indian Band


This killer is 10 ildwile you that .11 Court hearinp is scheduled for


. . . . .


Mims's.. Crwoi Moro ore be,


If   . leitiOnOrm number


term* or riero.so


Caves S40 The nearing may result on I I foster care I I leniOnritoy 01


OWManion' 10Sit of parental riphis. I 1 whet


err, or Chita,


Thew is reason to balmy* tnai


is a mornber of Me     Canadian Indian Band


The child's mother is   Mr ad-


dress is the child's lather


-


This Witter is for purposes of nolificalion only ASS Canadian Indian Band. you dO not hare Ma automatic right


to onlisevarros on I OAKUM OrOcersclinp of the Unoted Stales. nor l0 mcwool rival the caw be transferred to Ifis


iunadictIon of your band


liowevw. pleas* contact nuf if you want mow information about Me situation and/or if you haw winnow that


you woul0 like fo offer to the child or family I wili look forward 10 heating from you


OSIeS Sr.* Woe..
•


0507 000.4e.s


05.5 time:more rrvro•oor


05011 L•OteO, eo


Wei o ir oi#iel


p.


••••••••,..
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DSHS 9-538 (12/80). LETTER TO CANADIAN INDIAN PARENT


Instructions 


DSHS 9-538 is a form letter to a Canadian Indian Parents of Canadian


Indian children. This is to be completed by the service worker in dupli-


cate. One copy goes to the parent and the second copy is to be retained


in the.service record.
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DSHS 9-538 (12/80). LETTER TO CANADIAN INDIAN PARENT •


OSHS file No


Des,


This latter is 10 let yOu Snow that a court nevus,' is planned 10, . . .
04v, al


on


.0.1..


This COurt hearing Could 'null in I I Instei ca.. foe you' 0,10. I I in* Oriosiinicint of Social anu Heat,
Services' latiinQ Custody 01 yOur child. I I you. child being taken away lors.ier I j other


This 5 • eery lieriOUS matter so please come to the hearing You hay, the right to an attorney If yOu Cannot
afford one. an attornoy wilt be a000tnte0 to you by the judge in cOuit on the day of Ilse hearing


It you have any Questions eboul this letter or the court hitar.ng. please feel tree to call me at telephone numtw


OSMS (*ow i0 Conodiiin


and I *in tent to yO., about thine 'natter,


Very touly yours
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DSHS 9-539 (12/80). LETTER TO TRIBE - ENROLL
MENT STATUS 


Instructions 


DSHS 9-539 is a form letter.to be completed
 by the service worker. This


is a request for an eligibility determinatio
n of a child's enrollment in


the tribe of his/her parents. It must be completed entirely for a com-


plete, accurate determination and sent by revi
ler mail.


Two copies are to be completed. One is sent to the tribe and the other


retained in the child's service record.
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DSHS 9-539 (12/80). LETTER TO TRIBE - ENROLLMENT STATUS 


ftSSIS Stle No


frithTO  


The Department of Sochi and health Services recently received a referral in regard 01 child whose newts is


was born on


to   snd


The child's place Of birth was


_._ in order to determine whether ohs


child is authect to the proyisions of tn. Indian druid welfare At:112511SC 190,1 andror the Indian orOvisiOn. Of the


Washington Admrnistrative COde, could you ;Pease pilinde me will •nrivars to the following questions


I is the child's mother _ dale


Of birth. _ presently an enrolled member


2. Is the child's father. .______


Of birth


the


3 Is


Tribe,


preSeally an enrolled member of


. Presently an enrolled witinsem,


4 If this Child.


an •nrolled member of the ._. -


eligible for membership,


5 What kinds 01 Case planning services 'Indic, court involvement can you offer,


_ is not presently


Tribe. is Ifi• child


Since this Mid's legal status in regard Its :he Indian Child Welfare Act and the Washington Administrative


Code is uncertain we are unable 10 properly plan to, Pie child in Ole absence of the inhumation requested from


you. Your earliest response grill be most appriicialed


Sincerely


0S-irS-S00-e.rvi


OSMS LO/111, to ,•.n.


OS") sle ••• r.•


•
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DSHS 9-540 (12180). LETTER TO BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS - TRIBAL AFFILIATIONS 


Instructions 


DSHS 9-540 is a form letter to the Bureau of Indian Affairs rquesting


assistance in determining a child's tribal affiliation. The service


worker must provide all known family information from the child's


record (i.e., father/mother names, other relatives, etc.) and send by


regular mail.


Complete two copies and send original to Bureau of Indian Affairs and


retain the other for the child's service record.'
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pus 9-540 (12/80), LETTER TO BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS - TRIBAL AFFILIATIONS 


OSNS Fit. No.  


'POrttand Aria DIrector


Bureau Of 1ndlen Melts


1426 NE trying Street


Portland, ON 97206


Deer Sir or Madam:


PiareueM to thie provisions. of the Indian Child welfare Act IP L. 45-006). I am writing to request your


ersaketande in determining whothef or not a child known to thos agency leen Indian child wolhon the 
meaning Of the


Indian Child %Venire Act The chikTil name oe   the child's birthdet• is


  and the Pace of Me chil s both is  


Although Our MfOrrnetrOn suggests that Mut child is of Indian herotar. we here 
been unable to develop auffiverif


Mtormatron to identify any probatu• trAuti allifishon tor the child The rnfOrmetoon 
we rm.. InCIVOIll ttidtoilot..ng


Beno• tnAl 10911 coitus in ',ward to the Incloan Child Welfare Act oo 
uncertain. iee iv. ,floodo to w000rty


plan for Mai Child in MO 11110110000 Of 11.0 col ottnation requested Your 
,eapono• all coo most argotecoeted


064 WPM OID (WM.. DI


AMIVII 40 (Its .Aa


Olma •••• 01111.1.


S.r.Cently.


05M3 Se/v.4P *orb.


Cobne woman.


OfinS iiCiiAOO momoror







r-
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DSHS 9-541 (12180), NOTICE TO INDIAN TRIB
E, BAND OR NATION 


Instructions 


DSHS 9-541 is a legal court notification docume
nt. The service.worker


will provide a copy to the juvenile court
 staff person responsible for


providing notice of a pending hearing. This is to be completed entirely,


by the court and sent by Registered Mail/Re
turn Receipt Requested. A


copy must be obtained from thecoUrt for t
he service record.


The service worker will provide a copy of
 DSHS 9-535, Letter to Tribe -


Notification, to assist the court in completing
 this document.


NOTE: DSHS 9-542, Notice of Intervention and Request for
 Continuance


is to be attached to this document and returned 
by the tribe to


the court.







DSHS 9-541 (12180). NOTICE TO INDIAN TRIBR, BAND OR NATION 


SUPERIOR COURT Y WAVONOTON TOR COUNT
Y Of


IN RE THE WELFARE Of


on Ind.. Ca.al


NO


Nance To
INCHAN Milt RANO OR NATION


ma moon CNN ~IV* *0 111 IOTA. 25 USG 11101. .lyo...100 ONINGIN Merosed IRON. Oda


bond.. NONA end INt obayta.womato claRI ki N.:Wad a
t Napalm. la Oa atroaaa yatot Welk e00140.44.004 mhos.


alaon oto etawatod tabor


You i.e %Nary nOIANAI IWO GI I daptioayocr I I hattanah0a ptocaadtag 41Oilld..g nowdmq the 4.110,00-


.0...:0 1.00111 YNN ,011.1 TA." "TIN* RYIT 1010010 I I ,Ottot CNC I I INTOOtaty 01 pentenonl Naiad ONONAI


eieweI I MeV • fteeeetp Iles 41.10er.0. 44•4010 tee 00   1.


Cone NO 114   Caw*/ llootyrx Gaol 401044. 04
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 leksphon• au.1)0,


T crad a -- fasts old. sad.. Isom oo  day at  


Vaal ON ottad ratalat tralt 1,4441. I paNYONI. 11 1.0No 0114100100. I I Cat Molar ta 4Actor Wee.. 0


I I eatNalo I I 440.40.41441.4.0, 00•1014.100


11*4     InONA Rooarvolooa. ca IAN UN chat, la I Ion NONA
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MS 9-541 (12/80). NOTICE TO INDIAN TRIBE, BAND OR NATION (Cont.)
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D$HS 9-541 (12/80). NOTICE TO INDIAN TRIBH. BAND OR NATION (Cont.)
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DSHS 9-542 (12/80), NOTICE OF INTERVENTION AND REQUEST FOR CONTINUANCE 


Instructions 


DSHS 9-542 is a legal court document for the court to determine a
tribe's interest in intervening into a child's case. This will accom-
pany the DSHS 9-541, Notice to Indian Tribe, Band or Nation. It will
be returned to the court as the tribe's formal reply to intervene or
not to intervene.


The service worker will provide a copy to the juvenile court staff for
completion. A copy of the completed form must be obtained from the
court for the service record.


'Nor./
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DSRS 9-542 (12/80). NOTICE OF INTERVENTION AND REQUEST FOR CONTINUANCE 
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DSHS 9-543 (12180), NOTICE TO PARENT AND/OR INDIAN CUSTODIAN 


Instructions 


DSHS 9-543 is a legal court notification document. The service worker


will provide a copy to the juvenile court staff person responsible for


providing notice. This is to be completed in its entirety and mailed by
the court. The service worker must obtain a copy of the completed form
for the service record.


The service worker will provide a copy of DSHS 9-534, Letter to. Parent
and/or Indian Custodian, to assist the court in completing this document.


NOTE: DSHS 9-544, Request for Continuance, is to accompany this document.
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DSHS 9-544 (12/80), REQUEST FOR CONTINUANCE 


Instructions


DSHS 9-544 is a legal court document. It is to be provided by the
service worker to the court, and completed by the court staff person
responsible for providing notice. It is to be completed and sent with
DSHS 9-543, Notice To Parent and/or Indian Custodian, and returned with
the parents' signature.


The service worker must obtain a copy of the completed document from
the court for the service record.
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DSHS 9-545 (12/80), NOTICE TO SECRETARY OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
REGARDING AN INDIAN CHILD 


Instructions 


DSHS 9-545 is a legal juvenile court notification document. It is to
be provided to the court by the service worker. The court staff person
responsible for providing notice will complete and send.


Two copies are to be completed. One is .retained in the child's service
record, and the other sent to the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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MU 9-545 (12/80). NOTICE TO SECRETARY OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
REGARDING AN INDIAN CHILD 
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DSHS 9-546 (12180), CERTIFICATE OF PRESIDING JUDGE 


Instructions 


DSHS 9-546 is a legal court appearance/relinquishment document. The
service worker will provide a copy of this form to the court staff
person responsible for providing notices.


The service worker must obtain a copy of the completed form for the,
service record.
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DSHS 9-547 (03/81), MOTION TO TRANSFER JURISDICTION TO INDIAN TRIBE 


Instructions 


DSHS 9-547 is a legal form to be used in the Superior Courts of Washington.


It is a motion asking. the Superior Court to transfer jurisdiction of a


juvenile proceeding from Superior Court to Tribal Court.


The DSHS service worker is to provide this form' with DSHS 9-54 to the


appropriate person in the juvenile court system. The motion will then


be filed in Superior Court.
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OSIIS 9-547 (03/81). MOTION TO TRANSFER JURISDICTION TO INDIAN TRIBE 
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DSHS 9-547A (0301), ORDER TO TRANSFER JURISDICTION TO INDIAN TRIBE 


Instructions 


DSHS 9-547A is a legal form to be used in the Superior Courts of Washington.
It is an order that transfers jurisdiction of the juvenile proceeding from
State Superior Court to Tribal Court.


The DSHS service worker is to provide this form along with DSHS 9-547 to
the appropriate person in the Juvenile Court system. The order will be
entered and filed in Superior Court. The service worker should obtain a
completed and signed copy of the order for the service record.


•
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DSHS 9-548 (03/81)1 MOTION FOR THE TRIBAL COURT TO ACCEPT JURISDICTION 


Instructions 


DSHS 9-548 is a legal form used within the tribal court system. It is a
motion asking the tribe to accept jurisdiction of the juvenile proceeding.


The DSHS service worker is to provide this form along with DSHS 9-548A to
the appropriate person within the Indian tribe. The motion will be filed
in tribal court.


4i- 5 '•
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\-- DSHS 9-548A (03181), ORDER FOR THE TRIBAL COURT TO ACCEPT JURISDICTION 


Instructions 


DSHS 9-548A is a legal form used within the tribal court system. It is an


order of the tribal court accepting jurisdiction of a juvenile proceeding


from State Superior Court.


The DSHS service worker is to provide this form along with DSHS 9-548 to


the appropriate person within the Indian tribe. The order will be entered


and filed in tribal court. The service worker should obtain, whenever


possible, a completed and signed copy of the order for the service record.
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DSEIS 9-548A (03/81). ORDER FOR THE TRIBAL COURT TO ACCEPT JURISDICTION
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24.13 General Policies Related to this Service


A. The dep'artment of  Family Reconci l iation Services on A voluntary basis


t o fami l ies in confl ict or with runaway chi ldren.


B. Department policy is to keep fami l ies intact and strengthen and support


' the family units so as to prevent out-of-home placement.


C. The department wi ll operate a single 24-hour, 7 day-a-week intake system


for emergent situations including fami l ies in confl ict, runaway children,


and child abuse/neglect cases.


I). Each Community Service Office (CSo) wi l l establ ish and maintain agreements


and procedures with local law enforcoment agencies to faci l itate provision


of 74-hour FRS hy tho CSO.


E. Each C50 shal l establ ish and maintain agreements wi th indian tribal social


service agencies and stal l aud ( I ihal law enforcement agencies regarding


24-hour FRS avai labi l i ty wi thin the boundaries of Indian reservations.


Such agreements mav include BIA and Indian heal th s;.rvices program avai l -


abi l ity.


F. ;S s may establ ish agreements wi th other local agencies such as Crisis Line


and/or the community mental heal th center to provide a 24-hour a day, /


day-a-week answering service for FRS. The answering service will not


screen cases, but wil l refer all fami lies in conflict and runaway children


In the CSO.


G. The intake system - wi l l provide, at a minimum, a telephone consultation


between a service worker and the cl ient(s).


P r'ior to placement ol a chi ld, overy at tempt: shal l ho made, through the


provision of reconci l iat ion s rvices, to prevent the removal o:


c h i l d trom the tami lv uni t . For placemeio services, sa c Chapters 31 -


Crisis Resident ial Cent r, 12 - Chi ld Foster Fami ly Care, and 34 - Private


Agency/Chi ld Group Caro.


1 . In placement ot American Indian ehi ldr,!n, except Inc emergency receiving


home placements for protect ive purposes, procedures of Chapters 32.33 -and


14.3) shal l he fol lowed.


3. After inlakeiassessuwia and when ini ther counsol ing is needed (to prevent


out -•.,1--home i cc ,w,•111. , et c ) i l iur ime wi l l he at least 6O


cent face-to-lace. There shal l AHO be t lexible schedul ing of appoint iii,nit%


t o moot. tile fami lv's needs and t O provide .-ouns,l ing in the fami ly'S home


OF :I neutral L'ommnni t.y sett ing.


K . After having FRS and whi !c. a chi ld is in re,.eiying home or


c risis residentHl carc- , tho con:. 1-actor 55t, wi l t cont inue to pr"v l ,h.


CCS. The contr.o :or wi l l coordinate with eSil stal i wh(1


t ‘ ' 


 nc-


I  pot i t compl(qi cw other ...onri-rATted funct ions:. (:;ee


Chriptcr ?i, („mrt


l'•
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B. Children are maintained in their own home unless they are abandoned,


are being abused or neglected, or there is a manifest clear and present


danger they will suffer further CAN. A child is returned to his/her


own home as soon as appropriate.


C. The fact that a child has been reported as allegedly abused/neglected


is cause for CPS investigation.


D. A complaint or referral concerned with abuse, neglect, or exploitation


of children shall be accepted by the department from any source,


including one made anonymously. (See WAC 388-15-132(1).)


E. Families and children who are receiving social service from a non-CPS
worker when a complaint alleging neglect, abuse or exploitation is


received must be reviewed by both the CPS supervisor and the supervisor


for the other service. This review must be documented in the case


recording (DSHS 2-305) by the worker providing the service. The CPS


service worker has responsibility for the investigation and ongoing


phases of,service related to the CPS concerns in all cases. The


service is to be opened as CPS on the DSHS 14-154(X), Social Services


Authorization. (No additional action on the open DSHS 14-139(X),


Social Services Application, is necessary.) The service worker fnr the


other service has responsibility for the non-CPS aspects of the case.


All service aspects of the case are to be coordinated by the super-
visors and service workers.


F. DSHS employees and volunteers are mandated by state law and by rules


and regulations to report child abuse and neglect. Employees will be
expected, in most cases, to discuss the matter with the parent(s) prior
to making a referral. DSHS volunteers will ordinarily not be expected
to discuss their report with the parents directly.


C. Military families living off military reservations are subject to
general community CPS jurisdiction. Guidelines for the provision of
CPS services to on-post families must be resolved administratively, with
the base commander or his/her designee and the DSHS Regional Director
(RD) or designee. Mutually d-,..veloped written guidelines and procedures
are necessary.


H. The State of Washington has civil and criminal jurisdiction on American
Indian reservations. Requirements for reporting and provision of CPS
case services apply on all American Indian reservations. The policy of,
the department is to deliver CPS services to American Indian clients in
a manner designed, where possible, to utilize Indian resources, to keep
Indian families together, and avoid separating the American Indian
child from his parents, relatives, tribe or cultural heritage as per
WAC 388-15-131. (See WAC 388-70-095.)


The CSO administrator via the CPS unit will establish procedures for
providing program information to the community and for receiving
reporrs from community sourceo and from within the CSO.


P• 7
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J. A mutual written agreement will be established between the (.: (1 
and local law enforcement agencies to ensure the transmittal chl id
abuse and neglect incident reports and reports of the result of
tigations from law enforcement to the CSO and to ensure Appropi l:ilo
referrals from the CSO to law enforcement.


K. The department maintains a Central Registry which is a centrali7 d
storage and retrieval system of required case information show -; I !
substantiated reports of nonaccidentally inflicted death, physlcril
injury or injuries (abuse), physical neglect, sexual abuse or mental
injury (emotional abuse and/or neglect) of a child or developMcor .il iv
disabled persons of any age.


L. In response to all referrals, the service worker acts as a el len;


advocate for both parent and child and seeks the most appropri l . i


effective resource possible. When the interests of the pare :, • j
child conflict, the child's interests/rights should prevail.


M. CPS does not provide service to adults or to developmental ly


persons 18 years of age or older. Such services are provided


Adult Protective Services (APS) section. (See Chapter 44,


Protective Services.)


N. CPS does not provide service in the case of third—party abuse c. fif3


the parent or surrogate parents are unable or unwilling to prcu t rho


child or have contributed to the problem.


0. CPS does not provide studies to determine if a marriage is irre-


trievably broken or to make recommendations regarding custody c; die


children.


P. CPS does not investigate possible criminal violations for erimlital


prosecution.


Q. CPS does not investigate possible violations per se of the school


system's Statutory Code, Administrative Code or other statement::


regard,.1 discipline for the purpose of determining whether s on


has occ. • red.


R. A CPS vorker may transport a child only under one or more of t;:.


following conditions:


1. There is a court order directing CPS to take a child imt,:


2. The department has custody of the child through previ.ons ::trt


order.


3. The worker has current written permission for transportation


signed by the parent or those legally responsible for the chI ld


and signed by a witness.


p. 8
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1. The circumstances have changed or been corrected which brought


about the report or complaint and it can be determined with a fair


degree of certainty that the change will be maintained when the


case is transferred to another service or terminated; or


2. The parent(s) or parent surrogate(s) have demonstrated that they


do not have the capacity or desire to use CPS and that the mal-


treatment is of such a nature that the court cannot become


involved and there are no further actions that can be taken to


protect the child(ren).


C. Financial: CPS is provided without regard to income. Homemaker


services, day care, foster care, and chore services which are provided


in support of and as a part of the CPS plan can be given without regard


to income. Runaways who are in clear and present danger of abuse,


neglect or exploitation are eligible for receiving home care paid for


as a protective service. Office of Support Enforcement (OSE) may ask


the family to provide financial participation for foster or receiving


care.


D. The parent(s) or surrogates are to be notified when services are to be


provided by CPS and when services provided by CPS cease.


26.20 PROGRAM STANDARDS


26.21 Program Expectations 


All program expectations will be documentable from the information contained


in the case record, as appropriate for the specific case.


The CPS worker will:


A. Respond to all CPS emergent situations within 24 hours (see 26.14,


B.).


B. Respond to less emergent situations within 48 hours (see 26.14, C.).


C. Contact collateral sources if/as appropriate during the intake and on-


going phase (see 26.33 and 26.34).


D. Coordinate investigation and service delivery if the case is already
active with the agency or any other service agency/professional.


E. Follow the requirements of WAC 388-15-131 and WAC 388-70-095 upon
determination that the reported child(ren) is American Indian. (See
Chapter 01.04, American Indian Policy Statement). Document in the case
record the steps taken. (See Chapter 32, Child Foster Family Care,
regarding the placement of Indian children in foster care, the special
requirements, and working with the CSO Indian Child Welfare Advisory
Committee.)


p. 11
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F. Complete the investigation phase of the case process within h'
days.


n,!a


C. At the completion of the investjgation phase, not  if approprf ;A:e.
the referring person/complainant that the CPS case is validinnt
and that service will/will not he provided the client. (When the
referrant is a professional, mutual case planning may be apprepri.lfo.)


H. Review the service plan and the service provided with the sunervf.:or


and with the client before the end of the first 90 days after reeelvia


the referral and at least one time each 90 days thereaftei 


CPS is open. Review will be for the purposes of determinInr. i f f f .-


case record is complete, the service is appropriate and ei toct iy,


if the service should continue.


I. Within five working days after substantiating a report or receiv;on


substantiated report, complete DSHS 2-1.42(X), Child Abuse Regisec


Report, in typed duplicate and submit to Administrative Serviee:- .


(Place a photocopy or facsimile of the DSHS 2-142(X) in the c:c:i.


service record.)


J. Respond to all Central Registry requests for information within ore


working day or as otherwise 'negotiated with the requestor.


:1


K. Report to law enforcement as soon as possible-, but at least within one


\day of making the determination, all situations in which a crime nay


have been committed. The report of a possible crime to the juvenile


court is not fulfilling DSHS's duty to report to a law enforcement


agency or the county prosecutor. (See RCW 74.13.031 (3) and


26.44.030.)


L. Transfer the case to foster care service staff if foster care is to


continue longer than 90 calendar days unless the CPS supervisor agrees


to continue the case in CPS or there is a conflicting court order t- h t


mandates CPS to continue with the case.


1. T. decision to continue CPS longer than the 90 calendar dlys


at r foster care placement must be approved by supervisor : 1(1


recorded.


2. Prior to transfer, the CPS case recording must be complete


particular attention given to the case plan and any re104,: ,


court orders.


3. The transfer process requ:res a case conference among :


workers and supervisors.


4. Notification must be Five:, to the luvenile court cf


service workers and the n.lme of the new service w: r1,!•:-.


M. Complete al l paperwork witt in en working days ;Iftet


CPS case.
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CHAPTER 27


DELINQUENCY PREVENTION SERVICES


27.00 PROGRAM AUTHORITY 


Federal: 45 CFR 228


State: RCW 72.05.170


27.10 POLICY 


27.11 Purpose of Service 


The purpose of Delinquency Prevention Services (DPS
) is to stabilize a .


family in crisis in order to maintain a child in 
his/her own home, through


crisis intervention services; and to improve a chil
d's social and/or intel-


lectual functioning in order to prevent delinquent beh
avior.


27.12 Service Description 


DPS will provide:


A. Specialized crisis intervention casework to children/families refe
rred


by Community Services Office (CSO) staff, pirent(s), child(r
en),


police, courts, and other agencies using the following direc
t clinical


methods:


1. Individual treatment: Face-to-face contacts with the child alone


or with the parents individually.


2. Family therapy: Face-to-face contacts with the family as a group


or with the child, the parent(s), and selected siblings. This


method usually includes all members of the household.


3. Traditional group therapy: Face-to-face contacts with unrelated


clients In a group. The principal effort is to allow the client


to work through his/her conflict through verbalization and group


feedback.


4. Activity group therapy: Face-to-face contacts with unrelated


clients focused upon one or more activities designed to develop


both physical and social skills.


H. Consultation to DSHS/other agency staff as an aid to:


1. Diagnosis and treatment planning for clients including an identi-


fication/evaluation of individual/family dynamics and recommenda-
tions for working with these dynamics.
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2. Ongoing treatment for clients including reviews of case octivicy
in which further evaluctions and additional recommendations are


made.


C. Community resource development including consultation with community


groups to assist in developing .;ervices for youth and their families


by:


1. Identifying and obtaining ,:onsensus of the problem,


2. Analysis of the potential of existing resources, and


3. The identification of strategies for the development of needed


resources.


D. Training for DSHS/other agency staff in short-term crisis intervention


treatment, conflict resolution and family counseling.


27.13 General Policies Related to this Service 


• The department policy is to keep families intact and strengthen .a
nd


support the family unit.


B. Intake/assessment will be completed in four hours or less. The service


worker must use professional judgment in determining when, within the


four-hour limit, to terminate the intake/assessment inte
rview.


C. Prior to placement of a child, every attempt shall have been made


through the provision Of crisis intervention services (CIS) to 
prevent


the removal of a child from the family unit. Placement services are


provided by CSO staff (see Chapter 31, Crisis Residential Car
e).


D. When a child is placed in receiving care or family crisis resident
ial


center, the DPS staff will continue to provide CIS. DPS staff will


coordinate with the CSO staff who have the responsibility for fili
ng


the AI ernative Residential Placement (ARP) petition and other cou
rt-


relate. :asks. (See Chapter 23, Juvenile Court Process)


E. If the child must continue in receiving care or family crisis 
residen-


tial center, the 15 hours And 30 days of CIS have been exhausted 
and


family unification is probable, the local DPS Program Directo
rs maY,


authorize an additional 15 hours of service to be delivered 
withiri - the


next 30 days. The basis for authorization of the additional time must


be written and filed in the client's service record. (See 24.32 fi.)


F. When American Indian children are referred, policies outl
ined in


Chapter 01.04, American Indian Policy Statement, wiU be 
ionr)wed.


G. Clients must be notified at the beginning of service tIl t f:LS


time-limited.
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c. Relative


d. Receiving home


e. Volunteer receiving care


f. Crisis residential center


g. Detention facility


9. Date of disposition


10. Time of disposition


11. Hours of service provided


B. The above information should be available for two years following initial
contact with the client. Regional and state office staff will monitor the
CSOs to determine what services were provided within the state time limita-
tions for intake assessments (see 24.21 A., and 24.31 B.).


27.20 PROGRAM STANDARDS


27.21 Program Expectations 


A. Families in crisis will be contacted within one work day of the day in
which the referral is received.


B. CIS should be completed in 15 hours or less and within 30 days of the
initial request. Requests for exceptions to this requirement must be
made to the local DPS Program Director in writing. Approval/disapproval
decisions will be made on a case-by-case basis. The approved requests
must be filed in the client's service record. (See 27.13 E.)


C. The first ten hours of case activity will include a thorough evaluation of
the family dynamics and the individual member's strengths and weaknesses.


D. Service workers will obtain approval from the local DPS Program Director
prior to providing family support services (up to 90 days per approval)
for families in conflict.


E. Regional director/designee approval will be obtained to provide any serv-
ices beyond 180 days.


p. 7
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P. The individual service plan will include the recommended treat .,. . i l l
method(s), the individual's expected response to treatment
anticipated results of any coll,teral services provided. Pei
results expected from changes it, class schedules, voeiiriolin1
opportunities; etc.


C. During a planned interview, information will be obtained from the
client to evaluate his/her contact with authorities (i.e., pol ice .110
school authorities), for behavior indicative of a delinquent pz!cierli.


H. When requested, staff will be available to provide consultat!ou to the
Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee (ICWAC).


I. All.paper work will be completed within five.Working-days alter


termination of the service.


27.22 Program Outcome 


A. Family stability maintained and out-of-home placement preveate.i .


B. Development of client skills and supports within the family t,


fPmily conflicts.


rtic


C. Child's behavior modified, thereby reducing the number of sta-.J .


offenses and subsequent contacts with school authorities, la',f ,- ilforce-


ment and juvenile courts.


D. Out-of-home placement was not prevented nor discontinued through provi-


sion of crisis intervention services and the child was continued in


placement services.


27.30 SERVICE PROCEDURES 


27.31 Cris. Intervention,Intake/Assessment Services 


When CIS workload will permit and with approval of regional director, 9PS


will provide 24-hour intake/assessment services.


A. Generally the request for services will be handled by the appropriate


CSO worker/unit during working hours (i.e., situations of chl!


neglect will be referred directly to CPS.). After working hoPr ,


service requests will be provided through the 24-hour in. :IA,-


according to local agreements and CSO procedures.
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The following information and forms must be provided to the CSO:


1. A summary of pertinent information containing:


a. Diagnostic data
b. Treatment plan
c. Response to treatment
d. Recommendations for placement and follow-up treatment


2. A DSHS 14-139(X) showing current eligibility, if the form was not


originally initiated by the CSO.


C. When a case involves American Indian child(ren), the local Indian Child


Welfare Advisory Committee (ICWAC) will be advised, with permission of


the client, of any changes in placement or service provider.


27.36 Termination of Service


A. Services are transferred/terminated when:


1. The crisis situation has been resolved or the family can no longer


benefit from additional services.


2. The client/family refuses to cooperate, has moved, or lost


contact.


3. Client/family is referred to another program/agency for services.


4. Referral of the child to foster care services is necessary.


B. Terminations are recorded on DSHS 14-159, Change of Service Authoriza-


tion. For termination procedure, see Chapter 04, Social Service


Payment System.


27.60  • INTERFACE WITH OTHER DSHS SERVICES 


A. There will he a planned mutual exchange of resources and services Iwith
CSO staff.


R. Referral from Division of Developmental Disabilities will be accepted
for treatment and consultation when the behavior criteria are met.
(See 24.32 A.)
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27.70 INTERFACE WITH NON-DSHS SERVICES


A. During the provision of crisis Intervention intake/assessment, crisis
intervention, and family support services, the DPS worker may coordi-
nate/confer with:


1. Local law enforcement agen,:tes when the child comes in contact with
them during the treatment program.


2. Schools to facilitate the return of the truant/expelled chi ld to the
classroom.


3. Any other community agencies/resources necessary to dissipate the
family crisis, prevent out-of-home placement, and/or the imminent
threat to the health or stability of the child or the family.


R. Delinquency Prevention Services should develop a close working relation-
ship with local mental health clinics and Crisis Line .agencies.


C. Planning for community resource development will be coordinated with:


1.. Juvenile Courts


2. Nonprofit, private or voluntary social agencies


3. Other public social agencies.


D. Upon request and with the approval of the local DPS program director, diag-
nosis consultation, treatment consultation, and training may be provided
to:


1. Juvenile Courts


2. Nonprofit, private or voluntary social agencies


3. Othe'r public social agencies.


27.80 REQUIRri FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS 


A. See Chapter 99, General Forms, for general instructions on these
generic forms:


DSHS 2-305(X) Service Episode Record (SER) (10/78)
DSHS 14-139(X) Social Services Application (Rev. 12/79)
DSHS 14-154(X) Social Services Authorization (Rev. 3/78)
DSHS 14-159 Change of Service Authorization (Rev. 2/78)
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2. The court in the sending state should not dismiss wardship prior to
or while the Compact is in effect. The sending social agency remains'
responsible for case planning.


3. For a foster child, the sending state is obligated to make out-of-
state foster care payments.


4.. If the placement fails, the sending state is responsible for making
alternate plans for the child and providing return transportation,
if requested by the receiving state.


5. The receiving state social agency should provide courtesy supervision
and periodic progress reports to the sending state.


6. Jurisdiction of the sending state continues until:


a. The receiving state wants to assume wardship or custody.
b. The child reaches the age of majority-usually age 18.
c. The adoption is finalized.
d. The child commits a delinquent act or is a victim of abuse or


'neglect, which requires legal intervention by, the receiving
state.


e. The sending and receiving states agree that the placement is
stable, and court jurisdiction can be terminated.


E. A foster child placed out-of-state for whom DSHS is making a money pay-
ment is eligible for Title XIX (Medicaid).


F. When the child is placed with a relative in another state, the receiving
state or the relative will be responsible for the child's medical care.


G. When a dependent runaway child who is under court jurisdiction and in the
custody of DSHS is located in another state, responsibility for planning ,
remains with DSHS. The Community Services Office (CSO) should refer to
WAC 388-70-056 for information. Runaway juvenile offenders should be
referred to the Interstate Compact on Juveniles.


H. Department policy relating to the placement of Indian children shall apply
when a CSO or other agency. places an Indian child in another state'. Refer
to Chapter 01, Social Service Policies and Administration, regarding
policies for Indian children.


I. DSHS cannot be financially responsible for a child placed in another state
by a court in this state, nor be responsible for arranging courtesy super-
vision by the other state, unless the department has been given custody.


J. Child abuse/neglect aspects of all cases are referred to Child Protective
Services (CPS) in accordance with procedures in Chapter 26, Child Pro—
tective Services. The CPS worker is responsible for the service aspects
regarding abuse and neglect. All services in the case are to be
coordinated by the supervisors and service workers involved.
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30.14 Priorities Related to this Service 


The ICPC requires that the target population includes the following categories
of children. There can be no priorities or exclusions.


A. Foster children moving with their foster parents to another state.


B. Children moving to a foster care placement in another state.


C. Children being placed for adoption in another state.


D. Adopted children moving with their adoptive parents to another stare when
the adoption has not been legally finalized.


E. Children placed with a parent, relative, or legal guardian in another
state when the court in the sending state retains jurisdiction.


F. Institutional placements of adjudicated dependent and neglected children
needing special services or programs not available within the state.


30.15 Eligibility 


A. For complete eligibility requirements, see Chapter 03, Social Services
Eligibility.


B. Financial eligibility is not a factor. Parents' income is used to
determine if the services provided are chargeable under Titles XX or
IV-B. If parental rights have been terminated, the child's income


- should be used to determine the funding source.


C. When a child is accepted for out-of-state child welfare service only and


no money payment is being made, eligibility for Title XIX (Medicaid) is
not conferred upon this child automatically. Medical need, in such
cases, is an eligibility factor. Consideration should be given to all
FAMCO programs, as appropriate. Refer to Chapter 48, Health Support
Services, for specific forms and procedures.


30.20 PROGRAM'STANDARDS 


30.21 Program Expectations 


A. Within 30 days of receiving a clear and complete request for a home study


or evaluation for placement directly from another state, the CSO shall


submit the request and the completed evaluation of the proposed placement


to the Interstate Compact program manager (Compact manager) including a


,recommendation regarding appropriateness of the placement.
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CHAPTER 01


SOCIAL SERVICE POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION


Table of Contents


01.00 INTRODUCTION


01.01 GENERAL POLICIES
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CHAPTER 01


SOCIAL SERVICE POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION


01.00 INTRODUCTION


A. The mission of the Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS) is
to promote the health and well-being of all citizens of the state and
to assist those who are dependent, ill, handicapped, or committed to
correctional facilities in overcoming obstacles that interfere with
their becoming independent, self-sufficient, productive members of
society.


B. In addition to direct financial aid and medical assistance, the
department is responsible for providing social services to its citi-
zenry and for enforcing licensing statutes regulating a variety of
child care agencies and health care facilities. Community social
services are funded by the Social Security Act of 1935: Title IV-B,
Child Welfare Services; and Title XX, General Social Services (1974
Amendments). State General Funds are also appropriated for the
department to provide social services.


C. Each year the department prepares a Comprehensive Annual Social
Services Program Plan (CASSP) to describe proposed services to the


• public. The goals of the services to be offered under this plan are
directed at the national goals of:


1. Achieving or maintaining economic self-support to prevent,
reduce, or eliminate dependency.


2. Achieving or maintaining self-sufficiency, including reduction or
prevention of dependency.


3. Preventing or remedying neglect, abuse, or exploitation of
children and adults unable to protect their own interests, Or
preserving, rehabilitating, or reuniting families.


4. Preventing or reducing inappropriate institutional care by pro-
viding for community-based care, home-based care, or other forms
of less intensive care.


5. Securing referral or admission for institutional care when other
forms of care are not appropriate, or providing services to
individuals in institutions.
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D. Social services are delivered through Regional Offices (RO) and
Community Services Offices (CSO) administered by the Assistant
Secretary for Community Services. The department has determined that
the very young, the aged, and the severely handicapped are the top
priority groups to receive social services. With respect to the com-
mitment of available resources, the department's service priorities
are: Protection from physical abuse and neglect, crisis intervention,
and services that maititain community living and avoid institutionali-
zation. Priorities within and among services are described in each
service specific chapter of this manual.


E. Service Priorities


1. For several years the department has been faced with a demand for
services greater than the resources available for delivering
those services. One critical resource has been service worker
time. The following service priority list will be used as a
guide for use of service workers' time.


2. This overall service priority list was developed taking into con-
sideration statutory and regulatory mandates, response time
standards, and service priorities described in each service
chapter of this manual. It is assumed that services will only be
provided to eligible applicants and that service workers will
utilize available resources within the CSO and the community
(including volunteer services) to respond to service requests.


3. Although the department has determined that the very young, the
aged, and the severely handicapped are the top priority popula-
tion groups, each individual service request and situation must
be evaluated separately. Service requests dealing with life
threatening/life sustaining situations must always be handled
prior to any other type of service request, regardless of statu-
tory requirements to provide non-emergency services (such as
employment counseling).


4. CSO staff resources will be used to deliver services in the
following order:


a. Priority 1. Emergency situations where intervention is
required to protect or prevent abuse of individuals (regard-
less of age). This would include child and adult protective
services, crisis intervention services (where there is
threatened violence), and supportive medical, shelter place-
ment, homemaker, or chore services as required.


b. Priority 2. Emergency situations where persons require
food, shelter, or medical assistance. This is an Informa-
tion and Referral (I&R) service (referrals to both DSHS and
non-DSHS resources).


4
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c. Priority 3. Non-emergency situations where intervention is


required to protect individuals (regardless of age) such as


child and adult neglect cases, and crisis intervention ser-
vices in non-violent situations. This includes child and


adult protective services, services to children in their own


homes, and supportive homemaker, chore, day care, and shel-


ter placement services as required.


d. Priority 4. Situations where intervention is necessary to


prevent out-of-home placement or to facilitate the return


of a person to his/her own home or the least restrictive


placement possible. This includes: services to children in


their own homes; community and residential services for


adults; health support, homemaker, and chore services; ser-


vices to persons placed in family foster or group care,


congregate care facilities, and nursing homes; supportive


licensing and monitoring services; and when a return is not


possible, termination of parental rights, adoption, and


adoption subsidy services.


e. Priority 5. Situations where services would permit main-


tenance or improvement of the quality of life. This


includes out-of-home placement, interstate compact placement


evaluation/supervision, financial support (additional


requirements, incapacity assessments), health support


(EPSDT, family planning), day care, foster family and day


care provider recruitment and licensing, Work Incentive


(WIN), and volunteer services.


01.01 GENERAL POLICIES


A. The purpose of the Social Service Delivery System (SSDS) is to provide


agreed upon social services to children, families, and adults in


Washington State to help them develop physically and socially in a


positive manner, to enhance or sustain their productivity, to maintain


them as community members, and to reduce the impact of crisis in their


lives. That purpose cannot be achieved unless staff and clients


develop positive working relationships based upon mutual respect.


B. Any person has the right to request services and have an eligibility
determination made. Service requests may also be initiated by another
agency or person on behalf of an individual when the individual is not


capable of making .a personal request. Any person requesting assist-
ance has the right to a full explanation of available services.
Eligible individuals shall be provided requested services based on


stated service priorities and the availability of resources. Appli-
cants or recipients may request a fair hearing concerning the denial
or termination of a service, or failure to act upon a request for
services with reasonable promptness.
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C. SSDS is based on the following assumptions:


1. The client is usually able to identify his/her needs or specificservice request.


2. The client is usually able to identify the solution or servicesneeded.


3. The client is usually able to make choices regarding his/hersituation.


4. The client usually has the capacity to change.


5. The client may be unable to accomplish 1-4 above and thereforerequire active intervention by the agency.


D. The client has a right to request service and also a responsibilityfor participation in the agreed-upon service plan. The client will beinformed of his/her rights and responsibilities, including the rightto a fair hearing and the agency policy on confidentiality.


E. Social service staff are expected to respect client's rights and pre-sume that the client has the capabilities listed in C. above. Staffwill be aware of and sensitive to the different ethnic, cultural, andsocial systems which clients may have and utilize this understandingwhen providing services.


F. Staff will be knowledgeable of and be able to explain all CSO servicesavailable to the client. Staff will assist the client to state servicerequests clearly, identify possible outcomes, and determine an appro-priate service plan to achieve the agreed-upon outcome.


01.02 PROFESSIONAL ETHICS


A. Social service practice is a public trust that requires integrity,compassion, belief in the dignity and worth of human beings, respectfor cultural and individual differences, a commitment to service, anda dedication to truth. The end sought is the performance of servicewith integrity and competence. Each service worker carries a respon-sibility to maintain certain standards of behavior, such as thoseoutlined in the following paragraphs.


B. Consistent with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Washington State Laws Against Dis-crimination, and the department's Nondiscrimination Plan, all programsand activities of the department or any of its service agents will beconducted without discrimination based on any person's race, color,creed, national origin, sex, handicap, or age. Furthermore, staffshould make every effort to become aware of cultural differences andbe sensitive to the needs of minority groups.


- 6 -
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C. In accordance with the Revised Code of Washington (RCW), Chapter 42.22
"Code of Ethics for Public Officers and Employees":


No officer or employee shall have any interest, financial
or otherwise, direct or indirect, or shall engage in any
business or transaction or professional activity, or shall
incur any obligation of any nature, which is in conflict
with the proper discharge of his duties in the public
interest.


(See RCW 42.22.040 for enumeration of prohibited practices.)


D. Social service staff should respect the privacy of the people they
serve, use information gained through professional relationships in a
responsible manner, and hold themselves responsible for the timeliness
and quality of services they perform.


E. Merit System Rule (MSR) 356-34-010 states that:


"Appointing authorities may demote, suspend, reduce in salary, or dis-
miss a permanent employee under their jurisdiction for any of the
following causes:


(1) Neglect of duty.
(2) Inefficiency.
(3) Incompetence.
(4) Insubordination.
(5) Indolence.
(6) Conviction of a crime involving moral turpitude.
(7) Malfeasance.
(8) Gross misconduct.
(9) Willful violation of the published employing agency or Department


of Personnel rules or regulations."


F. DSHS Personnel Policy No. 540 states that "Employee misconduct is
construed to be that action or lack of action which has detrimental
effect on the Department's goals, objectives, programs and/or fellow
employees."


G. Social service staff should be familiar with the DSHS Personnel
Policies Manual and, in particular, familiar with Policy No. 506
"Departmental Employees Holding Outside Employment" and Policy
No. 541.3 "Alleged Child Abuse or Neglect by DSHS Employees or
Volunteers."


01.03 POLICY ON CONFIDENTIALITY


A. Confidentiality is a relationship between a client and the agency
which guarantees the client is protected against improper disclosure
of information known to the agency. Confidentiality is not a bond of
secrecy between client and worker.
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B. All clients have the right to confidentiality in their contacts withthe agency. Confidentiality is the basis for the development of trustbetween worker and client. Such trust is essential to the provisionof effective social services.


C. The agency will maintain procedures which: adequately safeguard theclient's right to confidentiality; provide for correction of erroneousinformation; and which comply with all federal and state laws. Ingeneral, confidential information should not be released outside thedepartment without the knowledge and consent of the client. Ininstances where the department has an obligation to report data toanother governmental entity (for example, the Work Incentive (WIN)Program data to Employment Security), the client should be a4vised ofthis requirement at the time he/she applies to DSHS for services.


D. The release of any data collected on clients or employees through aresearch design which has not been approved by the department's HumanResearch Review Committee is expressly prohibited. However, generalinformation not identified with any particular individual is not con-sidered to be confidential and may be released pursuant to WashingtonAdministrative Code (WAC) Chapter 388-320.


E. All information which identifies a client and is kept in his/hersocial service file is considered confidential unless specific circum-stances, statutory, or regulatory rules indicate otherwise.


01.04 INDIAN POLICY STATEMENT


A. The department recognizes the unique cultural and legal status ofAmerican Indians among other minority groups. Reference the SupremacyClause and Indian Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution, FederalTreaties, Executive Orders, the Indian Citizens' act of 1924, theIndian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-608), statutes and state andfederal court decisions. Indians retain the right to tribal self-government (Indian Self-Determination Act of 1964) and hold dualstatus as citizens of the state and citizens of tribal governments.Reference the DSHS Indian Affairs Policy Statement issued March 28,1974, by Secretary Charles R. Morris. Regional Office and CSO staffwill obtain consultation from the DSHS Office of Indian Affairs in theSO when additional information or clarification is needed on Indianaffairs or issues pertaining to the delivery of services to Indianclients. As one effort to improve the delivery of services to Indiancitizens, the department has established Indian Child Welfare AdvisoryCommittees.


B. The purpose of Indian child welfare advisory committees (ICWAC) is:


1. To promote relevant social service planning for Indian children.


2. To encourage the preservation of Indian families and tribes andthe heritage of each Indian child referred to DSHS.
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3. To assure necessary assistance is provided to departmental staff


by Indian tribal representatives and urban Indian organizations


in the social service planning for Indian children for whom the


department has a responsibility.


C. A local ICWAC shall be established within each region. The number and


locations of the local committees in each region shall be mutually


determined by the Regional Director (RD), Indian tribal governments,


and urban Indian organizations in consultation with SO staff.


1. The committee shall consist of representatives designated by the


tribal governments and urban Indian organizations. The RD shall


appoint committee members from among those individuals designated


by Indian tribal governments and organizations. Those members


should be familiar with and knowledgeable about the general needs


of children as well as the particular needs of Indian children


residing in the service areas.


2. The committee also may include staff from the Bureau of Indian


Affairs (BIA) and/or Indian Health Service if participating


tribal councils and urban Indian organizations approve.


3. The DSHS RD and/or the CSO administrator shall appoint, in con-


sultation with the tribal councils and urban Indian


organizations, a member of the CSO's Family and Children's


Section staff as a coordinator of the committee.


4. The local ICWAC is an ad hoc advisory committee not specifically


authorized by statute.


D. The functions of the local ICWAC to be performed by the full committee


or a subcommittee are:


1. To assure necessary assistance is provided to DSHS staff regard-


ing the provision of adoption, foster care, child protective


services, and other social services to Indian children and their


families,


2. To review the situation of each Indian child after necessary and


appropriate consents have been obtained,


3. To assist in the recruitment of foster and adoptive homes, to


make recommendations regarding the licensing of foster and adopt-


ive homes for Indian children.


4. To provide culturally relevant services to Indian children.


5. To recommend plans for each Indian child,


6. To assist in the implementation of recommended plans, and
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7. To act in an advisory capacity to the RD and CSO administrator
regarding the department's implementation and monitoring of the
rules relating to foster care, child protection, and adoption
services to Indian children and their families.


E. Members of the local ICWAC shall agree to abide by RCW 74.04.060 and
the rules of confidentiality binding DSHS staff. The necessary con-
sent of the parents of the child concerned, or from the court if the
child is under the jurisdiction of the court, must be obtained and
documented if an individually identifiable situation is to be referred
to the committee. (See WAC 388-70-640(1).) Whenever it is not pos-
sible to locate or obtain consent from parents of Indian children
referred for child protective, foster care, or adoption services, the
case shall be reviewed by a designee of the Regional Director and a
DSHS Indian Community Worker, DSHS Indian service worker or Indian
consultant, appointed by the Regional Director in cooperation with the
ICWAC. The Office of Indian Affairs (OIA) will be available for case
staffing consultation upon request of the Regional Director.


The designated reviewers will be responsible for documenting their
recommendations regarding the service plan and notifying, within five
(5) working days, the Office of Indian Affairs, OB-44G, SCAN 234-1698,
of these recommendations. A listing of cases staffed should be main-
tained in the Regional Office. Quarterly reports of the number of
children reviewed by this process should be provided by the RD to the
ICWAC.


F. The RD and the local ICWAC shall mutually develop policies where a
potential "conflict-of-interest" may exist. In addition, each region
shall develop a working agreement with the local ICWAC(s) on the pro-
cedures, locations, and scheduling of case staffings. The working
agreement is subject to amendment by mutual agreement of the RD and
the local committee.


G. All DSHS field services will be developed in a manner consistent with
this DSHS Indian Affairs Policy Statement. Service delivery staff
efforts to implement the policy will include but not be limited to the
following activities:


1. Consultation by field administrative and service delivery staff
with tribal governments, Indian/Alaskan Native organizations,
tribal and off-reservation Indian/Alaskan Native program staff,
and the CSO ICWAC when appropriate.


2. Maximum coordination with existing tribal and off-reservation
Indian/Alaskan Native social service programs and staff.


3. Joint planning and delivery of services by DSHS field administra-
tion and service delivery staff with existing tribal and off-
reservation Indian/Alaskan Native social service programs and
staff when appropriate.


-10-
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4. Assuring Indian client caseloads will be carried by field staff
with demonstrated skill and acceptance in delivering culturally
and socially relevant services to Indian clients and communi-
ties.


5. Case planning and counseling techniques developed and delivered
with the goal of providing relevant services to Indian clients
based on their culture, values, social practices, community
standards, and treaty rights.


6. Placing more emphasis on the development of licensed Indian 
foster homes, group homes, adoptive homes, and family homes for
adults, and the placement of Indian clients in those homes as
necessary.


7. Maximizing the placement of Indian children in Indian homes when-
ever out-of-home placements are necessary.


01.05 PURCHASE OF SERVICE POLICY


A. It is the policy of DSHS to purchase selected services, not presently
provided by the department, when the services can be provided by the
vendor on a cost-effective basis meeting department performance and
program quality standards.


B. Services purchased shall be consistent with the goals and priorities
of DSHS, and with applicable plans, rules, regulations, and laws of
the state and federal government.


C. In determining whether services shall be purchased or provided
directly, the department shall consider whether:


1. The service is needed as a required responsibility of DSHS,
either through statute or program policy.


2. The service is available in the private sector and not provided
by DSHS personnel.


3. The service duplicates or conflicts with existing DSHS or private
agency services.


4. State provided or purchased service is more cost-effective.


D. The department shall not contract for services when such action would ,
lead to the elimination or supplanting of classified positions in
state service.
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E. Services funded by Title XX and which are being considered for pur-
chase must be stated in the Comprehensive Annual Social Services
Program Plan and currently authorized and funded by the legislature.
The nature of the services to be provided, performance standards,
rules, or other requirements and guidelines related to services which
are purchased shall be developed by the appropriate program staff of
DSHS. Services will generally be purchased on behalf of individuals
determined to be eligible by DSHS or by specific vendors authorized by
DSHS to make eligibility determinations.


F. Services may be purchased from public agencies, private non-profit
agencies, proprietary (for profit) agencies, or individuals, except as
prohibited by law; provided, that such services are not available
without cost and are not already funded as mandatory functions of a
state agency.


G. Services shall be purchased on the basis of a written agreement (con-
tract) between DSHS and the provider of service which shall be
executed by persons legally authorized to do so. Purchasing practices
shall be consistent with established procedures and applicable laws.
Rates and methods of payment shall be those established by DSHS.


H. DSHS shall provide technical assistance to contractors, and shall mon-
itor and evaluate contract performance. Such activities will involve
CSO, RO, and SO staff of DSHS. Requests for purchase agreements shall
be submitted and processed in the form and manner prescribed by DSHS.


01.06 DEFINITION OF MANAGEMENT 


A. Management is the central point of authority and accountability for
the effective and efficient use of resources to achieve the agency's
goals and objectives.


1. Line management in this agency includes supervisors, CSO adminis-
trators, RDs, the Assistant Secretary for Community Services, and
the Secretary of DSHS.


2. Program responsibility rests with the five Bureau directors
(Aging, Alcohol and Substance Abuse, Children's Services, Income
Maintenance, and Community and Residential Care) who report to
the Director of Community Program Development Division who in
turn reports to the Assistant Secretary for Community Services.


3. The Director of Community Services Administration, who also
reports to the Assistant Secretary, is responsible for all of the
Community Services support systems including: Title XX planning;
maintenance of the Social Service Delivery System (SSDS) (includ-
ing Manual G, forms development and control, and systems monitor-
ing); the Social Service Payment System (SSPS); the Interactive
Terminal Input System (ITIS); Workload Planning and Control
(WLPC); fiscal management; and Special Welfare Services.
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B. The Regional Director (RD) is the primary DSHS representative (includ-


ing Manual G, forms development and control, and systems monitoring)


in the field and chairs the Regional Management Committee (RMC). The
RMC is composed of representatives from the following organizations:


1. Bureau of Children's Services
2. Bureau of Income Maintenance
3. Bureau of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
4. Division of Mental Health
5. Division of Juvenile Rehabilitation
6. Division of Developmental Disabilities
7. Health Services Division
8. Adult Corrections Division
9. Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
10. Community Services Offices
11. Bureau of Aging
12. Bureau of Community and Residential Care


C. The purpose of the Regional Management Committee is to assure coordi-
nation of all DSHS program service delivery activities in the region
and to serve as the focal point for the execution of the region
planning and budgeting processes. Members of the RMC represent their


respective program divisions/bureaus in the field and act in accord-
ance with specific delegation of authority.


01.07 STATE OFFICE (SO) RESPONSIBILITIES 


State Office staff are responsible for:


A. Developing the CASSP, social service policies, program standards, and
budgets in compliance with federal and state mandates. Plans, poli-
cies, standards, and budgets are developed in cooperation with
regional staff, with the advice of departmental advisory committees
and with the official approval of the Assistant Secretary for
Community Services.


B. Reviewing and interpreting federal and state statutes. Writing
Washington Administrative Code (WAC) rules and guidelines. Writing
and maintaining the social services policy procedures and forms oper-
ating manual (Manual G).


C. .Assuring statewide implementation of the CASSP of Title XX, other
state or federal statutes, WAC rules applicable to DSHS service
programs, and Manual G. Providing uniform interpretation and clarifi-
cation of program policies and procedures.


D. Monitoring service programs on a statewide basis for compliance with
policy and procedures to maintain program integrity and to evaluate
the effectiveness of the Social Service Delivery System.
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E. Developing and designing with the regions and other department
resources the research projects, training plans, pamphlets and bro-
chures, and other materials necessary to improve the quality of
programs and service delivery.


F. Providing information and program consultation to non-Community
Services SO staff, R0s, CS0s, and community groups.


G. Providing program representatives as members of the Regional
Management Committees.


01.08 REGIONAL OFFICE RESPONSIBILITIES


Regional Office staff are responsible for:


A. Developing regional agenda and program budget issues and service plans
and providing input to SO staff on social service plans, policies,
standards, and budgets. The regional agenda development process
involves the RD, the RMC, the Regional Advisory Committee, and desig-
nated citizen and community groups.


B. Coordinating service delivery and budget issues with other members of
the Regional Management Committee and program fiscal officers.


C. Disseminating SO program and policy information to field staff and
assuring uniform implementation of state programs and procedures in
compliance with Title XX CASSP and service rules. Developing and
providing training for field staff to accomplish this task.


D. Monitoring service delivery in the region and the CSOs for compliance
with policy and procedures according to program monitoring guidelines
prepared by SO and the RDs.


E. Responding to inquiries and providing policy interpretation and clari-
fication for CSO staff. Identifying, researching, and recommending
solutions to problems affecting local service delivery in consultation
with SO staff and community resources.


F. Coordinating and arranging training for regional and CSO staff with
state program offices and training centers.


G. Developing with CSO administrators, community resources to assist and
complement service delivery in the region.


H. Appointing and providing support for regional committees as authorized
by the Secretary, such as the Indian Child Welfare Services Committee
and the Regional Advisory Committee.


I. Providing administrative support for regional program division staff
and Regional Management Committee members who are colocated in the RO.
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J. Providing information to SO staff for response to inquiries by the


media and the legislature about community service programs.


01.09 COMMUNITY SERVICES OFFICE RESPONSIBILITIES 


CSO administrative responsibilities include:


A. Managing the day-to-day operations of providing social services to


eligible clients.


B. Assuring CSO operations are in compliance with SO and RO policy and


procedures.


C. Developing statements of training needs, submitting written requests


for training to RO and SO, and providing training for staff and serv-


ice providers/vendors.


D. Providing information to and being the primary agency contact for


agencies, groups, or individuals within the CSO geographical service


area.


E. Maintaining an adequate number of receiving/shelter beds for children


needing emergency placement. (See WAC 388-70-044(3).)


01.10 COMMUNICATION POLICY


A. Interpretation of policy and procedures should be handled at the low-


est level of administration possible. That is, service workers should


first review the appropriate chapter of Manual G or the WACs (Manual


A) and then seek the advice of their immediate supervisor. Questions


should be addressed within the chain of.command up to the CSO Admin-


istrator/designee.


B. Issues which cannot be resolved and questions which cannot be answered


by the CSO Administrator should be addressed to the RO Social Service


Delivery Coordinator who will coordinate with Regional Program Repre-


sentative as necessary. Direct telephone contacts between CSO staff


and SO program managers are to be discouraged.


C. RO staff ought to be able to interpret all but the most complex issue


or policy questions. If a policy or procedure is so unclear as to


cause regionwide confusion about its interpretation, then the RD


should request action by appropriate SO staff to issue a clarifying


numbered memorandum or a revision of the appropriate Manual G chapter.


D. None of the above should be construed to prohibit direct CSO-SO con-


tact under the special conditions or special projects described in
numbered memoranda, delegation of authority documents, or program
chapters which follow. Note that the policy and procedures for a
"request for exception to policy" are described in 01.13 and Chapter
99, General Forms.
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E. Time permitting, field inquiries and SO responses to policy and proce-
dural matters should be in writing. This permits documentation of the
frequency or scope of the problem and speeds up the process of
revising Manual G. Responses should be made promptly.


F. State office-field contacts for meetings, technical assistance and
advice, general consultation, and reviews may be initiated by the RO
and SO. Confirmation of the request will be in writing as a follow up
to oral arrangements. The RO is the central coordination point for
these requests. All requests should state the objectives of the con-
tacts, who shall participate, the arrangements to be made, and should
include any accompanying material to be used. The initiator of the
request or convenor of the meeting is responsible for preparing a sum-
mary of the meeting. Summaries (minutes) of meetings should be
prepared and distributed to all principals within two weeks of the
meeting.


G. SO and RO staff seeking data about clients or services should first
assess what information is already available at SO by contacting the
Office of Information Systems or the Office of Program Analysis. Data
not presently available should be collected using sampling techniques
rather than by routine daily or monthly reports to minimize the work-
load impact on social service staff.


H. SO and RO requests for reports or statistical data from field staff
will explain the purpose for the request, outline the data that is
desired, provide necessary forms and clear instructions as to how to
collect the data and complete forms, and provide a time frame for
response which recognizes mail and communication lags. The requestor
is also responsible for communicating results back to ROs for dissem-
ination to field staff.


01.11 COMMUNITY COORDINATION


A. DSHS will actively involve the community in the planning for services,
particularly those funded by Title XX. Advisory committees will be a
major vehicle for community input. The community will be regularly
informed of agency activity regarding service delivery. Community
resources and volunteers will be considered as part of the total
resources available to fulfill Individual Service Plans (ISP).


B. The purpose of citizen participation in the social service delivery
system is threefold:


1. To involve citizens in identifying community service needs and to
be advocates for those needs. ,


2. To involve citizens in the planning, development, budgeting, and
evaluation of services.
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3. To involve citizens as volunteers in providing services to the
consumers of agency services.


C. Citizen participation in agency planning and needs identification
should be at the most basic level possible. Grassroots involvement in
local communities shall be used as an input for regional planning.
Citizens who serve as volunteers complement and extend the work of
staff as special resources to the agency and the community. Volun-
teers do not replace staff but extend the ability of the agency to
respond to special client needs. Citizen volunteers are important
community interpreters of agency policy and program.


D. Regional advisory committees are the responsibility of the RD; the
committees cooperate with and make recommendations to the RD, the
Regional Management Committee and RO staff. Citizen members of advi-
sory committees shall be drawn from a broad representation of
community interests, skills, groups, and needs. Active service
clients shall be encouraged to serve on committees, and ROs and CSOs
will assist to assure their participation. Minority and other special
groups shall be included in the broad community representation of the
committee.


E. Statutory citizen advisory groups shall use the DSHS Advisory 
Committee Handbook as a guide for their activities. The department
will provide reasonable staff support to citizen advisory committees
according to the availability of staff, the geographic location of
committee activities, and other circumstances. The department will
provide available information about services to participating citizens
in an understandable form; the information will be as relevant to the
local area as is possible to obtain.


01.12 AGREEMENTS WITH NON-CSO AGENCIES


A. The purpose of developing agreements with non-CSO service agencies is
to ensure the delivery of appropriate services to clients and to
create better working relationships with non-CSO agencies. There are
two types of agreements: Formal agreements and memoranda of under-
standing. Although both types of agreements are in writing, they are
not legal contracts and therefore shall not be understood nor put
forward as legally binding on participants. Agreements may be initi-
ated at any appropriate administrative level, CSO, RO, or SO.


B. A formal agreement is a written statement which details responsibil-
ities, working relationships and procedures, is arrived at through
negotiation, and is considered binding by the parties until mutually
agreed upon changes are made. A formal agreement is appropriate when:


1. There is a need to clarify legal responsibility for action.


2. There is a mutually recognized need for clarification of policies
and procedures.
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3. There are grant or funding requirements regarding such agree-
ments.


4. There is a question of service responsibility to the client.


C. A memo of understanding is a written explanation of agency policies
and procedures in relation to another organization. It may be devel-
oped and changed unilaterally. It is not considered binding; but puts
generally agreed-upon interactions into writing for the purpose of
clarification and consistency. A memo of understanding is appropriate
when:


1. There is frequent interaction between the parties around common
clients.


2. There is a demonstrated need for clarification of policies and
procedures.


D. All understandings and agreements should include the following:


. 1. Purpose of the agreement, including a description of the client
population, legal, or policy requirements;


2. A clear definition of the roles of the respective agencies;


3. A description of special circumstances, if any;


4. The basic content of the agreement, including relevant policies
and procedures;


5. Procedures for implementing and changing the agreement.


E. Authority to enter into formal agreements (whether initiated by the
department or the community) rests with the RD and may be delegated to
the appropriate administrative level. However, agreements may be ini-
tiated at the CSO, regional, or state office level. Any service
worker may request the development of an agreement. The written
request is made to the service worker's immediate supervisor and a
copy is sent to the administrator of the CSO. The request should
include all available information regarding the reason for the
request, suggestions for the content of the agreement, and the names
of other persons who may need to be involved. CSO administration will
respond to the request within ten working days and notify the initi-
ator of the decision.


01.13 EXCEPTIONS TO RULES/WAIVER OF SOCIAL SERVICE POLICY 


A. Exceptions to Rules


1. The department's policies, rules, and regulations are based on
federal and state laws. The department does not have the author-
ity to waive provisions of the Revised Code of Washington (RCW)%
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but it does interpret these laws through rules and regulations


published in the Washington Administrative Code (WAC - Manual A).


Individual case exception to a rule or procedure not specifically


enunciated in the law can be authorized by the SO when it appears


to be in the best interest of overall economy and the individual's


welfare (see WAC 388-20-020).


2. A service worker believing the application of a rule will result


in undue hardship or will defeat its purpose in a specific case


may direct a written request for an exception through supervisory


channels to the CSO administrator. The CSO administrator will


review the request within two working days and where appropriate,


submit it to the Secretary or designee.


3. In all cases, a DSHS 5-10(X), Policy Exception Request, shall be


completed. (See Chapter 99, General Forms, for instructions.) A


request of an emergent nature (where delay would cause undue


hardship) may be telephoned into SO prior to or simultaneous with


submission of DSHS 5-10(X). The Secretary or designee will com-


municate the decision to the appropriate staff immediately after


a decision is reached. Written confirmation will follow within


10 working days.


B. Waiver of Social Service Policy


1. There are internal CSO operations policies described in Manual G


which are not covered by WACs (Manual A).


2. Staff seeking a waiver of CSO operations policy will follow the


same procedures described in A 2-3 above. However, final author-


ity for granting waivers rests with the Assistant Secretary for


Community Services or designee.


01.14 FORMS CONTROL POLICY


A. The purpose of a forms control policy is to prevent the proliferation


of new forms, to eliminate or to revise outdated or obsolete forms, to


promote the development of generic forms which more directly support


the provision and management of social services, and to involve the


users of forms in this process. All forms used to authorize, provide,


or record the delivery of social services, whether developed by the


SO, RO, or CSO, are subject to this policy.


B. A form is an administrative tool, printed or duplicated by any repro-


duction method, which has blank spaces for the insertion of


predetermined information. Form letters are to be listed as "forms."


All SO required social service forms have a number assigned by the


Forms and Records Management Section of the Administrative Services


Division. A.DSHS form is one which is created at the state office


level for use throughout a program area. Generally, DSHS forms are
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used by more than one office. A DSHS form is not necessarily a "stock.
form." However, if it is a stock form it will contain an (X) after
the form number to indicate its availability through the stockroom in
Olympia. A local form is one created by a specific CSO or institution
and is used exclusively within the originating office or institution.


C. Forms review committees are established at the SO, RO, and in each
CSO. CSO review committees will include at least one (each) service
worker, clerical worker, and financial services technician. The RD
designates RO forms review committee members. The state office Forms
Review Committee (FRC) consists of representatives of the Bureaus of
Children's Services, Income Maintenance, and Community and Residential
Care. The designated Forms and Records Coordinator within Community
Services Administration convenes and chairs the state office FRC.


D. All forms will be reviewed annually to determine the extent of their
use, whether they are still fulfilling the intended purpose, and
whether they may be eliminated, revised, or combined with another
form. The CSO will not generate local social service forms which are
just slightly modified statewide required forms. The goal will always
be to reduce paperwork to the minimum. The SO, RO, and CSOs will
ensure reviews of forms used at their level are completed. Review
process/procedures are in Section VI, pages 189 through 193.3, of the
DSHS Forms and Records Management Program Manual. Findings and con-
clusions of field reviews will be communicated to the DSHS SO Forms
Coordinator, Community Services Administration, MS OB 41-K, Olympia,
WA 98504.


E. Requests for new forms will be reviewed by the forms review committee
at the administrative level at which the request was initiated. If
approved, a copy of the form and instructions will be submitted to the
SO Forms Coordinator (for information only). The SO review process
will permit analysis to determine whether the proposed form would be
more useful than the existing statewide required form. If it is, all
field staff ought to benefit from the suggested improvements. To
assure only those forms which are absolutely necessary are generated,
the state office FRC shall approve all program-related forms used
statewide by CSO Social Service staff.


F. The state office FRC approval process is not intended to prohibit the
development of forms which are necessary. Requests for new social
service forms may be initiated at the CSO, RO, or SO levels. To be in
compliance with the State of Washington forms management program (RCW
43.19) it is necessary that a DSHS 5-132(X), Form Approval Request, be
completed for each new and revised form. (See Chapter 99, General
Forms, for sample of this form and instructions.) SO initiated forms
will be reviewed by the RO forms review committee prior to implemen-
tation. Final authority for the use of all social service forms is
the responsibility of the director of the Community Services Adminis-
tration or his/her designee.
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01.15 MANUAL MAINTENANCE POLICY AND PROCEDURES


A. Changes in policies, forms and procedures occur frequently. To com-


municate those changes, Manual G will be revised on a continuing basis


and within 30 days of issuance of a new WAC. This process will be


coordinated by designated staff within the Community Service Adminis-


tration (CSA).


1. Numbered memoranda, issued through the Office of Administrative


Regulations, are binding for all departmental staff.


2. Green Notices, issued by CSA, have the same authority as numbered


memoranda except their scope is limited to the policies, forms,


and procedures used in CSOs and ROs (Manual G) and are only bind-


ing for staff in those organizations.


a. Green Notices will be identified by chapter and filed at the


front of that chapter.


b. Green Notices will be used to quickly communicate changes


pending the revision of Manual G.


c. They will remain in effect only until manual revisions are


issued or for 90 days, whichever comes first.


3. To economize, nonurgent and minor manual revisions will be


batched for periodic release.


B. This manual cannot be a useful tool for delivering services unless


service delivery staff periodically evaluate it. CSO/RO suggestions


for changes in the format or content should be written, citing the


most current chapter, section, and page reference and submitted to the


DSHS-CSA Manual G Coordinator, MS 08-41K, Olympia, Washington 98504.


A copy of the suggestions should be sent to the regional service deli-


very coordinator.


C. The CSA Manual G Coordinator will respond to the initiator of the cor-


respondence within ten working days of receipt and indicate the status


of the recommendation and any planned action. Field recommendations


will be reviewed with the appropriate program manager(s) and monitor-


ing staff person. Service delivery coordinators and regional program


representatives will also be consulted.


D. SO staff initiating revisions to Manual G, numbered memoranda, WAC


rule, and purchase of service rate changes will route them to the CSA


Manual G Coordinator prior to issuance/adoption. Changes to forms


will also be routed to the SO Forms Review Committee for approval


prior to revising Manual G.
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E. Green Notices (sequentially numbered) and manual revisions will be
issued with a cover memo outlining the changes and indicating which
pages are to be removed and/or inserted. CSO staff will post the
control sheets (revision number and date inserted) and file notice/
revisions within two working days of their receipt.


F. Requests for additional copies to Manual G will be made to the CSA
Manual G Coordinator.
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B. Within 10 days of receiving an unclear or incomplete request for a home
study or evaluation from another state, the CSO should request the needed
information from the other agency in writing with a copy sent to the
Compact manager.


C. The same expectations and time frame prevails, if the request for a home
study or evaluation is received by the CSO via the Compact manager.


D. The CSO evaluation of the proposed placement is expected to consider the
following items:


1. Age and condition of the dwelling.


2. Appropriateness of the neighborhood.


3. Adequacy of sleeping and living quarters for the child.


4. Physical and emotional condition of family members with whom child
will be living.


5. Attitudes of family members toward accepting the child. What is
their knowledge of the child's present situation, problems, and
needs.


6. Consideration of whether family members can provide what child
needs.


7. Attitude of family members towards courtesy supervision and reporting
significant developments regarding child to the supervising agency.


8. Consideration of DSHS Indian Child Welfare policy where appropriate.


E. If the CSO recommendation is positive and placement is made, the CSO will
be expected to provide courtesy supervision.


F. The CSO will provide a progress report to the sending agency at leaSt
every 90 days or as specified in the compact agreement. Requests for
additional information or progress reports from the sending state or the
Compact manager should be answered within 30 days.


1
C. For a child leaving Washington State, moving as a family unit with foster


or adoptive parents. the CSO will:


1. Request an evaluation from the receiving state to assure availability
of courtesy supervision in the receiving state and to ascertain the
resources available in the new community to meet any special needs
of the child.


2. Submit DSHS 15-92(X), Interstate Compact Application Request to PlaceChild (Compact Application), and accompanying documents (as specifiedin 30.31 C. and D.) to the Compact manager at least 30 days prior tothe planned departure.
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3. Allow the receiving state at least 30 days evaluation time from time
of receipt of request to make a recommendation on the proposed
placement.


H. Appropriate services should be provided within five days if breakdown in
placement appears imminent.


30.22 Program Outcomes 


A. The child is placed with an appropriate family in another state, with a
completed Compact agreement and courtesy supervision provided.


B. The.. child is placed in an appropriate out-of-state institution which is
able to provide services which are not available in the Sending state.


C. A child in foster care in this state has been returned to his parent, or
relative in another state when the receiving state has assessed the
situation, agreed to the plan, offered post-placement services, and the
juvenile court has given its consent (if the child is under the juris-


diction of the court).


D. A foster child in a family foster home moves with the'foster parents to


-another state, when legal action to begin the process of foster parent


adoption has been Initiated, or the foster family cannot adopt and the


child can't- be placed for adoption elsewhere; and the juvenile court


having jurisdiction of the child.has given its consent; and the receiving


state has agreed to offer post-placement services.


E. When an adoption has not been finalized, the child is allowed to move to


another state with his/her adoptive family.


F. A child who is in the legal custody of the department who is known to be


.in another state is allowed to remain in placement there, as he/she


doesn't wish to return to this state.


G. A child who is in the custody of the department is allowed to move with!


his/her family or relative to another state, when the service worker has


determined it is in the child's best interest.


30.30 SERVICE PROCEDURES 


30.31 Child Leaving Washington State


A. For any child placed out of state by DSHS, the CSO service worker will


establish Title )OX eligibility on DSHS 147-139(X), Social Services Appli-


cation, if not currently established for another service. Out-ol-state


placement services will be authorized on DSHS 14-154(X), Social Services


Authorization, or DSHS 14-159, Change of Service Authorization. The


service plan will be developed and recorded on the DSHS 2-305(X), Service


Episode Record. •
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32.33 Placement of American Indian Children 


A. In those instances where the American Indian child's parents are not avail-


able, the resources of the department and of the Indian community shall be


used to locate the child's parents and relatives, and to assiet in locati
ng


possible placement resources.


B. Cases shall be referred to the Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee


(ICWAC) when the parents or court have given written permission.


C. When the ICWAC committee and local administration are deadlocked or when


ICWAC is denied the review process by the parent, guardian or court of


jurisdiction, consultation shall be obtained from the Indian consultants.


(See Manual G, 01.04 E.)


D. When the decision to place an American Indian child outside his/her home


is made, first consideration shall be given to the home of a relative.


When relatives' homes are not available, Indian children shall be placed


in nonrelative Indian foster homes and a copy of DSHS 15-128(R), Verifi-


cation of American Indian Status, will be completed and approved by the


ICWAC committee or Indian consultants. If the applicant is unable to


provide documentation, consultation will be obtained from the local ICWAC


or Indian consultant. When American Indian homes are not available,


Indian children shall, in cooperation with the local ICWAC or Indian


consultants, be placed in non-Indian foster homes specifically recrui
ted


and trained to meet the special needs of American Indian children. These


homes should be geographically near the child's home community to insure


continuation of the parent-child relationship and contact with the child's


culture. (See Chapter 23.38 for Voluntary/Involuntary Placement Procedures.)


E. In planning foster care placements for American Indian children, demon-


strable consideration shall be given to tribal membership, tribal culture


and Indian religion. The case record shall document all service plans,


all reasons for and circumstances concerning placement decisions with


specific statements to support those decisions and plans.


F. For each unenrolled American Indian child who will be in care for more


than thirty (30) days, including those for whom adoption is planned, the


CSO shall make a reasonable effort to complete two copies of the DSHS


4-220(X), Family Ancestry Chart. One copy will be retained in the


child's file, the other will be forwarded to the Bureau of Indian Affairs


Office responsible for that area. (The BIA has offices in Everett,


Spokane, Colville, Hoquiam, Toppenish, Nespelem, and Wellpinit.) The BIA


will review the chart for possible enrollment eligibility in conjunction


with the enrollment.committee of the appropriate tribe. The child's


parents are the pnimary source of information regarding the child's


ancestry and their availability is an important consideration.


G. In order to protect their rights, the child, his/her natural parent(s)
and/or guardian shall be informed of resources for legal representation;
advocacy; and support from an Indian representative approved by the appro-


priate tribal council or urban Indian organization or the local ICWAC.
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H. When an American Indian chill is entitled to receive Indian trust income
and is placed outside of the natural home, the service worker will norljy
the Superintendent of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Office which servtcr!,,
the child's tribe. Such notice shall contain a request to withhold
child's Indian trust funds ad rlace them in a trust account until the
child returns home or is ado2ted.


1. Bureau.of Indian Affair:; Offices in Washington State:


Colville Agency


P.O. Box 111
Nespelem, WA 99155


Spokane Agency Peninsula Area Office
P.O. Box G P.O. Box 170
Wellpinit, WA 99040 Hoquiam, WA 985so


Puget Sound Agency Yakima Agency


3006 Colby Avenue P.O. Box 632


Everett, WA 98201 Toppenish, WA 98948


2. If the BIA agency that services the child's tribe cannot be deter-


mined, consultation from the Local Indian Child Welfare Committc,-


(LICWAC) should be requested.


I. Services provided to an Indian child will be authorized by SSPS Code


3260, Service to Indian Child.


32.34 Permanent Planning Procedures 


A. Every child is entitled to a permanent home and the opportunity to form


stable, permanent attachments with a family. Casework planning and activ-


ities should be directed toward this goal at all times and begin as early


in the placement as possible.


B. Permanent planning services consist of focused casework efforts to develop


and implement the best and most appropriate permanent plan for the child.


1. The permanent plan shall be one of the following:


a. Return home,


b. Guardianship with relatives,


c. Placement with relatives,


d. Adoption or adoption with support,


e. Guardianship with foster parent or other unrelated individual,


f. Long-term foster are with a written agreement in place (for


children 16-17).


2. Casework activities mar incJude but are not limited to:


a. Parent search to ,ocate family members and resources,
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1. When a child has been in foster care for more than six months and it
appears unlikely he/she will return home, permanent placement plans
should be developed for the child which may include guardianship with
a relative or foster parent, termination of parental rights and adop-
tion (see Chapter 36, Adoption Services), or permanent foster care. '


2. When a child has been in group care for two years, the group facility
provider shall submit to the department a full report stating reasons
care should continue and efforts which have been made toward long-term
planning for the child. The department shall consider continued pay-
ment for the child based upon the report.


D. When the CSO is making placement or is providing services to the family of
a child in a group care facility, the service worker will record the Indi-
vidual Service Plan (ISP) and subsequent progress in the DSHS 2-305(X),
Service Episode Record (SER).


E. Any social services provided to tha! child by the CSO during placement will
be authorized on the DSHS 14-154(X), Social Services Authorization, or DSHS
14-159, Change of Service Authorization.


F. Payment to the group care facility will be authorized on a DSHS 14 154/159.
See Chapter 04, Social Service Payment System.


34.34 Placement of American Indian  Children in Group Care 


A. Cases shall be referred to the Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee
(ICWAC) when the parent(s) or court has given written permission. Private
agencies will consult with the local ICWAC when developing service plans
for American Indian children. The CSO shall notify and request consulta-
tion from the department's Office of Indian Affairs when the local ICWAC
is denied the review process by the parent(s), guardian or court of juris-
diction. (See WAC 388-70-610 and Manual G, Chapter 01.04, American Indian
Policy Statement.)


B. When the decision is made to place an American Indian child in group care,
first consideration should be given to group facilities which will main-
tain the child's cultural identity.


C. For each unenrolled American Indian child who will be in care for more
than thirty (30) days, includiug those for whom adoption is planned, see
Chapter 32.33 for completion of DSHS 4-220(X), Family Ancestry Chart, and
DSHS 15-128(X), Verification of American Indian Status, Foster Care and
Adoptive Applicant.
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34.35 Abuse Incidents in Croup Care (See Chapter 26.11 c. and n.)


A. A complaint alleging abuse or neglect by group care facility staff mwo
be brought to the attention of a Child Protective Services (CPS)
worker, the CSO worker monitoring the case, and the regional licensin
staff. CPS staff have primary responsibility for the investigation An,!
ongoing services phases of the case related to CPS concerns.


B. Following investigation of a complaint by a CPS worker, a case con-
ference is held, which includes appropriate administrative staff.
Actions to be taken in response to the complaint must be decided. If
the child's own parent was not the complainant, and if the complaint
involves group care facility staff and is substantiated, the child's
own parent(s) muat be fully. informed as to what occurred unless they
have been permanently deprived of custody. If the child has been
placed as a result of a disposition hearing, the court must also be
fully informed.


C. Personnel Policy #541.3 applies in these situations. An incidcnt
report is filed through appropriate channels per each incident in whic
a child is injured or seriously neglected.


D. The CSO administrator shall be informed of all CPS complaints relat ing
to children in group care, for Whom the CSO has responsibility. The
staff involved in the incident shall be relieved from duty pending an


investigation unless there Is clear and convincing evidence the child
and other children in care will not be harmed or endangered.


E. Additional placements in the group home shall be suspended pending the


outcome of the CPS investigation.


F. Children shall be removed from a group care facility in Which there has
been a substantiated Complaint until/Unless the staff responsible has


been discharged and procedures implemented to guard against future


recurrence. (See Chapter 06.47).


G. For ab ne incidents in a voluntary agency foster home, follow procedure


in Chat .. .r 26.33 C. 4. .


34.36 Private Child Placing Agencies


A. Children requiring out-of-home placement may need financial and/or


placement resources of both DSHS and of private child placing agencies.


Generally referrals are made:


1. From a private agency to the CSO for financial payment.


2. From a CSO to a private agency for placement when;


a. There. are no suitable CSO foster family homes available:
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3. The service worker will authorize the payment of court filing fees
and publication fees on the child's DSHS 14-154(X).


4. When an Indian parent/custodian wishes to relinquish an Indian child,
the service worker will request a local ICWAC member to participate
in a client interview to properly expresi agency policy and emphasize
federal and state statute requirements relative to placement con-
siderations.


D. Assistant attorney generals provide legal services to staff in Xing,
Snohomish, Spokane, Pierce, Lewis, Lincoln, Asotin, Yakima, Island and
Stevens Counties. Prosecuting attorney's offices provide the service in
all other counties.


E. The CSO service worker will submit DSHS 9-235(X), Registry for Legally Free
Children to the State Office (SO) Adoption Program Manager, MS OB-41C, when
parental rights are terminated. A copy will be sent to Office of Support
Enforcement as notice of termination of natural parents support obligation.


F. Non-DSHS cases of termination of parental righte in Xing, Snohomish,
Spokane and Pierce Counties.


1. When a licensed voluntary child-placing agency is requesting termina-
tion of parental rights, the following procedures apply:


a. The licensed agency will provide DSHS the documentation required
by RCW 13.34.180 to terminate parental rights, copies of previous
predisposition studies and the plan to be implemented for the
child if rights are terminated.


b. Each CSO in these counties will have designated staff to review
the voluntary agency's requests for termination of parental
rights.


c. The designated staff will coordinate with the court and the
voluntary agency to avoid duplication of work and to meet the
court requirements.


G. A court review is mandatory for children not adopted within six months
following the order of termination of parental rights. (See RCW
13.34.210.) CSOs will establish systems with their control file of the
DSHS 9-235(X) to meet this requirement.


36.32 Information Furnished All Adopting Parents 


All adoptive families must review and sign DSHS 13-41(X), Child's Medical Report,prior to adoptive placement. One signed copy is permanently retained in thechild's service record (RCW 26.36.050). Adopting foster parents will sign theDSHS 13-41(X) when the CSO and foster parents have agreed to the adoption plan.
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36.33 Adoptive Planning for Indian  Children


A. Document the child's Indian status in the service record and on the Bnreau
of Indian Affairs (BIA) DSES 4-220(X), Family Ancestry Chart (see Chaptor
32.33), using the following criteria:


1. Any person who is enrolled or eligible for enrollment tn a recognired
tribe; or


2. Any person determined, or eligible to be found, to be an Indian by
the 'Secretary of the Interior; or


3. An Eskimo, Aleut or other Alaskan native; or


4. Canadian Indian: a person who is a member of a treaty tribe, Netts
community or non-status Indian community from Canada; or


5. Unenrolled Indian: a person considered to be an Indian by a federai l
or non-federally recognized tribe or urban Indian/Alaskan Native
community organization.


B. An adoptive family shall be considered Indian if one or both parents are
Indiai by the above criteria. Each applicant shall be required to complete
a copy of DSHS 15-128(X), Verification of American Indian Ancestry, to pro-
vide the department with documentation for compliance with WAC 388-70-450.
If the applicant is unable to provide documentation, the Local Indian Child
Welfare Advisory Committee (LICWAC or local Indian consultant) is available
for consultation..


C. In adoptive planning for children, the unique tribal, cultural and religious
sovereignty of Indian nations, tribes and communities shall be recognized.
When consistent with the wishes of the biological parents and/or the child,
the adoption of Indian children by Indian families is the primary goal.
(See 36.13 C. 2.)


D. Staff will provide such notices as required in Chapter 23.38, Indian Child
Welfare, and when a tribe exercises exclusive jurisdiction, all cases shall
be reported to tribal court.


E. Standards implementing the policy are:
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c. A Washington Indian family considering tribal cultural


differences.


d. An Indian family from elsewhere in the United States or Canada


through the Adoption Resource Exchange of North Americe (ARENA).


Attention shall be given to matching the child's tribal cultur
e


to that of the adoptive family.


e. Any other family which can provide a suitable home to an Indi
an


child, as well as instill pride and understanding in the chil
d's


tribal and cultural heritage. The suitability of such home to


be determined in consultation with the LICWAC or local Indian


consultant


2. Foster parent adoptions.


a. As part of the total evaluation for approving a foster parent


adoption of an Indian child, CSO service staff shall document


the foster family's past performance and future commitment in


exposing the child to his/her Indian tribal and cultural heri
-


tage. The child's wish to be involved in his/her Indian culture


shall be considered.


b. If the child has been in the foster home for two years or more
,


obtain psychiatric and/or psychological evaluations of the child's


relationship with the foster parents. When the evaluation(s)


shows it would be detrimental to the child to move, approval of


the adoption plan should be the goal.


F. When an Indian child, in the custody of an out-of-state agenc
y, is referred


for potential adoptive parents residing in Washington, 
documentation shall


be obtained that assures compliance with the department
's standards for


_ planning for Indian children.


G. When the appropriate consents have been signed, CSO staff sha
ll consult with


the local ICWAC in planning for placement of Indian childr
en. Both relin-


quishing and deprived parents will be informed of the local ICWAC
 and a


signed statement from the parents will be obtained, granti
ng or.denying the


committee access to identifying information. When LICWAC is denied review,


staff will utilize Indain conaultants appointed by the Region
al Director.


36.34 Prepare the Child for Adoption


As soon as any service worker working with a family has determined that efforts


to reunite a child and his/her parents have failed, adoption planning will take


place. (See Chapter 32.22 for criteria.)


A. Adoption services will be authorized on DSHS 14-154/159.
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B. The service worker will complete a social/medical assessment of the child
to determine the adoptive placement plan.


1. Base the social assessment on case record information and the worker's.
own observations of the child.


2. Request psychological and/or psychiatric consultations when needed to
complete a child's assessment. (See Chapter 32, Child Foster Family
Care, for procedure.)


3. Request a medical examination or EPSDT screening besied on the child's
age and/or physical condition.


4. Include in all requests for consultation, examination or other comnun-
ication about the child the.following statement: "All information
about ( child's name ) is confidential and not to be released-without
the signed consent of the Department of Social and Health Services."


5. Verify birth information:


a. If child was born in Washington State send DSHS 16-24(X). Request
for Verification of Birth, to: Health Services Division, Vital
Statistics Section MS LB-11.


b. If child was born out-of-state request a certified copy of the
birth certificate from the appropriate vital statistics agency.
(See Chapter 02, Social Service Delivery System, for procedure.)


C. The adoptive plan should be explained to the child in concepts appropriate
to his/her age. In discussing adoption, the child needs to know specifi-
cally What this means and why he/ha will not be returning to his/her
biological parents. The service worker should help tho child eltprees what
he/she feels and understands about the original.home situation. Pictures
and scrapbook along with a review of the child's placements out of the
parents' home are helpful tools. The worker's plans for adoptive prepara-
tion will be recorded as part of the Individual Service Plan (ISF) on DSHS
2 305(X), Service Episode Record (SER).


D. The child must know that while his/her wishes are of concern to the worker,
it is the worker who detVAlines the most appropriate adoptive faseily.
Children over age 14, by law, must consent to their adoption.


E. Child's s' ervice record will contain:


1. 'Recording and documents supporting the total evaluation of the child.


2. Pertinent information about biological parents, relatives and past
placements, including social summaries prepared for court 'asaviugs.


3. Narrative recording on the SR describing the child's preparation


for adoption.


. 4. Copies of all DSHS 14-154/159s.


p. 12
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CHAPTER 10 - SERVICE ELIGIBILITY 


10.00 SERVICE ELIGIBILITY FOR TITLE XX SERVICES IS DETERMINED ON A TWO 
PART TEST:


1. A need for one or more of the Title XX services described in the .
Comprehensive Annual Social Service. Program Plan (CASSPP) directed
at only one of the service goals specified in the plan and in the
federal regulations, at any one time. Goals may change from time to
time as appropriate, but only one goal may be pursued at a time.


2. A demonstrated financial need for the provision of the service due
to either recipient status or income eligibility as described below.


- 10.04 DEFINITION OF SERVICE GOALS (WAC 38815-010) 


The following are the goals to which services for eligible individuals
are directed:


1. Achieving or maintaining economic self support to prevent, reduce or
eliminate dependency.


2. Achieving or maintaining self sufficiency, including reduction or
prevention of dependency.


3. Preventing or remedying neglect, abuse or exploitation of adults
unable to protect their own interests, or preserving, rehabilitating
or reuniting families.


4. Preventing or reducing inappropriate institutional care by providing
for community-based care, home-based care, or other forms of less
intensive care.


5. Securing referral or admission for institutional care when other forms
of care are not appropriate.


10.08 ELIGIBLE PERSONS - - FINANCIAL CRITERIA (WAC 388-15-020)


1. Individuals eligible for services are:


a. Recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC
recipients).


b. Individuals whose needs were taken into account in determining
the needs of AFDC recipients.


c. Recipients of Supplemental Security Income or State Supplementary
payments related to Age, Blindness or Permanent and Total
Disability.


P. 3
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b. Income table for 50% gross median income:


Number in Family Monthly Income
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Annual Income


1 304 3,648
2 397 4,771
3 491 5,894
4 584 7,017
5 678 8,140
6 771 9,262


c. Income table for 57% gross median income, one person family
only.


Monthly Income


346


d. Incometables for 35% gross median income:


Annual Income


4,160


Number in Family Monthly Income Annual Income


1 212 2,554
2 278 3,340
3 343 4,126
4 409 4,912
5 479 5,698
6 540 6,484


e. Current grant standards:


Family Size Monthly Income


1 179
2 260
3 315
4 370
5 425
6 480


e. Exceptions: (WAC 388-15-170 (4) (d))


Recipients of services under Titles IV-A (Family Services) and
VI (Adult Services) on September 30, 1975 may continue to receive
those services, if they are identified in the Title XX services


unitl eligibility is determined, but in no event later
than March 31, 1976. Individuals who meet the conditions which
had been established for group eligibility under Title IV-A or
VI may begin participation after September 30, 1975 in a service
provided in a facility on a group basis if:


M.M. v S8A
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4. Services may not be provided prior to the date of a signed application,
nor if federal matching is to be recieved, provided prior to the date
of determination of eligibility unless the determination is made within
thirty (30) days of the date of application and the individual was
found to be eligible when service was initiated.


5. Eligibility must be determined on an individual basis for each person
in a family, as defined above. The DSHS 14-139(X) Social Services
Application is used to determine service eligibility, and all income
information must be verified. (See General Services Procedures 18.30
for redetermination of eligibility and Ch. 99 for instructions on the
use of the DSHS 14-139(X)).


6. Notice (DSHS 14-145(X)) shall be given to applicants for or recipients
of service to indicate that they have been found eligible or ineligible
for services. The notice shall include information about the indivi-
dual's right to request a fair hearing.


7. Service applications may be made by the individual, or others acting
on his behalf, or may be the result of referral from another agency
or member of the community. Where the individual is unable or too
incompetent to sign his own application, another responsible or
appropriate individual may sign on his behalf.


8. Services may be only provided to accomplish the specific goals for
the particular services as designated in the state service plan
and rules.
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CHAPTER 10 - SERVICE ELIGIBILITY 


10.00 SERVICE ELIGIBILITY FOR TITLE XX SERVICES IS DETERMINED ON A TWO 
PART TEST:


1. A need for one or more of the Title XX services described in the
Comprehensive Annual Social Service Program Plan (CASSPP) directed
at only one of the service goals specified in the plan and in the
federal regulations, at any one time. Goals may change from time to
time as appropriate, but only one goal may be pursued at a time.


2. A demonstrated financial need for the provision of the service due
to either recipient status or income eligibility as described below.


10.04 DEFINITION OF SERVICE GOALS (WAC 388-15-010) 


The following are the goals to which services for eligible individuals
are directed:


1. Achieving or maintaining economic self support to prevent, reduce or
eliminate dependency.


2. Achieving or maintaining self sufficiency, including reduction or
prevention of dependency.


3. Preventing or remedying neglect, abuse or exploitation of adults
unable to protect their own interests, or preserving, rehabilitating
or reuniting families.


4. Preventing or reducing inappropriate institutional care by providing
for community-based care, home-based care, or other forms of less
intensive care.


5. Securing referral or admission for institutional care when other forms
of care are not appropriate.


10.08 ELIGIBLE PERSONS - - FINANCIAL CRITERIA (WAC 388-15-020)


1. Individuals eligible for services are:


a. Recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC
recipients).


b. Individuals whose needs were taken into account in determining
the needs of AFDC recipients.


c. Recipients of Supplemental Security Income or State Supplementary
payments related to Age, Blindness or Permanent and Total
Disability.
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d. Recipients of Federal Aid Medical Care Only categorically related
to Title XVI supplemental security income or AFDC, provided 
Gross Family Income does not exceed 80% of the state median
gross income for a family of four, adjusted for family size.


e. Any individual or family regardless of age, blindness or disa-
bility, whose gross family income does not exceed 80% of the statemedian gross income for a family of four, adjusted for family
size, except that:


(1) No individual or family is eligible for chore Services,
Family Planning or Alcoholism Services whose gross family
income is in excess of 50% of the state median gross income
for a family of four, adjusted for family size. However,
a single individual may receive chore services if his gross
income does not exceed 57% of the states median gross income
for a family of four adjusted for family size.


(2) No individual is eligible for Migrant Day Care Services
whose income is in excess of 35% of the state median gross
income for a family of four, adjusted for family size.


(3) No nonrecipient of financial assistance is eligible for
general child day care whose gross income is in excess of
the Department's financial assistance standard.


• (4) Information and Referral and Protective Service may be given
to any individual regardless of the level of gross family
income. When chore services, homemaker services, day care,
or emergency foster care not available under IV B (Child
Welfare Services) are an integral, but subordinate part of
a protective service plan, they may be provided without
regard to income, only if they can be paid for from state
funds.


2. Gross Median Income


Gross median income for a family of four in the State of Washington
is $14,034. 80% = $11,228.


a. Income table for 80% gross median income:


Number in Family Monthly Income Annual Income


1 486 5,838
2 636 7,635
3 786 9,431
4 935 11,228
5 1,085 13,024
6 1,235 14,821
7 1,263 15,158
8 1,291 15,495
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Monthly Income Annual Income


1 304 3,648
2 397 4,771
3 491 5,894
4 584 7,017
5 678 8,140
6 771 9,262


c. Income table for 57% gross median income, one person family
only.


Monthly Income


346


d. Incometables for 35% gross median income:


Annual Income


4,160


Number in Family Monthly Income Annual Income


1 212 2,554
2 278 3,340
3 343 4,126
4 409 4,912
5 479 5,698
6 540 6,484


e. Current grant standards:


Family Size Monthly Income


1 179
2 260
3 315
4 370
5 425
6 480


e. Exceptions: (WAC 388-15-170 (4) (d))


Recipients of services under Titles IV-A (Family Services) and
VI (Adult Services) on September 30, 1975 may continue to receive
those services, if they are identified in the Title XX services
plan, unitl eligibility is determined, but in no event later
than March 31, 1976. Individuals who meet the conditions which
had been established for group eligibility under Title IV-A or
VI may begin participation after September 30, 1975 in a service
provided in a facility on a group basis if:
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(1) The individuals live in the geographic location where the
facility was delivering the service on a group eligibility
basis as of July 1, 1975 as approved under Title IV-A or VI,
and


(2) The same services are contained in the State's Title XX plan.
Such individuals may receive the service on the basis of
group eligibility, but only in such a facility in such a
geographic location until their individual eligibility is
determined, or until March 31, 1976, whichever is earlier.


(3) These exceptions apply to all services, but are particularly
pertinent to General Day Care, Migrant Day Care and Chore
Services.


10.10 FAMILY - DEFINITION (WAC 388-15-020 (3)) 


1. Family means two or more persons related by blood, marriage or adop-
tion, residing in the same household.


a. Husband and wife are considered a two-person family.


b. Related individuals residing together who are not dependent on
the income of only one of the individuals, are each considered
a separate family.


c. An individual living alone, or with unrelated persons only is
considered a one-person family.


2. For those individuals whose eligibility is based on income status,
all income must be verified either by documentation supplied by the
individual, or ascertained from the other appropriate sources.


10.12 RIGHTS OF APPLICANT FOR SERVICES; DETERMINATION OF SERVICE ELIGIBILITY 
(WAC 388-15-030) 


1. Any individual has the right to request services from the Department,
make a service applicatiOn and have his eligibility for services
determined.


2. Eligible individuals shall be given requested services, or other
needed services, that are offered by the Department, and included in
the Department's service plan to meet the goal appropriate to his
service need.


3. Applicants or recipients for service may request a fair hearing con-
cerning the denial, reduction or termination of a service, or failure
to act upon a request for services within 45 days of service applica-
tion.
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4. Services may not be provided prior to the date of a signed application,
nor if federal matching is to be recieved, provided prior to the date
of determination of eligibility unless the determination is made within
thirty (30) days of the date of application and the individual was
found to be eligible when service was initiated.


5. Eligibility must be determined on an individual basis for each person
in a family, as defined above. The DSHS 14-139(X) Social Services
Application is used to determine service eligibility, and all income
information must be verified. (See General Services Procedures 18.30
for redetermination of eligibility and Ch. 99 for instructions on the
use of the DSHS 14-139(X)).


6. Notice (DSHS 14-145(X)) shall be given to applicants for or recipients
of service to indicate that they have been found eligible or ineligible
for services. The notice shall include information about the indivi-
dual's right to request a fair hearing.


7. Service applications may be made by the individual, or others acting
on his behalf, or may be the result of referral from another agency
or member of the community. Where the individual is unable or too
incompetent to sign his own application, another responsible or
appropriate individual may sign on his behalf.


8. Services may be only provided to accomplish the specific goals for
the particular services as designated in the state service plan
and rules.
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14.00 RECEPTION 
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1. Reception is generally the client's initial contact with the ESSO
and its various service systems and its resources. The receptionist
shall use the greatest degree of courtesy and discretion in determ-
ining the basic facts concerning the client's request.


During the reception process, the applicant usually will have been
provided with a general orientation to the agency, been told of his
rights and responsibilities, and had help in completing an applica-
tion for financial assistance.


During the financial process, the Financial Service Technician will
have reviewed the financial application and may have interviewed the
client to obtain additional information. The client may have been
made aware of whether his application has been approved, denied, or
is pending and why.


The client may have come in as a result of a referral from the Social
Security Administration District Office, other community agency or
resource, or of his own accord seeking information or other services.


2. The receptionist will:


a. Provide necessary financial documents when the request is for
financial assistance only.


b. Refer to Intake when the request is for information or other
services except that, for example:


(1) Protective service


(2) Foster home finding


(3) Adoptive home finding


(4) Day care home finding


(5) Adult alternate care placement


(6) Homemaker service may be referred directly to the specialty
units handling those services.


c. If the case is an active social service case the client or any
individual contacting the ESSO in respect to his affairs,
including complaints, is referred to the service worker in charge
of the case.
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14.08 INTAKE SERVICES 


Each applicant for social services shall have a service-oriented interview.
This may be by appointment in the office or the client's home, depending
on ESSO policy and type of request.


This service-oriented interview should include any of the following which
is not provided during the reception process and/or financial interview:


1. Determine what circumstances brought the applicant to the agency and
what he wants.


2. Discuss problems applicant may be having and what he would like to
do about them. (Service needs)


3. Relate his problems to services provided by the Department and those
provided by other community agencies.


4. Provide information and referral if this is the only service needed.


5. Inform the applicant of family planning services and offer to provide
them if he is interested.


Inform the applicant and describe the EPSDT program and encourage the
parent to take advantage of this service on behalf of family members
under 21.


7. Assist the applicant in completing the DSHS 14-139(X), where applicable
and secure his signature.


8. Services may be completed in Intake or referred to the appropriate
worker as ESSO organization dictates.


14.12 SERVICE DELIVERY METHODS 


The programs and services described in this manual can be implemented through
the use of a variety of models of social work. The Department has estab-lished the socialization model as the casework method of choice in the vastmajority of situations. Intensive case work and crisis-oriented techniquesmay be most helpful in exceptioned situations.


Choice of the socialization model has been influenced by the fact that the
majority of our clients expect a direct, action-oriented response to theirrequests for help. This is a method in which the worker is free to becomeEngaged in direct planned activity aimed at satisfying these expectations.
Six major steps are involved:
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1. Explicit commnication between worker and client; that is, a clear
understanding of each in mutual terms of situation and the problem.


2. Mutual definition of the goal to be pursued and responsibilities of
worker and client agreed on in the process.


3. Direct activity in providing help in using available resources, pre-
senting and examining available alternatives, being a dependable
example for the client, and clearly pointing out to the client the
advantage he can expect from his improved functioning.


4. Knowledge of resources in the community that may be enlisted or used
by the client to overcome problems or improve his situation.


5. Strengthening the relationship with the client by being trustworthy,
dependable and sincerely interested in his welfare.


6. Making an assessment of the client's needs and problems, both stated
and unstated, and planning with him the steps necessary to meet his
needs or resolve his problems.


14.18 BASIC PRINCIPALS IN HUMAN INTERACTION 


Integral to effective work with the client are certain basic principals of
human interaction. These are:


1. Respecting the client as an individual who has his own unique situation,
including cultural background, family background, life history, personal
preferences and perceptions.


2. Worker attitudes which place blame, demean the client for his racial,
ethinic, socio-economic, dependency or other status whether communicated
verbally or nonverbally, will hinder or block the development of an
effective working relationship. Workers must maintain objectivity if
goals are to be achieved.


3. Accepting the client as he is, including his strengths and weakness,
and maintaining the sense of the client's innate dignity and personal
worth. •


4. Respecting the client's right to express his feelings, including
hostile and negative feelings, and encouraging the expression of
his feelings where this is appropriate to the problem solving
process.


5. Sensitivity in understanding and responding to the client's feeling
without becoming overidentified with them.
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6. Respecting the client's right to participate in any decisions res-
pecting his future, including the right of choice between alternatives
to the point of terminating the plan.


7. Holding communications received from the client as nivileged, except
in so far as it is necessary to share pertinent datA with other
helping agencies, with the client's agreement where possible. See
WAC 388-48.
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CHAPTER 18 - GENERAL SERVICE PROCEDURES


18.10 TELEPHONE CALLS 


Requests for services may be received by telephone. These should be handled
as follows:


1. If the request is for financial assistance, a referral is made to the
financial section according to established ESSO procedures, which may
include mailing an application packet to the client and making an
appointment for either an office or home visit as appropriate.


2. If the request is for one of the services offered under the Title XX
plan, a referral is made to intake according to established ESSO
procedures, except in cases of special services indicated in Chapter
14.00, 2 (b).


3. If the request is for information concerning services of the Department
or the community, a referral may be made to Intake if an assessment is
needed to assure an appropriate referral. If information and referral
can be easily provided by telephone without further assessment, the
service provided is recorded on the "Daily Information Log Sheet".
The type of I & R service request is identified under "Service
Requested", and the appropriate resource checked. For example, a
request for referral for alcoholism would be recorded "alcoholism",
and "available community" checked if the referral is to a non-DSHS
resource in the community.


18.12 CORRESPONDENCE 


Request for services or information may be received by mail. These will
be handled similarly to telephone requests (See 18.00). The worker receiving
such correspondence shall reply as thoroughly and promptly as possible,
giving appropriate information or referring to other resources.


18.16 CONTROLS 


1. Service control is the combinatin of persons, materials and procedures
which the ESSO finds necessary to control the documents, assignments
and referral processes and the workloads of service workers.


2. Service records may be initiated at the point of intake or by a member
of a specialty unit, and routed through service control, so that
a record of assignment can be kept according to ESSO procedures,
and so that necessary statistical reporting can bc,.accomplished.
For special procedures for handling and routing the Social Service
Reporting System Documents (DSHS 14-139(X), 14-140(X)). See Chapter 99.


3. Each ESSO will provide intake control with forms for movement of documents
according to the needs of the ESSO.
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18.20 SERVICE RECORD 


The service record consists of three elements:


1. The basic statistical data file. This consists of copies of the DSHS
14-139(X) Social Services Application; the DSHS 14-140(X) Primary
Recipient - SSRS form; the DSHS 14-141(X) Social Services Record, and
the DSHS 14-142(X) Social Service Eligibility Verification Record, and
the DSHS 14-145(X) Notice of Social Service Action, and all revisions.
See Chapter 99 for instructions on the use of all these forms.)


2. Recording forms (DSHS 15-139(X) and DSHS 5-40(X)); including background
information concerning the client and his social situation, a case plan
and progress notes, and any other forms necessary to implement the
services provided.


3. Correspondence, which includes copies of all letters and memoranda
received and sent concerning the client's service situation. This section
should also include copies of signed releases of information where appro-
priate.


18.24 RELATIONSHIP WITH FINANCIAL SECTION 


1. Refer to financial section client's who have been receiving service only,
but who wish to apply for financial assistance, non-grant medical care,
or food stamps.


2. Receipt of financial information by service workers should be handled as
follows:


a. Explain to the client how to contact the financial section and advise
him to do so; or


b. If the client cannot or will not take the recommended action, the
service worker shall use himself as role model in showing the client
exactly how this is done. This may include going with him to the
office or helping him to complete the DSHS 14-76 (Change of Circum-
stance form); or


c. Inform the client that it is a responsibility of the worker to report
this information if the client will not, and that he will send a memo
to the financial section with the appropriate information.


18.30 REDETERMINATION OF SERVICE ELIGIBILITY (WAC 388-15-500) 


Eligibility for services shall be redetermined:


1. When the ESSO has received information about anticipated changes in the
individual's situation'.
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2. No more than thirty (30) days after the ESSO has received information
that a change has occurred in the individual's circumstances which may
make him ineligible.


3. Periodically, but no less frequently than every six months.


4. Income must be verified when service eligibility is redetermined. A new
DSHS 14-139(X) Social Services Application is made out and signed by the
client or his surrogate (see Chapter 99 for instructions).


18.34 COMPLAINTS 


Complaints may be received by telephone, letter or by the complainant coming
into the ESSO. They must always be acted on promptly. Various types of
complaints are handled as follows:


1. Complaints regarding financial matters: Pertinent financial information
will be forwarded to the Verification and Overpayment Control system or
any other appropriate person in financial services via the RFIS-13,
according to established ESSO procedure.


2. Except for childrens' protective services, complaints on cases assigned
to a service worker will be referred to the worker.


3. Protective service complaints:


a. Alleged neglect or abuse of children. The complaint will be
transferred directly to the Child Protective Services Section or
worker. See Chapter 54.


b. Mentally Retarded Adult. Complaints regarding the alleged neglect,
abuse or exploitation of a mentally retarded adult will be referred
to a service worker, who will make a decision whether:


(1) A report should be sent to the Central Registry (See Chapter
30.30).


(2) The case should be referred to Bureau of Developmental Disabilities
case services.


4. Examples of common complaints are, behavior of children or animals, house-
keeping standards, use of grant money and persons with whom the client is
associating.


5. Complaints concerning a person not served by DSHS.


General community complaints not concerning a recipient of protective
services will be verbally referred to the appropriate community resource;
e.g., police department, bar association, health department, etc. by the
receiving worker. Great care must be taken, however, in not revealing any
confidential material about the client.
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18.36 ACTION ON SERVICE COMPLAINTS 


1. The following actions may be taken on service complaints:


a. The case record may contain sufficient information to establishwhether the complaint is valid or unfounded.


b. Where the case record does not provide sufficient information, acontact with the client shall be made. The client has a rightto know the substance of the complaint, but not necessarily thesource.


c. If the complaint appears to be justified, contact may be madewith such collateral resources as schools and other agencies.Those contacts should preferably be made with the client'sconsent, but if the client refuses consent, he must be advisedif the service worker plans to make any collateral contactswithout his consent.


d. Where the complaint is found to be justified, the service workershall offer whatever Title XX serivces are appropriate toameliorate the situation.


2. A contact shall be made with the complainant subsequent to the in-vestigation of the complaint. He shall be advised either:


a. That the complaint was unfounded, or,


b. That services are being given to remedy the situation.


c. That client refuses to accept service offered.


Great care must be taken, however, in not revealing any confidentialmaterial about the client.


18.40 REQUEST FOR CASE EXCEPTION 


A request for an exception to a rule shall be made on Form DSHS 5-10,Policy Exception Request.. Statement of Income and Resources shall beincluded with a request for exception to a Medical Care rule.


Before requesting a case exception the service worker will explore allresource possibilities within the community, such as:


1. Family


2. Relatives


3. Friends


4. Community Resources - Service Clubs, Churches, PTA, etc.
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If none of these resources are productive, the service worker will complete
Form DSHS 5-10 to request the exception to policy. (See forms instruction
for completion and routing of this form.) Care should be taken to include
sufficient facts and information to enable a person unfamiliar with the
case to make a decision on the request without requesting further informa-
tion. The results of contacts with potential resources listed above will
be noted under Item 4 of the Form DSHS 5-10.


18.44 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 


The basic requirements provide the majority of eligible persons with all
essential items of maintenance. Some persons, however, have particular
needs of an essential nature which cannot be met within the basic require-
ments. Only recipients of financial assistance (AFDC, SSI or State Supp-
lementation) are eligible to these additional requirements.


In determining whether an additional requirement exists, the service
worker shall take into account the total case situation; i.e., the changes
which have occurred in health or living conditions and, if the problem is
not new, how it was met in the past.


The reasons for including an additional item, i.e., factual findings sup-
porting the need (or continuing need) for the requirement consistent with
the criteria described below, shall be recorded in the service record.
The service worker fills out Form DSHS 14-03(F), including resume of per-
tinent facts that relate to the requested additional requirement, and
routes it to Financial Services for action.


A plan for periodic review of continued need for an additinal requirement
shall be established in each case, taking into account the change in the
individual's living arrangements, health, and any other factor which has
a bearing on the need for the item. This shall be as often as the case
plan indicates, but at least semiannually. A tickler system is established
as a control for the next review date.


Additional requirements which may be approved for a continuing financial
assistance applicant or recipient by the service worker are:


1. Board - Board only shall be an additional requirement when the appli-
cant is physically or mentally unable to prepare any of his meals.


2. Restaurant Meals - Restaurant meals shall be an additional require-
ment only when:


a. The individual is physically or mentally unable to prepare any
of his meals, and


b. Board, or board and room is not available, or the use of such
facilities is not feasible for an individual.
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3. Daily Restaurant Meals - Daily restaurant meals shall be approvedonly when such assistance is required pending full determination ofeligibility, or for temporary assistance of a week or less.


4. Home Delivered Meals (Meals on Wheels) - For some financial recipientswho cannot be expected to prepare all of their own meals, preparedand home delivered meals may be available.


Where an ESSO approved home-delivery service of prepared meals is
available, recipients who need and would benefit from such serviceshould be encouraged and assisted, when necessary, to obtain it.


Criteria used to approve the service are as follows:


a. The recipient requires help in preparation of some of his meals
and would benefit nutritionally or otherwise from home delivered
meals;


b. Such help is not reasonably available without cost to the recip-ient;


c. Board (or board and room) is not feasible or possible for the
recipient.


When a plan for use of this service is approved by an ESSO, the coststandard to be used for the total food requirement of the recipientusing the service shall be established by the Office of Program
Analysis at ESSO request.


5. Transportation to State of Legal Residence - The cost of transporationis an additional requirement for a GA nonresident who is being returnedto his state of legal residence.


The cost standard shall be the least expensive common carrier rate forfare and other necessary expenses enroute unless other means of trans-portation are advisable because of circumstances in the case.


6. Food for Guide Dog - The cost of food for a guide dog shall be an
additional requirement when an AB applicant/recipient has a guidedog assigned to him by an accredited guide dog organization.


7. Telephone - Telephone service is an additional requirement only when
the lack of a telephone would endanger life or make a more expensivetype of care necessary.


8. Laundry - Laundry is an additional requirement when:


a. The applicant or recipient is physically unable to do his laundry,
and


b. He has no one able to perform this service for him.
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9. For procedures for providing Chore Services to Families with Children
or Adults, see Chapte 72.


18.50 MINORS (WAC 388-24-550) 


When a decision is needed as to whether a child is still a member of a
family or emancipated for purposes of a service application, the following
guidelines are used:


1. Age of Majority - The age of majority in the state of Washington is
18. Any person 18 years or older is considered to be an adult and
has all the rights and responsibilities thereof, unless otherwise
determined by court action or by the legislature.


2. Age of Competence - A child under 6 is conclusively considered in-
competent to govern his own affairs. A child age 6 - 14 is generally
presumed incompetent, unless circumstances show otherwise. A child
14 years or above is generally presumed capable of handling his or
her affairs, unless otherwise demonstrated.


3. Emancipation and Minor Children - Emancipation is defined as the
extinguishment of parental rights and responsibilities, freeing the
child from the control and authority of the parent and terminating the
parent(s)' legal obligation to support the child. A child under 18,
who is emancipated, has the same rights and responsibilities as an
adult, unless otherwise specified by law. Emancipation is not a factor
of eligibility for financial assistance nor for social services. The
determination of emancipation is necessary only to clarify the extent
of financial need such as if there is parental responsibility for
support.


A minor child can be considered emancipated if one or more of the
following criteria is met:


a. Marriage - When a minor child marries, he is then considered to
be emancipated. This status continues unless and until the mar-
riage is legally dissolved, at which time, if the child is still
under 18, another determination of whether the child is emanci-
pated would be needed. The second determination would have to
be based upon the other criteria (see b and c).


b. Military Service - When a minor enters the military service, he
is considered emancipated. However, if the minor leaves the
military before the age of 18, another determination of whether
or not the child is emancipated, based upon other criteria, would
be needed.


c. Court Action - When the child has been declared emancipated by a
court of competent jurisdiction prior to the application for
services or financial assistance, or both.
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4. Responsibility of Social Services.


Information and referral social services are available to any indivi-
dual, regardless of age. Any person may apply for social services
without applying for financial assistance. In the instance where a
minor does apply for some type of medical or financial assistance, the
service worker has the responsibility for the determination of emanci-
pation, unless emancipation is clear, such as with marriage or military
service. In those cases the determination may be made by financial.
If the minor is in need of any of the Title XX services, a Services
Application may be taken either as a result of the service interview
or by referral to services from financial.


a. Determination of Emancipation - Minors whose emancipation status
in unclear are to be referred from Financial to Social Services
in order to determine the minor's emancipation status.


A contact with the Juvenile Court shall be made at this time by
telephone to determine if the minor is presently active with the
Juvenile Court. If it is determined that the child is in finan-
cial need and is not emancipated, or the parents cannot be located
and the child is in need, in addition to providing for the child's
needs through financial and social services, a referral to Support
Enforcement Section must be initiated.


b. Development of Service Plan - If the minor has applied for social
services, the service worker has responsibility for developing a
service plan with the minor, regardless of whether the minor is
emancipated or unemancipated. The plan should be individualized
and all alternatives should be considered.


The first action that should be taken by the service worker is to
discuss the situation or problem with the minor. If the child is
residing with his parent(s), is not in need of protection, or is
not requesting medical or financial assistance or placement, the
service worker may have one or more interviews before it may be
necessary to involve the parent(s). However, if the child is not
residing with the parent(s), is in danger, or is requesting finan-
cial or medical assistance or placement, the parent(s) should be
contacted immediately (with the child's knowledge). This is


•necessary not only to determine emancipation, where applicable,
but also to explore the situation and to involve the parent(s) in
the planning and support of the unemancipated minor child and to
determine income eligibility. If the parent(s) cannot be located
or refuse to cooperate, it may be necessary to initiate a referral
to Juvenile Court. If the minor is a ward of the Juvenile Court,
the Court, as well as the minor and parents, must be involved in
the development of the service plan.
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Alternatives to be considered in the planning for the minor child
include, but are not limited to, returning to or remaining in own
home, referral to appropriate community agency, temporary placement
in a receiving home with temporary court order, return to another
state under Interstate Compact (if parent(s) are not residing in
Washington), foster home or group facility placement with parent(s)
voluntary agreement, referral to Juvenile Court, or an independent
living arrangement (AFDC and GAU).


The service worker must notify Financial Services within 30 days
of the date of the financial application of the emancipation
status and of the service plan on a RFIS-13. The financial
worker can then determine financial eligibility in relation to
the plan and make Support Enforcement referrals as necessary.
In some situations, if an appropriate service plan cannot be
worked out immediately, it may be necessary to make a temporary
emergency plan. Financial Services must be informed of the
temporary plan so that eligibility for emergency assistance
can be determined if necessary.
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MANUAL G: CHAPTER 02 -- SOCIAL SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-252
Issued: 09/10/86


FROM: Charles Reed, Asst. Secretary SECTIONS REVISED:
AGING AND ADULT SERV. MS OB-43 02.04 F.


EFFECTIVE: On Receipt
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Jean Gregory
SCAN 234-7136 or
Non-SCAN 753-7136


I IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: DSHS STOCKROOM MS FB-111


SUBJECT: LIMITED ENGLISH SPEAKING (LES) CLIENTS


Place this notice in front of the Chapter 02, Manual G, and note on the


Green Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. G-252 was entered.


State law, RCW 74.04, Section 33 (SSB 3660) and the Predetermination Settle-
ment between DSHS and the Office for Civil Rights of the U. S. Department
of Health and Human Services (Docket Number 10837005) requires DSHS to
recruit and hire bilingual or multilingual staff, when certain circum-
stances occur and criteria are met.


To satisfy this requirement and provide the required documentation, the
DSHS 2-128(X) is revised to meet Social Service needs and to provide a
report on the primary language of the head of household on all new or
reopened service cases. The second copy of the DSHS 2-128(X), indicating
the head of household's primary language, is batched and mailed weekly to
Data Control. DCFS administrators receive a State Office Monthly Report


(SFSSAS/SA3010) which identifies the number of LES clients by language in
their DCFS catchment area. See Numbered Memo 84-5, Guidelines for Hiring
Bilingual Multilingual Staff, for details.


This notice adds Item 02.04 F. 3. which says:


The second copy of the DSHS 2-128(X), indicating the head of house-
hold's primary language, will be batched and mailed weekly to Data
Control.
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SOCIAL SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM


02.00 INTRODUCTION
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This chapter describes the framework within which The Comm
unity Services


Offices (CSO) will deliver social services to eligible 
clients. The system


is made up of several interdependent parts -- people, proc
edures and paper.


The purpose of the system is to organize the operations an
d resources


(people, paper, etc.) in about the same way across the state so 
clients and


workers can know what to expect if moving from one CSO to 
another.


Standardization of policy and procedures permits equal tre
atment regardless


of geographical location and permits a more fair method of 
measuring work-


loads and performances. It is extremely difficult to develop equitable


workload standards without standardized forms and procedures.
 Workload


standards are essential for documenting the need for and u
se of. social


service staff.


02.01 SOCIAL SERVICE DELIVERY


A. Social services delivered by CSOs will be goal-oriented, time-li
mited


and have specifically defined outcomes. Both staff and clients will


be knowledgeable of the goals and objectives of the service(s
) to be


provided. Unmet goals and objectives not achieved or only partially


achieved will be acknowledged.


B. Services will be provided in response to identified need and 
within


department priorities. Services will be provided directly by the


department or by purchase from the private sector. All appropriate


methods of service delivery will be utilized. The emphasis will be on


methods which enable the client to manage his/her situation w
ith


appropriate independence and with the least restrictive alternatives


available. Services provided will be coordinated with co-existing


community agencies and systems, such as Mental Health clinics, Are
a


Agencies on Aging and health care organizations.


C. Service will be provided according to an Individual Service Plan


(ISP). A service episode is defined as the planned and time-limited


delivery of a variable number of services to achieve a stated obje
c-


tive or outcome. Service plans will be mutually determined by the


client and the agency. When a mutually determined plan is not pos-


sible and the service is mandatory due to legal or program


requirements (APS), the service plan will be developed by the depar
t-


ment with the client's knowledge.
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02.02 COMMUNITY SERVICES OFFICE ORGANIZATION 


A. All social service workers are responsible for determining eligibil-
ity, authorizing needed services and developing and implementing the
Individual Service Plan for cases assigned to them. Implementing the
ISP may include any combination of:


1. Direct provision of service;
2. Arranging for purchased services;
3. Referral to, or collaboration with, peers in other service units;
4. Referral to, or collaboration with, non-CSO service providers/


community agencies.


B. All service workers in Adult Services will be able to authorize and
provide or arrange for:


1. Adult Protective Services Chapter 44
2. Chore Services Chapter 42
3. Health Support Services Chapter 48
4. Financial Support Services Chapter 60
5. Residential Services for Adults Chapter 46
6. Information and Referral Services Chapter 20
7. Family Planning Services Chapter 22
8. Volunteer Services Chapter 62
9. Case Management Chapter 46


C. The General Services Unit provides short-term, emergency social serv-
ices to financial applicants; orientation to social services (optional
for each CS0); incapacity review; and other social services needed to
support or follow up the financial grant request.


D. Service workers assigned to this Unit will be able to authorize and
provide or arrange for:


(1) Financial Support Services Chapter 60
(2) Health Support Services Chapter 48
(3) Family Planning Services Chapter 22
(4) Information and Referral Services Chapter 20


E. Other functions will be performed as deemed necessary by CSO adminis-
tration provided they can be accomplished with a minimum number of
client contacts (usually no more than 2 or 3).


F. Work Incentive (WIN) Unit


a. This unit must be organized and administered to comply with
appropriate federal regulations regarding the WIN program.
Federal guidelines come from both the Department of Labor and the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Not all CSOs have
a large enough caseload of employable recipients of financial
services to justify a separate WIN unit. Refer to Chapter 64,
Work Incentive (WIN) Program, for CSOs authorized to have WIN
Units.
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b. Service workers assigned to this unit will be able to authorize


and provide or arrange for:


(1) Work Incentive (WIN) Services Chapter 64


(2) Employment and Training Services Chapter 66


(3) Day Care Services for Children . Chapter 28


(4) Health Support Services Chapter 48


(5) Financial Support Services Chapter 60


(6) Family Planning Services Chapter 22


(7) Chore Services S Chapter 42


(8) Volunteer Services Chapter 62


G. Refugee Assistance


All Refugee Assistance cases should be assigned to one worker or the


least number of workers required by the load. CSOs with bilingual


Indochinese staff would assign all clients to these workers. The


location of that worker in a section depends on the nature of the


caseload.


H. The department recognizes that not all service workert have the pro-


gram knowledge, training or experience necessary to provide this range


of service, but they should have sufficient knowledge to arrange for 


the full range of services.


I. After assessing the qualifications of staff and the complexity and


volume of service requests, the CSO supervisor may designate


specialists. Functional specialists may be designated based upon the


nature and volume of the service (e.g., APS) or the special expertise


of the individual worker (e.g., intake/assessment specialist). How-


ever, the need to adopt this second alternative must be carefully


assessed because the goal is for clients to see as few workers as


possible.


J. The expectation that all service workers eventually should be able to


authorize, provide or arrange for multiple services does not ignore


the fact there are different levels of work to be assigned. The


supervisor's judgment of the difficulty of the case and of the capa-


bilities of service workers in his/her unit is critical to the


effective delivery of services.


It is important that supervisors take the time to make appropriate


worker to client assignments. Social service workers vary in skill


and experience and are not interchangeable. The random assignment of


workload based upon which worker is on intake that day can result in


inequitable workload distribution, frustrated clients (shuttled among


service staff) and unachieved objectives.
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02.03 RECEPTION/INTAKE AND ASSESSMENT'


A. Initial Contact/Reception 


1. A client may come into contact with the agency through a variety
of means. The staff worker having the initial contact is
responsible for ensuring the client is referred to, and the ,
referral acknowledged by, the appropriate service unit. It will
be the responsibility of the CSO administrator to ensure social
service staff and clerical workers are advised of specific pro-
cedures for referral to the appropriate social service unit.


2. Generally, the reception functions are performed by clerical
Staff. The receptionist identifies the category of service
requested and immediately refers the person to the appropriate
service unit. Clients who are obviously in a state of crisis or
who request emergency services will be seen by a social service
worker as soon as possible. All social service workers are
responsible for providing information and referral services.


3. The intent of the SSDS model organization is to move the client
through each step of the service delivery process as smoothly as
possible. The client should have contact with as few staff
workers as possible.


B. Intake and Assessment 


1. The determination of service eligibility, needs assessment and
information and referral functions are performed by all social
service workers. If the client is not eligible or if the serv-
ices requested are not available, the service worker is
responsible for referring the client to other agency or community
resources.


2. For program eligibility/intake and assessment procedures, see the
specific program/service chapters which follow. Eligibility or
need is documented on the DSHS 14-139(X) (Rev. 3/83), Social
Service Eligibility Document and Face Sheet.


3. Based on the size of the office and the volume of urgent service
requests, the CSO administrator may decide to designate some
individual workers as intake specialists. These individuals
would not carry continuing service caseloads but may provide
short-term crisis intervention services. The need for quick
response must be weighed against the effect (on clients) of
transferring cases to other workers for continuing services. The
latter is to be avoided when practical.


4. Intake/assessment specialists or others performing this function
should be prepared to:


a. Take complaints on alleged abuse, neglect or exploitation of
individuals;
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. b. Screen referrals for out-of-home placement to determine if


they are appropriate for action;


c. Evaluate for in-home service needs as appropriate;


d. Screen to determine potential need for case management.


5. Rotating the intake and assessment assignment among all service


workers in a section (excluding trainees) does not and should not


dictate random assignment of workers to clients. It is the


responsibility of social service supervisors to evaluate the


facts and assign workers to clients based on the workers' skills


and experience as well as workload.


02.04 CASE ASSIGNMENT 


A. Except for offices with designated intake/assessment specialists and


the urgent service requests described in Section 02.03, clients will


be referred to the section/unit which serves the target population to


which the client belongs. Obvious adult protective service investi-


gations and requests for continuing or longer term services will be


referred directly from reception to the appropriate service unit.


B. Service workers should be assigned to clients by a supervisor to


ensure the appropriate differential use of staff.


C. Intake, service planning and service delivery activities for a primary


recipient should be performed by the same (single) service worker


whenever possible. 'If more than one service worker is involved, one


service worker shall be assigned primary responsibility for case


coordination.


D. Clients returning for additional services shall be assigned to their


original service worker whenever possible. Exceptions to this policy


include:


1. Referrals for protective services;


2. Clients no longer in the target population served by the initial


service worker;


3. Client/worker requests and their supervisor agrees to a change


based on a personality conflict; or


4. The service worker's workload is too large to permit an adequate


and timely service response.
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E. Case Management


1. Case Management assists vulnerable adults to obtain and effec-
tively use necessary support services. Case Management is
provided only until the vulnerable adult's Situation has stabi-
lized or family member or friend is both able and willing to
assume case management responsibilities. Case Management
includes:


a. A comprehensive assessment of the individual's needs.


b. Development of a detailed plan of services and activities
which are designed to achieve and maintain the maximum level
of health and functional independence which the vulnerable
adult is capable.


c. Ongoing contact with the vulnerable adult to enable a prompt
response to changes in his/her conditions.


2. All Case Management core functions are provided to each Case
Management client. Case Management core functions include:


a. Comprehensive assessment,
b. Service plan development,
c. Service plan implementation,
d. Service plan review
e. Termination planning,
f. Record maintenance.


3. Case Management supportive functions are provided to Case
Management clients only as needed. Case Management supportive
functions include:


a. Client advocacy,
b. Assistance in obtaining services,
c. Consultation with other support persons, agencies, etc.,
d. Networking,
e. Family support,
f. Crisis intervention.


F. Requesting Existing/New Social Service Records 


1. The social service worker requests a new or any existing social
service record and file clearance by completing DSHS 2-128(X),
Application, Registration and Control, and routing it to Master
File or the designated clerical staff. Requests should specify
names and birth dates.


2. If Master File (clerical staff) responds that no service record
exists, a case number will be obtained and a file folder (record)
established (see Section 02.12).
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02.05 SOCIAL SERVICE PLANNING


A. No service (other than I&R) will be provided without the developme
nt


of an Individual Service Plan (ISP). The ISP has several parts. The


service worker assigned to the case has the full responsibility for


all parts, which are:


1. Assessment of Need


The service worker is responsible for assuring that the client's


service needs are clearly stated and are understood by both the


client and the service worker.


2. Availability of Services


The service worker must determine if agency services are avail-


able to meet the client's need. If agency services are not


available, the service worker will offer to refer the client to


an agency, community, or volunteer resource. The client may


accept or reject the offer of referral. For cases where a social


service record already exists, the nonavailability of services


should be documented on DSHS 2-305(X), Service Episode Record.


3. Eligibility


After determining that agency services are available, the service


worker must determine the client's eligibility for the service.


If the client is ineligible, the service worker will offer to


refer the client to an agency, community, professional practi-


tioner or volunteer resource. The client may accept or reject


the offer of referral. Service ineligibility should be docu-


mented on the DSHS 14-139(X), Social Services Eligibility


Document and Face Sheet and retained by Master Files in a


"denial" file.


4. Plan of Action


a. Problems as perceived by the client are explored and clari-


fied in the initial interview. Then the client and the


service worker mutually develop a plan of action--who will


do what and when.


b. The plan should include specific objectives and describe the


steps to be taken to alleviate the problem or meet the need


identified.


c. The client and service worker must arrive at some agreement


about the frequency of their contact and the duration of the


service(s). (See service priorities listed in Chapter 01,


Social Services Policy and Administration, and in Section


00.14 of each program/service chapter.)
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B. Individual service plans should be developed by the end of the second


interview with the principal client. Without a service plan, addi-


tional problem exploration or planning interviews require supervisory


approval. Mandatory service plans (APS, etc.) will be developed with


the knowledge of the clients. The ISP will be recorded on DSHS


2-305(X), Service Episode Record (SER).


C. A service episode is defined as the time-limited delivery of a vari-


able number of services to achieve a stated goal or outcome. An ISP


is developed with certain tasks to be completed (by the client and the


worker) within that given time frame. This planned time limit, the


service episode is recorded on the DSHS 2-305, Service Episode


Record.


D. Where there is a major change from the stated goals of the ISP, that


change initiates a new service episode and new narrative recording.


Changes in the time allowed to complete tasks or changes in the number


of tasks to be completed (as long as the goal doesn't change) do not


constitute a new service episode.


A new ISP may be developed at any point in a service episode. In all


instances, the current ISP will be evaluated and a disposition of the


previously planned action recorded on the DSHS 2-305(X) SER.


E. The ISP must be renewed according to specific eligibility and program


requirements noted in the program or service Chapters 06-99. The


Service Episode Record must also include other information (other than


the ISP) required by programs or services. Narrative recording


requirements are described in Section 02.11 and in the instructions to


the SER described in Chapter 99, General Forms.


02.06 CONTINUING SOCIAL SERVICES 


A. Continuing social services are defined as all social services


delivered by CSO staff which are not emergent or short-term crisis


intervention services. Generally, continuing or long-term services


are those which require more than three work days to complete.


B. Services to be delivered will comply with program standards and pro-


cedures indicated in each of the program/service chapters. (See


Chapters 20 through 62.)


02.07 CASE CONSULTATION 


A. In order to avoid the transfer of active cases within CSO offices,


service workers may consult with one another about difficult or


unfamiliar functions. For example, if a service need arises which is


not usually part of the assigned service worker's functions, the


service worker may discuss the service need and appropriate action


with service workers who provide that service frequently.
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B. After such consultation, the assigned service worker then decides


whether to provide the service, request supervisory approval to


transfer the case, or request the continued assistance of the con-


sulting service worker.


C. During the consultation process, the assigned service worker maintains


all direct contact with the client. Case consultation does not


replace supervision. Case consultation is a process for utilizing


peer expertise and ought to be used as needed and with the knowledge


of the supervisor.


D. CSO staff may also reach an agreement to consult with non-DSHS service


workers in their community such as Developmental Disabilities, Voca- •


tional Rehabilitation and AAA service staff (see Chapter 01.12).


02.08 DENIAL/REDUCTION/TERMINATION OF SERVICE 


A. Denial


1. Social services are not provided to persons who do not meet


applicable program eligibility criteria. These criteria are


described in each program chapter.


2. Service workers are responsible for making social service eligi-


bility determinations based on income and/or resources by


completing the DSHS 14-139(X), Social Services Eligibility Docu-


ment and Face Sheet. The program eligibility criteria is


described in each service chapter (Section 00.15).


3. When services are denied for financial or program eligibility


reasons, the applicant will receive a copy of the DSHS 14-139(X)


documenting the denial and informing him/her of the right to


request a fair hearing.


4. If a service record already exists, a copy of the DSHS 14-139(X)


will be filed in that record. If the applicant does not already


have a service record, a copy of the DSHS 14-139(X) will be


routed to the appropriate clerical staff (i.e., Master File) for


filing in a file folder for denials.


5. DSHS 14-139s for persons denied service (and who do not have


service records) will be retained for three months in case the


applicant requests a fair hearing. These applications may be


filed alphabetically in one folder, and older applications (four


months or more) should be purged from the file on a quarterly


basis.
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B. Reduction/Termination 


1. Once the client and the service worker have mutually developed a


time-limited service plan, the service worker will make every


attempt to keep within that time frame. Time frames and response


standards are described in Section 00.21 of each service


chapter.


2. The amount of service purchased or provided to a client by the


department may be reduced or terminated:


a. At the client's request (nonmandatory services).


b. When the service worker determines that a level of service


is no longer necessary or appropriate.


c. When needed and authorized services must be reduced or termi-


nated because of program funding cutbacks.


3. Whenever possible, the service worker will terminate services


through mutual negotiation with the client in an exit interview.


The Individual Service Plan (ISP) should be evaluated with the


client. Skill in conducting the termination process is critical


as it may seriously impact the stability of goal or objective


attainment.


4. The service worker will enter on the DSHS 2-305(X), Service Epi-


sode Record, the appropriate narrative recording to evaluate the


ISP and indicate case disposition at the earliest possible time


after contacting the client. The service worker will also com-


plete the DSHS 14-159, Change of Service Authorization, within 


two working days of the termination contact. Timeliness in


completing this form is particularly important when a payment is


Involved.


5. When all authorized services are terminated, the service worker


will review the service record for completeness (including court


data, the SER and other required service forms) and either send


it to their supervisor for review or to closed files clerk per


CSO office policy.


02.09 PAIR HEARING PROCESS 


A. Applicants or recipients of social services have a right to appeal any


action to deny, reduce, suspend or terminate social services and may


request a fair hearing. Applicants or recipients may also request a


fair hearing if the department fails to act upon a request for service


within 30 days. Requests for a fair hearing must be made in writing


within 90 days of the notification of decision by the department to


deny, reduce, suspend or terminate services. (See RCW 74.08.070 and


WACs 388-08-002 and 388-15-030.)
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B. The appellant in a fair hearing shall be afforded the opportunity to


present his/her grievance or case to the fair hearing examiner or


he/she may seek the aid of others such as legal counsel. Departmental


staff may not represent appellants.


C. A fair hearing request may be withdrawn by the appellant at any time


prior to the date of the fair hearing.


D. When an applicant/recipient (A/R) expresses dissatisfaction with an


action or decision of the department, the service worker will:


1. Explain the reasons for the action or decision in question,


including the facts upon which the decision is based.


2. Explain the criteria for initiating the fair hearing process.


3. Inform A/Rs of their right to have counsel at a hearing.


4. Not coerce clients into applying for or withdrawing hearing


requests.


E. The worker will determine' whether the client's expressed dissatis-


faction is intended to be a request for a fair hearing. If the client


does request a fair hearing, the service worker will advise the client


to put the request in writing and submit it to the Office of Hearings,


DSHS, P.O. Box 2465, Olympia, 98504, as soon as possible but within 90


days.


F. If the client makes a verbal request for a fair hearing but does not


provide a written appeal at that time, the service worker will note in


the service record the date, the issue, and the client's expressed


intent. The service worker will also notify the CSO fair hearing


coordinator of the client's name, case number, and date of verbal


request.


G. If the service worker receives a written request for a fair hearing,


the worker should note the date of the request in the service record


and immediately forward the written request to the fair hearing


coordinator or his/her designee.


H. If the client decides not to request a fair hearing, the service


worker will note in the service record the date, the topic of dis-


cussion, that the fair hearing process has been explained, and the


client's decision.


I. The CSO fair hearing coordinator or designee will:


1. Be responsible for presenting the CSO case to the fair hearing


examiner.


2. Be the contact person between the Office of Hearings and the


CSO.
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3. Have overall responsibility and authority in reviewing the CSO


case, including but not limited to: contacting workers involved


and/or their supervisor(s), notifying the CSO witnesses who are


to be present at the hearing, reviewing what documents need to be


available to present the department's case, etc.


4. Provide instructions regarding fair hearing procedure.


5. Determine if the attendance of an Attorney General is needed.


6. Notify the CSO administrative secretary which supervisory unit


has the responsibility to do the fair hearing report and also


when hearings are withdrawn and/or rescheduled.


7. Prepare the DSHS 9-354(X), Fair Hearing Report, upon receipt of


the fair hearing request and route a copy to the service worker.


The service worker is responsible to see that the copy is filed


in the service record. (See Chapter 99, General Forms, for a


copy of this form•and instructions.)


02.10 SOCIAL SERVICE RECORDS 


A. Purpose of Service Records 


The purpose of social service records is to record essential informa-


tion concerning each individual for whom services are requested or


provided to document eligibility, to document progress toward service


plan objectives and to provide accountability for federal and state


fund expenditures (see WAC 388-73-054).


B. Service Documentation 


Social service records are to be maintained for each person/family


receiving social services. Records provide the basic documentation


for federal and state audits of services provided and funds spent (RCW


74.04.060). State law requires records to be kept for services (see


RCW 74.08.545). Adequate records must also be maintained on licensed


or approved vendors (providers) and for persons who apply and are


subsequently denied licensure or approval for service .(RCW 74.15).


C. Social service records are tools to be used by service workers to


provide readily accessible information concerning the results achieved


through the provision of services and document activities thereby


providing information for court reports.
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D. Except for brief information and referral contacts and less than 30


minutes of crisis intervention or other social services, an individ-


ual/family who applies for and receives social services will have a


service record opened and the appropriate paperwork completed. Records


must be maintained on all persons or providers licensed or approved by


the department. Persons or agencies from whom the department pur-


chases services must also maintain service records on service


recipients (see RCW 74.13.133).


E. Service Record Required Contents 


1. The basic information required in a service record is documented


on the:


a. DSHS 2-305(X), Service Episode Record (Narrative recording);


b. DSHS 14-139(X), Social Services Eligibility Document and


Face Sheet;


c. DSHS 14-154(X), Social Services Authorization (service,


objectives, payment rates, client data);


d. DSHS 14-159, Change of Service Authorization (turnaround


document);


Instructions for the completion and use of these forms are


detailed in the Social Service Payment System Manual, and Chapter


99, General Forms.


2. The record must contain proof that the person was eligible and


that eligibility was determined. DSHS 14-139(X) will provide


documentation.


3. The record must indicate which services were provided and whether


services were agency provided (direct service) or vendor provided


(purchased service). This information is entered on the DSHS


14-154(X)/159 by use of the appropriate service codes. (See


Social Service Payment System Manual, Appendix A.)


4. The record must contain an Individual Service Plan (ISP). Serv-


ice plans and objectives are documented on the DSHS 14-154(X),


which has service and objective codes, and the DSHS 2-305(X)


(SER), which contains narrative recording. For CARES/COPES


clients, the CARES/COPES Plan of Care may substitute for the


Individual Service Plan (ISP). For Case Management clients, the


GM Service Plan may substitute for the ISP.
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02.11 NARRATIVE RECORDINGS 


A. It is important that entries on the DSHS 2-305(X) (SER) be legible,
use appropriate headings and address all of the following components:


1. Identified Problem(s) (IF) 


A clear statement of the problem or identified needs.


2. Individual Service Plan (ISP) 


A statement of the service plan including tasks and methods to
achieve the objective(s), who will accomplish them and time
frames. Note on the (SER) when service plans of care forms for
CARES/COPES and Case Management are being used as a substitute
for the ISP.


3. Narrative (NARR) 


Information adequate for probable future uses of the record
including: dates of client contact; a brief description of spe-
cific events and observable acts which have importance; additions
or changes to the plan; names and addresses of referrals and
others involved in providing services; and any supporting data
needed for court activity. When more than one worker provides
services to the same individual/family, recording by both workers
or a coordination summary must be entered.


4. Evaluation (EVAL) 


An evaluation of the ISP with a statement of the outcome. This
statement must relate back to the identified problem and must
Indicate whether the objectives of the service were achieved. The
summary should Indicate what factors influenced the outcome of
the service plan and summarize major events in the course of
service delivery. It should be brief, about one page or less.


5. Disposition (DISP) 


A statement of action and future plans, i.e., whether the case is
to be closed completely or continued for the same or different
services with an indication of why this is the plan for the
client.


B. Narrative Recording - Completeness and Accuracy 


1. Most narrative recording is done on the DSHS 2-305(X), SER; how-
ever, other service recording or data forms which are required
and samples are shown in Chapter 99, Forms.
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2. Records must contain statements of fact. Service workers should


make non-judgmental entries. If the worker wishes to record


opinions or personal inferences, these must be clearly labeled as


the worker's opinion or judgment of the situation.


3. Brief phrases describing key points, should be used whenever


possible.


4. The worker responsible for providing a service is responsible to


write the needed record narrative. Supervisors are responsible


to see necessary recording is completed including accurate com-


pletion of the DSHS 14-154(X) and 14-159 SSPS forms.


5. The length and completeness of the narrative depends on the type


of service and probable future need for the record. For details


about what program or service information must be recorded in the


service record, refer to the service chapters, Chapters 20-68.


C. Recording Requirements for Service Contractors (Purchased Services) 


1. All social service contractors must maintain records on each


person served. Providers having contracts authorizing their staff


to make eligibility determinations must maintain records to sub-


stantiate that eligibility decision.


2. Records must contain an entry for each service given, indicating


how the service relates to the goals and objectives stated in the


contract.


3. Records must be maintained and stored in a professional manner


meeting all requirements of CSO service records.


02.12 SERVICE RECORD MAKE-UP AND MANAGEMENT'


A. A consistent format for the make-up of service records is essential


because the record is:


1. A tool for the service worker to use during service delivery.


2. The official documentation of all actions related to the client.


3. Subject to being subpeoned into court.


B. The original make-up of a service record, including assignment of a


case number, is a clerical function. CFSC or CFSC area office proce-


dures for building, filing, storing, securing and transferring social


service records shall be consistent with Manual E and the following


guidelines.
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C. All nonactive service records will be maintained in a central file


location under clerical control (see Manual E). Active service


records may be located with the assigned service worker.


D. Once a service record is made up, the service worker assigned to the


case is responsible for maintaining the contents in the manner


described below. When a service record is ready to be closed, the


service worker must review for both completeness of information and


conformity to the sequence described in the next paragraph.


E. The service record will contain three separate sections placed in a


folder (but not attached to it) in the following order:


1. Section 1. Narrative Recording Section: This section contains


the current Social Service Application, DSHS 14-139, and the DSHS


2-305(X), Service Episode Record. The Social Service Application


and SERs will be placed in this section in chronological order


with the most current social service application on top serving


as a face sheet. Slide fasteners will be inserted from front to


back.


2. Section 2. Service Authorization/Payment Section: This section


will contain all forms which document eligibility or authorize or


award services and service invoices. The DSHS 14-154(X), Social


Services Authorization, DSHS 14-159 and Change of Service


Authorization forms award letters will be placed in chronological


order with the most current at the front. Slide fasteners will


be inserted from back to front.


3. Section 3. Document Section: This section will contain all


legal, medical, program specific forms, other general documents


and correspondence. They will be placed in chronological order


with the most current at the front, except that the most recent


court order will always be at the front. Slide fasteners will be


inserted from back to front.


F. The service worker determines the need for a Volume II service record


according to specifications in F. 2.


1. The service worker requests in writing on the DSHS 1-01(X),


Record Transfer Notice, that a Volume II folder be created.


2. All documents and forms that are more than one year old will be


placed in the Volume I service record in their original chrono-


logical order by the clerical support person. Exceptions to the


one-year time frame must be requested of the CSO administrator or


his designee in writing by the service worker.


3. Unless it is being used, the Volume I service record will be kept


in the central file. If Volume II is filled again, the purge


process must be repeated, moving material older than one year


into Volume I or create Volume III.
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G. Any 'requests for combining or separating service
 records will be sent


to the clerical support person for action. The file clerk or other


designated clerical support is responsible for
 maintenance of the


central file location (see Manual E). No one, other than these


designated persons, will be permitted to remove or 
replace records


from central files.


H. All non-adoption social service records (all volume
s) which have been


closed (i.e., no service authorizations open) for a 
minimum of one


year and which have no active financial service 
record (also closed


for one year) will be purged from central files and
 transferred to


Records Reference Center, Mailstop N 43-2, in Ke
nt.


The Records Reference Center retains closed records f
or three (3)


years. After being closed for a total of four (4) y
ears, and due


notice to the CSO, the closed (inactive) service reco
rds are des—


troyed.


I. For procedures and forms required to prepare, submit 
or retrieve


records from the Records Reference Center, see t
he DSHS Records


Management Procedures Manual (3/83).


02.13 PRIVACY, SECURITY AND ACCURACY OF SOCIAL SERVICE RECO
RDS 


A. Information in a social service record is confidentia
l. In general,


confidential information should not be released outsi
de the department


without the knowledge and written consent of the cl
ient or guardian.


In instances where the department has an obligation t
o report or


release data, the client or guardian should be advise
d of this


requirement.


B. By law (Freedom of Information Act) clients with prop
er identification


have the right to look at their records if they reque
st to do so.


They may also challenge the accuracy, completeness or 
relevance of


statements. Therefore, it is important to record factual statemen
ts


and to label opinion or hearsay if it is written in the 
service


record. Sources of APS complaints must remain anonymous and thei
r


names should be purged from the record prior to the c
lient's review.


C. Information in social service records must be complete and 
accurate


and can be shared only with authorized representatives o
f public or


private agencies having a legitimate need to be informed
 concerning


clients whom they are actively serving.


D. Records are available to DSHS staff members who have an as
signed


responsibility for the client or DSHS SO or CFSC staff who ar
e engaged


in officially sanctioned and authorized research or progra
m monitor-


ing.
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E. All material presented at a fair hearing shall be open to the examina-
tion of the client and his/her representatives, even though such
material would ordinarily be considered confidential (see WAC 388-08
and 388-09).


F. Sharing Information Outside the Agency'


1. For policy, forms, and procedures to be Used for release of
records, see the DSHS Records Management Manual (3/83) and WAC
388-320. The DSHS Records Manager is Troyce Warner, Office of
Administrative Regulations, OB-33D, Olympia, Washington 98504.


2. The following forms must be completed when processing requests
for information or records:


a. Request for Disclosure of Records, DSHS 17-41 (Revised
12/80).


b. Authorization to Disclose Personal Information, DSHS 17-63
(Revised 12/80).


c. Denial of the Disclosure of Public Records, DSHS 17-62
(Revised 12/80).


3. Staff subpoenaed to appear in court do not take the social serv-
ice record 'unless it also is subpoenaed. If the record is
subpoenaed, the Assistant Attorney General assigned to that pro-
gram area should be consulted in advance of the hearing.


4. No individual shall be permitted to make any partial or complete
list of service recipient names or addresses, or amounts paid to
any person (vendor) out of DSHS offices. Social Service Payment
System reports (including DSHS 14-154s and 159s) are considered
confidential.


02.14 CASE TRANSFER POLICIES 


A. Case Transfer


1. Every effort will be made to avoid transferring active clients
from one service worker to another within the CSO.


2. When a transfer is necessary, the two service workers and the
client when possible, will consult about: the reasons for the
transfer; responsibility for the continued service planning for
the client; and will document their decisions/actions in the
service record.


3. Appropriate reasons for transferring an active case from one
service worker to another include:
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a. The client or worker requests a transfer based on a legiti-


mate personality conflict.


b. An evaluation by the supervisor and the service worker that


the service need extends beyond the knowledge or current


skill level of the assigned service worker.


c. Program guidelines require the intervention of a different


service work function such as a referral to Child Protective


Services or Family Reconciliation Service.


The service worker transfers out of the section, CSO, or


terminates employment.


B. Transfer Process Within CSOs for Active Cases


1. The transferring service worker must make certain that the serv-


ice record is complete and all documentation is current.


2. The transferring service worker will discuss the case with the


receiving service worker, or.if unavailable, the appropriate


service supervisor. The discussion will determine which services


will be terminated, when the transfer will occur and whether a


joint conference with the client is appropriate. If there is no


change in purchased services and no change in provider, payments


should not be interrupted (i.e., DSHS 14-159, Authorization Not


Terminated). See the Social Service Payment System Manual.


3. The transferring worker will complete DSHS 1-01(X), Records


Transfer Notice, attach it to the service record and forward them


to the receiving service worker.


4. The receiving service worker will review the service record and


the DSHS 1-01(X) for completeness and route the DSHS 1-01(X) to


clerical support/master file/central file.


5. The receiving service worker will authorize any new services and


confirm the accuracy of any transferred services. The receiving


service worker will review the individual service plan with the


client and make any required changes on the DSHS 2-305(X),


Service Episode Record.


C. Transfer Process Between CSOs - Closed Cases


Requests for transfers of closed cases will be handled by clerical


support. The transfer-out must be made within five working days of


the receipt of the request (see Manual E).
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D. Transfer Process Between CSOs - Active Cases


1. The request for transfer of active cases may be initiated by
either the receiving or sending office. When the request for
transfer is made, the transferring service worker must review the
service record for completeness. All documentation and recording
must be current. However, the service record will not be held
for more than five working days after the request is made. Addi-
tional material will be forwarded to the receiving office at a
later date. The service worker should note in the record what
material will be sent later.


2. If the department is purchasing a service for this client and the
provider or payee will not change as a result of the transfer,
the transferring service worker will not terminate payment on the
DSHS 14-159. See the SSPS Manual.


3. If the provider or payee will change, payment will be terminated
on the DSHS 14-159 prior to the transfer out to the new CSO.
(See the SSPS Manual.)


4. If the client is receiving no purchased services, the sending
service worker will terminate all services on the DSHS 14-159 and
submit it as a regular termination. The receiving worker must
then submit a new authorization to open services.


5. Residential placements out of the CSO area should be authorized
by the sending office prior to transferring the record.


92.15 SOCIAL SERVICE INFORMATION AND REPORTING 


A. The social service reporting and payment information systems generate
output reports consisting of worker, management, payment and statis-
tical data. Statistical and payment reports provide a historical
record of all vendor or provider services. Management reports are
used for management of day-to-day activities and to monitor and
develop statewide programs (see the SSPS Manual).


B. Statistical and payment data is entered from the DSHS 14-154(X),
Social Services Authorization, and DSHS 14-159, Change of Service
Authorization. All social information on clients is maintained in
individual social service records on forma such as the DSHS 2-305(X),
Service Episode Record, and other forms described in service Chapters
20-68.


C. Output reports are provided at different levels of detail to all three
administrative levels - SO, CSOs and Regional offices (see SSPS
Manual).
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02.16 SOCIAL SERVICE WORKLOAD STANDARDS


A. Using the program standards (described in each chapter) funct
ions,


tasks and activities which comprise each social service have been


analyzed and measured. Based on the standardized policies, procedures


and forms described in specific service chapters, the department h
as


established social service workload standards.


An "average time to complete" time standard has been assigned to ea
ch


service. The count points for determining the volume of work is the


number of designated services authorized on the DSHS 14-154(X) or t
he


DSHS 14-159.


B. Documentation of the volume of service requests and changes in w
ork-


loads is used to develop budgets for staffing CSOs and Regional


offices. Whenever program standards change or new services are


developed, measurement for those new standards or services will be


conducted.


02.17 SOCIAL SERVICES - RANDOM MOMENT TIME SAMPLE


A. Introduction


1. The Social Services - Random Moment Time Sample (SS/RMTS) form


collects information on a random sample .basis for allocation of


staff costs among service and eligibility categories. The


sampling procedure is designed to satisfy federal financial


participation requirements, provide an audit trail and management


information for DSHS executives, and claim salary match funds for


social service staff.


2. Data from the sample forms are computer processed and a monthly


report is produced. This report is used to estimate the propor--


tion of total service worker time devoted to each federally


matchable program activity. These calculations are used to claim


federal reimbursement for salaries under Title IVA, IVB, IVC,


IVE, XIX, and XX of the Social Security Act (approximately $20


million per year).


3. For instructions on completion of the RMTS form, see Chapter 99.


B. Social Service RMTS Coordinator Responsibilities 


1. The CSO administrator shall appoint a CSO - SS/RMTS coordinator


and a backup person to serve in his/her absence.


2. The coordinator and his/her backup have the following responsi-


bilities:


a. Receiving and filing the contact schedules and computer


generated DSHS 4-315, Sample Forms;
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b. Distributing the sampling forms to the unit supervisor;


c. Keeping track of which contacts have been made and which
forms returned (on the contact schedules); Keeping an audit
file of completed contact schedules for 90 days after the
sample month;


d. Reminding unit supervisors when a DSHS 4-315 is overdue; and


e. Overseeing the collection and submittal to SO of SS/RMTS
sample forms (DSHS 4-315), as specified in the procedures
below. See Manual E, Chapter 91.


C. Coordinator Procedures 


1. Prior to the first day of each week, CSO - SS/RMTS coordinators
receive a set of contact schedules, one for each working day of
the week. These schedules are computer printed lists of randomly
selected social service worker positions and randomly selected
sampling times and dates during the standard work week (i.e.,
8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday).


2. Each contact schedule indicates which worker positions are to be
sampled and what time they are to be sampled during one work day.
The persons and times to be sampled must not be revealed to
the workers before' sampling time.


3. The RMTS Coordinator files each contact schedule and DSHS 4-315
form chronologically, by sample date.


4. CSO-SS/RMTS coordinators then give the DSHS 4-315 sample forms
for the positions to be sampled to the appropriate social service
unit supervisors the afternoon before the sample date.


5. Hold the Contact Schedule in a pending file until the end of the
sample day awaiting the return of the DSHS 4-315 form(s) from the
unit supervisor(s). If the DSHS 4-315 forms are not returned by
the end of the sample day, obtain them from the appropriate unit
supervisor(s).


6. Update the Contact Schedule as necessary to show any worker
changes made on the DSHS 4-315 by the unit supervisor.


7. Record on the Contact Schedule the date the worker completed the
DSHS 4-315.


NOTE: Normally this should be the contact date.


8. Place the completed DSHS 4-315 forms in the self-addressed enve-
lopes provided and route to outgoing mail.
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9. Enter on the Contact Schedule the date t
he DSHS 4-315 is mailed


to SO.


10. Retain the completed Contact Schedule in th
e audit file for the


time period specified in the Records Inve
ntory, Disposition


Authorization and Transfer Schedule. At the end of the specified


time, dispose of each Contact Schedule acco
rding to the DSHS


Records Management Procedures Manual.


D. Social Service Supervisor Responsibilit
ies 


The social service unit supervisor is r
esponsible for:


1. Distributing forms to workers to be sampled
;


2. When appropriate, contacting branch or su
b-offices, to reach


workers to be sampled;


3. Verifying the preprinted data in Section 
I of the DSHS 4-315


sample form. The position number and program codes must 
match


the payroll/personnel documents.


4. Completing Section II, item G, Worker Statu
s, on the DSHS 4-315


form for each contact;


5. Verifying the service' worker entries in Sec
tion III (working on a


specific case) or Section IV (no specific c
ase). Supervisors are


to assure that only one, not both III and I
V are completed.


6. Documenting that this quality control revie
w has occurred by


signing the supervisor's signature on the b
ottom of the DSHS


4-315.


7. Forwarding the completed DSHS 4-315 to the SS
-RMTS Coordinator.


E. Procedures for Social Service Supervisors 


1. A week's worth of contact schedules are 
mailed to each CSO


together in one envelope. The schedule for each day is stapled


shut. The RMTS coordinator files unopened schedul
es by date and 


gives each unit supervisor their sample forms
 the day before. 


2. The unit supervisor distributes the sample fo
rms (DSHS 4-315) to


workers at the time they are to be sampled. 
The persons and 


times to be sampled must not be revealed to
 the workers before 


sampling time. The supervisor completes the form (Section II o
f


DSHS 4-315) for employees not on duty.


3. Certain positions are NOT sampled: Project employees, Home-


makers, and Community Nurse Consultants. These positions are


entirely state funded or are tracked through a di
fferent system.
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Note below there are special procedures for workers in sub-
offices (branch) or workers not in the office or those working
nonstandard work weeks.


4. Unit supervisors are responsible for knowing how to complete the
DSHS 4-315 and for seeing workers follow the form completion
instructions printed in Chapter 99. Errors in program
eligibility codes may lose federal matching funds, and unit
supervisors are responsible for preventing/correcting errors.


5. Sampling Contact Guidelinesfor Section II, Worker Status


Note: If you supervise a part-time or full-time employee work-
ing nights or weekends (e.g., on stand by), you must alter the
time of the sample.


a. Sampling Employees on Standard Work Week (Day Shift)


All sample dates and times on the contact schedules are
selected randomly, from during the standard work week, 8:00
a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday. All workers will be sampled during these
hours. If you have an employee who works different hours
from these, see below.


b. Sampling Employees in Branch or Sub-Offices


If the sampled person works in a branch or sub-office, the
CSO - SS/RMTS Coordinator or responsible unit supervisor
must distribute the form or call the branch (unit) super-
visor well in advance of the sample time to inform the
service worker to complete a DSHS 4-315 at the correct time.


Note: The completed DSHS 4-315 form must be reviewed and
signed by a social worker supervisor and returned to the CSO
- SS/RMTS Coordinator within two working days.


c. Sampling Employees on 4/40 Work Week (Nonstandard)


If the service worker is on a 4/40 work week and the sample
date is his/her day off, the unit supervisor calculates a
substitute contact date (Section I, Item B) only, so he/she
is sampled at the same time of day on the next work day.
For example, if the scheduled contact time was Monday and
that was the worker's day off, change the schedule contact
day to Tuesday.
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d. Sampling Employees on Night Shift and/or Standby


If the service worker works a night shift or is called on


duty from standby, the sample time only (Section I, Item C),


on the contact schedule will need to be lined out. Please


write in a substitute sample time which is the same number


of hours/minutes into the night shift as the original time


was after 8:00 a.m. (start of day shift).


e. Multiple Samples for the Same Worker


Occasionally the same service worker may appear more than


once on the same day's contact schedule. Such instances are


not duplications but occur because every worker has an equal


chance of entering the sample at any time, regardless of


whether selected earlier. In this case, sample each time


the worker is listed.


f. Section II: Worker Status At the Time of Sample is On the 


Job (Item G-1)


(1) If the service worker filling a regular position is


working either standard or nonstandard work hours and


is on the. job (including workers called in from stand-


by) in the office or sub-office (branch) at the moment


to be sampled, circle item G-1 (on the job), contact


him/her at the specified time (or substitute time - see


above), and have him/her complete Sections III or IV of


the DSRS 4-315.


(2) If the service worker is on an intermittent position


and works either standard or nonstandard work hours and


is on the job (not on standby) at the moment to be


sampled, check Item G-1, etc.


NOTE: Standby status is not considered on the job for


purposes of this sample.


(3) If the service worker works part-time hours and is on


the job at the moment to be sampled, check Item G-1,


etc.


(4) If the worker is not in the office but is on the job


elsewhere, hold the form for his/her return.


For example: If the worker is in the field, in transit to a


client's home, have the worker complete the form for the


client towards whom he/she was traveling and check G-1, On


the job. The form should be completed by the end of the


next work day for that worker and returned to the RMTS


coordinator.
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Section II - Worker Status: All Other Categories of Worker


Status (Items G-2 through G-6)


(1) The unit supervisor will complete Item G and sign the
bottom of the form.


(2) For service workers on the job (e.g., on duty) but not
working at the moment to be sampled, check Item G-2
(work break).


(3) If the position to be sampled is vacant (that is, no
new worker has yet been appointed to that position),
circle G3 "position vacant" and sign the form with no
other entries.


(4) For workers on leave, circle G4 or G5.


(5) For service workers who are working part-time or inter-
mittent or are on standby (i.e., not on job) at the
moment to be sampled, change the date or time of the
sample.


NOTE: Please write in a substitute sample time which-
is the same number of hours/minutes into their
shift as the original time was after 8:00 a.m.


(6) For workers away from this office or unit on job rota-
tion, or temporary assignment elsewhere (not on duty),
circle G-6.


6. THE WORKER'S SUPERVISOR SHOULD RETURN COMPLETED FORMS TO THE
CSO-RMTS COORDINATOR BY THE END OF THE SAME DAY OF THE SAMPLE AND
ABSOLUTELY NO LATER THAN TWO WORK DAYS AFTER THE SAMPLE MOMENT.


7. When all DSHS 4-315 forms for the day have been completed (except
for those held for workers out of the office or where the eligi-
bility is pending), mail them in the pre-addressed envelopes
provided, to DSHS, Data Support and Analysis Section, MS OB-34F,
Olympia, WA 98504. Branch offices or outstationed units may
mail completed samples directly, without sending them back to the
primary office.


8. Mail those forms held over for workers on the job but out of the
office or pending information such as parental income/resources
to determine a child's eligibility, as soon as they can be com-
pleted, but no later than two working days after the moment of
the sample.
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9. Should questions arise about correct procedures for collecting


SS/RMTS data, telephone or write:


Department of Social and Health Services


Data Support and Analysis Section, MS 08-34F


Olympia, WA 98504


Attn: SS/RMTS Analyst


Telephone: 753-7501 or SCAN 234-7501


D. Procedures for Sampled Workers and Unit Supervisors 


I. When the unit supervisor contacts a worker to fill out Section


III or IV of the DSHS 4-315, the worker should note carefully


what he/she is doing at the moment of contact (including any case


he/she is working on), promptly complete the form, and pass it to


his/her unit supervisor for his/her review and signature.


2. The supervisor reviews the form for completeness and accuracy,


corrects it as necesary (conferring with the worker), signs the


form, and returns it to the CSO - SS/RMTS Coordinator, to log.its


completion. •


3. Special care should be taken with Items K and L which are the


"meat" of the data. Section III only is completed when there is


a single primary recipient (client) identified. Section IV only


is completed when there is NO single, specific client toward


which the service worker's activity is directed.


4. Completing these items will require serious study of the form


Instructions and definitions by service workers and unit super-


visors (see Chapter 99). Forms should be returned promptly to


the CSO - SS/RMTS Coordinator for transmittal to the SO.


5. Questions about worker activity or eligibility category codes


should be directed to:


Community Services Policy Unit


MS OB-41N


. SCAN 234-4652


02.18 SOCIAL SERVICE MONITORING AND VALIDATION 


A. CSO casework supervisors are responsible for monitoring services and


expenditures authorized by their staff. The Social Service Reading


Schedule, DSHS 15-164(X), should be used to document:


1. Mandated services are authorized, provided, and closed in a


timely manner.


2. An adequate needs assessment was made.


3. Department policy and procedure are followed. SS Manual. 1403
David v.
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4. Eligibility and funding sources are correctly determined.


5. Appropriate preplacement planning is done.


6. Case documentation is completed.


7. Correct output and. management information can be created from


the services authorized.


B. A minimum of three records per month per service worker should be


read. Records should be drawn in a manner ensuring an unbiased cross


section is reviewed over a period of a few months.


C. Service supervisors should retain a copy of all completed reading


schedules for a minimum of six months for use in preparing performance


appraisals. It is important schedules are stored in a manner assuring


the privacy of the service worker.


D. See Chapter 99 for instructions to complete the form.


E. Program Managers are responsible for evaluating statewide programs.


The eligibility of social service recipients may be validated. In


addition to an eligibility validation process, the social service


program managers may also review service records to assess the quality


of service delivery and the completeness of service records (e.g.,


required forms).


F. Program Managers are responsible for identifying: service delivery


system problems requiring corrective actions; staff training needs;


and needed revisions for operating manuals.


02.19 PAYMENT OF FEES FOR VITAL STATISTICS 


A. When it is necessary to pay advance fees to vital statistics agencies


in other states for records of birth, death, marriage, etc., the serv-


ice worker will:


1. Verify the amount of fee required for the information needed and


obtain the address of the state vital statistics agency. The


Disbursements Section of the Office of Accounting Services has a


catalog of state vital statistic agencies in the event the


address or fee amount are unknown.


2. Prepare a letter in duplicate to the agency for the CFS desig-


nee's signature indicating:


a. The type of record/information being requested.


b. The name and case number (if applicable) of the party for
whom the record is being requested.
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c. The CSO address to which the record should be mailed.


B. The CSA will sign and forward both copies of the letter, along with a


memorandum requesting a check be issued for the appropriate fee, to:


Department of Social and Health Services


Supervisor, Disbursements Section


Attn: Administrative Revolving Fund


MS OB-24B
Olympia, Washington 98504


C. Disbursements staff will: 


1. Issue a check on the DSHS Administrative Revolving Fund and mail


it with the requesting letter to the vital statistics agency


indicated.


2. Return the copy of letter to the originator notifying them the


request has been forwarded to the vital statistics agency.


02.20 REPLACEMENT OF LOST OR DESTROYED VENDOR WARRANTS 


A. DSHS 9-13(X), Affidavit of Lost or Destroyed Warrant, is the proper


form for requesting replacment of a vendor warrant. The top half of


this form should be completed in duplicate. When completed, signed by


the vendor, and notarized, the original of the Affidavit should be


returned to Disbursements. See Manual E, Chapter 31.


B. The copy of the Affidavit should be kept in the social service record


attached to the copy of the original payment authorization document


(DSHS 14-154/159).


C. The Disbursements Office checks with the State Treasurer's Office to


see if the warrant is outstanding. The replacement process takes from


one to two months. If they find that the warrant has been cashed,


then the process involves investigation before issuing another warrant


and may take longer.


D. CSOs are not authorized to initiate another voucher. The only part


CSOs play is to see the proper Affidavit is completed and submitted to


Disbursements.


E. This procedure applies to all vendor payments, including adult foster


home vouchers, day care vouchers, and special payments for chore


services, administrative payments, etc.
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02.99 REQUIRED FORMS 


See Chapter 99, General Forms, for instructions on these forms:


DSHS 2-305(X), Service Episode Record
psHs 4-315(X), Social Services - Random Moment Time Sample
DSHS 14-139(X), Social Services Eligibility Document and Face Sheet
DSHS 147164(X), Social Services Reading Schedule :


/1
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CHAPTER 20


INFORMATION AND REFERRAL


20.00 PROGRAM AUTHORITY 


State: WAC 388-15-010; 388-15-110


20.10 POLICY


20.11 Purpose of Service 


Information and referral services are available to all persons who request


services from Community Services Offices (CS0s) by phone, correspo
ndence,


or in person. These persons are provided with information and referral as


needed, to available services within the department or the community.


20.12 Service Description 


A. Information and Referral Services (I&R) responds to the service


requests by determining the type of service needed (desired) and


linking the individual to the appropriate service.


B. Provision of minimal health support and family planning information


is the responsibility of all social service staff. Minimal service


means providing names and locations of providers, general program


descriptions, and other specific resource information as is avail-


able.


20.13 General Policies Related to this Service 


A. I&R is.available to all persons requesting service.


B. Social Services Application, DSHS 14-139(X), is required only when


more than 60 minutes of time is required for the assessment or


service.


20.14 Priorities Related to this Service 


Respond to persons in emergent need who:


A. Come to the CSO.


B. Contact the CSO by telephone.


C. Contact the CSO in writing.
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20.15 Eligibility 


I&R is available to all persons without regard to income or recipient


category.


20.20 PROGRAM STANDARDS 


20.21 Program Expectations/Response Time 


A. Respond promptly to all requests for service regarding a serious or


imminent threat to the individual or the individual's family.


B. Respond to all other in person or telephone requests for service.


C. Respond to all written requests as soon as possible.


D. Maintain a community resource file in cooperation with other I&R


services where they exist.


20.22 Appropriate Program/Service Outcomes 


A. All persons requesting services are seen and referred to the


appropriate service.


B. All inquiries received by phone or correspondence are answered and


referral made if appropriate.


C. Individuals become active service clients if appropriate.


20.30 SERVICE PROCEDURES 


A. All requests for service determination will be handled by the service


worker receiving the request. The individual may be referred within


the agency to other service workers or to community resources.


Requests made by active service clients shall be referred to the


appropriate service worker. The service worker shall:


1. Communicate with the client and/or inquiring person either in


person, by phone, or by letter.


2. Determine whether the individual is an active client or only


needs information or referral to available services.


3. If the I&R contact lasts longer than 60 minutes, the appropriate


SSDS/SSPS forms, DSHS 14-139(X), DSHS 14-154(X), and DSHS


2-305(X) must be completed.


4. When it is necessary to communicate with a DSHS office in writing


or a written referral is made to a community agency and/or


resource, use general memorandum form DSHS 2-109(X), Rev. 11-83.
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20.60 INTERFACE WITH OTHER DSHS SERVICES 


Interfaces with all DSHS social service prog
rams.


Use the following list as a guide to Crippled Ch
ildren's Services


resources:


Crippled Children's Services


LC-12D


Olympia, WA 98504


CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S SERVICES LOCAL AGENCY COORDINAT
ORS


DSHS REGIONS 


REGION 1


ADAMS COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT


210 West Broadway


Ritzville, WA 99169


SCAN 537-1206


(509) 659-0090, Ext. 206


CHELAN-DOUGLAS HEALTH DISTRICT


316 Washington Street


Wenatchee, WA 98801


Nancy Smith, PHN, MCH Supervisor


Helen Peterson, PHN, CCS Coordinator


SCAN 565-1424


(509) 663-2105


NORTHEAST TRI-COUNTY HEALTH DISTRICT


(Stevens, Ferry, Pend Oreille Counties)


Mary Selecky, Administrator, CCS Coordinator


SCAN 574-1265


Colville Office


P.O. Box 270


Colville, WA 99114


Jackie Franks, PHN, Nursing Supervisor/CCS Coordinator


SCAN 574-1265


(509) 684-5048


Ferry County Office


P.O. Box 584


Republic, WA 99166


Judy Hutton, PHN, Nursing Supervisor/CCS Coordinator


SCAN 545-6360


(509) 775-3161, Ext'. 220
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REGION 1 (Cont.) 


Newport Office
P.O. Box 490
Newport, WA 99156
Eleanor Chitwood, PHN, Nursing Supervisor/CCS Coordinator
SCAN 545-6361
(509) 447-3175


GRANT COUNTY HEALTH DISTRICT
P.O. Box 37
Ephrata, WA 98823
Kirsten Sweet, PHN, CCS Coordinator
SCAN 551-1403
(509) 754-2011, Ext. 403


LINCOLN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
P.O. Box 215
Davenport, WA 99122
Betty Beebe, PHN, Director of Nursing
(509) 725-1001


OKANOGAN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT •
P.O. Box 231
Okanogan, WA 98840


PHN, Director of Nursing
Jill Lewis, CRN, Family Nurse Practitioner
(509) 422-3867


SPOKANE COUNTY HEALTH DISTRICT
West 1101 College Avenue
Spokane, WA 99201
Jean Rose, PHN, CCS Supervisor/Coordinator
Edith Coleman, PHN, CCS Nurse
Pat Terrell, CCS Clerk
(509) 456-5783


WHITMAN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Public Service Building
North 310 Main Street
Colfax, WA 99111
Carol Abbott, Director of Nursing
SCAN 569-1280
(509) 397-3471


REGION 2


ASOTIN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
431 Elm
Clarkston, WA 99403
Elaine Lyden, PHN, Director of Nursing
SCAN 545-6354
(509) 758-3344
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BENTON-FRANKLIN HEALTH DISTRICT


506 McKenzie
Richland, WA 99352


Sandy Owen, PHN, MCH/CCS Supervisor


SCAN 526-2389


(509) 943-2614


COLUMBIA COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT


114 North Second


Dayton, WA 99328


Evelyn Gaffney, PHN, Director of Nursing


(509) 382-2181


GARFIELD COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT


Box 130 (189 - 11th Street)


Pomeroy, WA 99347


Lucille Meisaner, PHN, Director of Nursing


SCAN 736-4257


(509) 843-3412


KITTITAS COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT


507 Nanum
Ellensburg, WA 98926


Pat Erickson, PHN, Director of Nursing


SCAN 453-3917


(509) 925-1465


WALLA WALLA COUNTY-CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT


P.O. Box 1753


Walla Walla, WA 99362


Violet Lane, PHN, Nursing Supervisor


SCAN 736-4469


(509) 525-6730


YAKIMA COUNTY


Yakima Valley Memorial Hospital (CCS only)


2811 Tieton Drive


Yakima, WA 98902


Gail Weaver, M.A., CCS Supervisor


(509) 575-8160


REGION 3


ISLAND COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT


P.O. Box 700


Coupeville, WA 98239


Eva Powers, PHN, Director of Nursing


SCAN 241-2285


(206) 678-5111
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SAN JUAN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
P.O. Box 607
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
Jo Anne Campbell, PHN, Nursing Supervisor
SCAN 241-2255
(206) 378-4474


SKAGIT COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Courthouse
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
Carolyn Milat, PHN, Director of Nursing
SCAN 554-1380
(206) 336-9380


SNOHOMISH HEALTH DISTRICT
Courthouse
Everett, WA 98201
Carol Strandley, PHN, CCS Coordinator
Linda Hartford, CCS Clerk
SCAN 649-9526
(206) 259-9386


WHATCOM-BELLINGHAM HEALTH DISTRICT
509 Girard Street
Bellingham, WA 98225 .
Ron Snyder, MSW, CCS Coordinator
SCAN 738-2167
(206) 676-6720


REGION 4


SEATTLE-KING COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH


Public Safety Building
400 Yesler Building, 7th Floor
Seattle, WA 98104
Beverly Hudhala, PHN, CCS Supervisor


Sue Spahr, Administrative Specialist
SCAN 347-4610
(206) 587-4610
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REGION 5


BREMERTON-KITSAP COUNTY HEALTH DISTRICT


109 Austin Drive
Bremerton, WA 98310


Hiyam Dupont, PHN, CCS Coordinator


SCAN 356-4776
(206) 478-5262


TACOMA-PIERCE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT


3629 South "D" Street.


Tacoma, WA 98408


Donna Libby, PHN, CCS Coordinator


Dorrie Stowe, CCS. Clerk


SCAN 236-4807


(206) 593-4807


REGION 6


CLALLAM COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT


903 East Caroline
Port Angeles, WA 98362


Diann Lavik, PHN, CCS Coordinator


SCAN 632-1278


(206) 452-7831, Ext. 274


COWLITZ-WAHKIAKUM HEALTH DISTRICT


1615 Hudson
Longview, WA 98632


Jean Doyle, PHN, Nursing Supervisor/CCS Coordinator


SCAN 239-2158
(206) 425-7400


GRAYS HARBOR HEALTH DEPARTMENT


2109 Sumner
Aberdeen, WA 98520


Stella Lameroux, PHN, CCS Coordinator


SCAN 579-1011


(206) 532-8631


JEFFERSON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT


Multi-Services Building, 2nd Floor


802 Sheridan
Port Townsend, WA 98368


Charlleta Handly, PHN, CCS Coordinator


SCAN 632-1284 '
(206) 385-0722
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LEWIS COUNTY HEALTH DISTRICT
P.O. Box 706
Chehalis, WA 98532
Laraine Anderson, PHN, Director of Nursing
SCAN 365-1329
(206) 748-9121, Ext. 223


MASON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
110 West "K" Street
Shelton, WA 98584
Sharon Bisser, PHN, Director of Nursing
SCAN 745-1170
(206) 426-4407


PACIFIC COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Box 26
South Bend, WA 98586
Rita Harmer, PHN, CCS Coordinator
(206) 875-6541, Ext. 365


SOUTHWEST WASHINGTON HEALTH DISTRICT
(Clark, Klickitat, Skamania Counties)
2000 Fort Vancouver Way
P.O. Box 1870
Vancouver, WA 98663
Penny Nelson, PHN, CCS Coordinator
Wanda Spicer, CCS Clerk
SCAN 525-2222


THURSTON HEALTH DISTRICT
529 SW Fourth
Olympia, WA 98501
Kathleen Eussen, PHN, MCH Supervisor
Fran Emerson, CCS Clerk
SCAN 266-8076
(206) 753-8076


20.70 INTERFACE WITH NON -DSHS SERVICES


Interfaces with community resources/agencies.
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20.99 REQUIRED FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS 


See Chapter 99, General Forms, for instructions on these generic forms:


DSHS 14-154(X) Social Services Authorization (Rev. 9/80)


DSHS 14-159 Change of Service Authorization (Rev. 1/81)
DSHS 2=305(X) Service Episode Record (Rev. 10/78)
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-85
Issued: October 27, 1981


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary Bureau of Children's Services


SCAN 234-7075 or
Non-SCAN 753-7075


SUBJECT: ELIMINATE DESIGNATED STAFF FOR FAMILY PLANNING REFERRALS AND
INFORMATION (DECISION PACKAGE 6-16-A)


Insert this notice in front of Chapter 22, Manual G, and note on the Green Notice
Control Sheet the date Notice No. G-85 was entered.


A. Family planning services available from contractors or vendors continue,
but effective November 1, 1981, the social services support functions
provided by the department will be reduced to a minimal information and
referral service only.


B. Effective November 1, 1981, this minimal service will be performed by all
social service staff for persons who are already CSO social service clients.
There will no longer be designated FTEs for the family planning program.
Services being discontinued are the following:


1. Counseling regarding the need for family planning.


2. Assistance in scheduling appointments with family planning vendors
or contractors.


3. Assistance with transportation in and/or child care in order to take
advantage of family planning services.


This change has been made in response to the extremely tight budget situa-
tion facing the department.


C. The minimal service means providing names and locations of providers and
general program descriptions.


D. To implement this change in program:


1. Effective November 1, 1981, referrals for family planning support
services (see B. 1., 2. and 3., above) will not be accepted. This
includes requests made on the DSHS 14-139(X), Social Services Appli-
cations, Item 16. Notify the referred/requesting client the support
service is no longer provided. Inquiries handled by Information and
Referral staff for health support services will be provided the
minimal service defined in C., above.
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2. Effective November 1, 1981, discontinue providing assistance in
scheduling appointments.


3. Effective November 1, 1981, discontinue providing assistance with
transportation and/or child care.


4. Effective immediately


a. Terminate all authorizations for family planning support activity
(code 2201) which have been completed;


b. Phase out as quickly as is reasonably possible the support activ-
ities which are in process (assistance in scheduling appointments,
providing assistance with transportation and/or child care) by
terminating SSPS Code 2201.


5. Effective November 1, 1981, discontinue authorizing services using
SSPS Code 2201 and providing services which had been delivered using
this code. The service now is a minimal information and referral
function which will not require an SSPS authorization to be provided
nor will the service be counted when provided.


6. When a service record already exists, an entry should be made in the
case narrative recording (DSHS 2-305) that the minimal information
and referral service was provided.
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CHAPTER 22 - HEARINGS


22.02 COMPLAINT PROCEDURES 


Applicants and recipients of social services or financial assistance or
persons acting on their behalf may ask to see the ESSO Administrator or
Secretary about grievances which they have been unable to resolve through
discussion with the caseworker or which are beyond the scope of the case-
worker or which are beyond the scope of the caseworker and supervisor.
The complaint may or may not be subject to the fair hearing statutes.


1. Complaints may be concerning the denial, termination or reduction of
a financial assistance grant, or


2. Denial, reduction or termination of a service, or failure to act upon
a request for services with reasonable promptness. (Not more than 45
days following date of application.)


This subdivision establishes procedures whereby corrective action may be
requested and taken without the need for a fair hearing and in situations
where the subject matter is not reviewable under fair hearing law.


It is recognized that the local situation and the nature of the complaint
will dictate the degree to which the formality of this process is followed.
It is not intended to unduly complicate the review and adjustment of a
complaint. It is an orderly procedure available to applicants and reci-
pients who wish to take their grievances to higher administrative authority.


22.04 FILING A COMPLAINT 


An applicant or recipient feeling himself aggrieved by some action or
lack of action by an employee of the Department may, personally or through
his representative, seek relief by filing a complaint and request to be
heard with the ESSO administrator. The complainant should first discuss
his grievance with the caseworker and supervisor. If a mutually accept-
able solution is not reached and the complainant wishes to proceed,
assistance of the caseworker and supervisor may offer to bring the matter
to the attention of the ESSO administrator, or to the Secretary if a fair
hearing is desired at this point.


22.06 MEETING WITH COMPLAINANT 


Within ten working days after receiving a comlaint and request to be
heard, if the matter is not otherwise resolved, the ESSO Administrator
will set a time and place when he will meet with complainant. The
Administrator has the right to deny a meeting if he finds the complaint
to be frivolous, repetitious, or not Community Service Division related.
He may also limit the number of persons who will attend a meeting. How-
ever, the client retains the right to representation.
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22.08 RECORDING 


Some method of recording the proceedings is desirable. If conference
recording equipment is not available, notes will be taken for subsequent
review.


The ESSO administrator will keep a file of complaints and action taken.
If the meeting with the administrator resolves the issue, nothing further
need be done except to record the result.


22.10 REVIEW BY REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR 


If a mutually acceptable solution is not reached, the complainant may have
his grievance reviewed by the Regional Administrator. The ESSO Administrator
will assist in bringing the matter to the attention of the Regional
Administrator.


Within ten working days after receiving a request to be heard, if the
issue is not otherwise settled, the Regional Administrator will set a
time and place when he will meet with interested parties under the same
limits as shown in 22.06.


A suitable record of the proceedings will be made.


22.12 FURTHER REVIEW


The decision or other action of the Regional Administrator is final except
when it is mutually agreed the complaint should be referred to the Secretary.
In this case the Secretary will arrange whatever further proceeding he
deems necessary.


If it is necessary for the ESSO Administrator or Regional Administrator to
continue the matter for investigation or consultation, every effort will be
made to reach a rapid conclusion. In all cases the complainant will be
notified of the conclusion.


22.28 FAIR HEARINGS - APPLICANT/RECIPIENT 


The legal basis for a fair hearing in public assistance is found in RCW
74.080.070. See also RCW 34.04.090 and RCW 74.15.130. The right to a
fair hearing established by RCW 74.08.070 applies to all programs of
financial assistance or service administered by the division. The right
may be exercised only by the individual who "feels himself aggrieved" by
the decision, or lack of decision, of the Division or its ESSO. A compar-
able right is established by RCW 74.15.130 for any child welfare agency
(legally defined as including a foster home) which believes its applica-
tion for a license or renewal of a license was improperly denied or whose
license was suspended, revoked, or not renewed.
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22.30 PREREQUISITES FOR ADMINISTRATION OF FAIR HEARING PROCEDURE 


The three prerequisites to the effective administration of the fair hearing
procedure are:


1. The existence of adequate and definite procedures for receiving and
reviewing complaints. It is necessary that the caseworker make the
locally established review procedure available to an applicant/
recipient. (See Section 22.02-22.12).


2. The applicant/recipient's understanding of his right to a fair hear-
ing. This right is emphasized verbally and in writing at the time
of application and also when the grant or service is authorized,
denied, changed, suspended or terminated.


3. The applicant/recipient's full knowledge of the basis for the
decision. He has the right to definite decision specifically related
to requirements of law and rules. This is particularly necessary with
respect to the denial of an application. The letter confirming the
decision specifically states the basis for the division's action.


22.32 ESSO ADMINISTRATOR'S RESPONSIBILITIES 


The ESSO administrator is responsibile for local fair hearing procedures.
In large ESSOs the administrator may delegate this responsibility. Where
responsibility is delegated the administrator shall inform the state
office supervising examiner of the name of the person to whom the delega-
tion has been made.


1. Upon receipt of notice of a fair hearing request, the administrator
shall review the record of the appellant and confer with appropriate
staff members to determine:


a. The reason for appellant's dissatisfaction,


b. Whether the disputed action was based upon complete and accurate
evaluation of the appellant's situation in relation to existing
standards and rules.


2. Not later than ten days following receipt of notice that the fair
hearing request was filed with the Secretary, the ESSO shall submit
a written report to the SO supervising examiner with a copy to the
Regional Administrator. The report shall include:


a. Full name, mailing address, case number and category of service
eligibility;


b. A brief statement of the issues, date of ESSO decision and effect-
ive date of action, facts relied upon, applicable rules, and a
copy of the pertinent written notifications;
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c. Copy of the assistance plan when the amount of grant, the amount
of income, or the requirements are in question;


d. Findings during the review requiring further action at the initia-
tive of the ESSO;


e. Adjustments or other action undertaken or contemplated in advance
of the hearing;


f. A statement about the appellant's plan to proceed with his appeal;


g. A statement as to the witnesses the ESSO plans to use at the hearing.


If the appellant desires to withdraw his fair hearing request, his
signed statement of withdrawal is attached to the report. The basis
for the withdrawal must be clearly stated.


If the ESSO considers a fair hearing request untimely (filed more
than thirty days after notice of decision), copies of documents
supporting the fact are submitted with the report.


22.34' REQUESTING A FAIR HEARING (WAC 388-08-002) 


Any person entitled to and desiring a fair hearing under RCW 74.08.070
shall, within time limits provided by law, file a written request for
hearing with the Secretary of the Department of Social and Health Services.
The request need not be in any particular form, but should specify the
decision with which the petitioner is dissatisfied and the date he was
notified by the ESSO. The request shall be signed by the petitioner, or
his legal guardian, attorney, or other authorized representative.


"Within the time limits provided by law" means thirty days after receiving
notice of the area office decision in any matter involving the public
assistance and/or service programs administered by the Department.


Any individual applying for or receiving any type of public assistance
and/or services administered by the Department may orally request a fair
hearing. His request must, however, be promptly reduced to writing and
must include the information required by Section 22.34, paragraph 1. To
the extent desired by the individual, or indicated by his circumstances,
the caseworker shall assist him in putting the request in writing. Any
form of written request meeting the criteria in Section 22.34 shall be
accepted by the ESSO and forwarded immediately to the SO Supervising
Examiner.


When husband and wife are appellants, one spouse may sign the request in
behalf of the other spouse.
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22.36 RIGHT TO EXAMINE RECORDS 


After filing a request for a fair hearing under RCW 74.08.070, a petitioner
or attorney for petitioner with written authorization, or other designated
representative of petitioner with written authorization, shall have the
right of access to, and cap examine files and records of the Department in
the case on appeal. The examination shall be conducted in an office of the
Department and an employee of the Department shall be present at the time
and place of examination.


22.38 RIGHT TO REPRESENTATION 


The appellant in a fair hearing under RCW 74.08.070 shall be afforded the
opportunity of presenting his case himself or with the aid of others,
including but not limited to legal counsel.


When there is an attorney of record or authorized representative, any
prehearing discussion of the issue in a fair hearing shall include the
attorney or representative.


A former employee of the Division of Community Services shall not at any
time after severing his employment with the Department appear, except with
the written permission of the Secretary, as an expert witness in behalf of
a petioner in a matter in which he previously took an active part as a
representative of the Department.


22.40 CONDUCTING THE HEARING 


Attendance at a fair hearing under RCW 74.08.070 shall be limited to
parties directly concerned. The hearing office may exclude unauthorized
persons unless the principals agree to their presence.


The hearing shall be reported manually or by a mechanical, electronic or
other device capable of transcription.


A hearing under RCW 74.08.070 shall be held in the county in which the
appellant resides. The Department shall notify the appellant, his
attorney, or other designated representative, of the date, time and
place of the hearing at least twenty days prior to the date thereof by
first class mail, registered mail, or personal service of a written notice
upon appellant or his representative. However, if the date, time or place
of the hearing is not convenient to appellant, he shall be afforded the
opportunity of requesting a different date, time or place.


The hearing shall be conducted by a duly qualified hearing officer appointed
by the director for such purpose.
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22.42 TIME PERIODS 


In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by an applicable
statute, the day of the act, event, or default after which the designated
period of time begins to run is not to be included. The last day of the
period so computed is to be included, unless it is a Saturday, Sunday
or a legal holiday, in which event the period runs until the end of the
next day which is neither a Saturday, Sunday nor a holiday. When the
period of time prescribed or allowed is less than seven days, intermediate
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays shall be excluded in the computation.


22.44 SUBPOENAS 


Every subpoena shall state the name of the Department of Social and Health
Services and the title of the proceeding, and shall command the person to
whom it is directed to attend and give testimony or produce designated
books, documents or things under his control at a specified time and place.


Upon application of any party to a contested case fair hearing or license
hearing, there shall be issued to such parties, subpoenas requiring the
attendance and testimony of witnesses or the production of evidence in such
proceeding upon a showing of general relevance and reasonable scope of the
testimony or evidence sought. Such subpoenas may be issued with like effect
by the attorney of record of the party in whose behalf such witness is
required to appear; and the form of such subpoena in each case may be the
same as when issued by the Department, except that it shall only be sub-
scribed by the signature of such attorney.


In any contested case, fair hearing, license hearing, or hearing to deter-
mine the necessity or desirability of adopting, amending, repealing, or
otherwise revising a rule or proposed rule (RCW 34.04.105 (1)), the Depart-
ment may issue a subpoena on its own motion.


Unless the service of a subpoena is acknowledged on its face by the person
subpoenaed, service shall be made by delivering a copy of the subpoena to
such person according to law.


The person serving the subpoena shall make proof of service by filing the
subpoena and the required return, affidavit, or acknowledgment of service
with the Department or the officer before whom the witness is required to
testify or produce evidence. If service is made.by a person other than an
officer of the Department and such service has not been acknowledged by the
witness, such person shall make an affidavit of service. Failure to make
proof of service does not affect the validity of the service.


Upon motion made promptly and in any event at or before the time speci-
fied in the subpoena for compliance by the person to whom the subpoena
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is directed and upon notice to the party to whom the subpoena was issued,
the Department or its authorized member or officer may (1) quash or modify
the subpoena if it is unreasonable or requires evidence not relevant to
any matter in issue, or (2) condition denial of the motion upon just and
reasonable conditions.


Upon application and for good cause shown, the Department will seek judicial
enforcement of subpoenas issued to parties and which have not been quashed.


22.46 WITNESSES 


Attendance of witnesses and such production of evidence may be required
from any place in the State of Washington, at any designated place of
hearing.•


Witnesses summonded before the Department shall be paid by the party at
whose instance they appear the same fees and allowances in the same manner
and under the same conditions as provided for witnesses in the superior
courts of the State of Washington.


22.48 STATEMENTS SUBMITTED IN EVIDENCE 


When deemed expeditious, the Department or the hearing officer may take or
cause to be taken, depositions and interrogatories for use as evidence in
any hearing.


Unless otherwise ordered, the deponent may be examined regarding any matter
not privileged, or confidential which is relevant to the subject matter
involved in the proceeding.


A party desiring to take the deposition of any person upon oral examination
shall give reasonable notice of not less than five days in writing to the
Department examiner and all parties. The notice shall state the time and
place for taking the deposition, and the name and address of each person
to be examined. If the parties so stipulate in writing, depositions may
be taken before any person, at any time or place, upon any notice, and in
any manner and when so taken may be used as other depositions.


After notice is served for taking a deposition, upon its own action or
upon motion reasonably made by any party or by the person to be examined
and for good cause shown, the Department or its designated hearing officer
may make an order that the deposition shall not be taken, or that it may
be taken only at some designated place other than that stated in the notice,
or that it may be taken only on written interrogatories, or that the scope
of the examination shall be limited to certain matters, or that the examin-
ation shall be held with no one present except for the parties to the action
and counsel.
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22.50 TESTIMONY FROM INDIVIDUALS OUT OF STATE 


The testimony of petitioner or other witness who is outside the State ofWashington*may be secured by written questionnaires answered under oath.The principals shall be given an opportunity to propose questions, torebut the answers, and to submit evidence in addition to that containedin the questionnaires.


The submission of a completed questionnaire by a petitioner who is outsidethe state shall consitute an appearance by said petitioner.


22.52 MATERIAL TO BE CONSIDERED AT A HEARING 


The Department hearing office, upon request, will officially notice:


1. Federal law - The constitution; congressional acts; resolutions,records, journals, and committee reports; decisions of federal
courts and administrative agencies; executive orders and proclama-tions; and all rules, orders and notices published in the FederalRegister.


2. State law - The constitution of the State of Washington; acts of thelegislature, resolutions, records, journals, and committee reports;decisions of administrative agencies of the State of Washington,
executive orders and proclamations by the governor; and all rules,orders and notices filed with the code reviser.


3. Agency organization - Organization, administration, officers, personnel,official publications of the Secretary of the Department and practi-tioners before its bar.


4. Material facts - In the absence of controverting evidence, the Depart-ment and its hearing officer, upon request made during a hearing, mayofficially notice:


a. General customs and practices followed in the transaction of
business.


b. Facts generally and widely known to all informed persons as notto be subject to reasonable dispute.


c. Matters within the technical knowledge of the Department as a
body of experts, within the scope of its duties, responsibilitiesor jurisdiction.


d. Any party may request or the hearing officer may suggest thatofficial notice be taken of a material fact which shall be clearlyand precisely stated.
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22.54 LEGAL PRESUMPTIONS 


The Secretary, with or without prior request or notice, may make the


following presumptions, where consistent with all surrounding facts and


circumstances:


1. Identity - That persons and objects of the same name and description


are identical.


2. Delivery - That mail matter, communications, properly addressed,


marked, and delivered respectively to the post office or authorized


common carrier with all postage, tolls and charges properly prepaid,


is or has been delivered to the addressee or consignee in the ordinary


course of business.


3. Acceptance of benefit - That a person for whom an act is done or to


whom a transfer is made has, does, or will accept same where it is


clearly in his own self interest to do so.


22.56 STIPULATIONS 


The existence or nonexistence of a material fact, as made or agreed in a


stipulation or in an admission of record, will be conclusively presumed


against any party bound thereby, and no other evidence with respect thereto


will be received upon behalf of such party, provided:


1. Upon whom binding - Such a stipulation or admission is binding upon the


parties by whom it is made, and upon all other parties to the proceeding


who do not expressly and unequivocally deny the existence or nonexist-


ence of the material fact so admitted or stipulated, upon the making


thereof;


2. Withdrawal - Any party bound by a stipulation or admission of record


at any time prior to final decision may be permitted to withdraw the


same in whole or part by showing to the satisfaction of the hearing


officer that such stipulation or admission was made inadvertently or


under a bona fide mistake of fact contrary to the true fact and that


its withdrawal at the time proposed will not unjustly prejudice the


rights of other parties to the proceeding.


22.58 WITHDRAWAL BY PETITIONER 


A petitioner in a fair hearing, contested case or license hearing shall


have the right to withdraw at any time prior to the decision by filing a
written notice of withdrawal with the Secretary or his hearing officer.
If after receiving notice of a hearing, a petitioner, his attorney, or
other designated representative fails to appear and does not respond
within fifteen days to a letter of inquiry, the hearing request shall


be considered abandoned.
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22.60 NOTIFICATION OF DECISION 


The Secretary of the Department shall, within the time prescribed by law,
and in any case not more than sixty days after the notice of appeal, notify
the petitioner, his counsel or designated representative of his decision.


The decision of the Secretary shall be final on all parties unless appealed
to the courts as provided by law.


Every decision and order shall:


1. Be correclty captioned as to the name of the Department and the name
of the proceeding;


2. Designate all parties;


3. Include the concise statement of the issues to be considered, and


4. Contain appropriate findings, and conclusions of law.


The effective ,date of the Secretary's decision reversing the area office
is the date of the incorrect action.


A copy of the Secretary's decision and order is furnished to the area office
and Regional Administrator.


22.62 ACTION BY ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SERVICE OFFICE 


The ESSO Administrator shall notify the SO by letter when the required
action has been taken. The original notice shall be sent to the super-
vising examiner with a copy to the Regional Administrator. The letter
describes the action taken and gives the effective date.


22.64 DEFINITION OF ISSUES BEFORE HEARING 


In all Department hearings the issues to be considered shall be made
initially as clear as possible so that the hearing officer may proceed
promptly to conduct the hearing on relevant and material matter only.


22.66 PREHEARING CONFERENCE RULE 


In a hearing the Department or its hearing office, on its or his own
motion, or upon the motion of the petitioner or his attorney of record,
may direct the parties or their qualified representatives to appear at a
specified time and place to consider:


1. Simplification of the issues;
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2: The possibility of obtaining stipulations, admission of facts and
of documents;


3. The limitation of expert witnesses;


4. Such other matters as may aid in disposition of the proceeding, and


5. The Department hearing officer shall prepare a statement which recites
the action taken at the conference including the settlement or simpli-
fication of issues and such statement shall control the subsequent
course of the hearing.


22.68 ADVANCE CONSIDERATION OF EVIDENCE 


Where practicable, the Department or its designated hearing office may
require:


1. That all documentary evidence which is to be offered during the
taking of evidence be submitted to the hearing examiner and to the
other parties to the proceeding sufficiently in advance of such
taking of evidence to permit study and preparation of cross-
examination and rebuttal evidence;


2. That documentary evidence not submitted in advance, as may be
required by 1., be not received in evidence in the absence of a
clear showing that the offering party had good cause for his failure
to produce the evidence sooner;


3. That the authenticity of all documents submitted in advance in a
proceeding in which such submission is required, be deemed admitted
unless written objection thereto is filed prior to the hearing,
except that a party will be permitted to challenge such authenticity
at a later time upon a clear showing of good cause for failure to
have filed such written objection.


22.70. EXPERT TESTIMONY 


The hearing examiner or other appropriate office in all classes of cases
where practicable shall make an effort to have the interested parties
agree upon the witness or witnesses who are to give expert or opinion
testimony, either by selecting one or more to speak for all parties or
by limiting the number for each party; and, if the interested parties
or by limiting the number for each party; and, if the interested parties
cannot agree, require them to submit to him and to the other parties
written statements containing the names, addresses, and qualifications of
their respective opinion or expert witnesses, by a date determined by him
and fixed sufficiently in advance of the hearing to permit the other inter-
ested parties to investigate such qualifications.
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Whenever the manner of introduction of opinion or expert testimony or testi-
mony based on economic or statistical data is governed by requirement fixed
under the provisions of this section, such testimony not submitted in accord-
ance with the relevant requirements shall not be received in evidence in the
absence of a clear showing that the offering party had good cause for his
failure to conform to such requirements.


The hearing examiner or other appropriate office, in all cases in which it
is practicable, may require that all direct opinion or expert testimony
and all direct testimony based on economic or statistical data be reduced
to written sworn statements, and, together with the exhibits upon which
based, be submitted to him and to the other parties to the proceeding by
a date determined by the hearing officer and fixed a reasonable time in
advance of the hearing; and that such sworn statements be acceptable as
evidence upon formal offer at the hearing, subject to objection on any
ground except that such sworn statements shall not be subject to challenge
because the testimony is not presented orally, and provided that witnesses
making such statements shall not be subject to cross-examination unless a
request is made sufficiently in advance of the hearing to insure the pre-
sence of the witnesses.


22.72 EXAMINATION OF DATA UNDERLYING EXPERT TESTIMONY 


The hearing examiner or other appropriate office, in his discretion but
consistent with the rights of the parties, shall cause the parties to make
available for inspection in advance of the hearing, and for purposes of
cross-examination at the hearing, the data underlying statements and
exhibits submitted in accordance with WAC 388-08-480, but, wherever pract-
icable, that he restrict to a minimum the placing of such data in the
record.


22.74 MEDICAL TESTIMONY 


In a hearing involving medical issues, when the hearing officer or the
_appellant considers a medical assessment other than that of the person
making the original decision to be necessary, it will be obtained at
Departmental expense from a medical source satisfactory to the appellant
and made a part of the record. The assessment of such medical authority
shall be reported in writing or by personal testimony as an expert wit-
ness.


Procedure for obtaining a medical assessment shall follow rules and
procedures of the Division of Health Services.


22.76 CONTINUANCE OF HEARINGS 


Any party who desires a continuance shall immediately, upon receipt of
notice of a hearing, or as soon thereafter as facts requiring such continuance
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come to his knowledge, notify the Department or its designated hearing
office stating the reasons such continuance is necessary. For good cause
shown, the Department may grant such continuance and may at any time order
a continuance upon its own motion. During the hearing, if it appears
in the interest of justice that further testimony or argument should be
received, the hearing officer conducting the. hearing may, in his own discre-
tion, continue the hearing and fix the date for introduction of additional
evidence or presentation of argument.


22.78 ADMISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE 


All relevant and material evidence is admissible which, in the opinion of
the hearing officer, is the best evidence reasonably obtainable, having
due regard for its necessity, availability, and trustworthiness. In
passing upon the admissibility of evidence, the officer conducting the
hearing shall give consideration to, but shall not be bound to follow,
rules of evidence governing civil proceedings.


When objection is made to the admissibility of evidence, such evidence
may be received subject to a later ruling. The hearing officer may, in
his discretion, either with or without objection, exclude inadmissible
evidence or order cumulative evidence discontinued. Parties objecting to
the introduction of evidence shall state the precise ground of objection
at the time evidence is offered.


All evidence including, but not limited to, records and documents in the
possession of the Department of which it desires to avail itself, shall
be offered and made a part of the record in the case. Documentary
evidence may be received in the form of copies and excerpts or incor-
poration by reference.


Every party shall have the right of cross-examination of witnessess who
testify and shall have the right to submit rebuttal evidence.


22.80 PETITIONS RELATING TO RULES 


Any interested person may petition the Department of Social and Health
Services requesting the promulgation, amendment or repeal of any rule.


When the petition requests a promulgation of a rules, the requested or
proposed rule must be set out in full. The petition must also include
all reasons for the requested rule together with the briefs of any appli-
cable law. Where the petition requests the amendment or repeal of a rule
presently in effect, the rule or portion of the rule in question must be
set out, as well as the suggested amended form, if any. The petition
must include all reasons for the requested amendment or repeal of the
rule.


All petitions shall be considered by the Department, and the Department
may, at its discretion, order a hearing for the further consideration
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and discussion of the requested promulgation, amendment, repeal or
modification of any rule.


Within thirty days after the submission of a petition, the Departmentshall formally consider the peition and shall within thirty days there-after either deny the petition in writing stating the reasons for the
denial or initiate rule-making proceedings in accordance with Chapter
34.04 RCW.


22.82 DECLARATORY RULINGS 


As provided by RCW 34.04.080, any interested person may petition the
Department for a declaratory ruling. The Department shall consider the
petition and within a reasonable time the Department shall:


1. Issue a nonbinding declaratory ruling, or


2. Notify the person that no declaratory ruling is to be issued, or


3. Set a reasonable time and place for hearing argument upon the matter,
and give reasonable notification to the person of the time and placefor such hearing and of the issues involved.


If a hearing as provided is conducted, the Department shall within areasonable time:


1. Issue a binding declaratory ruling, or


2. Issue a nonbinding declaratory ruling, or


3. Notify the person that no declaratory ruling is to be issued.


22.84 PETITIONING FOR A DECLARATORY RULING 


Any interested person petitioning the Department for a declaratory
ruling pursuant to RCW 34.04.080 shall generally adhere to the followingform for such purpose.


1. At the top of the page shall appear the wording, "Before the
Department of Social and Health Services". On the. left side of
page below the foregoing the following caption shall be set out:
"In the Matter of the Petition of (name of petitioning party) for
a Declaratory Ruling". Opposite the foregoing caption shall appear
the word "Petition".


2. The body of the petition shall be set out in numbered paragraphs.
The first paragraph shall state the name and address of the petitioning
party. The second paragraph shall state all rules or statutes that
may be brought into issue by the petition. Succeeding paragraphs
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shall set out the state of facts relied upon in form similar to that
applicable to complaints in civil actions before the superior courts of
this state. The concluding paragraphs shall contain the prayer of the
petitioner. The petition shall be subscribed and verified in the
manner prescribed for verification of complaints in the superior courts
of this state.


3. The original and two legible copies shall be filed with the Department.
Petitions shall be on white paper, either 8 1/2" x 11" or 8 1/2" x 13"in
size.


4. Any interested person petitioning the Department, requesting the prom-
ulgation, amendment or repeal of any rules shall generally adhere to
the following form for such purpose:


a. At the top of the page shall appear the wording "Before the
Department of Social and Health Services." On the left side of
the page below the foregoing the following caption shall be set
out: "In the Matter of the Petition of (name of petitioning party)
for (state whether promulgation, amendment or repeal) of Rule (or
Rules)." Opposite the foregoing caption shall appear the word
"Petition."


b. The body of the petition shall be set out in numbered paragraphs.
The first paragraph shall state the name and address of the peti-
tioning party and whether petitioner seeks the promulgation of
new rule or rules, or amendment or repeal of existing rule or
rules. The amendment of an existing rule, shall set forth the
desired rule in its entirety. Where the petition is for repeal
of an existing rule, such shall be stated and the rule proposed
to be repealed shall either be set forth in full or shall be
referred to by agency rule number. The third paragraph shall
set forth concisely. the reasons for the proposal of the petitioner
and shall contain a statement as to the interest of the petitioner
in the subject matter of the rule. Additional numbered paragraphs
may be used to give full explanation of petitioner's reason for
the action sought.


c. Petitions shall be dated and signed by the person or entity named
in the first paragraph or by his attorney. The original and two
legible copies of the petition shall be filed with the Department.
Petitions shall be on white paper, either 8 1/2" x 11" or 8 1/2"
x 13" in size.


22.86 APPEALS TO COURTS 


Any appellant in a fair hearing who finds himself aggrieved by the decision
of the Secretary has the right to judicial review as provided by law.
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A transcript at the fair hearing, together with all documents admitted in
evidence, shall be furnished by the Department upon request of the appellant.


The supervising examiner notifies the district administrator and the ESSO
administrator when a case is appealed to the court, and provides the Attorney
General with the record and copies of transcript for filing with the court.


22.88 PUBLISHING FAIR HEARING DECISIONS 


The Department shall publish, in summary form, all fair hearing decisions.
Summaries of all decisions shall be distributed to each ESSO of the Depart-
ment where they shall be made accessible to appellants, their representa-
tives, and to the public. Summaries shall contain no identifying information
pursuant to provisions relating to the safeguarding of public assistance
information.


Fair hearing decision summaries are published monthly in loose leaf form.
They are to be filed by the ESSO in a three-ring binder according to the
system prescribed by the State Office.


22.90 ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 


Whenever the Secretary shall have reasonable cause to believe that in
the administration of Chapter 74.15 RCW grounds exist for the denial,
suspension or revocation of a license or that a licensee has failed to
qualify for renewal of a license he shall nofity the licensee in writing
by certified mail, stating the grounds upon which it is proposed that
the license be denied, suspended, revoked or not renewed.


Within thirty days from the receipt of notice of the grounds for denial,
suspension, revocation or lack of renewal, the licensee may serve upon
the Secretary a written request for hearing. Service of a request for
hearing shall be made by certified mail. Upon receiving a request for
hearing, the Secretary shall fix a date upon which the matter may be
heard, which date shall be not less then thirty-five days from the
receipt of the request for hearing, and he shall also notify the child
welfare and day care advisory committee not less than twenty-five days
before the hearing date. If no request for hearing is made within the
time specified, the license shall be deemed denied, suspended or revoked.


22.92 REPRESENTATION AT AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 


In a hearing under 22.90, only the following may appear in a representative
capacity:


1. Attorneys-at-law duly qualified and entitled to practice before the
supreme court of the State of Washington;
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2. Attorneys-at-law duly qualified and entitled to practice before the
highest court of record on any other state, if the attorneys-at-law
of the State of Washington are permitted to appear in a representative
capacity before administrative agencies of such other state, and if
not otherwise prohibited by our state law;


3. A bona fide officer, partner, or full-time employee of an individual
firm, association, partnership, or corporation who appears for such
individual firm, association, partnership or corporation.
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CHAPTER 22


FAMILY PLANNING


22.00 PROGRAM AUTHORITY 


Federal: 45 CFR 205.146(b); 220.21; 228.63; 228.70.


State: RCW 9.02.070; 43.20A.550.


WAC 388-15-010; 388-15-020; 388-15-240; 388-86-035.


22.10 POLICY


22.11 Purpose of Service 


Family planning services enables individuals to voluntarily avoid unwanted


pregnancies and to make informed choices regarding the number and spacing


of children in order to achieve or maintain independence and/or self-


sufficiency.


22.12 Service Description 


A. Family planning services encompasses a broad range of medical and


nonmedical services which include information and referral, assistance


in scheduling appointments, counseling, education, contraceptive


medical care, and surgical services.


B. Family planning services are provided by:


1. Family planning agencies which have a contract with Family


Planning Services Section, Office of Preventive Health Services.


Services include:


a. The "Annual Services Package" of contraceptive and related


services provided to clients by Title X, Title XIX, and


State Funds. The established rate covers both the exam


visit and a subsequent year of contraceptive care including:


(1) Information and education about birth control methods;


(2) Medical history and physical examination;


(3) Pap smear, gonorrhea culture, and blood and urine test-


ing for sugar and protein;


(4) Contraceptive supplies;


(5) Short-term counseling around family planning related
problems;
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(6) Community referral if additional medical, social, or


financial assistance is needed;


(7) Follow-up visits as required for contraceptive method,


abnormal test results, and/or phusical examination.


b. Services not included in the Annual Services Package


includes:


(1) Pregnancy testing, counseling, and referral;


(2) Diagnosis and/or treatment of vaginal discharge;


(3) Sterilization counseling and/or surgery;


(4) Infertility counseling and/or referral;


(5) Additional (nonroutine) laboratory tests.


c. Community involvement and client education.


2. Private physicians who have a contract agreement with the Division


of Medical Assistance to provide services to Title XIX eligible


persons which include:


a. Physical examination;


b. Laboratory tests;


c. Medical contraceptive services (diagnosis, treatment,


supplies, and follow-up); and


d. Male and female sterilization and abortion..


C. Coordination of family planning related services is provided through a


DSHS interdepartmental cooperative agreement. The agreement provides


coordination between the Division of Medical Assistance (DMA),


Division of Children and Family Services (DCFS), Division of Income


Assistance (DIA), and Family Planning Services Section (FPSS) within


the Division of Health (DOH).


D. Family planning referral services are provided by Community Services


Offices (CSC).


By federal mandate, CSOs are required to inform AFDC recipients of the


availability of family planning services and assist the recipient in


obtaining the requested service (see 22.13(A)(1)(2)(3)(4) for CSO


division of staff responsibilities).
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22.13 General Policies Related to This Service 


A. CSOs shall inform all recipients of the availability of family plan-


ning services by:


1. Including family planning brochures in financial application


packets.


2. Explaining that medical coupons will cover payment of family


planning services, either through private physicians or through


Title X funded family planning agencies.


3. Informing clients about the availability of family planning


services when establishing social service eligibility;


4. Providing information and referral services to all persons


inquiring about the availability of family planning services.


B. Family planning services are strictly voluntary.


C. Family planning services shall not be a prerequisite for eligibility


to receive any other requested social service or financial assistance.


22.15 Eligibility 


A. Family planning services are available to persons who qualify for


medical coupons or meet state-funded eligibility requirements.


Contracted family planning agencies make the eligibility determination


for state-funded services.


B. State residency is a requirement to be eligible for Title XIX and


state-funded family planning service.


C. The provision of family planning services to minors does not require


parental consent, but does require that the parent's financial ability


to support the minor be established according to Washington State


Medical Assistance Program criteria. However, declaration of the


parent's income is not required to receive services supported by Title


X or state funds.


D. Family planning agencies which provide services under Title X of the


Public Health Act utilize a sliding fee scale based on family size and


income. Under Title X funding, no individual may be refused services


because of residency or inability to pay.
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22.20 PROGRAM STANDARDS


22.21 Program Expectations 


A. Financial service workers will provide family planning information and


referral to all clients requesting financial assistance.


B. Social workers will provide family planning information and referral


(I&R) to all persons who request service.


22.22 Program Outcomes 


Information and referral services provided.


22.30 SERVICE PROCEDURES 


22.31 Procedures Applicable to Nonsurgical Services 


When providing family planning information and referral to clientseligible


for social services, the service worker should inform clients how medical


coupons may be used, e.g., if the coupon is coded to be accepted only at


group health agencies or private physicians, the client cannot use the


coupon at •a family planning agency.


22.32 Procedures Applicable to Surgical Services 


A. All requests for sterilizations or abortions will be referred to:


1. Family planning agencies.


2. Private physicians who accept medical coupons from Title XIX


eligible clients.


B. Surgical service providers must obtain prior approval from the CSO


medical consultant for all Title XIX family planning surgical


procedures.


C. Sterilizations require a thirty-day waiting period if funded by Title


XIX or state funds.


22.60 INTERFACE WITH OTHER DSHS SERVICES 


The service worker may coordinate and confer financial service for deter-


mination of Title XIX eligibility. •
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22.98 INTERFACE WITH NON-DSHS SERVICES 


The service worker providing family planning information and


referral services may wish to coordinate or confer with:


A. Family planning agencies to arrange for appointments and/or follow-up


services.


B. Private physicians to arrange for appointments and/or follow-up


services.


22.99 REQUIRED FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS 


See Chapter 99, General Forms, for these generic forms:


DSHS 2-305(x) Service Episode Record (10/78)


DSHS 2-306 Communication/Referral (Rev. 9/78)


DSHS 14-24(X) Face Sheet (Rev. 9/78)


SS Manual - 1604
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: .HOLDERS OF MANUAL G


FROM: COMMUNITY SERVICES
Bruce Ferguson,
Assistant Secretary


NOTICE NO: G-112
Issued: April 9, 1982


FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Denzel Scott, SCAN 234-0244 or
Non-SCAN 753-0244


1
1 IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO WP/MANUAL SECTION MS OB-16 1
1 1


SUBJECT: COURT PROCESS ON INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR INDIAN CHILDREN


Insert this notice in front of Chapter 23, Manual G, and note on the Green
Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-112 was entered.


BACKGROUND:


We have experienced some problems when an Indian tribe in Washington State
requests other states to return children to tribal jurisdiction.


It is the policy of the department to fully and effectively accommodate
tribal child welfare intervention and requests to transfer children to
tribal court.


ACTION REQUIRED:


Effective immediately, in order to prevent any misunderstandings, all staff
should utilize the following guidelines:


A. When Indian children are illegally removed from Washington while depen-
dent wards of the State's Juvenile Courts, or a Tribal Court, and DSHS
has custody pursuant to court order, the CSO shall request law enforcement
to issue a pick-up order to return such dependent children to the juris-
diction of the court.


B. When children who are under DSHS supervision are physically returned to
the court's jurisdiction, and the removal from Washington state has
substantially changed prior case planning, the CSO shall immediately
staff the case with the local Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee or
Indian consultant and the Indian child's tribe. Recommendations from
such staffing shall be presented to the juvenile court.


C. When Indian children are abandoned, abused/neglected in another state
and the family has established permanent residence in that state and
the child's tribe intervenes and requests transfer to tribal court,
the CSO shall assist the tribe to effect such transfer.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-167
Issued: September 29, 1983


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary For Information Call:
Community Services Diana Larsen-Mills, SCAN


234-0432 or Non-SCAN
753-0432


1 1
1IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT - MS OB-161
1 1


SUBJECT: DELETION OF DSHS 14-139, SOCIAL SERVICES APPLICATION FOR
FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES


Insert this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual G, and note on the Green
Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-167 was entered.


A. It is no longer necessary for the DSHS 14-139(X) (Rev. 12/79) form to
completed for Family Reconciliation Services cases since this program
is provided without regard to income.


B. The new DSHS 4-114(X) (Rev. 12/82) Social Service Intake form will be
completed (instead of the DSHS 14-139) for all FRS cases. Program
eligibility is documented on the DSHS 4-114(X).


C. Application, eligibility requirements and forms for child placement cases
are not changed by this notice.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-114
Issued: April 13, 1982


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Community Services Denzel Scott


SCAN 234-0244 or
non-SCAN 753-0244


'IF NOT DELIVERABLE RETURN TO: W/P MANUAL SECTION MS OB-181


SUBJECT: TRACKING INELIGIBLE FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICE APPLICANTS


Place this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual G, and note on Green Notice
Control Sheet the date Notice G-114 was entered.


BACKGROUND


A. Due to budget constraints, the contracted Crisis Counseling (Phase II)
component of Family Reconciliation Services has been reduced by $690,000
or about 3,032 referrals statewide.


CSO staff provided crisis counseling (Phase I, up to four hours) must
also be reduced for certain nonviolent FRS applicants.


B. To implement these reductions, effective immediately, new behavioral
eligibility criteria will be applied to those clients seeking FRS.


1. During the initial intake/assessment (first 30 minutes), the service
worker should identify cases which are:


a. Nonviolent and
b. Nonrunaway and
c. Drug or alcohol abusing (any family member) or
d. Juveniles who have allegedly committed a criminal offense


and refer them to other (non-DSHS) community agencies. CSO staff
may not provide crisis counseling.


2. The above types of cases shall not be referred to FRS Crisis
Counseling Contractors.







Page Two
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C. The categories of clients to be screened out (i.e., no service) of the
nonviolent FRS population are families in conflict where the principle
cause of conflict is drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and/or juvenile criminal
offenses. The Juvenile Code for families in conflict allows for the
referral of these categories to other community agencies without cost to
DSHS-FRS (CCS) contract funds.


D. The normal Intake/Assessment screening process for FRS clients is expected
to identify drug and alcohol abusers and juveniles who have committed a
criminal offense. The screening process should be limited to thirty minutes
or less. Cases involving violence or a runaway are to be served.


E. According to the Children's Needs Assessment study completed by the Office
of Research in June of 1981, the ineligible categories are occurring in
the population in the following percentages:


1. Drug abuse 15% = 5,102.


2. Alcohol abuse 23% = 7,838.


3. Juvenile criminal behavior 37% = 12,609.


Total 25,559. The numbers of clients listed above are based on a
16-month period.


F. Because the nonviolent population is 51% of all FRS referrals, it is assumed
that approximately 51% or 13,035 of the population could be referred out to
other non-DSHS agencies for services without cost to contract Crisis Coun-
seling. The present rate of referral to Crisis Counseling contracting
agencies and to DSHS Phase II services is 24%. It is expected, therefore,
that approximately 3,128 Phase II service reductions can be made.


G. It is not known how many of the nonviolent drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and
juvenile criminal behavior referrals have two or more of those problems.
Because of this possible overlapping, the total reduction in referrals
going on to continuing services in Phase I and Phase II can only be esti-
mated. That is why the Bureau wants to collect specific data about those
cases referred out.


ACTION REQUIRED 


A. A careful screening of all nonviolent referrals (applicants) for FRS is
important because program costs must be reduced. Ineligible clients
should be referred out to community agencies using DSHS 2-306(X), Com-
munication/Referral.


B. A six month's data collection project will be undertaken to assess the
actual numbers of clients that can be diverted to other community services
without cost to contracted Crisis Counseling. CSO service workers should
use the attached form for data collection beginning May 1, 1982, and end-
ing November 1, 1982. Most of the data is already on the CSO FRS intake
log. A consolidated CSO report should then be sent to the Regional
Office for forwarding to SO.
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C. The Regional Office will send a consolidated Regional Repor
t to the


Bureau of Children's Services, MS OB-41, no later than th
e 15th of each


month. The first report will be due June 15, 1982.


D. If there are any questions about these categories of ineligible client
s,


please call the Bureau of Children's Services Regional Represe
ntative or


call Denzel Scott, SCAN 234-0244.


E. On Green Notice G-100, please note section 24.15 C.5.c. should
 refer to


Youth Service Bureau's NOT Juvenile Probation Service.


Attachment







FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES
INELIGIBLE CLIENT REPORTING FORM


Reporting Unit (CSO/Region) # 


Month of Report


A. Number of clients (families) screened out by principle cause of conflict.


Only one for each client.


1. Drug Abuse


2. Alcohol Abuse


3. Juvenile Offender


Total of lines 1, 2, and 3


B. Number or clients (families) referred out to another source which accepted


the referral (response received from DSHS 2-306(X)).


1. Drug Abuse


2. Alcohol Abuse


3. Juvenile Offender


Total of lines 1, 2, and 3


C. Average Time Required per client screened and referred out: 


DIRECTIONS BY SECTION: (This form may be used by line staff for a work sheet


and by the Regions for a consolidated report to the


Bureau of Children's Services.)


A. In this section, count each client referred for one or more of the three


reasons listed for family crisis. If the client has more than one reason,


i.e., Drug Abuse and Juvenile Offense, choose the one that appears to be


the principle precipitating cause for conflict.


For example, child was drinking and became involved in car theft (car


prowl). Try to determine which act most likely triggered the family


conflict. The counts in Section A are to be unduplicated.


B. If, for example, you have a resource for each drug abuse case screened/


referred out, the number in B I should equal the number in A 1. This


would also be true for B 2 and B 3. It is possible that the numbers in


B 1, B 2, and B 3 will be less than the numbers in A 1, A 2, and A 3. We


need to know how many cases go unserved.


C. Please compute the time in fractions of hours that are required to screen


and refer out the clients listed above example, .5 hours. We want to


review our policy of estimating 30 minutes for intake/assessment.


BCS FORM (4/82)







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-100
Issued: February 3, 1982


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Denzel Scott
SCAN 234-0244 or
non-SCAN 753-0244


Community Services


SUBJECT: REDUCTION OF FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES (FRS)


Place this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual G, and note on Green Notice
Control Sheet the date Notice 0-100 was entered.


A. The reduction of FRS program FTEs made by the Legislature during the 1981
Special Session requires a reduction in both intake/assessment and
continuing FRS services to clients.


Effective March 1, 1982, FRS applicants are to be referred out to
other (non-DSHS) community agencies (not DSHS Contract Crisis Counseling
Services).


B. Manual G holders should write in the following word additions to the text
of Chapter 24.


1. Page 3, Section 24.12 A. 1:


Add to the end of the sentence: or other social services."


2. Page 6, Section 24.15 C, add new subparagraphs:


"5. Families in nonviolent conflict whose principle cause of con-
flict is drug abuse, alcohol abuse or juvenile offense
(delinquency) shall be referred to an appropriate non-DSHS
community social service agency. Appropriate non-DSHS
agencies include, but are not limited to:


a. Drug and alcohol abuse centers;


b. Community mental health centers;


c. Juvenile probation/counseling services;


d. Family counseling services.


6. The type of family situation defined in 5. above no longer
qualifies that family for CSO FRS services, even if no appro-
priate non-DSHS agency exists in the community."
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CHAPTER 24
FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES (FRS)


24.00 PROGRAM AUTHORITY •


Federal: Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations. Title IV, Part B, Child
Welfare Services, 220.40 (b) (2).


State: RCW 13.32A.040, RCW 13.32A.090, RCW 13.32A.100, RCW 74.13.020(3)
(4), RCW 74.13.031(1)(4)(7), WAC 388-15-010(1)(c), WAC 388-15-570.


24.10 POLICY 


24.11 Purpose of Service 


The purpose of the service is to reunite, maintain and strengthen families and


to prevent out-of-home placement. Families who are in conflict may request


family reconciliation services from the department. Such services shall be


provided to alleviate personal or family situations which present a serious and
imminent threat to the health or stability of the child or family and to main-


tain families intact wherever possible.


24.12 Service Description 


A. Family reconciliation services shall be designectto develop skills and sup-


ports within families to resolve family conflicts and may include but are


not limited to:


1. Referral to services for suicide prevention, legal, psychological,


psychiatric or other medical care, or


2. Provision of counseling and/or information (i.e., about welfare,
education, or other social services), as appropriate to the needs
of the child and the family.


B. Family Reconciliation Services consist of the following components:


1. Intake/Assessment Services (IAS)


Short-term counseling directed toward defusing the immediate poten-
tial for violence, assessing problems and exploring options leading
to problem resolution. (See 24.31)


2. Crisis Counseling Services (CCS)


Provision is made for time-limited counseling, for developing of
skills and supports within family to resolve conflicts or for refer-
ring to other resources when appropriate. (See 24.34)
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24.13 General Policies Related to this Service


A. The department offers Family Reconciliation Services on a voluntary basis
to families in conflict or with runaway children.


B. Department policy is to keep families intact and strengthen and support
the family units so as to prevent out-of-home placement.


C. The department will operate a single 24-hour, 7 day-a-week intake system
for emergent situations including families in conflict, runaway children,
and child abuse/neglect cases.


D. Each Community Service Office (CSO) will establish and maintain agreements
and procedures with local law enforcement agencies to facilitate provision
of 24-hour FRS by the CSO.


E. Each CSO shall establish and maintain agreements with Indian tribal social
service agencies and staff and tribal law enforcement agencies regarding
24-hour FRS availability within the boundaries of Indian reservations.
Such agreements may include BIA and Indian health services program avail-
ability.


F. CSOs may establish agreements with other local agencies such as Crisis Line
and/or the community mental health center to provide a 24-hour a day, 7
day-a-week answering service for FRS. The answering service will not
screen cases, but will refer all families in conflict and runaway children
to the CSO.


G. The intake system will provide, at a minimum, a telephone consultation
between a service worker and the client(s).


H. Prior to placement of a child, every attempt shall be made, through the
provision of family reconciliation services, to prevent the removal of a
child from the family unit. For placement services, see Chapters 31 -
Crisis Residential Center, 32 - Child Foster Family Care, and 34 - Private
Agency/Child Group Care.


I. In placement of American Indian children, except for emergency receiving
home placements for protective purposes, procedures of Chapters 32.33 and
34.35 shall be followed.


J. After intake/assessment and when further counseling is needed (to prevent
out-of-home placement, etc.) the counseling time will be at least 60 per-
cent face-to-face. There shall also be flexible scheduling of appointments
to meet the family's needs and to provide counseling in the family's home
or a neutral community setting.


K. After having entered FRS and while a child is in receiving home or family
crisis residential care, the contractor or CSO will continue to provide
CCS. The contractor will coordinate with CSO staff who are responsible
for filing petitions and completing other court-related functions. (See
Chapter 23, Juvenile Court Process.)
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L. When the CCS contracting funds allocated are complete
ly expended and there


are no funds available to contract for CCS, the CSO s
taff shall provide CCS


or the client may be referred to another communi
ty social service agency or


to the contracting agency for services to be p
aid for through the contract-


ing agency's fee schedule without cost to the 
department.


M. Once a case record and all service authorizations have 
been closed, and


another request is made to provide services to the 
same client(s) for a


new crisis, the referral shall be deemed a re-re
ferral. A crisis with a


different child in the family is not a re-referr
al. (See 24.37.)


N. When services are provided to American Indian children/f
amilies, policies


outlined in Chapter 01.04, American Indian Policy Stat
ement, will be fol-


lowed.


O. Service workers will complete all paperwork within fi
ve working days after


termination of services.


24.14 Priorities Related to this Service 


A. Priority 1 - Incidents of family conflict which pre
sent a serious and immi-


nent threat to the health/stability of the child/fa
mily which involve


violent or potentially violent behavior.


B. Priority 2 - Children who have run away from home.


C. Priority 3 - Incidents of family conflict which 
present a serious and immi-


nent threat to the health/stability of the child/fa
mily which involve non-


violent behavior.


24.15 Eligibility 


A. Financial Eligibility: FRS services are provided without regard to income.


See Chapter 03, Social Service Eligibility for form
s and procedures.


B. Program Eligibility: A child and/or his/her parent(s)/guardian are eligible


for service when referred to the CSO for services by law e
nforcement offi-


cers, juvenile courts, the parent(s) or the child, and the
 need is


established according to the following criteria:


1. Families in Conflict:


a. The family is experiencing child/parent problems (excluding


custody disputes) to the extent that there is serious and immi-


nent threat to the health/stability of the child/family; and


b. Immediate intervention is necessary to prevent further breakdown;


and
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2. Actual runaways who:


a. Request service or


b. Are taken into custody (by a law enforcement agency) because
they are:


(1) Absent from their parent's home without consent and law
enforcement has been contacted by the parent, legal guard-
ian or custodian for the child, or


(2) Found by law enforcement in circumstances which constitute
a danger to their physical safety. (For child abuse/neglect
incidents, see Chapter 26.)


C. Clients generally not eligible for Family Reconciliation Services:


1. Families currently receiving counseling services from other DSHS
Divisions or Bureaus or community agencies.


2. Children who have been placed in group or regional crisis residential
centers where crisis counseling services are provided as part of the
CRC contract. (See Chapter 31, Crisis Residential Care.)


3. Foster family care or group care cases in need of follow-up service.
(See Chapter 32, Child Foster Family Care Services, or Chapter 34,
Private Agency/Child Group Care.)


4. Post-adoption cases still under supervision. (See Chapter 36, Adop-
tion Services.)


24.16 Payment Rates 


A. No payment is made for Intake/Assessment Services (IAS). For CCS, see
vendor contract.


B. For specialized receiving care rates for a child who meets the criteria
in 24.15, see Chapter 31 - Crisis Residential Care, and Chapter 32 -
Child Family Foster Care.


24.21 Program Expectations/Response Time 


A. A child's parents shall be immediately notified of the child's:
Whereabouts; physical and emotional condition; and the circumstances
surrounding his or her referral to the department.
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B. A service worker shall initiate contact with a client within four hours
after receiving a referral. Up to four hours of intake/assessment counsel-


ing, excluding service worker travel time, shall be completed within one


working day of the initial request. Exceptions to these response time


standards must be authorized in writing by supervisory staff and documented


in the service record.


C. Child Protective Service (CPS) and Family Reconciliation Services (FRS)


supervisors shall jointly decide the need for a CPS investigation and/or


CPS services.


D. Crisis Counseling Services (CCS) are voluntary and are limited, to fifteen


hours per family. This 15 hour limit does not include the up to four hours


of CSO provided intake/assessment. The up to 15 hours CCS must be delivered


within 30 calendar days of the request/ referral.


E. Crisis Counseling Services provided to a child placed in receiving care or


a family crisis residential center must be delivered immediately to endeavor


to return the child to his/her home within the first 72 hours of placement.


F. For clients referred to CCS (contract) vendors, if the 24-hour or less


response is not required, service workers shall advise the provider by an


entry on the delivery order or on the DSHS 154/159 to see (face-to-face


contact) the client/family within 72 hours (with the family's agreement).


24.22 Appropriate Program/Service Outcomes 


The following are possible and appropriate program or service outcomes in order


of preference:


A. Child and family receive FRS counseling and the child remains at home.


B. Child and family receive FRS counseling, the child is placed in temporary
out-of-home placement, the family ability to cope is strengthened and the


child is then returned home to reunite the family.


C. Child and family receive FRS counseling and the child is placed out-of-home


in the best interests of the family.


D. Child and family are referred for CCS and they chose not to return and/or


contact is lost.


24.23 Monitoring Requirements 


Regional and state office will monitor the CSOs' practices and procedures, FRS
intake logs and client service records relating to the following categories:
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A. Procedures to publicize the FRS telephone numbers, compliance with avail-


ability of 24-hour a day, seven day-a-week IAS coverage.


B. Agreements and procedures with local law enforcement agencies, including


discovering how many service workers and law enforcement officers are


familiar with the agreements and procedures.


C. Performance in meeting program expectations of FRS (see 24.21) including


time frames (i.e., 4 hour IAS limit, CCS face-to-face within 24 hours,


etc.).


D. Compliance with re-referral policy (see 24.37).


E. Recording of information (see 24.38) and verification of authorizations


made for provision of any additional CCS (beyond 15 hours).


F. Compliance with procedures for referring families to CCS contractors.


G. Opportunities for CCS contractors to participate in program planning and


service coordination including development of local agreements.


24.30 SERVICE PROCEDURES 


24.31 Provision of Intake/Assessment Services (IAS) 


A. Contact shall be initiated with the client within four hours after receiving


referral. Up to four hours of intake assessment shall be completed within


one working day of the initial request. (The four hours of service does


not include travel time of service workers.) Any exceptions will be docu-


mented as to the reason for not initiating contact and completing the


service within the time requirements and will be approved by supervisory


staff in writing and noted on an intake log or DSHS 2-305(X), Service


Episode Record (SER).


B. During working hours, clients shall be referred to the appropriate service


.worker/unit, (i.e., situations of child abuse/neglect will be referred


directly to Child Protective Services (CPS), and families in conflict or


with runaway children will be referred to the Family and Children's Serv-


ices Unit, see Chapter 02). After working hours, service requests from law


enforcement, parent(s) and/or child will be handled through the 24-hour, 7


day-a-week intake system according to local agreements and CSO procedures.


(See 24.13.)


C. The child's parent(s) shall be immediately notified of the child's where-


abouts, physical and emotional condition and circumstances surrounding


his/her referral to the department.


D. The service worker shall inform the parent that it is the paramount concern


of the family reconciliation service personnel to achieve a reconciliation


between parent and child and to reunify the family. The service worker


shall also inform the parent of the program expectations (time frames and


procedures) to be followed under the FRS law.
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E. Intake/Assessment Tasks:


1. The Intake/Assessment Services (IAS) should include, but not be limited
to:


a.- An exploration of the seriousness of the situation that triggered
the crisis;


b. A determination of whether or not the family can recover its cop-
ing capabilities in one to three concentrated counseling sessions
(i.e., under four hours direct contact).


c. If the family's strengths are adequate, the concentrated therapy
should be provided. If the family strengths are not adequate, an


immediate referral or transfer to the longer term (continuing)
crisis counseling services should be made.


2. During intake assessment, the service worker shall:


a. Assess and attempt to defuse any potential for violence;


b. Gather information and organize material for assessing the
family's needs;


c. Assist the family in defining the problem and identifying options
for resolving the situation;


d. Assess the need for CPS services:


(1) Report all cases of suspected child physical abuse, sexual
abuse, or neglect to CPS.


(2) CPS and FRS supervisors shall jointly decide the need for a
CPS investigation and/or CPS services to be provided either
concurrent with or instead of FRS services. It is essential
that the continuity of service provision to the family in
conflict is not interrupted. CPS shall provide services as
outlined in Chapter 26.


3. FRS intake/assessment and/or crisis counseling shall continue for all
situations where the family is in conflict and the suspected abuse is
secondary to the conflict between the teenager and the parent. These
situations shall be reported to CPS, and FRS shall continue unless a
CPS investigation is indicated and agreed upon between the CPS and FRS
supervisors. (See Chapter 02.)


F. Determine need for FRS according to the priorities in 24.14 and the criteria
in 24.15, and either provide short term counseling or refer for continuing
services (CSO or contractor provided).
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G. Provide information and referral when further CSO services are not appro-
priate and child/family are better served by another agency. (Referrals
may be made for services such as educational services, ongoing counseling,
suicide prevention, alcoholism, drug abuse and mental health services.)
(See Section 24.70.)


H. For intake assessment activities, use SSPS Code 2401 on authorization forms
(DSHS 14-154/159).


24.32 Referrals From Other CSO Catchment Areas 


A. When a child requests or is referred for FRS but resides in another catch-
ment area; or is a resident, by parental consent or juvenile court order,
of another catchment area; the CSO where the child requests service will
contact the CSO of residence (i.e., where the child was residing) to deter-
mine if the child is an active case.


B. The following procedures will be followed:


1. If the child is not active with the CSO of residence, the CSO where
the child appears or is referred will immediately advise the parents/
guardian by telephone that the child has been located.


. 2. .If the child is active with the CSO of residence, the latter will imme-
diately notify the parents/guardian that the child has been located.


3. The CSO where the child requests service will:


a. If necessary, provide receiving care or Crisis Residential Care
for the child and make payment for that care.


b. Arrange with parents to provide or pay for transportation or
arrange to return that child to the CSO of residence catchment
area. (See Chapter III of Disbursement Manual "Travel Other Than
Employee A20s.")


c. Return the child within the next working day following receiving
care placement.


4. If the CSO of residence is providing services, they will be respon-
sible for planning for the child once he or she is returned to the
county of residence.


C. See Chapter 02.14, Case Transfer Policies for processing paperwork.


24.33 Referral for Continuing Services 


A. An eligible (see 23.15) family in conflict or with a runaway child will be
referred to:
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1. A CCS vendor (service contractor) where available, or, if not
available to


2. A CSO Family and Children Services Unit for continuing services as
soon as it becomes apparent to the service worker doing the intake
that the situation will not be resolved within four hours of the
initial contact.


A child may also be referred for out-of-home placement services - see
Chapter 31 - Crisis Residential Center, Chapter 32 - Foster Family Care,
and Chapter 34 - Private Agency/Child Group Care.


B. The CSO service worker doing intake/assessment shall refer the client for
continuing services (whether vendor or CSO provided) by completing the:.
DSHS 14-139(X), Social Services Application; DSHS 14-24(X), Face Sheet;
and DSHS 14-154(X), Social Service Authorization using service code 2401.


It is important that the person receiving the referral have the following
information:


1. Client's address and telephone number;


2. Names, address and telephone number of family members;


3. Reason for service (DSHS 14-154(X));


4. A brief summary of the situation; and


5. If available, a signed DSHS 14-139(X) with unexpired eligibility.


C. Referral to a Service Contractor


1. The service worker shall refer the client for contracted services with
a DSHS 14-139, Social Services Application.


a. Whenever possible, the DSHS 14-139(X) this form should be com-
pleted and signed by the client prior to referral.


b. If the client's signature is not obtained prior to referral, the
DSHS 14-139(X) may be completed by the service worker or through
item 16 and sent to the CCS contractor with .a stamped and addres-
sed envelope. The contractor will be requested to return the
signed (Items 17 and 24) DSHS 14-139(X) to the CSO service worker.


c. Once returned, the service worker completes the DSHS 14-139(X)
(Items 18-26), files the original in the service record and
sends a copy to the client. (See Chapters 02 and 03).


2. The service worker shall send the vendor a copy of the DSHS 14-154(X)
authorizing up to 15 hours of crisis counseling services using Service
Codes 2442, 2443 or 2444 as appropriate.
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3. When the face sheet is completed prior to referral, the service worker
may also send a copy of the DSHS 14-24(X), Face Sheet, and/or relevant
portions of the Individual Service Plan (DSHS 2-305(X), SER) to the
vendor.


4. After the 30-day authorized service period has expired and an A-19,
Invoice Voucher, with an itemized client listing and a closing sum-
mary (including the disposition) have been received from the
contractor, the service worker shall terminate contracted services.
The case closure will be accomplished within three (3) working days
after the closing summary has been received.


% D. Referral to a Family, Group or Regional Crisis Residential Center


L. A child from a family in conflict or a runaway child shall be referred
to a family, group or a regional crisis residential center or appro-
priate CSO placement staff as soon as it becomes apparent to the
service worker doing intake that the situation will not be resolved
within four hours and the child requires placement in a crisis resi-
dential facility. --(lee Chapter 31, Crisis Residential Care.)


a. Family Crisis Residential Center


The service worker doing intake shall refer the child to the
appropriate Family and Children's Service Unit for placement in a
family crisis residential center and where available refer the
child to a vendor for crisis counseling services. If vendor CCS
is not available, CCS will be provided by CSO Family and Chil-
dren's Services Unit staff (see Chapter 02).


b. Group or Regional Crisis Residential Center'


The CSO service worker doing intake shall refer the child to
appropriate CSO staff for placement in a group or regional
crisis residential center which will provide all needed services,
including CCS (see Chapter 31, Crisis Residential Care and
vendor contracts).


2. The family, group or regional crisis residential center must provide
the CSO with client status information as/when requested.


E. The service worker doing intake shall use the DSHS 14-159 to terminate
intake/assessment (2401) services.


24.34 Provision of Crisis Counseling Services (CCS) 


A. Crisis counseling services must be entered into voluntarily by parent and
child and must be time-limited and goal oriented.


.‘
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B. •The CSO service worker shall respond to the CCS referral with a face-to-face


contact with the child/family:


1. Immediately in emergent situations, and


2. Within 24 hours of referral in nonemergent situations unless the


service worker doing intake specifically indicates on the social


services referral that the face-to-face contact within 24 hours is not


required.


3. Within 72 hours with the client's agreement when there are schedul-


ing problems on the part of the client. The scheduling problems


should be documented in client's service record (DSHS 2-305(X)).


C. There may be some situations in which the service worker will be unable to


contact the client. In these situations, it is still the responsibility


of the service worker to initiate efforts to contact the client and to docu-


ment the unsuccessful efforts to reach the client in the service record.


The documentation shall explain the procedures used by the service worker


to reach the client. One of the procedures shall be a visit to the client's


home or last known location.


D. Crisis Counseling Services (i.e., service workers), are expected to be


available on a 24-hour, 7 day-a-week basis.


1. If a child is or must be placed in receiving care or a family crisis


residential center (see Chapter 31, Crisis Residential Care), the con-


tracting agency or the CSO will offer crisis counseling services in


sufficient intensity for possible return of the child to his/her own


home within the first 72 hours.


2. When time beyond the 72 hours of receiving care (excluding Sundays and


holidays) or family crisis residential center care (excluding Satur-


days, Sundays and holidays) is required, the contracting agency or CSO


will:


a. Obtain a signed consent from the parents/legal guardian to place


(DSHS 9-04(X), Placement Authorization and Acknowledgment); or,


b. Cooperate in preparing the petition (see Chapter 23, Juvenile
Court Process); and


c. As requested, appear in Juvenile Court as an expert witness in
the court hearing to support an appropriate order.


E. A maximum of 15 hours of concentrated crisis counseling services may be
authorized and provided to alleviate personal/family situations which


present a serious and imminent threat to the health stability of the
child/family.


1. The 15 hours must be delivered within 30 calendar days of the request.
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2. Requests for exceptions to this requirement must be made in writing
to the local CSO administrator/designee. The approved request and
authorization must be recorded in the client's service record (DSHS
2-305(X)).


F. The service worker should be, flexible in scheduling sessions to meet
the needs of the family in crisis.


1. When appropriate, service workers should contact the family and/or
child in their home or a community (neutral) location. Such outreach
is appropriate when face-to-face contact has not occurred as specified
in 24.13 J. and when:


a. Prompt initiation of service is necessary to complete the service
service within the time limit; or


b. Counseling would be more effective if performed in the home or
community location.


2. An explanation for not providing services in client's home or commun-
ity contact shall be part of the service worker's case evaluation
(DSHS 2-305(X)).


G. Client eligibility and provision of service will be documented in the CSO
service record using the forms described in 24.38. For CSO provided crisis
counseling services, service workers shall use service code 2402 on the
DSHS 14-154/159 authorization forms.


24.35 Termination of FR Services 


A. FR Services are terminated when:


1. The crisis situation has been resolved or the family can no longer
benefit from additional services.


2. The client/family refuses to cooperate, has moved or lost contact.


3: Client/family is referred to another program/agency for services.


4. Referral of the child to foster care services is necessary.


B. For termination procedure, see Chapter 04, Social Service Payment System.


C. Evaluation of service outcome and Individual Service Plan is recorded on
on the DSHS 2-305(X), Service Episode Record (see Chapter 02.11).


24.36 Re-Referrals of FRS Cases 


A. A referral of another child in the same family (not previously referred)
is not a re-referral.
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B. Re-referrals (i.e., all services previously terminated) will be provided


up to four hours CSO counseling intake/assessment servi
ce during which the


service worker shall review with the family what they l
earned from prior


services and discuss the skills needed to handle the cu
rrent family con-


flicts. An assessment shall be made as to whether the family can b
e


effectively assisted before additional (beyond four hours) 
counseling/


continuing service is authorized.


C. The service worker shall review the case with the unit superviso
r for pos-


sible extension of service beyond four hours. Any referral for continuing


services resulting from such a conference will be referred on
ly for the


number of hours that are estimated necessary to resolve th
e problem.


Re-referrals should in no case be for more than 8 addi
tional hours of serv-


ice unless the need for those additional hours is documented 
and approved


by the supervisor.


D. The absolute maximum number of additonal service hours and se
rvice days a


re-referral may receive is 15 hours within 30 days.


24.37 FRS Recording Requirements 


A. Some FRS service episodes will last less than one hour and will no
t require


the opening of a service record (i.e., face sheet, authorization
 forms,


Service Episode Record).


In all situations which are resolved or referred outside (i.e
., no further


CSO action required) within the first hour by the CSO serv
ice worker doing


intake, the information required for monitoring (see 24.23) w
ill be recorded


on an intake log.


B. CSOs may develop a format but any intake log shall contain the f
ollowing


information for each person referred for intake/assessment
:


1. Name of client(s).


2.. Date and time of referral to CSO.


3. Date and time of service worker contact with client(s).


4. Type of contact (telephone or face-to-face).


5. Source of referral.


6. Brief description of presenting problem (i.e., family in conflict,


runaway).


7. Service disposition (who did what).


8. Date and time of disposition.


9. Length of time of service provided by service worker.
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C. The intake log information should be kept for two years following
initial intake.


D. When a service record is opened, the DSHS 2-305(X), Service Episode Record
should contain all the information listed in 24.37 A. plus:


1. Date, type and time of service worker contact with others (i.e.,
referral source, parent, collateral contacts, etc.).


2. Length of time spent with each contact.


3. Family's immediate presenting problem and needs.


4. Family's specific and immediate objectives.


5.*- How client(s) participated in determining the objectives.


6. Results of service (outcome).


E. For situations requiring one to four hours of direct service by the service
worker doing intake or for situations where the decision is made within the 
first hour to refer the client to a contractor (either CCS or family/group
or regional crisis residential center) for services, the following forms
must be completed:


1. DSHS 14-24(X) Face Sheet


2.. DSHS 14-139(X) Social Services Application


3. DSHS 14-154(X) Social Services Authorization


4. DSHS 14-159 Change of Service Authorization


5. DSHS 2-305(X) Service Episode Record (SER) - note special
information required in 24.23)


24.60 e&aNTERFACE WITH OTHER DSHS SERVICES 


The service worker has the responsibility to be aware of and when necessary and
appropriate, use all available resources within the department. (See Chapter
02). Each CSO has the responsibility to develop referral procedures. The
following services may be utilized:


A. Service workers to provide crisis counseling services to families/children
referred within the CSO. (See Chapter 02)


B. CPS when child abuse/neglect is suspected/indicated. (See Chapter 26)


C. Crisis residential, child group care and foster care services when out-of-
home placement is indicated. (See Chapters 31, 32 and 34.)
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D. EPSDT for evaluation/determination of child's health status, when
appropriate. (See Chapter 48)


E. Homemaker services to maintain children in their own home in lieu of
out-of-home placement. (See Chapter 40)


F. Developmental Disabilities Case Services and Home Aid Resources for the
developmentally disabled.


G. Day care services when appropriate. (See Chapter 28).


24.70 INTERFACE WITH NON-DSHS SERVICES 


The service worker receives referrals from and makes referrals to community
resources according to CSO agreements/procedures. Such resources include but
are not limited to:


A.


B.


C.


D.


A.


B.


Law enforcement agencies within the community who will refer families in
conflict and runaway children for FRS.


Juvenile courts who may refer families/children for FRS or may assist the
CSO when court action is necessary.


Service contractors who FRS to families/children referred by the CSO.


Community Crisis Line agencies and community mental health centers.


24.80 REQUIRED FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS 


See Chapter •99,
generic forms:


DSHS 2-305(X)
DSHS 9-04(X)


DSHS 14-05(X)


DSHS 14-24(X)
DSHS 14-139(X)
DSHS 14-154(X)
DSHS 14-159


General Forms, for general instructions on these


Service Episode Record (SER) (10/78)
Placement Authorization and Acknowledgment
(Rev. 7/78)
Application for Foster Care and Support Enforcement
Services (Rev. 11/78)
Face Sheet (Rev. 9/78)
Social Services Application (Rev. 12/79)
Social Services Authorization (Rev. 9/80)
Change of Service Authorization (Rev. 1/81)


There are no forms specific to Family Reconciliation Services. CSOs are
authorized to estabish their own format for intake logs.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-114


Issued: April 13, 1982


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary FOR INFORMATION CALL:


Community Services Denzel Scott
SCAN 234-0244 or


non-SCAN 753-0244


1 1


'IF NOT DELIVERABLE RETURN TO: W/P MANUAL SECTION MS OB-161


SUBJECT: TRACKING INELIGIBLE FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICE APPLICANTS


Place this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual G, and note on Green Notice


Control Sheet the date Notice G-114 was entered.
0


BACKGROUND


A. Due to budget constraints, the contracted Crisis Counseling (Phase II)


component of Family Reconciliation Services has been reduced by $690,000


or about 3,032 referrals statewide.


CSO staff provided crisis counseling (Phase I, up to four hours) must


also be reduced for certain nonviolent FRS applicants.


B. To implement these reductions, effective immediately, new behavioral


eligibility criteria will be applied to those clients seeking FRS.


1. During the initial intake/assessment (first 30 minutes), the service


worker should identify cases which are:


a. Nonviolent and
b. Nonrunaway and


c. Drug or alcohol abusing (any family member) or


d. Juveniles who have allegedly committed a criminal offense


and refer them to other (non-DSHS) community agencies. CSO staff


may not provide crisis counseling.


2. The above types of cases shall not be referred to FRS Crisis


Counseling Contractors.
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C. The categories of clients to be screened out (i.e., no service) of the
nonviolent FRS population are families in conflict where the principle
cause of conflict is drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and/or juvenile criminal
offenses. The Juvenile Code for families in conflict allows for the
referral of these categories to other community agencies without cost to
DSHS-FRS (CCS) contract funds.


D. The normal Intake/Assessment screening process for FRS clients is expected
to identify drug and alcohol abusers and juveniles who have committed a
criminal offense. The screening process should be limited to thirty minutes
or less. Cases involving violence or a runaway are to be served.


E. According to the Children's Needs Assessment study completed by the Office.
of Research in June of 1981, the ineligible categories are occurring in
the population in the following percentages:


1. Drug abuse 15% = 5,102.


2. Alcohol abuse 23% = 7,838.


3. Juvenile criminal behavior 37% = 12,609.


Total 25,559. The numbers of clients listed above are based on a
16-month period.


F. Because the nonviolent population is 51% of all FRS referrals, it is assumed
that approximately 51% or 13,035 of the population could be referred out to
other non-DSHS agencies for services without cost to contract Crisis Coun-
seling. The present rate of referral to Crisis Counseling contracting
agencies and to DSHS Phase II services is 24%. It is expected, therefore,
that approximately 3,128 Phase II service reductions can be made.


G. It is not known how many of the nonviolent drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and
juvenile criminal behavior referrals have two or more of those problems.
Because of this possible overlapping, the total reduction in referrals
going on to continuing services in Phase I and Phase II can only be esti-
mated. That is why the Bureau wants to collect specific data about those
cases referred out.


ACTION REQUIRED 


A. A careful screening of all nonviolent referrals (applicants) for FRS is
important because program costs must be reduced. Ineligible clients
should be referred out to community agencies using DSHS 2-306(X), Com-
munication/Referral.


B. A six month's data collection project will be undertaken to assess the
actual numbers of clients that can be diverted to other community services
without cost to contracted Crisis Counseling. CSO service workers should
use the attached form for data collection beginning May 1, 1982, and end-
ing November 1, 1982. Most of the data is already on the CSO FRS intake
log. A consolidated CSO report should then be sent to the Regional
Office for forwarding to SO.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-167
Issued: September 29, 1983


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary For Information Call:
Community Services Diana Larsen-Mills, SCAN ,


234-0432 or Non-SCAN
753-0432


'IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT - MS OB-161


1 1


SUBJECT: DELETION OF DSHS 14-139, SOCIAL SERVICES APPLICATION FOR
FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES


Insert this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual G, and note on the Green
Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-167 was entered.


A. It is no longer necessary for the DSHS 14-139(X), (Rev. 12/79) form to
completed for Family Reconciliation Services cases since this program
is provided without regard to income.


B. The new DSHS 4-114(X) (Rev. 12/82) Social Service Intake form will be
completed (instead of the DSHS 14-139) for all FRS cases. Program
eligibility is documented on the DSHS 4-114(X).


C. Application, eligibility requirements and forms for child placement cases
are not changed by this notice.
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C. The Regional Office will send a consolidated Regional Report to the


Bureau of Children's Services, MS OB-41, no later than the 15th of each


month. The first report will be due June 15, 1982.


D. If there are any questions about these categories of ineligible c1ients,


please call the Bureau of Children's Services Regional Representative or


call Denzel Scott, SCAN 234-0244.


E. On Green Notice G-100, please note section 24.15 C.5.c. should refer to


Youth Service Bureau's NOT Juvenile Probation Service.


Attachment


(I











FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES


INELIGIBLE CLIENT REPORTING FORM


Reporting Unit (CSO/Region) # 


Month of Report


A. Number of clients (families) screened out by principle cause of conflict.


Only one for each client.


1. Drug Abuse


2. Alcohol Abuse


3. Juvenile Offender


Total of lines 1, 2, and 3


B. Number or clients (families) referred out to another source which accepted


the referral (response received from DSHS 2-306(X)).


1. Drug Abuse


2. Alcohol Abuse


3. Juvenile Offender


Total of lines 1, 2, and 3


C. Average Time Required per client screened and referred out:


DIRECTIONS BY SECTION: (This form may be used by line staff for a work sheet


and by the Regions for a consolidated report to the


Bureau of Children's Services.)


A. In this section, count each client referred for one or more of the three


reasons listed for family crisis. If the client has more than one reason,


i.e., Drug Abuse and Juvenile Offense, choose the one that appears to be


the principle precipitating cause for conflict.


For example, child was drinking and became involved in car theft (car


prowl). Try to determine which act most likely triggered the family


conflict. The counts in Section A are to be unduplicated.


B. If, for example, you have a resource for each drug abuse case screened/


referred out, the number in B 1 should equal the number in A 1. This


would also be true for B 2 and B 3. It is possible that the numbers in


B 1, B 2, and B 3 will be less than the numbers in A 1, A 2, and A 3. We


need to know how many cases go unserved.


C. Please compute the time in fractions of hours that are required to screen


and refer out the clients listed above example, .5 hours. We want to


review our policy of estimating 30 minutes for intake/assessment.


BCS FORM (4/82)
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAkG NOTICE NO: G-100
Issued: February 3, 1982


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary FOR INFORMATION CALL:


Community Services Denzel Scott
SCAN 234-0244 or
non-SCAN 753-0244


SUBJECT: REDUCTION OF FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES (FRS)


Place this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual.G, and note on Green Notice


Control Sheet the date Notice G-100 was entered.


A. The reduction of FRS program FTEs made by the Legislature during the 1981


Special Session requires a reduction in both intake/assessment and


continuing FRS services to clients.


Effective March 1, 1982, FRS applicants are to be referred out to


other (non-DSHS) community agencies (not DSHS Contract Crisis Counseling


Services).


B. Manual G holders should write in the following word additions to the text


of Chapter 24.


1. Page 3, Section 24.12 A. 1:


Add to the end of the sentence: "or other social services."


2. Page 6, Section 24.15 C, add new subparagraphs:


"5. Families in nonviolent conflict whose principle cause of con-
flict is drug abuse, alcohol abuse or juvenile offense
(delinquency) shall be referred to an appropriate non-DSHS
community social service agency. Appropriate non-DSHS
agencies include, but are not limited to:


a. Drug and alcohol abuse centers;


b. Community mental health centers;


c. Juvenile probation/counseling services;


d. Family counseling services.


6. The type of family situation defined in 5. above no longer
qualifies that family for CSO FRS services, even if no appro-
priate non-DSHS agency exists in the community."
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-167
Issued: September 29, 1983


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary For Information Call:
Community Services Diana Larsen-Mills, SCAN


234-0432 or Non-SCAN
753-0432


1 1
'IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT - MS OB-161


1 1


SUBJECT: DELETION OF DSHS 14-139, SOCIAL SERVICES APPLICATION FOR
FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES


Insert this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual G, and note on the Green
Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-167 was entered.


A. It is no longer necessary for the DSHS 14-139(X) (Rev. 12/79) form to
completed for Family Reconciliation Services cases since this program
is provided without regard to income.


B. The new DSHS 4-114(X) (Rev. 12/82) Social Service Intake form will be
completed (instead of the DSHS 14-139) for all FRS cases. Program
eligibility is documented on the DSHS 4-114(X).


C. Application, eligibility requirements and forms for child placement cases
are not changed by this notice.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: ° HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-114
Issued: April 13, 1982


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary


Community Services


FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Denzel Scott
SCAN 234-0244 or
non-SCAN 753-0244


I IF NOT DELIVERABLE RETURN TO: W/P MANUAL SECTION MS OB-161


SUBJECT: TRACKING INELIGIBLE FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICE APPLICANTS


Place this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual G, and note on Green Notice


Control Sheet the date Notice G-114 was entered.


BACKGROUND


A. Due to budget constraints, the contracted Crisis Counseling (Phase II)


component of Family Reconciliation Services has been reduced by $690,000


or about 3,032 referrals statewide.


CSO staff provided crisis counseling (Phase I, up to four hours) must


also be reduced for certain nonviolent FRS applicants.


0
B. To implement these reductions, effective immediately, new behavioral


eligibility criteria will be applied to those clients seeking FRS.


1. During the initial intake/assessment (first 30 minutes), the service


worker should identify cases which are:


a. Nonviolent and
b. Nonrunaway and
c. Drug or alcohol abusing (any family member) or
d. Juveniles who have allegedly committed a criminal offense


and refer them to other (non-DSHS) community agencies. ((*E42211


2. The above types of cases shall not be referred to FRS Crisis
Counseling Contractors.
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C. The categories of clients to be screened out (i.e., no service) of the
nonviolent FRS population are families in conflict where the principle
cause of conflict is drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and/or juvenile criminal
offenses. The Juvenile Code for families in conflict allows for the
referral of these categories to other community agencies without cost to
DSHS-FRS (CCS) contract funds.


D. The normal Intake/Assessment screening process for FRS clients is expected
to identify drug and alcohol abusers and juveniles who have committed a
criminal offense. The screening_process should be limited to thirty minutes_
or less teases involving violence_or_a_runaway are to be served:


E. According to the Children's Needs Assessment study completed by the Officeo
of Research in June of 1981, the ineligible categories are occurring in
the population in the following percentages:


1. Drug abuse 15% = 5,102.


2. Alcohol abuse 23% = 7,838.


3. Juvenile criminal behavior 37% = 12,609.


Total 25,559. The numbers of clients listed above are based on a
16-month period.


F. Because the nonviolent population is 51% of all FRS referrals, it is assumed
that approximately 51% or 13,035 of the population could be referred out to
other non-DSHS agencies for services without cost to contract Crisis Coun-
seling. The present rate of referral to Crisis Counseling contracting
agencies and to DSHS Phase II services is 24%. It is expected, therefore,
that approximately 3,128 Phase II service reductions can be made.


G. It is not known how many of the nonviolent drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and
juvenile criminal behavior referrals have two or more of those problems.
Because of this possible overlapping, the total reduction in referrals
going on to continuing services in Phase I and Phase II can only be esti-
mated. That is why the Bureau wants to collect specific data about those
cases referred out.


ACTION REQUIRED 


A. A careful screening of all nonviolent referrals (applicants) for FRS is
important because program costs must be reduced. Ineligible clients
should be referred out to community agencies using DSHS 2-306(X), Com-
munication/Referral.


B. A six month's data collection project will be undertaken to assess the
actual numbers of clients that can be diverted to other community services
without cost to contracted Crisis Counseling. CSO service workers should
use the attached form for data collection beginning May 1, 1982, and end-
ing November 1, 1982. Most of the data is already on the CSO FRS intake
log. A consolidated CSO report should then be sent to the Regional
Office for forwarding to SO.
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C. The Regional Office will send a consolidated Regional Report to the


Bureau of Children's Services, MS OB-41, no later than the 15th of each


month. The first report will be due June 15, 1982.


D. If there are any questions about these categories of ineligible clients,


please call the Bureau of Children's Services Regional Representative or


call Denzel Scott, SCAN 234-0244.


E. On Green Notice G-100, please note section 24.15 C.5.c. should refer to


Youth Service Bureau's NOT Juvenile Probation Service.


Attachment







FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES


INELIGIBLE CLIENT REPORTING FORM


Reporting Unit (CSO/Region) # 


Month of Report


A. Number of clients (families) screened out by principle cause of conflict.


Only one for each client.


1. Drug Abuse


2. Alcohol Abuse


3. Juvenile Offender


Total of lines 1, 2, and 3 


B. Number or clients (families) referred out to another source which accepted


the referral (response received from DSHS 2-306(X)).


1. Drug Abuse


2. Alcohol Abuse


3. Juvenile Offender


Total of lines 1, 2, and 3


C. Average Time Required per client screened and referred out:


DIRECTIONS BY SECTION: (This form may be used by line staff for a work sheet


and by the Regions for a consolidated report to the


Bureau of Children's Services.)


A. In this section, count each client referred for one or more of the three


reasons listed for family crisis. If the client has more than one reason,


i.e., Drug Abuse and Juvenile Offense, choose the one that appears to be


the principle precipitating cause for conflict.


For example, child was drinking and became involved in car theft (car


prowl). Try to determine which act most likely triggered the family


conflict. The counts in Section A are to be unduplicated.


B. If, for example, you have a resource for each drug abuse case screened/


referred out, the number in B I should equal the number in A 1. This


would also be true for B 2 and B 3. It is possible that the numbers in


B 1, B 2, and B 3 will be less than the numbers in A 1, A 2, and A 3. We


need to know how many cases go unserved.


C. Please compute the time in fractions of hours that are required to screen


and refer out the clients listed above example, .5 hours. We want to


review our policy of estimating 30 minutes for intake/assessment.


BCS FORM (4/82)
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAkG NOTICE NO: G-100
Issued: February 3, 1982


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary FOR INFORMATION CALL:


Community Services Denzel Scott
SCAN 234-0244 or
non-SCAN 753-0244


SUBJECT: REDUCTION OF FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES (FRS)


Place this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual_G, and note on Green Notice


Control Sheet the date Notice G-100 was entered.


A. The reduction of FRS program FTEs made by the Legislature during the 1981
Special Session requires a reduction in both intake/assessment and
continuing FRS services to clients.


Effective March 1, 1982, FRS applicants are to be referred out to
other (non-DSHS) community agencies (not DSHS Contract Crisis Counseling
Services).


B. Manual G holders should write in the following word additions to the text
of Chapter 24.


1. Page 3, Section 24.12 A. 1:


Add to the end of the sentence: "or other social services."


2. Page 6, Section 24.15 C, add new subparagraphs:


"5. Families in nonviolent conflict whose principle cause of con-
flict is drug abuse, alcohol abuse or juvenile offense
(delinquency) shall be referred to an appropriate non-DSHS
community social service agency. Appropriate non-DSHS
agencies include, but are not limited to:


a. Drug and alcohol abuse centers;


b. Community mental health centers;


c. Juvenile probation/counseling services;


d. Family counseling services.


6. The type of family situation defined in 5. above no longer
qualifies that family for CSO FRS services, even if no appro-
priate non-DSHS agency exists in the community."
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-167


Issued: September 29, 1983


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary For Information Call:
Diana Larsen-Mills, SCAN
234-0432 or Non-SCAN


753-0432


Community Services


1 1


'IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT - MS OB-161


1 1


SUBJECT: DELETION OF DSHS 14-139, SOCIAL SERVICES APPLICATION FOR


FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES


Insert this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual G, and note on the Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-167 was entered.


A. It is no longer necessary for the DSHS 14-139(X) (Rev. 12/79) form to


completed for Family Reconciliation Services cases since this program


is provided without regard to income.


B. The new DSHS 4-114(X) (Rev. 12/82) Social Service Intake form will be


completed (instead of the DSHS 14-139) for all FRS cases. Program


eligibility is documented on the DSHS 4-114(X).


C. Application, eligibility requirements and forms for child placement cases


are not changed by this notice.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-114
Issued: April 13, 1982


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary FOR INFORMATION CALL:


Community Services Denzel Scott
SCAN 234-0244 or
non-SCAN 753-0244


1
'IF NOT DELIVERABLE RETURN TO: W/P MANUAL SECTION MS OB-161


SUBJECT: TRACKING INELIGIBLE FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICE APPLICANTS


Place this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual G, and note on Green Notice


Control Sheet the date Notice G-114 was entered.


BACKGROUND


A. Due to budget constraints, the contracted Crisis Counseling (Phase II)


component of Family Reconciliation Services has been reduced by $690,000


or about 3,032 referrals statewide.


CSO staff provided crisis counseling (Phase I, up to four hours) must


also be reduced for certain nonviolent FRS applicants.


B. To implement these reductions, effective immediately, new behavioral


eligibility criteria will be applied to those clients seeking FRS.


1. During the initial intake/assessment (first 30 minutes), the service
worker should identify cases which are:


a. Nonviolent and
b. Nonrunaway and
c. Drug or alcohol abusing (any family member) or
d. Juveniles who have allegedly committed a criminal offense


and refer them to other (non-DSHS) community agencies. CSO staff
may not provide crisis counseling.


2. The above types of cases shall not be referred to FRS Crisis
Counseling Contractors.
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C. The categories of clients to be screened out (i.e., no service) of the


nonviolent FRS population are families in conflict where the principle


cause of conflict is drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and/or juvenile criminal


offenses. The Juvenile Code for families in conflict allows for the


referral of these categories to other community agencies without cost to


DSHS-FRS (CCS) contract funds.


D. The normal Intake/Assessment screening process for FRS clients is expected


to identify drug and alcohol abusers and juveniles who have committed a


criminal offense. The screening process should be limited to thirty minutes


or less. Cases involving violence or a runaway are to be served.


E. According to the Children's Needs Assessment study completed by the Office


of Research in June of 1981, the ineligible categories are occurring in


the population in the following percentages:


1. Drug abuse 15% = 5,102.


2. Alcohol ablise 23% = 7,838.


3. Juvenile criminal behavior 37% = 12,609.


Total 25,559. The numbers of clients listed above are based on a
16-month period.


F. Because the nonviolent population is 51% of all FRS referrals, it is assumed


that approximately 51% or 13,035 of the population could be referred out to


other non-DSHS agencies for services without cost to contract Crisis Coun-


seling. The present rate of referral to Crisis Counseling contracting


agencies and to DSHS Phase II services is 24%. It is expected, therefore,


that approximately 3,128 Phase II service reductions can be made.


G. It is not known how many of the nonviolent drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and


juvenile criminal behavior referrals have two or more of those problems.


Because of this possible overlapping, the total reduction in referrals


going on to continuing services in Phase I and Phase II can only be esti-
mated. That is why the Bureau wants to collect specific data about those


cases referred out.


ACTION REQUIRED 


A. A careful screening of all nonviolent referrals (applicants) for FRS is


important because program costs must be reduced. Ineligible clients


should be referred out to community agencies using DSHS 2-306(%), Com-


munication/Referral.


B. A six month's data collection project will be undertaken to assess the


actual numbers of clients that can be diverted to other community services


without cost to contracted Crisis Counseling. CSO service workers should


use the attached form for data collection beginning May 1, 1982, and end-


ing November 1, 1982. Most of the data is already on the CSO FRS intake


log. A consolidated CSO report should then be sent to the Regional


Office for forwarding to SO.
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C. The Regional Office will send a consolidated .Regional Report to the


Bureau of Children's Services, MS OB-41, no later than the 15th of each


month. The first report will be due June 15, 1982.


D. If there are any questions about these categories of ineligible clients,


please call the Bureau of Children's Services Regional Representative or


call Denzel Scott, SCAN 234-0244.


E. On Green Notice G-100, please note section 24.15 C.5.c. should refer to


Youth Service Bureau's NOT Juvenile Probation Service.


Attachment







FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES
INELIGIBLE CLIENT REPORTING FORM


Reporting Unit (CSO/Region) #


Month of Report


A. Number of clients (families) screened out by principle cause of conflict.


Only one for each client.


1. Drug Abuse


2. Alcohol Abuse


3. Juvenile Offender


Total of lines 1, 2, and 3


B. Number or clients (families) referred out to another source which accepted


the referral (response received from DSHS 2-306(X)).


1. Drug Abuse 


2. Alcohol Abuse


3. Juvenile Offender 


Total of lines 1, 2, and 3


C. Average Time Required per client screened and referred out:


DIRECTIONS BY SECTION: (This form may be used by line staff for a work sheet


and by the Regions for a consolidated report to the


Bureau of Children's Services.)


A. In this section, count each client referred for one or more of the three


reasons listed for family crisis. If the client has more than one reason,


i.e., Drug Abuse and Juvenile Offense, choose the one that appears to be


the principle precipitating cause for conflict.


For example, child was drinking and became involved in car theft (car


prowl). Try to determine which act most likely triggered the family


conflict. The counts in Section A are to be unduplicated.


B. ,If, for example, you have 'a resource for each drug abuse case screened/


referred out, the number in B 1 should equal the number in A 1. This


would also be true for B 2 and B 3. It is possible that the numbers in


B 1, B 2, and B 3 will be less than the numbers in A 1, A 2, and A 3. We


need to know how many cases go unserved.


C. Please compute the time in fractions of hours that are required to screen


and refer out the clients listed above example, .5 hours. We want to


review our policy of estimating 30 minutes for intake/assessment.


BCS FORM (4/82)







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-100
Issued: February 3, 1982


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary FOR INFORMATION CALL:


Community Services Denzel Scott
SCAN 234-0244 or
non-SCAN 753-0244


SUBJECT: REDUCTION OF FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES (FRS)


Place this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual G, and note on Green Notice


Control Sheet the date Notice G-100 was entered.


A. The reduction of FRS program FTEs made by the Legislature during the 1981


Special Session requires a reduction in both intake/assessment and


continuing FRS services to clients.


Effective March 1, 1982, FRS applicants are to be referred out to


other (non-DSHS) community agencies (not DSHS Contract Crisis Counseling


Services).


B. Manual G holders should write in the following word additions to the text


of Chapter 24.


1. Page 3, Section 24.12 A. 1:


Add to the end of the sentence: "or other social services."


2. Page 6, Section 24.15 C, add new subparagraphs:


• "5. Families in nonviolent conflict whose principle cause of con-
flict is drug abuse, alcohol abuse or juvenile offense
(delinquency) shall be referred to an appropriate non-DSHS
community social service agency. Appropriate non-DSHS


agencies include, but are not limited to:


a. Drug and alcohol abuse centers;


• b. Community mental health centers;


c. Juvenile probation/counseling services;


d. Family counseling services.


6. The type of family situation defined in 5. above no longer
qualifies that family for CSO FRS services, even if no appro-
priate non-DSHS agency exists in the community."







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-167
Issued: September 29, 1983


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary For Information Call:
Community Services Diana Larsen-Mills, SCAN


234-0432 or Non-SCAN
753-0432


'IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT - MS OB-161
1 1


SUBJECT: DELETION OF DSHS 14-139, SOCIAL SERVICES APPLICATION FOR
FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES


Insert this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual G, and note on the Green
Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-167 was entered.


A. It is no longer necessary for the DSHS 14-139(X) (Rev. 12/79) form to
completed for Family Reconciliation Services cases since this program
is provided without regard to income.


B. The new DSHS 4-114(X) (Rev. 12/82) Social Service Intake form will be
completed (instead of the DSHS 14-139) for all FRS cases. Program
eligibility is documented on the DSHS 4-114(X).


C. Application, eligibility requirements and forms for child placement cases
are not changed by this notice.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-114
Issued: April 13, 1982


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Community Services Denzel Scott


SCAN 234-0244 or
non-SCAN 753-0244


1 1
'IF NOT DELIVERABLE RETURN TO: W/P MANUAL SECTION MS OB-161


1 1


SUBJECT: TRACKING INELIGIBLE FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICE APPLICANTS


Place this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual G, and note on Green Notice
Control Sheet the date Notice G-114 was entered.


BACKGROUND


A. Due to budget constraints, the contracted Crisis Counseling (Phase II)
component of Family Reconciliation Services has been reduced by $690,000
or about 3,032 referrals statewide.


CSO staff provided crisis counseling (Phase I, up to four hours) must
also be reduced for certain nonviolent FRS applicants.


B. To implement these reductions, effective immediately, new behavioral
eligibility criteria will be applied to those clients seeking FRS.


1. During the initial intake/assessment (first 30 minutes), the service
worker should identify cases which are:


a. Nonviolent and
b. Nonrunaway and
c. Drug or alcohol abusing (any family member) or
d. Juveniles who have allegedly committed a criminal offense


and refer them to other (non-DSHS) community agencies. CSO staff
may not provide crisis counseling.


2. The above types of cases shall not be referred to FRS Crisis
Counseling Contractors.
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C. The categories of clients to be screened out (i.e., no service) of the
nonviolent FRS population are families in conflict where the principle
cause of conflict is drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and/or juvenile criminal
offenses. The Juvenile Code for families in conflict allows for the
referral of these categories to other community agencies without cost to
DSHS-FRS (CCS) contract funds.


D. The normal Intake/Assessment screening process for FRS clients is expected
to identify drug and alcohol abusers and juveniles who have committed a
criminal offense. The screening process should be limited to thirty minutes
or less. Cases involving violence or a runaway are to be served.


E. According to the Children's Needs Assessment study completed by the Office
of Research in June of 1981, the ineligible categories are occurring in
the population in the following percentages:


1. Drug abuse 15% = 5,102.


2. Alcohol abuse 23% = 7,838.


3. Juvenile criminal behavior 37% = 12,609.


Total 25,559. The numbers of clients listed above are based on a
16-month period.


F. Because the nonviolent population is 51% of all FRS referrals, it is assumed
that approximately 51% or 13,035 of the population could be referred out to
other non-DSHS agencies for services without cost to contract Crisis Coun-
seling. The present rate of referral to Crisis Counseling contracting
agencies and to DSHS Phase II services is 24%. It is expected, therefore,
that approximately 3,128 Phase II service reductions can be made.


G. It is not known how many of the nonviolent drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and
juvenile criminal behavior referrals have two or more of those problems.
Because of this possible overlapping, the total reduction in referrals
going on to continuing services in Phase I and Phase II can only be esti-
mated. That is why the Bureau wants to collect specific data about those
cases referred out.


ACTION REQUIRED 


A. A careful screening of all nonviolent referrals (applicants) for FRS is
important because program costs must be reduced. Ineligible clients
should be referred out to community agencies using DSHS 2-306(X), Com-
munication/Referral.


B. A six month's data collection project will be undertaken to assess the
actual numbers of clients that can be diverted to other community services
without cost to contracted Crisis Counseling. CSO service workers should
use the attached form for data collection beginning May 1, 1982, and end-
ing November 1, 1982. Most of the data is already on the CSO FRS intake
log. A consolidated CSO report should then be sent to the Regional
Office for forwarding to SO.
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C. The Regional Office will send a consolidated Regional Report to the


Bureau of Children's Services, MS OB-41, no later than the 15th of each


month. The first report will be due June 15, 1982.


D. If there are any questions about these categories of ineligible clients,


please call the Bureau of Children's Services Regional Representative or


call Denzel Scott, SCAN 234-0244.


E. On Green Notice G-100, please note section 24.15 C.5.c. should refer to


Youth Service Bureau's NOT Juvenile Probation Service.


Attachment







FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES
INELIGIBLE CLIENT REPORTING FORM


Reporting Unit (CSO/Region) #


Month of Report


A. Number of clients (families) screened out by principle cause of conflict.


Only one for each client.


1. Drug Abuse


2. Alcohol Abuse


3. Juvenile Offender


Total of lines 1, 2, and 3 


B. Number or clients (families) referred out to another source which accepted


the referral (response received from DSHS 2-306(X)).


1. Drug Abuse


2. Alcohol Abuse


3. Juvenile Offender


Total of lines 1, 2, and 3 


C. Average Time Required per client screened and referred out:


DIRECTIONS BY SECTION: (This form may be used by line staff for a work sheet
and by the Regions for a consolidated report to the
Bureau of Children's Services.)


A. In this section, count each client referred for one or more of the three


reasons listed for family crisis. If the client has more than one reason,


i.e., Drug Abuse and Juvenile Offense, choose the one that appears to be


the principle precipitating cause for conflict.


For example, child was drinking and became involved in car theft (car
prowl). Try to determine which act most likely triggered the family


conflict. The counts in Section A are to be unduplicated.


B. If, for example, you have a resource for each drug abuse case screened/
referred out, the number in B I should equal the number in A 1. This
would also be true for B 2 and B 3. It is possible that the numbers in
B 1, B 2, and B 3 will be less than the numbers in A 1, A 2, and A 3. We
need to know how many cases go unserved.


C. Please compute the time in fractions of hours that are required to screen
and refer out the clients listed above example, .5 hours. We want to


review our policy of estimating 30 minutes for intake/assessment.


BCS FORM (4/82)







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-100
Issued: February 3, 1982


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary FOR INFORMATION CALL:


Community Services Denzel Scott
SCAN 234-0244 or
non-SCAN 753-0244


SUBJECT: REDUCTION OF FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES (FRS)


Place this notice in front of Chapter 24, Manual G, and note on Green Notice


Control Sheet the date Notice G-100 was entered.


A. The reduction of FRS program FTEs made by the Legislature during the 1981


Special Session requires a reduction in both intake/assessment and


continuing FRS services to clients.


Effective March 1, 1982, FRS applicants are to be referred out to


other (non-DSHS) community agencies (not DSHS Contract Crisis Counseling


Services).


B. Manual G holders should write in the following word additions to the text


of Chapter 24.


1. Page 3, Section 24.12 A. 1:


Add to the end of the sentence: or other social services."


2. Page 6, Section 24.15 C, add new subparagraphs:


"5. Families in nonviolent conflict whose principle cause of con-


flict is drug abuse, alcohol abuse or juvenile offense


(delinquency) shall be referred to an appropriate non-DSHS


community social service agency. Appropriate non-DSHS
agencies include, but are not limited to:


a. Drug and alcohol abuse centers;


b. Community mental health centers;


c. Juvenile probation/counseling services;


d. Family counseling services.


6. The type of family situation defined in 5. above no longer
qualifies that family for CSO FRS services, even if no appro-
priate non-DSHS agency exists in the community."
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES ,


Olympia, Washington.


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-159


Issued: July 15, 1983


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary For Information Call:


Community Services Larry Pederson SCAN
234-0253 or Non-SCAN
753-0253


'IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: WP/MANUAL SECTION - MS OB-451


SUBJECT: DELETION OF DSHS 14-139(X), SOCIAL SERVICES APPLICATION FOR


CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES; REVISION OF DSHS 14-114(X)


Insert this notice in front of Chapter 26, Manual G, and note on the Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-159 was entered.


A. It is no longer necessary for the DSHS 14-139(X) (Rev. 12/79) form to


be completed for Children's Protective Services cases since this program


is provided without regard to income. Program eligibility is now docu-


mented on the DSHS 4-114(X) Social Services Intake form.


B. The DSHS 4-114(X) is being revised and printed on NCR paper to facili-


tate its use with DSHS 2-128(X) DSHS Application, Registration and


Control form. The revised DSHS 4-114(X) will be'distributed to CSOs


in August 1983. 0


C. Application, eligibility requirements and forms for child placement cases


are not changed by this notice.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-150
Issued: March 1983


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary For Information Call:


Community Services Jon Halvorson, SCAN 234-4652
or Non-SCAN 753-4652


1 1


'IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: WP/MANUAL SECTION - MS OB-451


1 1


SUBJECT: AVAILABILITY OF THE DSHS 2 -128A(X) SOCIAL SERVICE REGISTRATION


AND CONTROL FORM


Insert this notice in front of Chapter 26, Manual G, and note on the Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-150 was entered.


A. The "General Instructions" for the DSHS 4-114 Social Service Intake


Form found in Manual G, Chatper 26, Revision 60 (1/83) directed you to


use the DSHS 4-114 together with a DSHS 2-128A Social Service Registra-


tion and Control Form. *


B. The DSHS 2-128A is not available at this time and will be replaced by


a DSHS 2-128 designed for use by both social and financial services.


C. Continue to use the existing method estabished in your CSO for Masterfile


clearance and record make-up. When the new 2-128 is issued, you will


receive instructions in its use.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-159


Issued: July 15, 1983


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary For Information Call:


Community Services Larry Pederson SCAN
234-0253 or Non-SCAN
753-0253


1 1


'IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: WP/MANUAL SECTION - MS OB-451


1 1


SUBJECT: DELETION OF DSHS 14-139(X), SOCIAL SERVICES APPLICATION FOR


CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES; REVISION OF DSHS 14-114(X)


Insert this notice in front of Chapter 26, Manual G, and note on the Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-159 was entered.


A. It is no longer necessary for the DSHS 14-139(X) (Rev. 12/79) form to


be completed for Children's Protective Services cases since this program


is provided without regard to income. Program eligibility is now docu-


mented on the DSHS 4-114(X) Social Services Intake form.


B. The DSHS 4-114(X) is being revised and printed on NCR paper to facili-


tate its use with DSHS 2-128(X) DSHS Application, Registration and


Control form. The revised DSHS 4-114(X) will be distributed to CSOs


in August 1983. 0


C. Application, eligibility requirements and forms for child placement cases


are not changed by this notice.







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF MANUAL G NOTICE NO: G-150


Issued: March 1983


FROM: Bruce Ferguson, Assistant Secretary For Information Call:


Community Services Jon Halvorson, SCAN 234-4652


or Non-SCAN 753-4652


1 1


1IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: WP/MANUAL SECTION - MS OB-451


1 1


SUBJECT: AVAILABILITY OF THE DSHS 2-128A(X) SOCIAL SERVICE REGISTRATION


AND CONTROL FORM


Insert this notice in front of Chapter 26, Manual G, and note on the Green


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice G-150 was entered.


A. The "General Instructions" for the DSHS 4-114 Social Service Intake


Form found in Manual G, Chatper 26, Revision 60 (1/83) directed you .to


use the DSHS 4-114 together with a DSHS 2-128A Social Service Registra-


tion and Control Form.


B. The DSHS 2-128A is not available at this time and will be replaced by


a DSHS 2-128 designed for use by both social and financial services.


C. Continue to use the existing method estabished in your CSO for Masterfile


clearance and record make-up. When the new 2-128 is issued, you will


receive instructions in its use.
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CHAPTER 26 - INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
0800 - Program Code From SSRS


26.10 DEFINITION (WAC 388-15-110) 


Information and referral services are information about services provided
under Title XX or by community resources. They include a brief assessment
of service need in order to make an appropriate referral and follow up
services to learn the results of the referral and assess its effectiveness.
The service is provided to individuals or those acting on their behalf who
call or come into the office seeking information regarding resources in the
community. Referrals may be made to the Social Security Administration,
veterans organizations, church organizations, County Extension Agents, Public
Libraries, Better Business Bureaus, Senior Citizen Centers, Mental Health
Clinics, marriage counselors, the Employment Security Office or Labor and
Industries, among other places.


26.14 ELIGIBILITY 


Any individual who needs this service to meet the goals of the Title XX
service plan may receive information and referra] services (I&R) regardless
of recipient status or the level of his gross income.


26.16 GOALS 


I&R may be provided to accomplish any one of the service goals described
in Chapter 10.04.


26.18 RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROVISION OF I&R 


If the ESSO does not have a service worker or service workers specifically
assigned to provide I&R services, the responsibility for the provision of
the service must be identified within the job description of the service
worker furnishing the service.


26.22 SOURCES OF I&R REQUESTS 


There are three possible sources of requests for I&R services:


1. An inquiry may be made by mail, or


2. By a telephone request, or


3. By the client or individuals acting on his behalf calling at the
ESSO.
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26.26 SERVICE WORKER ACTIONS 


All I&R requests shall be referred to a service worker to whom the respon-
sibility for this service has been assigned, except that requests made by
active service recipients shall be referred to the worker in charge of the
case.


1. Mail requests.


a. The service worker will make a determination according to his
best judgment of the resource best suited to respond to the
individual's request and send a written reply as promptly as
possible. The reply shall contain an invitation to the client
to contact the ESSO again if his request has been misunderstood
or he needs further information.


b. If the ESSO service worker does not hear from the individual
again, follow up requirements may be net by a phone call to the
resource to whom the individual was referred.


2. Telephone requests.


a. It is anticipated that the majority of requests for information
and referral will be by telephone. These will be referred to
the service worker responsible either for I&R or the individual's
active service case, if he has one. If the request is not from
an active service recipient, the service worker shall secure
sufficient information from the caller to make as accurate an
assessment as possible of what services the recipient requires
in order to furnish information about available services or
referral to an appropriate provider.


b. Follow up requirements may be met by a one-time contact tO the
agency to which the individual was referred. The purpose of
follow up is to determine if the recipient contacted the referral
agency and received service. In the event that follow up reveals
that alternative services are required, a subsequent referral is
allowable.


3. Office visit requests.


Requests for I&R made by an individual or a person acting on his behalf
shall in all cases be handled by personal interview with a service
worker. This will usually be the service worker assigned to the I&R
function, except that if the request concerns an active service case,
the individual will be referred to the service worker in charge of the
case. Personal requests for I&R services will be handled in the same
manner as telephone requests. The service worker may choose to arrange
for volunteer escort service when available and necessary.
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